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Generation of three-dimensional human artificial skeletal
muscle tissue from iPS cells enables complex disease
modelling for muscular dystrophy
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Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) hold substantial promise for regenerative medicine. However, reprogramming
and subsequent hiPSC cultivation can result in genetic and epigenetic abnormalities, and mutations that can undermine their use
in regenerative medicine, because they compromise biosafety of
hiPSC-derived differentiated cells. Activation of endogenous
mobile retrotransposons LINE-1 (Long Interspersed Element-1,
L1), Alu and SVA can cause such mutations. In differentiated
cells, L1 is suppressed by methylation of its CpG-rich promoter.
We show that reprogramming triggers transcription of L1 elements via demethylation and that reprogramming factors further
upregulate L1 promoter activity. By applying retrotransposon
capture-sequencing to 8 hiPSC lines and their parental cells, we
found that L1 transcriptional activation causes new L1-mediated
genomic insertions: We identified numerous L1, Alu and SVA de
novo retrotransposition events that occurred during reprogramming and hiPSC cultivation. We estimated *1 L1 de novo insertion per hiPSC, constituting a mutagenic load per cell as
represented by exogenously applied integrating gene therapy
vectors. *50% of all new retrotransposition events occurred in
transcribed protein-coding genes, including genes involved in
oncogenesis, development or signal transduction. We demonstrate
interference of new L1 insertions with host gene expression in
hiPSCs. Consistently, analysis of 1800 marked L1 insertions resulting from mobilization of genetically engineered L1 reporter
elements during hiPSC cultivation, confirmed that *50% of all
insertions accumulate in host genes. L1 de novo insertions were
also enriched at active transcriptional start sites where they might
affect host gene expression. Our findings imply consequences for
the biological safety of hiPSC-derived cell therapies.

Generating artificial human skeletal muscle would be instrumental for investigating skeletal muscle pathology and therapy.
However, current bioengineering platforms are challenged by the
limited expansion potential and differentiation ability of tissuederived myogenic cells. Here, we describe the generation of threedimensional artificial skeletal muscle tissue from human embryonic
and induced pluripotent stem cells, including cells from patients
with Duchenne, limb-girdle and congenital muscular dystrophies.
Skeletal myogenic differentiation of pluripotent cells was induced
within hydrogels under tension to provide alignment. Artificial
muscles recapitulated characteristics of human skeletal muscle tissue and could be implanted into immunodeficient mice. Importantly, they enabled in vitro modelling of pathological hallmarks
of some forms of muscular dystrophy with higher fidelity than
standard bi-dimensional cultures. Finally, we show generation of
complex multicellular constructs, all human iPS cell-derived, containing isogenic cell types present in normal skeletal muscle, such
as vascular endothelial cells and pericytes. These results lay the
foundation for a human skeletal muscle organoid-like platform for
regenerative medicine, disease modelling and therapy development.
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Reprogramming triggers mobilisation of endogenous
retrotransposons in human induced pluripotent stem cells
with genotoxic effects on host gene expression
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Dynamic remodelling of neural cellular and extracellular
signatures depicted in 3D in vitro differentiation
of human iPSC-derived NSC
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Brain microenvironment plays an important role in development and function. Disruption of its homeostasis is often
related to pathological conditions, as the lysosomal storage
disease mucopolysaccharidosis type VII ( MPS VII), caused
by deficient b-glucuronidase activity. We hypothesized that
3D differentiation of human neural stem cells (hNSC) neurospheres in perfusion stirred-tank bioreactors could sustain
microenvironment remodeling, recapitulating key cell-ECM
interactions. Differentiation of hNSC derived from induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC-NSC), both from healthy donors and a MPS VII patient, were shown to recapitulate
neurogenic developmental pathways, generating tissue-like
3D structures with neuronal, astroglial and oligodendroglial
cells. Changes in neural microenvironment during differentiation, namely at cell membrane and ECM composition, were
addressed using quantitative transcriptomic (NGS) and proteomic data (SWATH-MS). Data revealed a significant enrichment in structural proteoglycans, such as neurocan, versican,
brevican and tenascin C, along with downregulation of basement
membrane constituents (e.g., laminins, collagens and fibrillins).
In MPS VII cells, important disease hallmarks were recapitulated, as the accumulation of glycosaminoglycans. Glial differentiation was increased and alterations in neuronal activity and
connectivity were observed. In summary, we demonstrated that
neural cellular and extracellular developmental features are recapitulated in hiPSC-NSC-derived neural microtissues. These
can be valuable in vitro models to address molecular defects
associated with neurological disorders that affect the microenvironment homeostasis, as MPS VII.

OR04
Endogenous CRX activity monitoring by CRISPR/Cas9
engineering of human iPS cells allows rapid detection
of photoreceptor genesis
Y Arsenijevic1 R Moser1 S Decembrini1 D Gamm2
V Ponce de Leone1
1: Université de Lausanne 2: University of Winsconsin
Retinal degenerative diseases resulting in the loss of photoreceptors are one of the major causes of blindness. Photoreceptor
replacement therapy is still in development to demonstrate the
proof of concept of this approach, necessitating thus a large
amount of retinal cells to conduct such studies. In parallel, the
generation of retina organoids is a promising unlimited cell
source. We and others have demonstrated the possibility to
produce a large quantity of mouse photoreceptors and to isolate them with cell specific reporter genes. To generate a large
amount of human photoreceptors and to trace them, we used a
gene editing approach to insert a comete-GFP at the UTR site of
the CRX gene which is specifically expressed in the photoreceptors. The hCas9_D10A was chosen to reduce off-targets and
gRNAs were screened for their efficacy and specificity in 293T
cells, and then used in a human iPSC line. In these cells, three
out of 26 clones showed correct integration of the transgene.
Different protocols were tested for retina organoid induction and
the appearance of fluorescence helped to determine the period of
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photoreceptor genesis. Immunohistological examination of the
organoids at different culture time points revealed that the organoids recapitulate the different stages of retinogenesis and
confirmed the production of a large number of photoreceptors. This cell line can now serve to study human photoreceptor
development and pathologies as well as to produce a large
photoreceptor number for drug screening and transplantation
studies.
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AAV-mediated CYP46A1 gene therapy
for Huntington’s disease
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Brain cholesterol homeostasis defects in the adult brain are
linked to neurodegenerative diseases, such as Niemann-Pick
C, Alzheimer and Huntington’s diseases (HD). In HD, cholesterol homeostasis defects involve a general perturbation in
the expression of cholesterol biosynthesis enzymes. 24Shydroxycholesterol (24OH-Chol), the catabolite of cholesterol metabolism, is decreased in HD patients plasma. Levels
of CYP46A1, the rate-limiting enzyme, which catalyses the
production of 24OH-Chol in neuronal cells, are decreased in
the striatum of HD patients and HD mice models. CYP46A1
plays major roles in activating brain cholesterol turnover
and thus increasing the mevalonate pathway, with beneficial effects on synaptic plasticity and function. Restoring
CYP46A1 expression in vivo by adeno-virus-mediated (AAVCYP46A1) delivery in the striatum of two HD mouse models
(R6/2 and ZQ175) results in significant improvement in motor
behaviour associated with decreased huntingtin-positive aggregates, increased neuroprotection and synaptic plasticity.
Furthermore, cholesterol biosynthesis pathway is restored in
the targeted brain regions, leading to a normalization of
cholesterol, desmosterol, lanosterol and 24OH-Chol levels in
these two HD mouse models. In addition, we show that
CYP46A1 overexpression corrects the BDNF/TrkB pathway
that is dramatically impaired in HD, as well as, vesicular
transport. Towards clinical evaluation in patients with HD,
dose-responsive studies in mice and translational steps in
non-human primates were performed, demonstrating the
feasibility and efficacy of AAV-CYP46A1 gene delivery in
the striatum. We propose a phase I/II clinical application to
evaluate the efficacy and safety of a single administration of
AAV-CYP46A1 in the striatum of HD patients at an early
stage of disease progression.
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Gradual improvements in the motor and cognitive function
after gene therapy for patients with AADC deficiency
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Patients with aromatic l-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC)
cannot produce catecholamines and serotonin in the brain.
They exhibit oculogyric crises, dystonia, impaired voluntary
movements and intellectual disability. We report the clinical
course of four severe patients with AADC deficiency and one
milder patient whose cognitive and motor function improved
markedly after gene therapy. Patients and Methods: Three
male (10, 15 and 19 years) and 1 female (12 years) patient
with severe phenotypes were bedridden with no voluntary
movements nor speech. One female patient (5 years) could
walk with support and speak several words after MAO-B
inhibitor treatment. They received 2 · 1011 vector genomes
of AAV2 vector harboring AADC gene via bilateral intraputaminal infusions. Results: By two years after gene
therapy, all patients showed an improved motor function and
no dystonia. Two severe patients walked with a walker, and
the milder patient could run and ride a bicycle. Regarding
mental development, the milder patient could converse. The
12-year-old female responded quickly to spoken orders. Patients only exhibited transient chorea as adverse events. Positron emission tomography with 6-[18F]fluoro-l-m-tyrosine,
a tracer of AADC, showed persistent AADC expression.
Discussion: Since the putamen is the main output structure of
the motor network in the basal ganglia, improved motor
performance and amelioration of dystonia can be expected
after putaminal AADC gene delivery. The motor, cognitive
and speech functions remarkably improved in the milder patient. The restoration of dopamine production in the putamen
may have broader effects depending on the patient age at
treatment and genetic severity.

OR07
Efficacy and safety of ocular AAV mediated optogenetic
therapy for retinitis pigmentosa in rd1 mice
and non-human primates support the first-in-human
clinical trial of GS030
A Douar1 C Bouquet1 D Pruneau1 N Thomasson1 J Chavas1
F Galluppi1 D Dalkara2 R Besnosman2 G Chenegros2 S Picaud2
J Sahel2
1: GenSight Biologics, Paris, France 2: Vision Institute, Paris,
France
We have shown previously that visual restoration through
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) engineered to express the algae
red-shifted modified opsin ChrimsonR-tdTomato using an
AAV2.7m8 vector (GS030-DP) was an effective strategy in
rd1 mice and non-human primates. A translational program to
support GS030 first-in-human evaluation in patients with retinitis pigmentosa (RP) was conducted to confirm sustainability
of opsin expression and safety of GS030-DP, as well as to
define the starting clinical doses. Pharmacodynamics, mea-
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sured by multielectrode array (MEA) and patch clamp techniques, demonstrated sustainable 6 months expression of
GS030-DP and its ability to convert RGCs into photoactivatable cells in normal macaque retina, and allowed active
dose-range determination. A complete GLP safety and tolerability program, including toxicity, biodistribution, and immunological assessment in normal macaques, indicated a good
tolerance profile of GS030-DP in preliminary interim results.
Taken together, these preclinical data allowed to frame the
dose-range to evaluate in the planned phase I/II clinical trial. A
visual interface consisting of stimulating glasses (GS030-MD)
necessary to complement GS030-DP was developed. These
stimulating glasses deliver tailored light amplified visual
stimuli onto the genetically engineered retina at intensities
above natural lighting conditions. We therefore assessed in the
rd1 mouse model the safety of GS030-DP upon light stimulation in conditions mimicking those of the stimulating glasses. The results allowed to determine the safe lighting
stimulation conditions to be evaluated in the clinical trial.
Updated non-clinical data and overview of the medical device
supporting the first-in-human study of GS030 combination will
be presented.
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Long-term expression of secreted-klotho protects against
cognitive decline in aged animals
A Massó2 A Sánchez2 A Bosch2 3 R Blanch1 J F Espinosa1
L Giménez-Llort2 M Chillón1 2 4
1: Vall d’Hebron Research Institute (VHIR) 2: Universitat
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BACKGROUND: Klotho is a gene regulator of aging, increasing life expectancy when overexpressed and accelerating
the development of aging phenotypes, including cognitive
deficits, when inhibited. We have previously demonstrated
that: (a) normal brain aging is associated with a significant
downregulation of Klotho expression, and (b) klotho expression in the CNS was negatively influenced by Alzheimer’s
disease, but positively influenced by healthy lifestyle, since
moderate continuous exercise in adulthood prevents the decline in expression of the klotho transcripts. It has been reported that Klotho is neuroprotective to both neurons and
oligodendrocytes. Thus, identifying ways to increase Klotho
expression may prove to be a cognition enhancer in normal
aging. Here we study, the functional relevance at behavioural
level, of modifying the levels of the secreted Klotho isoform in
the aging brain. METHODS: We used AAVrh10 vectors to
deliver and sustain expression of Klotho in the CNS of adult
and middle-aged wild type C57BL/6J males, to determine
effects of Klotho overexpression on cognitive performance.
RESULTS: This study demonstrates for the first time in vivo,
that 6 months after a single injection of an AAV vector expressing the Klotho gene into the CNS, long-lasting and
quantifiable enhancement of learning and memory capabilities
are found. More importantly, cognitive improvement is also
observable in 18-months-old mice treated once, at middle-age.
CONCLUSIONS: Long-term expression of AAV-Klotho
vectors specifically in the CNS enhances cognitive performance in aged naive animals. These findings demonstrate the
therapeutic potential of Klotho as a treatment for cognitive
decline associated with aging.
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Oncolytic measles viruses as therapeutic vectors for targeted
BiTE expression in solid tumours
T Speck1 J Heidbüchel1 R Veinalde1 D Jäger2 C von Kalle1
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Bispecific T cell engagers (BiTEs) comprise two single-chain
variable fragments translated in tandem, one directed against
CD3 on T cells and the other against a tumor antigen. Thus,
BiTEs crosslink T cells to tumor cells and thereby mediate
tumor-specific T cell cytotoxicity irrespective of T cell receptor
specificity and antigen presentation. Their therapeutic potential
has been demonstrated for treatment of B cell malignancies.
However, treatment of solid tumors remains challenging. Oncolytic measles virus vectors are a versatile platform for safe and
targeted immunomodulation. We aimed to limit toxicity and
increase efficacy of BiTEs against solid tumors by targeted expression. We successfully generated oncolytic measles viruses
(MV) encoding bispecific T cell engagers (MV-BiTEs) to enhance cellular immunity in cancer virotherapy. MV-BiTE infected cells express secretable BiTEs which specifically bind the
relevant target antigens and mediate T cell cytotoxicity in vitro.
Viral replication and oncolytic activity are not impaired by the
additional transgene, compared to the parental vector. Therapeutic efficacy of MV-BiTE was demonstrated in unique xenograft models of colorectal carcinoma with CEA-expressing
human primary tumor spheres and the transfer of human
PBMCs. MV-BiTE with the transfer of PBMCs significantly
prolonged survival, compared to survival of MV-BiTE only or
PBMCs only treated control mice. Conclusively, targeted expression of BiTEs by oncolytic MV enhances antitumor efficacy.
This study provides proof of concept for MV-BiTE efficacy
against solid cancers.

OR10
An oncolytic recombinant measles virus is a candidate of a
novel therapeutic agent for triple negative breast cancer
T Fujiyuki1 Y Amagai1 K Shoji1 A Sugai1 M Awano1 H Sato1
M Yoneda1 C Kai
1: The University of Tokyo
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is known to be aggressive and often relapses with poor prognosis more than other
types of breast cancer. Owing to resistance to both hormone and
trastuzumab treatments, TNBC often causes recurrence and
metastasis. Thus, novel effective therapies for TNBC are needed.
Measles virus (MV) has oncolytic activity. We have previously
demonstrated that a recombinant MV (rMV-SLAMblind) infected several breast cancer cell lines using Nectin-4 as a receptor and showed antitumor activity. In this study, we
examined whether rMV-SLAMblind is effective for TNBC. We
examined expression level of Nectin-4, a receptor of rMVSLAMblind, on the surface of 12 TNBC cell lines with flow
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cytometry, and found that it was expressed on the surface of 75%
of the analyzed cell lines. By inoculating the cells with rMVSLAMblind expressing EGFP, rMV-SLAMblind infected the
nectin-4-expressing TNBC cell lines, and showed cytotoxicity
in vitro. Furthermore, we examined anti-tumor effect of rMVSLAMblind in vivo by using mouse xenograft models. Intratumoral injection of the virus suppressed tumor growth. To
further assess the effectiveness of rMV-SLAMblind treatment
for metastatic cancer, we administered rMV-SLAMblind expressing luciferase via intravenous route. In vivo imaging indicated that the virus replicated selectively in the tumor. In
addition, the tumor growth was significantly suppressed. These
results suggest that rMV-SLAMblind is a promising candidate
as a therapeutic agent for metastatic TNBC. We are advancing
translational research of rMV-SLAMblind in Japan.

OR11
Efficacy, safety, and covariates of outcomes with
axicabtagene ciloleucel (axi-cel; KTE-C19) from ZUMA-1,
a pivotal trial in patients with refractory, aggressive nonHodgkin lymphoma (NHL)
Y Lin1 F L Locke2 S S Neelapu3 N L Bartlett4 L J Lekakis5
D Miklos6 C A Jacobson7 I Braunschweig8 O Oluwole9
T Siddiqi10 J Timmerman11 P M Reagan12 A Bot13 J Rossi13
L Navale13 Y Jiang13 J S Aycock13 M Elias13 J Wiezorek13
W Y Go13
1: Mayo Clinic 2: Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute
3: MD Anderson Cancer Center 4: Washington University in
St. Louis 5: University of Miami 6: Stanford University
7: Dana-Farber Cancer Institute 8: Montefiore Medical Center
9: Vanderbilt University Medical Center 10: City of Hope
11: University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) 12: University
of Rochester School of Medicine 13: Kite Pharma
Outcomes for patients with refractory, aggressive NHL are
poor with currently available therapies. Axi-cel, an anti-CD19
chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy, was evaluated
in this population in ZUMA-1. Eligible patients (‡18 y) received a target dose of 2 · 106 anti-CD19 CAR T cells/kg after
low-dose conditioning chemotherapy. The primary endpoint
was ORR. Key secondary endpoints were duration of response
(DOR), overall survival (OS), and adverse events (AEs). As of
January 27, 2017, 111 patients were enrolled; 101 (91%) received axi-cel. Median age was 58 years, 77% were refractory
to ‡second-line therapy, and 21% relapsed £12 months of
ASCT. The study met the primary endpoint of ORR (82%;
n = 92; P < .001). In the modified intent-to-treat population
(n = 101), ORR was 82% (CR, 54%; PR, 28%). At a median
follow up of 8.7 months, 44% of patients were in response;
39% in CR. Median DOR was 8.2 months overall and not
reached for patients with CR. Median OS was not reached;
80% of patients remained alive at 6 months. The most common
grade ‡3 AEs were anemia (43%), neutropenia (39%), febrile
neutropenia (31%), thrombocytopenia (24%), and encephalopathy (21%). Grade ‡3 cytokine release syndrome (CRS)
and neurologic events (NE) occurred in 13% and 28% of patients, respectively, and resolved except 1 grade 1 memory
impairment. There were 3 (3%) grade 5 AEs. Expansion of
CAR T cells was associated with ORR and Grade ‡3 NE, but
not CRS. Axi-cel demonstrated significant clinical benefit with
a manageable safety profile in patients lacking curative treatment options.
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Intraputaminal AADC gene therapy for advanced
Parkinson’s disease: interim results of a phase 1b Trial
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1: Voyager Therapeutics 2: University of California
San Francisco 3: University of Pittsburgh
Objective: To evaluate the safety of gene therapy with human
aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) using large infusion volumes and intraoperative MRI to improve delivery.
Background: Levodopa therapy for Parkinson’s disease (PD)
becomes less effective over time, possibly due to progressive loss
of AADC, which converts levodopa into dopamine. Methods:
Ten subjects with advanced PD received bilateral infusions of
AAV-hAADC vector (0.83 · 1012 vg/ml) with gadoteridol. Five
subjects in cohort 1 received up to 450 ll/putamen and 5 subjects
in cohort 2 received up to 900 ll/putamen. 18F-dopa PET was
obtained at baseline and 6 months to assess gene expression.
Results: Twenty one percent of the putamen was covered by
vector in cohort 1 and 34% in cohort 2. Treatment was well
tolerated with no vector related SAEs. There was one postprocedure pulmonary embolus which resolved. 18F-dopa PET
increased by 13% in cohort 1 and 56% in cohort 2. Five subjects
in cohort 1 and 3 in cohort 2 have completed the 12-month
evaluation. On-time without troublesome dyskinesias, measured
by motor diaries, increased by 1.6 hours in cohort 1 and 4.1 hours
in cohort 2 at 12 months. UPDRS motor scores on medication
and PDQ-39 scores showed similar dose-dependent trends. Due
to improved motor function, daily levodopa equivalents were
reduced an average of 10% for cohort 1 and 35% for cohort 2.
Conclusion: These interim results show that AAV-hAADC gene
therapy using intraoperative MRI is well-tolerated, provides
dose-dependent gene expression and potential clinical efficacy.
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Dynorphin-based ‘‘drug on demand’’ gene therapy
suppresses seizures and restores lost brain functions
in drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy
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OR14
Correction of sensory ataxia in a novel mouse model
of Friedreich’s ataxia using gene therapy approach
F Piguet1 N Vaucamps1 C de Montigny1 A Eisenmann1
L Reutenauer1 H Puccio1
1: IGBMC
Friedreich’s ataxia (FA) is characterized by a sensory and spinocerebellar ataxia, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and increase
incidence of diabetes. FA is caused by reduced levels of frataxin, a
mitochondrial protein involved in the biosynthesis of iron-sulfur
clusters. Proprioceptive neurons within the dorsal root ganglia and
cardiomyocytes are the most affected tissues in FA patients. To
date there are not effective treatment for FA. We have previously
established the primary proof-of-concept for developing gene
therapy of FA cardiomyopathy and showed that AAVrh.10 vector
expressing FXN injected intravenously rapidly and completely
reversed the cardiac disease. We recently generated a conditional
mouse model that recapitulates faithfully the sensory ataxia associated to FA to delete frataxin specifically in the parvalbumin
expressing cells, including the proprioceptive neurons of the DRG.
Using this model, we have developed a gene therapy approach
based on an intravenous delivery of AAV9-CAG-hFXN-HA vector and shown at an early symptomatic stage of the disease a
complete prevention of the ataxic phenotype and electrophysiological analysis showed maintenance of the sensory wave. We then
evaluated the therapeutical approach at a post symptomatic stage
of the disease with a combination of intraveinous and intracerebral
deliveries of AAV-CAG-hFXN-HA. Treated animals displayed a
complete reversion of the proprioceptive phenotype evaluated by
gait analysis, coordination test and EMG as well at the histological
levels with a full preservation of neurons within DRG and a
complete regeneration of axons within peripheral nerves. Together,
our results provide a proof-of-concept for developing gene therapy
for the sensory ataxia in FA.

OR15
Gene therapy with AAV-CDKL5 vectors in models
of CDKL5 disorder
Y Gao1 E E Irvine1 I Eleftheriadou1 L Bosch1 L Murdoch1
A Czerniak1 J A Glegola1 R James1 I Meloni2 A Renieri2
M Kinali3 N D Mazarakis1
1: Imperial College London 2: University of Siena 3: Chelsea
and Westminster NHS Foundation Trust
CDKL5 disorder is a severe neurodevelopmental disorder
caused by mutations in the X-linked cyclin-dependent kinaselike 5 (CDKL5) gene. It predominantly affects females that typically present with severe epileptic encephalopathy, intellectual
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disability, microcephaly, autistic features, sleep disturbances and
motor dysfunction. Currently, there is no therapy apart from antiepileptic drugs for seizure management. We set out to develop a
gene replacement therapy, by first characterising the CDKL5
transcript and protein isoforms expressed in human brain, human
neuronal cell lines and hESC-derived cortical interneurons. We
found that the hCDKL5_1 and to a lesser extent the hCDKL5_2
isoforms were expressed in these and cloned their coding region
downstream of the CBh promoter in ssAAV2 transfer plasmids.
High titre rAAV vectors pseudotyped with AAV9, the variant
capsid PHP.B or the hybrid capsid DJ were produced. We found
that AAV-DJ-CDKL5 vectors were the most efficient in transducing CDKL5-mutant iPSC-derived neural progenitors and their
isogenic controls, which were subsequently differentiated into
mature neurons. Intrajugular delivery of 1 · 1012 vg of AAVPHP.B-GFP vectors in wild type mice transduced neurons and glia
in brain, spinal cord, DRGs and retina more efficiently than AAV9.
CDKL5 KO mice were treated with 1 · 1012 vg of AAV-PHP.BCDKL5 vectors via the intrajugular route at 28-30 days of age.
Behavioural testing was conducted at 1-2 months after vector
delivery and brains were taken for analysis after 3 months.
CDKL5-treated KO mice exhibited significant motor improvements compared to GFP-treated controls. We are conducting further analysis to ascertain if this gene therapy could be translated to
CDKL5 patients.
OR16
In vivo genome editing via non-viral delivery of zinc finger
nucleases enables supraphysiological levels of therapeutic
proteins and greater than 90% protein knockdown of
multiple therapeutic gene targets via targeted integration
and NHEJ, respectively, in wild type mice
A Conway1 M Mendel1 J Garnes1 A Boyko1 K Kim1 L Zhang1
R C DeKelver1 D E Paschon1 B L Mui2 P Lin2 Y K Tam2
C Barbosa2 T Redelmeier2 M C Holmes1 G Lee1
1: Sangamo Therapeutics 2: Acuitas Therapeutics
Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) are sequence-specific nucleases
that can be engineered to target virtually any sequence in the
genome. We have previously shown ZFNs can be packaged into
adeno-associated viruses (AAV) and delivered intravenously into
mice and non-human primates to induce highly efficient genome
editing in the liver. Lipid nanoparticles (LNP) are a novel delivery vehicle that enables repeat administration and are not
limited by the presence of pre-existing neutralizing antibodies in
the serum of treated subjects. Here we show that LNP packaged
with mRNA encoding ZFNs can induce high levels of genome
editing (up to 47% indels) at the Albumin locus within the murine
liver after a single intravenous dose. Co-delivering the mRNALNP with AAV comprising either a promoterless human IDS or
FIX transgene donor results in therapeutically-relevant levels of
enzymatic activity (1950 nmol/hour/mL) and protein expression
(1015 ng/mL), respectively, within the plasma (*7700-fold wild
type levels). In addition, repeat administration of the mRNALNP after a single AAV donor dose significantly increased levels
of genome editing and transgene expression (*double after 2-3
doses). For gene knockout applications, ZFNs were designed
against the murine TTR and PCSK9 coding regions, which are
clinically-validated gene knockout/knockdown targets. After 2-3
mRNA-LNP doses (0.8 mg/kg), 91% and 92% protein knockdown in plasma was observed for TTR and PCSK9, respectively,
which was stable out to 77 days. These results demonstrate LNPmediated ZFN mRNA delivery can drive highly efficient levels
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of in vivo genome editing and can potentially offer a new treatment modality for monogenic diseases.
OR17
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing for dominant genetic
disorders: efficient excision of trinucleotide repeat expansion
in myotonic dystrophy
S Dastidar1 S Ardui7 K Singh1 N Nair1 Y Fu2 3 10 D Reyon2 3
E Samara1 M F M Gerli4 11 A F Klein5 W DeSchrijver1
D Majumdar1 J Tipanee1 S Seneca6 W Tulalamba1 H Wang1
Y C Chai1 P In’t Veld8 D Furling5 F S Tedesco4 J R Vermeesch7
J K Joung2 3 M K Chuah1 9 T VandenDriessche1 9
1: Department of Gene Therapy & Regenerative Medicine, Free
University of Brussels, Brussels, 1090, Belgium 2: Molecular
Pathology Unit, Center for Cancer Research and Center for
Computational and Integrative Biology, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Charlestown, MA 02129, USA 3: Department of
Pathology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 02115, USA
4: Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, University
College London, London, WC1E6DE, UK. 5: Sorbonne
Universités UPMC Univ Paris 06, INSERM, CNRS, Center for
Research in Myology, Institut de Myologie, GH PitiéSalpêtrière, Paris, F-75013, France. 6: Research Group
Reproduction and Genetics (REGE), Center for Medical
Genetics, UZ Brussels, Free University of Brussels, Brussels,
1090, Belgium. 7: Department of Human Genetics, University
of Leuven, Leuven, 3000, Belgium. 8: Department of Pathology,
Free University of Brussels, Brussels, 1090, Belgium.
9: Center for Molecular & Vascular Biology, Department of
Cardiovascular Sciences, University of Leuven, Leuven, 3000,
Belgium 10: Cell and Gene Therapy, Biogen, Cambridge, MA,
USA. 11: Massachusetts General Hospital Center for
Regenerative Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
02114, USA.
CRISPR/Cas9 is an attractive platform to potentially correct
dominant genetic diseases by gene editing. In the current proofof-principle study, we explored the use of CRISPR/Cas9 for
gene editing in myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), an autosomal
dominant disorder associated with severe myotonia and skeletal
muscle dysfunction. The DM1 pathology is caused by trinucleotide CTG repeat expansion in the 3¢ untranslated region
(UTR) of the human myotonic dystrophy protein kinase
(DMPK) gene. We designed a CRISPR/Cas9-based strategy
using dual guide RNAs and S. pyogenes Cas9 to excise this
pathogenic CTG repeat expansion in the DMPK 3¢ UTR. We
first generated DM1 patient-specific iPS cells and subsequently
induced them to differentiate into myogenic cells and myotubes.
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated excision of the triplet repeats expansion resulted in the disappearance of the characteristic ribonuclear foci that sequester MBNL1 splicing factors in the DM1iPSC-derived myogenic cells. This was consistent with the
normalization of the splicing pattern of quintessential DM1
marker genes such SERCA1. The repeat expansion was excised
with high efficiency (50-60%) and was depending on both
gRNA and Cas9 expression. State-of the-art single molecule
real-time (SMRT) sequencing on the target site provided molecular evidence of the complete excision of large trinucleotide
repeat expansion (1371-1600 repeats). No evidence of off-target
effects were apparent by deep sequencing. This proof-ofconcept study validates the use of CRISPR/Cas9 to efficiently
correct nucleotide repeat expansions associated with dominant
genetic disorders that cause severe human pathologies.
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OR18
Direct correction of Fanconi anaemia associated mutations
in haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells by a novel
NHEJ-mediated gene editing approach
F J Roman-Rodriguez1 2 B Diez1 2 L Alvarez1 2 C Risueño1 2
R Torres-Ruiz3 M Corton2 C Ayuso2 J A Bueren1 2 P Rio1 2
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1: Division of Haematopoietic Innovative Therapies, Centro de
Investigaciones Energéticas Medioambientales y Tecnológicas
(CIEMAT) / Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de
Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER-ISCIII). Madrid, 28040, Spain
2: Advanced Therapies Unit, Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria
Fundación Jiménez Dı́az (IIS-FJD/UAM). Madrid, 28040, Spain
3: Molecular Cytogenetics Group, Human Cancer Genetics
Program, Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas.
Madrid, 28029, Spain
Nowadays gene therapy is considered a promising alternative
for Fanconi Anaemia (FA) patients without a well-matched donor
for allogenic haematopoietic stem and progenitor cell (HSPC)
transplantation, due to the proliferative advantage evidenced by
gene-corrected FA-cells. In contrast to conventional homologous
recombination-mediated gene editing, where the precise correction
of the mutated gene is pursued, the approach proposed in this study
exploits the error-prone nature of the non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ) to directly remove/compensate FA-associated mutations
as a consequence of the insertions/deletions generated during
double strand break (DSB) repair, mimicking some reversions
described in FA-mosaic patients. Our hypothesis was first tested in
two FA-A patient-derived lymphoblastic cell lines carrying biallelic c.3558insG (p.R1187EfsX28) or c.295C>T (p.Q99X) mutations. These mutations were targeted using CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases
with efficacies up to 20%. Moreover, Next Generation Sequencing
identified corrective NHEJ-repair events that conferred a marked
in vitro proliferative advantage. Interestingly, these cells reexpressed FANCA protein; reverted the mitomycin C hypersensitivity and the exacerbated ROS production characteristic of FA
cells; and restored FANCD2 foci formation. Finally, the use of
this strategy in primary CD34+ cells from FA-A patients harbouring the c.295C>T mutation confirmed the feasibility of
generating corrective NHEJ-repair events in these clinicallyrelevant cells, evidenced by a significant proliferative advantage
of NHEJ-corrected HSPCs in vitro. Importantly, the absence of
mutations in the top-five off-target loci confirmed the safety of
this approach in FA-patient HSPCs. These results demonstrate for
the first time the feasibility to correct the phenotype of FA-HSPCs
by an efficient NHEJ-mediated gene editing approach.

OR19
Targeted genome editing of recombination activating gene 1
to potentially treat severe combined immunodeficiency
N Sacchetti1 2 M C Castiello1 A Jacob1 S Ferrari1 G Schiroli1
M Holmes4 A Conway4 P Genovese1 L Naldini1 2 A Villa1 3
1: Telethon Institute of Gene Therapy (HSR-TIGET)
2: University Vita-Salute San Raffaele 3: Istituto di Ricerca
Genetica e Biomedica, CNR 4: Sangamo BioSciences, Inc.
Lymphoid-specific recombination-activating gene 1 (RAG1), expressed during T cell and B cell development, initiates V(D)J recombination. Mutations in RAG1 are associated with a broad
spectrum of clinical phenotypes, from severe combined immunode-
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ficiency (SCID) to autoimmune phenotypes. The treatment remains
critical since haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) transplantation from
partially HLA-matched donor is often associated with unsatisfactory
outcomes. However, safety concerns related to ectopic and unregulated Rag1 expression has so far hampered conventional gene replacement. We propose a specific genome editing strategy, based on
the delivery of engineered nucleases and DNA template, to correct
RAG1 mutations and restore both gene function and expression
control. We optimized the protocol to deliver RAG1 gene donor
vector and Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFN) in human cell lines and
CD34+ cells. Preliminary results showed high levels of ZFN activity
and targeting efficiency together with a reduced toxicity on CD34+
cells, that maintained engraftment capability in NSG mice comparable to non-edited cells. Competitive transplants in RAG1-/- mice
showed that a small portion of wild type HSCs (5-10%) is sufficient
to partially rescue B and T cells, restoring IgM and IgG responses
after TNP/KLH immunization, suggesting that our targeting frequency might rescue Rag1 deficiency. In parallel, to obtain optimal
repopulation of gene corrected cells, we tested different conditioning
regimens: classical total body irradiation, cytotoxic chemotherapeutics and newly developed immunotoxins. These preliminary results
are instrumental to further optimize the genome editing protocol for
RAG1 correction, which will be used on CD34+ cells derived from
patients.
OR20
‘‘Silence and Replace’’ : Development of a single AAV vector
system for the treatment of oculopharyngeal muscular
dystrophy (OPMD)
V Strings1 A Malerba2 S Harbaran1 O Cappellari2 F Roth3
H Chaytow2 G Cordova3 4 5 C Trollet3 4 5 G Dickson2
P Roelvink1 D Suhy1

4 5

1: Benitec Biopharma 2: Royal Holloway, University of London
3: Inserm U974 4: UPMC - Paris 6 5: Institut de Myologie
OPMD is an autosomal dominant, late-onset disorder that
initially impacts eyelid and pharyngeal muscles leading to ptosis,
dysphagia, and eventually progresses to proximal limb weakness. The disease is caused by abnormal expansion of alanineencoding trinucleotide repeats in the poly(A) binding protein
nuclear-1 (PABPN1) gene. Previous preclinical studies in the
A17 mouse model used a two-vector system: one AAV expressed shRNAs to silence mutant PABPN1, a second AAV
vector expressed a codon optimized version of the wild type
protein. A17 mice display many of the hallmarks of OPMD
including intranuclear inclusions (INIs), fibrosis, and loss of
muscle strength. Application of both vectors resulted in improvement of many of these phenotypes including a restoration
of muscle strength to wild type levels. Here we describe a single
vector system, termed BB-301, in which both ‘‘silence and replace’’ modalities are combined into a single therapeutic vector
and tested in A17 mice. Driven by a muscle specific promoter,
BB-301 produces a single RNA that encodes two anti-mutantPABPN1 shRNAs as well as the coding sequences for the wild
type PABPN1. In a dose-dependent and time-dependent manner,
group averages of BB-301 treatments yield robust inhibition, up
to 87%, knockdown of mutant PABPN1 and results in restoration of wild type PABPN1 levels up to 53%. BB-301 treatment
results in correction of INIs, fibrosis as well as muscle strength
as assessed by maximal force. Together, these results support the
use of a single vector ‘‘silence and replace’’ based approach to
treat OPMD. A first in man study is anticipated second half
2018.
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OR21
Combined Notch and PDGF signalling in muscle satellite
cells induces a pericyte-like phenotype with potential cell
therapy relevance
L A Moyle1 M FM Gerli1 E Ucuncu1 I Louca1 C Constantinou1
H Sakai2 M Ragazzi1 S Tajbakhsh2 G Cossu3 F S Tedesco1
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1: University College London 2: Institut Pasteur 3: University
of Manchester
Satellite stem cells are responsible for post-natal skeletal
muscle maintenance and regeneration; upon activation they
proliferate as transient amplifying myoblasts, most of which fuse
into myofibres. Despite the encouraging outcomes obtained from
transplanting myoblasts into dystrophic animals and patients with
localised forms of muscular dystrophy, results achieved in clinical trials with more severe forms of muscle diseases, such as
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), showed limited efficacy.
In addition to satellite cells, pericyte-derived mesoangioblasts
can contribute to muscle regeneration and give rise to satellite
cells. When injected systemically they migrate through the vascular endothelium, circumventing the requirement for local intramuscular injections. These cells have recently undergone clinical
experimentation in a phase I/II first-in-human DMD trial. We
hypothesised that by modulating Notch and PDFG signaling,
involved in pericyte specification in the embryo, we might induce
pericyte-like features in adult satellite cells. Here we show that
Dll4 and PDGF-BB-treated satellite cells acquire perivascular
markers and functional properties, including stabilisation of
capillary-like networks and enhanced migration ability in vitro.
Interestingly, treated satellite cells also show up-regulation of
Pax7, a marker normally found in quiescent satellite cells. This
implies that treated cells may acquire an intermediate stem cell
phenotype between satellite cells and pericytes. Importantly,
preliminary in vivo data shows increased engraftment of ‘‘reprogrammed’’ cells upon intramuscular delivery in dystrophic
mice. These results extend our understanding of smooth/skeletal
muscle lineage choice and provide evidence of a druggable
pathway with potential clinical relevance.

OR22
Divergent AAV serotypes demonstrate an alternate, AAVR
independent, entry pathway
A M Dudek1 S Pillay2 A S Puschnik2 J E Carette2
L H Vandenberghe1
1: Grousbeck Gene Therapy Center, Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary, Harvard University, Boston MA, 02114, USA
2: Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Stanford
University, Stanford CA, 94305, USA
Understanding the mechanism of Adeno-Associated Virus
(AAV) entry is crucial for its successful implementation as a gene
therapy vector. Recently a universal AAV receptor (AAVR) was
identified to be required for entry of all tested AAV serotypes, and
required for AAV9 transduction in vivo. We have demonstrated
that the highly divergent serotypes AAV4 and AAVrh32.33 are
able to both bind and transduce AAVR KO cells as efficiently as
AAVR expressing cells. By using dose response experiments in
AAVR knock-out cells and re-introduction of AAVR in nonpermissive cells, we were able to demonstrate that AAV4 and
AAVrh32.33 use a distinct non-redundant entry pathway that is
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independent of AAVR. In vivo, rh32.33 also showed similar levels
of transduction in AAVR KO vs wild type mice. In order to
identify evolutionarily how AAV gained or lost the ability to use
AAVR, a reconstructed putative AAV lineage was interrogated for
AAVR dependency. Lastly, a combination of site-directed mutagenesis and chimeric capsids were used to narrow down the
AAVR binding site on the viral capsid. Our results demonstrate
that AAVR usage is not universal, as previously thought, and
suggest that AAVR independent serotypes may be a valuable
option for gene therapy in tissues with low AAVR expression.

OR23
Ad3.0: An engineered adenovirus library to significantly
expand the spectrum of available vector types and their
applications
W Zhang1 E Hage2 J Liu1 A Heim A Ehrhardt1
1: University Witten/Herdecke 2: Hannover Medical School
So far >70 types of human adenoviruses (Ads) have been
identified, with virus type-dependent tissue tropisms and pathogenicities. Previous research has highlighted a series of applications
using different adenovirus types as promising tools to develop
disease-specific therapeutic approaches. In our recent work we
generated a cloned adenovirus (Ad) library comprising of 32 natural
occurring wild type human Ads representing all known species and
20 recombinant adenoviruses (rAds) labeled with measurable
markers (Zhang et al., Cell Reports 2017). This reporter-labeled
rAdV library enables high-throughput screening (HTS) of diseasespecific cell lines to identify better candidates for gene therapy,
oncolytic virotherapy and vaccination. Here we report significant
extension of this library including novel adenovirus types 70, 73,
74, 75, and 80 and we applied advanced technologies to convert
cloned wild type viruses into replication-competent and replicationdeficient vectors. Methods to convert these cloned viruses into
vectors will be provided and rely on linear-linear homologous
recombination (LLHR) and linear-circular homologous recombination (LCHR). We exemplified this concept for adenovirus type
17 (AdV17). After construction of a vector based on AdV17
(replication-deficient, deleted for the adenoviral gene E1) we
found that this vector results in enhanced transduction of immortalized and primary endothelial cells in vitro and in vivo. Therefore, we believe that this vector may provide a novel platform for
gene therapy, especially for cardiovascular diseases. Taken together, the exploration of natural human adenovirus diversity will
help us to identify a number of novel vectors which can be explored in novel therapeutic applications and vaccination studies.

OR24
Generation of highly variably AAV capsid libraries
using a novel DNA shuffling platform
M Cabanes-Creus1 2 3 A Filip1 S H Y Liao1 J Ward1 S L Ginn1
G Santilli2 3 A J Thrasher2 3 I E Alexander1 4 L Lisowski1 5
1: Children’s Medical Research Institute 2: Institute of Child
Health 3: University College London 4: University of Sydney
5: Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology
Vector selection strategies based on directed evolution rely on
generation of highly variable AAV capsid libraries. A commonly
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used method for creating such libraries is DNA-family shuffling,
a technique reliant on random fragmentation of capsid genes and
PCR-based reassembly dependent to partial sequence homologies. One limitation of this method is inherent dependence on
homology between parental cap donors at the DNA level,
leading to decreased shuffling efficiency as the phylogenetic
distance between parental AAVs increases. To overcome this
limitation, we have developed a custom codon optimization
method for improving homology between serotypes while
maintaining capsid functionality, which allows the generation of
highly variable shuffled AAV libraries containing distant serotypes. We have validated this shuffling platform by creating a
library based on human AAV serotypes belonging to Clade-A
(AAV6), Clade-B (AAV2) and a distant clonal isolate (AAV5).
Modification of capsid sequences using our codon optimization
method increased the average homology between capsids by
10.2% when compared with wild type counterparts. Furthermore, our optimized shuffling platform led to higher shuffling
efficiency, evident by increased number of sequence crossovers
between individual capsids (5 – 3 and 23 – 6 for the control and
optimized library, respectively) and decreased average size of
fragments contributing to shuffled capsids (from 358bp to 95bp).
Encouraged by increased complexity at the level of individual
variants and successful selection of this novel library on Huh7
and K562 cells, we are now building more comprehensive libraries based on fourteen codon-optimized AAV serotypes for
directed evolution applications on human CD34+ cells and
human primary hepatocytes.
OR25
Enhancement of titres for vectors encoding miRNA adapted
shRNAs (shRNAmiRs) associated with increased viral
genomic transcripts via Drosha microprocessor knockout
(KO) in producer cells
H Park1 2 R Triboulet1 2 M Bentler3 S Guda1 2 P Du1 2 H Xu1 2
R Gregory1 2 C Brendel1 2 4 D A. Williams1 2 4
1: Boston Children’s Hospital 2: Harvard Medical School
3: Institute of Experimental Haematology, Hannover, Germany
4: Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
RNA interference (RNAi)-based gene therapy using miRNA
adapted shRNA (shRNAmiR) is a powerful approach to modulate gene expression because of its high knockdown efficiency
and reduced cytotoxicity. We recently developed a lentiviral
vector containing a shRNAmiR targeting BCL11A for the gene
therapy of sickle cell disease (SCD) and preparations for a
clinical trial are ongoing. However, we have observed low infectious viral titers with microRNA-containing vectors and hypothesized that this could be due to cleavage of viral genomic
RNA by the endogenous miRNA processing machinery, specifically by the microprocessor complex during virus assembly
in producer cells. To test this hypothesis, we designed several
gRNA CRISPR/Cas9 constructs targeting exon 4 and exon 30 of
Drosha, the core component of the microprocessor complex, and
successfully generated single and biallelic Drosha knockout
(KO) cell lines in HEK 293T cells. Drosha KO was verified by
sequencing and Western blot analysis. We produced lentiviral
vectors with or without hairpins using Drosha KO producer cells.
We observed a concomitant increase in the fluorescence intensity of hairpin containing Venus transcripts, and almost complete
recovery in the viral titer of hairpin-containing vectors. We
confirmed the absence of shRNAmiR processing by Northern
blot analysis and showed that this directly correlated with the
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amount of full length viral vector genomic RNA by Northern
blot analysis, which increased in Drosha KO cells. The finding is
anticipated to have important implications in future production
of viral shRNAmiRs for RNAi-based therapy.
OR26
Phase I/IIa clinical trial for recessive dystrophic
epidermolysis bullosa using EB-101 (COL7A1 genecorrected autologous keratinocytes)
Z Siprashvili1 N T Nguyen1 E S Gorell1 K Loutit1
Y Dutt-Singkh1 J Nazaroff1 P Khuu1 L Furukawa1 H P Lorenz1
T H Leung2 D R Keene3 K E Rieger1 P A Khavari1 A T Lane1
J Y Tang1 M P Marinkovich1
1: Stanford University 2: University of Pennsylvania 3: Shriners
Hospital for Crippled Children 4: VA Palo Alto, Stanford CA
Recessive Dystrophic Epidermolysis Bullosa (RDEB) is an
inherited genetic skin disorder characterized by chronic blistering, open and painful wounds, joint contractures, and shortened
life span. RDEB patients lack functional type VII collagen (C7)
owing to mutations in the gene COL7A1 that encodes C7, the
main component of anchoring fibrils (AF) which stabilizes the
dermal-epidermal basement membrane. A Phase I/II clinical trial
evaluating wound closure after EB-101 (ex vivo gene corrected
keratinocytes) treatment was evaluated in patients with severe
RDEB subjects (n = 6, 36 total treatments). Autologous RDEB
keratinocytes isolated from skin biopsies were transduced with
retrovirus encoding full-length COL7A1 and applied onto nonhealing chronic wounds with a mean time open prior to treatment of 8.5 years. No serious adverse events have been reported
and replication competent retroviruses have not been detected
for up to 3 years. Wound healing defined as >50% healing
compared over baseline has been observed in 100% (36/36
grafts) at 3 months, 89% (32/36) at 6 months, and 83% (20/24) at
12 months. Wound healing defined as >75% healing has been
observed in 83% (30/36 grafts) at 3 months, 61% (22/36) at
6 months, and 50% (12/24) at 12 months. By comparison, untreated control wounds remained unhealed (0%). In addition, C7
expression was observed in biopsies of EB-101 treated wounds
up to 2 years post-treatment. The ongoing Phase I/II trial results
demonstrate COL7A1 ex-vivo gene transfer has a favorable
safety profile and significant wound healing efficacy that correlates with C7 molecular correction.
OR27
Gene editing-mediated excision of mutation-bearing exon 80
of COL7A1 gene for the efficient correction of recessive
dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa patient derived-epidermal
stem cells
J Bonafont1 2 C Chamorro1 2 A Mencia1 2 3 B Duarte1 2 3
D Ortega-Cruz1 R Torres5 M del Rio1 2 3 4 S Llames2 3 6
F Larcher1 2 3 4 R Murillas2 3 4

4

1: Department of Biomedical Engineering, Carlos III University
(UC3M), Madrid, Spain 2: Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria
de la Fundación Jiménez Dı́az, Madrid, Spain 3: Centro de
Investigación Biomédica en Red en Enfermedades Raras
(CIBERER) U714, Madrid, Spain 4: Epithelial Biomedicine
Division, Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas
Medioambientales y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT), Madrid, Spain
5: Molecular Cytogenetics Group. Centro Nacional
Investigaciones Oncológicas (CNIO), Madrid, Spain
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6: Laboratorio de Ingenierı́a de Tejidos, Centro Comunitario de
Sangre y Tejidos de Asturias (CCST) Asturias, Oviedo, Spain
Recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB) is a skin
fragility disease caused by loss of functional type VII collagen (C7)
at the dermal-epidermal junction, leading to chronic blistering,
progressive fibrosis and cancer. A premature termination codoncausing mutation in exon 80 of COL7A1 gene, c.6527insC, is
highly prevalent (close to 50% of pathogenic alleles) in the Spanish
RDEB patient population. Deletion of small, repetitive sequenceencoding exons in the triple helix-forming region of COL7A1 gene
results in functional C7 proteins fit for anchoring fibrils formation at
the dermal-epidermal junction. Therefore, we have implemented
NHEJ gene editing strategies based on COL7A1 exon 80 deletion
for efficient C7 expression recovery in epidermal stem cells from
Spanish RDEB patients carrying the c.6527insC mutation. Engineered nucleases, TALENS and CRISPR/Cas9, able to introduce
double strand breaks in the proximity of COL7A1 exon 80 were
delivered to primary patient keratinocytes cultures by viral vectors
and non-viral delivery methods and assessed for toxicity and indelgenerating ability. Optimization of nuclease transfer protocols allowed us to achieve COL7A1 reading frame recovery and C7
protein expression in a high percentage of patient keratinocytes.
Skin equivalents generated with corrected patient keratinocytes,
both polyclonal and single clone cultures, were able to generate
phenotipically normal human skin upon their grafting onto immunodeficient mice. These gene edited human skin grafts showed C7
deposition at the basement membrane zone, formation of anchoring
fibrils and structural integrity when analyzed ten weeks after
grafting, proving that epidermal stem cells, able to sustain longterm skin regeneration, had been successfully corrected.
OR28
A phase 1/2 clinical trial of systemic gene transfer
of scAAV9.U1a.hSGSH for MPS IIIA: safety, tolerability,
and preliminary evidence of biopotency
K M Flanigan1 K V Truxal1 K L McBride2 K A McNally3
K L Kunkler1 N A Zumberge4 L Martin4 S Aylward5
M Corridore6 C McKee6 T R Simmons1 H Fu1 D M McCarty1
1: Center for Gene Therapy, Nationwide Children’s Hospital,
Columbus, OH 2: Center for Cardiovascular and Pulmonary
Research, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, OH
3: Center for Biobehavioral Health, Nationwide Children’s
Hospital, Columbus, OH 4: Department of Radiology,
Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, OH 5: Division of
Neurology, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, OH
6: Department of Anesthesia, Nationwide Children’s Hospital,
Columbus, OH
Sanfilippo syndrome type A (mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIA),
a lysosomal storage disorder due to mutations in the SGSH gene,
gives rise to intracellular glycosaminoglycan accumulation and
results in cellular dysfunction and death. An open-label, doseescalation Phase I/II gene transfer trial is underway utilizing an
intravenous administration of a recombinant scAAV9.U1A.hSGSH
vector with tropism to both the CNS and relevant somatic tissues.
Three cohort 1 (5 · 1012 vg/kg) subjects (ages 6.4, 6.9, and 5.3
years) and three cohort 2 (1 · 1013vg/kg) subject (ages 2.5, 2.6 and
3.2 years) have tolerated gene transfer well. Cohort 1 subjects
observed a 58.71% decrease (range 50-63.6%) heparan sulfate
fragments, a biomarker for disease pathology, at Day 180 in CSF.
Subjects in Cohort 2 demonstrated a dose dependent decrease in
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CSF HS at 30 days compared to Cohort 1. A decrease in total
urinary GAG’s (mean decrease of 30.6%, range 23.1% - 43.8%)
was observed at Day 180. Abdominal MRI in cohort 1 showed a
decrease in liver volume by a mean of 31.26% (range, 29.65 –
30.81%) at Day 180 post-injection. The three Cohort 1 subjects
assessed at the 6-month time point showed evidence for stabilization or improvement of adaptive behavior and cognitive function.
12-month data from Cohort 1 and 6-month data from Cohort 2 will
be presented. In aggregate these data demonstrate safety and tolerability of the vector, and indicate biological activity in multiple
tissues including the liver, spleen, and the CNS. This study is
supported by Abeona Therapeutics.
OR29
Correction of hereditary tyrosinemia type 1 in a large animal
model through in vivo liver-directed lentiviral gene therapy
C T Nicolas1 K L Allen1 Z Du1 R M Guthman1 R Kaiser1
R D Hickey1 J B Lillegard1 2

2

1: Mayo Clinic 2: Midwest Fetal Care Center, Children’s
Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota
Objective: To treat and cure a porcine model of hereditary tyrosinemia type 1(HT1) through in vivo liver-directed lentiviral vector
gene therapy. Methods: We performed direct percutaneous portal
vein infusions of a lentiviral vector carrying the human FAH gene
under control of the hepatocyte-specific alpha1-antitrypsin promoter
at a dose of 2 · 1010 TU/kg in four (two male, two female) fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase(FAH)-deficient pigs at six weeks of
age. Metabolic correction was followed through biochemical analysis of liver function and tyrosine levels, histological analyses of
liver fibrosis and FAH-positive hepatocytes, and clinically through
the animal’s ability to thrive off the protective drug NTBC/nitisinone. Results: One female animal developed an acute inflammatory
reaction and died 48 hours following treatment. Three animals were
cycled on and off NTBC to stimulate expansion of FAH-positive
hepatocytes. At two months post-treatment, liver harvest in one
male pig showed multiple FAH-positive hepatocyte nodules with no
evidence of fibrosis. Preliminary PCR analysis demonstrated lentiviral vector integration exclusively in the liver, with no evidence of
LV vector DNA in any other major organ. Lentiviral vector integration profile will be studied through next generation sequencing
and bioinformatics analysis of over ten different tissue types. The
two remaining animals became NTBC-independent 78 and 98 days
post-treatment, and are currently gaining weight age-appropriately
off NTBC. Blood chemistry shows complete normalization of tyrosine levels. Conclusion: In this study we show that in vivo lentiviral gene therapy can effectively correct the metabolic deficiency in
FAH-deficient pigs with no evidence of significant lentiviral integration in non-hepatic tissues.
OR30
CRISPR/Cas mediated disruption of the glycolate oxidase
gene is an efficacious treatment for primary hyperoxaluria
type I
N Zabaleta1 M Barberia1 S Rodriguez2 C Olague1 A Vales1
G Abizanda2 E Salido3 F Prosper2 G Gonzalez-Aseguinolaza1
J R Rodriguez-Madoz2
1: Gene Therapy and Regulation of Gene Expression Program,
Center for Applied Medical Research (CIMA), University of
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Navarra, Pamplona (31008), Spain 2: Cell Therapy Program,
Center for Applied Medical Research (CIMA), University of
Navarra, Pamplona (31008), Spain. 3: Pathology Department,
Hospital Universitario Canarias, Universidad La Laguna.
Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de Enfermedades
Raras (CIBERER), Tenerife (38071), Spain.
Primary hyperoxaluria type 1 (PH1) is a rare, autosomal
recessive metabolic disorder of the glyoxylate metabolism
characterized by deficiencies of the hepatic alanine-glyoxylate
aminotransferase (AGT). In consequence, excessive oxalate
is produced leading to calcium oxalate stone formation, progressive deterioration of renal function and, eventually, endstage renal disease. Combined liver-kidney transplantation
is the only curative treatment. Substrate reduction therapies
(SRTs) aim to prevent the production of oxalate precursors
like glyoxylate. Inhibition of glycolate oxidase (GO) by siRNAs in a PH1 animal model triggered reduction of oxalate
levels in urine and protection against kidney damage. However, this inhibition is transient, requiring multiples doses for
an efficient and long term effect. CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene
disruption is effective and permanent when using AAV vectors
as carriers. Therefore, we developed SRT for PH1 using AAV8
vectors expressing Staphylococcus aureus Cas9 (SaCas9) and
guide RNAs (gRNA) against Hao1 exonic regions, which encodes GO enzyme. Our results demonstrated gene disruption in
the livers of PH1 animals, revealed by the presence of insertions and deletions (indels) in the targeted regions. Moreover,
WB and IHC analysis showed a dramatic reduction of GO
protein. In addition, we observed reduced urine oxalate levels
in treated animals after ethylene glycol challenge (a glyoxylate
precursor) as well as reduced kidney damage. These effects
were maintained up to 4 months after treatment. NSG revealed
no off-target effect in top 10 predicted off-target regions. In
conclusion, an effective GO knock-down was obtained, leading to effective reduction of oxalate levels and associated
toxicity was.

OR31
Whole-body correction of Pompe disease by AAV
liver-mediated gene transfer of engineered secretable
GAA transgenes
F Puzzo1 P Colella1 M G Biferi2 D Bali3 N K Paulk4 P Vidal1
F Collaud1 M Simon-Sola1 S Charles1 R Hardet2 C Leborgne1
A Meliani1 M Cohen-Tannoudji2 S Astord2 B Gjata1 P Sellier1
L van Wittenberghe1 A Vignaud1 F Boisgerault1 M Barkats2
P Laforet5 M A Kay4 D D Koeberl3 G Ronzitti1 F Mingozzi1
1: Genethon and INSERM U951 Integrare, Evry, France 2:
University Pierre and Marie Curie Paris 6 and INSERM U974,
Paris, France 3: Division of Medical Genetics, Department of
Pediatrics and Department of Molecular Genetics and
Microbiology, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
4: Departments of Pediatrics and Genetics, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA, USA 94305 5: Paris-Est neuromuscular center,
Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, APHP, Paris, and Raymond Poincaré
Teaching Hospital, Garches, APHP, France
Pompe disease is a severe neuromuscular disorder caused by
mutations in the lysosomal enzyme acid a-glucosidase (GAA),
which result in the pathological accumulation of glycogen in
all tissues. Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) is available for
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Pompe disease, however it has limited efficacy, high immunogenicity, and fails to correct nervous tissue and muscle
groups refractory to cross-correction. Using bioinformatics
analysis and protein engineering, we developed secretable
GAA transgenes for enhanced cross-correction of Pompe disease via adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector liver gene
transfer. Pompe mice were treated with AAV vectors optimized for hepatic expression of secretable GAA transgenes and
followed for up to 10 months. Gene transfer resulted in doseand time-dependent whole-body correction of biochemical and
functional defects in muscle, central nervous system and spinal
cord, with normalization of cardiac hypertrophy, muscle and
respiratory function, and survival undistinguishable from wild
type littermates. In these experiments, secretable GAA transgenes showed superior therapeutic efficacy and markedly low
immunogenicity compared with their native GAA counterpart.
Scale-up to non-human primates, and modeling of GAA expression in primary hepatocytes using hepatotropic AAV
vector serotypes, demonstrate the therapeutic potential of AAV
vector-mediated liver expression of secretable GAA transgenes, supporting the feasibility of the approach in Pompe
patients.

OR32
Dynamics of haematopoietic reconstitution in a mouse model
of haematopoietic stem cell-gene therapy by longitudinal
integration site analyses
D Cesana1 Y N Serina Secanechia1 P Gallina1 L Rudilosso1
A Calabria1 G Spinozzi1 2 S Brasca1 E Montini1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Insitute for Gene Therapy
(HSR-TIGET) 2: Department of Informatics, Systems and
Communication, University of Milano-Bicocca
Vector integration studies provide important safety and efficacy readouts for haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) gene therapy
(GT) applications. However, these studies cannot predict if and
when cells harboring integrations near cancer genes will evolve
into leukemia or aberrantly expand. To improve the predictive
potential of integration studies, we performed a longitudinal
insertion site analysis in blood monocytes, B and T cells from
wild type (WT) mice transplanted with tumor prone Cdkn2a-/or WT HSCs transduced with a genotoxic lentiviral vector (LV)
with active long terminal repeats (LV.SF.LTR) or a safer LV
with self-inactivating LTRs (SINLV). Mice transplanted with
Cdkn2a-/- HSCs transduced with LV.SF.LTR (N = 24) developed tumors earlier than SINLV or mock controls (N = 19-23,
p < 0.0001). On the other hand, no tumors developed in mice
transplanted with WT HSCs treated with LV.SF.LTR (N = 25)
or SINLV (N = 24). By analyzing the integration sites (>80.000)
collected over time from the different blood cell types and
tumors, we found that tumors were enriched in insertions
activating Braf. Furthermore, mice transplanted with SINLVtreated cells had a highly polyclonal haematopoietic reconstitution over time in all cell subsets, while, intriguingly, mice
receiving LV.SF.LTR-transduced cells showed a progressive
skewing towards myeloid haematopoiesis and a striking reduction in clonal diversity. Our results show for the first time
that the transduction of HSCs with a genotoxic vector, even if
does not induce leukemia, leads to a marked myeloid lineage
skewing and clonal haematopoiesis, suggestive of a non-cell
autonomous mechanism of premature HSC ageing.
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OR33
Abnoba-Seq: a highly sensitive and unbiased in vitro assay to
profile CRISPR/Cas nuclease off-target activity
S A Haas1

2
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1: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and Gene Therapy,
Medical Center - University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
2: Center for Chronic Immunodeficiency, Medical Center University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Designer nucleases like CRISPR/Cas9 have been widely used in
basic research and recently translated into phase I/II clinical trials. A
key requirement for clinical translation of genome editing protocols
is the specificity of the employed programmable nucleases in order
to avoid genotoxic side effects. Here, we introduce Abnoba-Seq, an
unbiased and highly sensitive in vitro method to identify potential
CRISPR/Cas nuclease off-target activity in the human genome in an
easy workflow. Abnoba-Seq allowed us to identify the same offtarget sites that were previously reported using analogous in vitro
assays. However, in contrast to them Abnoba-Seq neither depends on sequencing of a reference genome (Digenome-Seq) nor on
PCR-dependent enrichment of nuclease-cleaved DNA fragments
(Circle-Seq), allowing the user to profile off-target activity in a true
unbiased manner by paired-end high-throughput sequencing on
widely available next-generation sequencers. Importantly as well,
Abnoba-Seq offers the advantage of assessing CRISPR/Cas nuclease specificity on genomic DNA isolated from patient-derived,
clinically-relevant target cell types, hence generating individualized
specificity profiles of the employed designer nuclease. In conclusion, Abnoba-Seq is a simple, sensitive and accessible method to
determine the specificity of CRISPR/Cas nucleases in a comprehensive manner.

OR34
Assessment of the integration profile of self-complementary
AAV vector over time in non-human primates
J H McIntosh1 C Kaeppel2 A Davidoff3 C L Morton3
M Schmidt2 A C Nathwani1 4
1: UCL Cancer Institute 2: NCT DKFZ Heidelberg 3: St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital 4: Katherine Dormandy
Haemophilia and Thrombosis Centre
Our group has shown that a single, systemic administration of
Adeno-associated viral vectors (AAV) leads to stable, long-term
(>4 years) therapeutic expression of transgenic Factor IX (FIX) in
severe haemophilia B patients without long-lasting or late toxicity.
Nevertheless, concerns remain about the risk of oncogenesis with
AAV. To understand this risk further we performed integration
analysis on liver biopsy samples from seven rhesus monkeys that
had received a single dose of the same self-complementary AAV
vector (scAAV-LP1-hFIXco) as used in our gene therapy trial.
Two animals received AAV5 pseudotyped vector (2E12vg/kg),
whilst four received AAV8 pseudotyped vector (2E12 (N = 3) or
2E13vg/kg (N = 1)). The remaining animal received 2E12vg/kg via
the portal vein. Liver biopsy samples were obtained at intervals up
to 4 years after gene transfer and analysed for AAV integration
using linear amplification mediated PCR. 55604 LAM-PCR amplicon sequence reads were assessed from 15 liver biopsy samples.
Approximately 70% of these were episomal concatamers. In total
39 integration events were identified, with 32 mappable to exact
locations on the rhesus genome. The scAAV integration frequency

was estimated at 0-4E-4 proviral copies/diploid genome, which did
not change over 4 years in serial biopsies. The integration profile
was largely random, there were no integration hot spots and we did
not find any integration events in the proximity of known oncogenes or tumour suppressors. Our data suggests that AAV integration occurs rarely but randomly after liver targeted delivery of
vector with no evidence of potentially oncogenic integration events
in a NHP model.
OR35
Recombinant AAV persistence in peripheral blood and bone
marrow: insights from clinical and preclinical studies
I Gil-Farina1 K Dietrich1 J Ceiler1 D D’Avola2 D Salas Gomez3
E Lopez-Franco3 A Majowicz4 C Lulay1 H Petry4
G Gonzalez-Aseguinolaza3 V Ferreira4 M Schmidt1 5
1: DKFZ and National Center of Tumor Diseases (NCT)
Heidelberg 2: Clinica Universidad de Navarra 3: CIMA
4: uniQure biopharma B.V. 5: GeneWerk GmbH
Wild type AAV has been shown to persist within human circulating CD34+ and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC).
Here we report that, although recombinant (r)AAV-2/5 serum
clearance occurs within 4-8 weeks post-systemic administration,
the vector persisted in patients PBMC even 2 years after injection.
In the non-human primate (NHP) model, we addressed whether
this persistence could arise from bone marrow transduction by
quantitative (q) and linear amplification-mediated (LAM)-PCR on
PBMC and bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMNC) collected at
different time points following intravenous rAAV-1 or rAAV-2/5
administration. In line with clinical findings, rAAV showed longterm persistence within NHP PBMC. Although LAM-PCR yielded
187 integration sites (IS) at the 6 months timepoint, most rAAV
sequences retrieved corresponded to concatemeric vector forms
(95%) and, correlating with a mainly episomal persistence, we
detected an overtime 1.5-fold decrease in vector copy number
(VCN) and a progressive reduction of concatemeric vector forms 1
year post-administration. BMNC exhibited a 1-2-fold higher VCN
that correlated with increased IS retrieval (342 IS) when compared
to PBMC, although rAAV mainly persisted as concatemeric
structures (93.8%). To determine rAAV ability to transduce haematopoietic progenitors, we analyzed BMNC CD34+ and CD34cells by qPCR and observed an average 3.7-fold increased VCN
within the haematopoietic progenitor compartment. Therefore, we
show that rAAV-1 and rAAV-2/5 persist within NHP haematopoietic progenitors with neither clonal outgrowth nor signs for
malignant transformation. This indicates the safe integration profile of these vectors within this compartment and points to rAAV
as potential candidates for bone marrow gene therapy.
OR36
Liver-directed gene therapy for haemophilia B with immune
stealth lentiviral vectors
M Milani1 2 A Annoni1 T Liu3 S Bartolaccini1 M Biffi1 F Russo1
R Peters3 A Lombardo1 2 T Nichols4 E Ayuso5 A Cantore1 6
L Naldini1 2 6
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (HSRTIGET) 2: Universita Vita-Salute San Raffaele 3: Bioverativ,
Waltham, USA 4: University of North Carolina 5: INSERM
UMR1089, University of Nantes, Nantes, France 6: These
authors share senior authorship
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Lentiviral vectors (LV) are attractive vehicles for liverdirected gene therapy by virtue of their ability to stably
integrate in the genome of target cells and the absence of preexisting anti-vector immunity in most humans. Over the past
years, we developed LV that achieve stable transgene expression in the liver, induce transgene-specific immune tolerance and establish correction of hemophilia in mouse and
dog models upon systemic administration. We have recently
treated 4 dogs as puppies by peripheral vein administration of
escalating doses of LV expressing a hyper-functional canine
clotting factor IX (FIX) and achieved stable reconstitution of
FIX activity up to 32% of normal. We modified the vector
envelope, by changing the protein composition of the producer cell plasma membrane and obtained novel LV that are
more resistant to phagocytosis and innate immune sensing
because of increased surface display of CD47, a natural
phagocytosis inhibitor, and the lack of polymorphic major
histocompatibility molecules ( MHC), that may otherwise
trigger allogeneic immune responses. We have now administered these MHC-free or MHC-free/CD47high-LV to 6 nonhuman primates (NHP, M.nemestrina). Administration was
well tolerated, without significant elevation of serum aminotransferases or increase in body temperature and only caused
a transient self-limiting leukopenia. Human-specific FIX activity reached up to 300% of normal and was nearly 3-fold
higher in the CD47high-LV treated animals. Overall, our
studies show a favorable efficacy and safety profile of these
LV in NHP and position them to address some of the outstanding challenges in liver-directed gene therapy for hemophilia and conceivably other diseases.

OR37
Multi-parametric whole blood dissection: a one shot
comprehensive picture of the human haematopoietic system
L Basso-Ricci1 S Scala1 R Milani2 M Migliavacca1 3 A Rovelli4
M E Bernardo1 3 F Ciceri5 A Aiuti1 3 6 L Biasco1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy
(SR-TIGET), Milan, Italy 2: Cytometry Laboratory, San Raffaele
Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 3: Pediatric
Immunohaematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit,
San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 4: BMT Unit,
Pediatric Department, Milano-Bicocca University, MBBM
Foundation, Monza, Italy 5: Haematology and Bone Marrow
Transplantation Unit, San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan,
Italy 6: Vita Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy
Human haematopoietic cells are continuously generated
from primitive Haematopoietic Stem/Progenitor Cells (HSPC).
Haematopoietic deregulation and dysfunctions due to congenital
or acquired disorders lead to unbalances of immature and mature
cell composition. We designed a novel multi-parametric flowcytometry protocol called ‘‘Whole Blood Dissection’’ (WBD)
(under patent filing) capable of unambiguously identifying and
quantifying in a single test-tube the absolute numbers of 23
different blood cell types (including HSPC subtypes and all the
major myeloid and lymphoid lineage compartments at different stages of maturation) on either bone-marrow (BM) or peripheral blood (PB) samples. Using a combination of 17
surface markers, 1 viability cell marker and count beads, WBD
allows covering >99% of the populations composing each
sample in a reproducible, standardized, cost/time-efficient
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manner. We validated WBD performing morphological evaluation and analyzing BM and PB samples from adult (n = 15)
and pediatric (n = 10) healthy donors highlighting age-related
shifts in blood cells composition. We then tested the efficacy
of WBD on clinical BM samples unveiling known and novel
haematopoietic unbalances in 13 immune-deficient patients
and assessing type and maturation state of leukemic blasts in 8
leukemia samples. We also showed that WBD is able to
characterize and quantify the haematopoietic output and the
composition of engrafted human HSPC in human-in-mouse
transplantation settings. Overall, WBD provides a one-shot
comprehensive evaluation of human haematopoietic system in
a wide range of pre-clinical and clinical applications going
from the characterization of haematopoietic disorders to the
monitoring of haematopoietic reconstitution and HSPC maintenance in patients after transplant or gene therapy.

OR38
Transient retrovirus-based CRISPR/Cas9 all-in-one
particles for efficient, targeted gene knockout
M Galla1 Y Knopp1 F K Geis1 J W Schott1 J Meyer1 D Heckl2
S Horn3 B Fehse3 M Morgan1 J Meyer1 A Schambach1
1: Institute of Experimental Haematology, Hannover Medical
School, 30625 Hannover, Germany 2: Pediatric Haematology
and Oncology, Hannover Medical School, 30625 Hannover,
Germany 3: Research Department Cell and Gene Therapy,
Department of Stem Cell Transplantation, University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, 20246 Hamburg, Germany
DNA editing enzymes are widely used in basic research and
are interesting tools for the treatment of certain diseases.
However, we and others showed that stable overexpression of
DNA modifying enzymes can be cytotoxic and may suffer
from unwanted genomic off-target events. Here, we developed
transient retrovirus-based CRISPR/Cas9 all-in-one particles
that deliver both the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9)
and the corresponding single guide (sg) RNAs into target cells.
We redirected the gammaretroviral (GV) packaging mechanism to generate gammaretrovirus/bacteriophage MS2 chimera
(GV.MS2) and achieved up to 70% knockout of a reporter gene
in murine and human cell lines. GV.MS2-CRISPR/Cas9 all-inone particles are dependent on GV.Gag/MS2 structural proteins, the VSVg envelope protein and require co-transfection
of both SpCas9 and sgRNA expression plasmids during particle production. Remarkably, knockout of the TP53 gene in
primary human foreskin fibroblasts by GV.MS2-CRISPR/Cas9
led to a growth advantage of TP53 knockout cells versus
control cells under competitive culture conditions. To analyze
whether the SpCas9 enzyme is cytotoxic per se, we stably
overexpressed SpCas9 in murine NIH3T3 fibroblasts via a GV
vector at high MOIs (>10) and observed decreased cell numbers and reduced cellular metabolic activity compared to cultures that were stably transduced with a GV.EGFP vector.
Further analysis of SpCas9-expressing cells revealed a substantial G0/G1 cell cycle arrest and increased apoptosis.
Strikingly, these adverse side effects were not observed in
transiently treated GV.MS2.SpCas9 cultures, suggesting that
the SpCas9-mediated cytotoxicity is dose-dependent. In conclusion, we introduced transient retrovirus-based CRISPR/
Cas9 all-in-one particles for efficient and non-cytotoxic, targeted gene knockout.
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OR39
New chimeric gene therapy vectors based on five different
mammalian bocaviruses
J Fakhiri1 S Holderbach1 M Schneider2 M Meister2 Z Yan3
J Qiu4 D Grimm1
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1: Heidelberg University Hospital, Dept. of Infectious Diseases/
Virology 2: Thoraxklinik at Heidelberg University Hospital
3: Dept. of Anatomy & Cell Biology, University of Iowa
4: Dept. of Microbiology, Mol. Genetics & Immunology,
University of Kansas
Human bocavirus 1 (hBoV1) is a parvovirus that was
identified in the human airways over a decade ago. More recently, it has been shown that hBoV1 can be vectorized and
cross-package AAV2 genomes, yielding a hBoV1/AAV2 chimera that specifically transduces human airway epithelia
(HAE). Here, we expanded the repertoire of hBoV/AAV chimeras by assembling four additional primate bocavirus capsid
genes in a helper plasmid context, based on published sequences
of hBoV2-4 and one Gorilla isolate (GboV). Expression of the
three viral capsid proteins and efficient cross-packaging of AAV
genomes were validated by immunoblotting and qPCR analysis,
respectively. Interestingly, functional studies showed that not
only hBoV1, but also hBoV4 and GBoV transduce HAE to different extents. Infectivity of all chimeras was boosted by the
addition of proteasome inhibitors, reminiscent of data with AAV
and implying similarities in cellular transduction mechanisms.
Furthermore, flow cytometry and immunofluorescence staining
of HAE showed that hBoV1 and GBoV mainly target ciliated
cells and, to a lesser extent, club (Clara) cells in the human
airways. Collectively, our data imply a great potential of these
novel chimeric BoV/AAV vectors for specific gene delivery to
the airways and probably to other human tissues as well. To
further expand their tropism and hence their clinical applicability, we employed our pipeline for capsid gene shuffling that
we have previously established for AAV. The resulting hBoV14/GBoV capsid libraries show a high degree of chimerism and
thus represent a valuable new resource to dissect bocavirus biology and to identify superior gene therapy vectors.

OR40
A novel designer epigenome modifier platform enables
robust and sustained gene silencing in clinically relevant
human cells
T Mlambo1 2 S Nitsch1 2 M Hildenbeutel1 2 M Romito1
C Bossen2 T I Cornu1 2 T Cathomen1 2 C Mussolino1 2

2

1: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and Gene Therapy,
Medical Center – University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
2: Center for Chronic Immunodeficiency, Medical Center –
University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Modulation of target gene expression through epigenetic
modifications represents a valuable approach to understand the
mechanisms leading to gene regulation. In a therapeutic context, it can be exploited to selectively correct the aberrant
expression of a disease-causing gene or to provide the target
cells with new functions without modifying the DNA sequence. Here we present a novel platform for achieving precision epigenome editing using designer epigenome modifiers
(DEMs). DEMs consist of DNA binding domains based

on transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) and a combination of functional domains capable of inducing DNA
methylation and locally altering the chromatin structure to
permanently silence target gene expression. We generated
DEMs targeted to two human genes relevant for HIV infection, CCR5 and CXCR4, aiming at epigenetically silence their
expression in primary human T lymphocytes to induce acquired resistance to HIV infection. We observed robust and
sustained gene silencing of CCR5 and CXCR4 (up to 4.7 and
4.1 fold decrease respectively) in cell line, associated with
DEM-induced promoter methylation which spread 2-kb from
the target site. Hit-and-run delivery of DEMs as mRNA in
human primary T cells led to 1.4- and 1.5-fold reduction in
CCR5 and CXCR4 expression levels respectively, reduced
chromatin accessibility and promoter methylation at the target
sites and undetectable off-target changes both in global gene
expression and whole genome accessibility. Our results
demonstrate that DEMs can be successfully used to specifically silence target gene expression in primary human T cells,
paving the way for the establishment of a potentially new
class of therapeutics.

OR41
In trans paired nicking triggers seamless genome editing
without double-stranded DNA cutting
X Chen1 J M Janssen1 J Liu1 I Maggio1 A EJ ‘t Jong1
H Mikkers1 M A Gonçalves1
1: Leiden University Medical Center
Genome editing based on CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases involves
generating site-specific chromosomal double-strand breaks
(DSBs), which activate endogenous DNA repair machineries. Among these, error-prone non-homologous end-joining
(NHEJ) introduces small insertions and deletions (indels) that
disrupt genomic DNA sequences; whereas in the presence of
exogenous donor templates, homology recombination (HR)
enables precise genomic DNA modifications. Despite being an
accurate DNA repair process, HR occurs less frequently than
NHEJ which limits its broad exploitation. Here, we report in
trans paired nicking as a DSB-free genome editing approach
for achieving robust high-fidelity knock-in of small DNA
segments and entire transcriptional units. In trans paired
nicking utilizes CRISPR/Cas9 ‘‘nickases’’, which generate
single-strand breaks at donor plasmids and chromosomal target
sites. The coordinated formation of nicks in both HR substrates
stimulates precise homology-directed gene targeting at different alleles, including the Duchenne muscular dystrophy-linked
locus DMD and the ‘‘safe harbour’’ loci CCR5 and AAVS1.
By using unbiased extensive clonal analyses, we demonstrate
that when compared to widely-used DSB-dependent approaches based on CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases, the in trans paired
nicking strategy can yield higher frequencies of accurately
edited human cells, including pluripotent stem cells. Importantly, in addition to significantly reducing NHEJ-derived
indels, in trans paired nicking achieves multiplexed, singlestep, bi-allelic AAVS1 targeting with frequencies up to 10-fold
higher than those resulting from the multiplexed DSB-dependent
approach. In conclusion, we present a genome editing paradigm
that can improve the three main parameters of DNA editing (i.e.,
efficiency, specificity and accuracy) while circumventing catalytic DSB formation.
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OR42
Immunotherapy for tumours through APOBEC3B-induced
neo-epitope generation in combination with immune
checkpoint blockade
T Kottke1 C Driscoll1 J Thompson1 L Evgin1 A Huff1
M Schuelke1 K Shim1 P Wongthida1 A Molan2 R Harris2
J Pulido1 H Pandha3 K Harrington4 A Melcher4 R Vile1 2
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University Hospital
A major potential hurdle to effective immunotherapies for
cancer is that most tumors are believed to be poorly immunogenic. This is consistent with a positive correlation between
somatic mutation load and tumor types which are responsive to
immunotherapies, including Immune Checkpoint Blockade
(ICB). Hence, we hypothesized that molecular induction of
multiple somatic mutations in poorly immunogenic tumor cells
would generate novel neo-antigen epitopes as targets for antitumor T cell priming and expansion. Therefore, as a novel approach to increasing the mutational load within tumor cells, we
generated viral vectors encoding the cytidine deaminase APOBEC3B. Melanoma tumors engineered to overexpress APOBEC3B contained *300 C-T APOBEC3B-mediated additional
somatic mutations compared to the untreated parental tumor
cells as characterized by deep sequencing. Mice with highly
aggressive subcutaneous melanoma, or brain stem, tumors survived significantly longer when treated with APOBEC3Bmodified cell vaccines compared to controls. Most significantly,
when the APOBEC3B-modified vaccine was combined with
anti-PD-1 ICB, up to 100% of melanoma-bearing mice were
cured >60days. Importantly, we showed that T cells recognizing
mutated epitopes of self proteins in the vaccine cross-reacted
with the unmodified self epitopes expressed by the tumor. We
believe that our strategy here represents effective and novel
advances to the tumor vaccine field. First, rapid modification
with APOBEC3B generates a high rate of somatic mutation in
tumor cells, producing high levels of neo-epitope expression;
second, immune checkpoint inhibition lowers the threshold of
recognition of the corresponding self epitopes on the unmodified tumor by the T cells raised against the APOBEC3B-induced
neo-epitopes.

OR43
CRISPR-CAR vector couples transgene expression to target
scission for generation of universal T cells
R Preece* 1 C Georgiadis*
W Qasim1

1

L Nickolay1 A Etuk1 D Ladon1

1: University College London
Gene editing offers the possibility of generating universal allogeneic donor T cells by addressing HLA barriers through the
disruption of key cell surface molecules. Recent therapeutic applications have seen production of universal T cells expressing
chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) against the B cell leukemia
antigen CD19 in association with disruption of the T cell receptor
alpha constant chain (TRAC) using TALENs. Transgene expression and editing effects were unlinked, resulting in variable yields
and heterogeneous populations of transduced and non-transduced

cells. We report a novel self-inactivating lentiviral vector platform
that couples CAR expression with CRISPR/Cas9 effects through a
hybrid terminal-CRISPR guide element incorporated into the DU3
3¢ long terminal repeat. Duplication of the terminal-CRISPR guide
element following reverse transcription supports guide RNA expression, and subsequent electroporation of Cas9 mRNA mediates
transient DNA cleavage. Incorporating a TRAC specific guide into
the ‘terminal’ configuration resulted in efficient disruption of TCR
expression, which was limited to CAR + T cells. Furthermore,
downstream processing and depletion of residual TCR+ expressing
T cells yielded highly homogenous populations of TCR-CAR+ T
cells. Functional integrity was confirmed by in vitro cytotoxicity
assays and using in vivo humanised immunodeficient mouse
model. Targeted and whole genome sequencing was used to investigate on-target and off target specificity through quantification
of indels and structural variants. The platform offers highly efficient T cell editing, including multiplexed targeting, and coupled
transgene effects and is readily scalable for ex-vivo gene therapy
applications. *These authors contributed equally.

OR44
Engineered exosomes for non-viral delivery of RNA
therapeutics to brain
R A Haraszti2 M C Didiot2 A Biscans2 R Miller2 M Dubuke4
H Rockwell1 J Leszyk4 S Shaffer4 M Kiebish1 N Aronin2 3
A Khvorova2
1: BERG LLC 2: University of Massachusetts Medical School
RNA Therpeutics Institute 3: University of Massachusetts
Medical School Department of Medicine 4: University
of Massachusetts Medical School Proteomics Facility
An extracellular vesicle subclass, exosomes, is implicated in
the transfer of endogenous RNAs between neurons over short
and long distances. Therefore we are exploring exosomes for
therapeutic RNA delivery to brain. We hypothesize that (1)
covalent conjugation of a lipid to therapeutic RNA enables
loading into exosomes, (2) trafficking of exosome-RNA complex is dependent on lipid and protein composition of the
exosome, and (3) lipid and protein content can be backengineered to design a nanoparticle for efficient RNA delivery
to brain. We screened three mesenchymal stem cell sources
(bone marrow, adipose tissue and umbilical cord’s Wharton’s
jelly) for exosome yields. We purified exosomes by differential
ultracentrifugation from conditioned media. We tested culture
conditions using exosome-depleted sera or serum-starvation.
We have synthesized a set of hydrophobically modified siRNAs (hsiRNAs) conjugated to 8 lipids using two different
linkers each. We then loaded these hsiRNAs to exosomes and
applied to primary neurons in culture or directly infused into
striata of mice. mRNA silencing was quantified by QuantiGene assay. Protein and lipid content of exosomes was assessed by LC-MS/MS. We have established umbilical cord’s
Wharton’s jelly–derived mesenchymal stem cells to be the
most productive exosomal source cell. Hydrophobicity of lipidconjugated hsiRNA correlated well with loading efficiency of
hsiRNA to exosomes with sterols being the most efficient
conjugates. Exosomes purified from serum-starved cells were
15-fold more potent delivery vesicles of hsiRNAs to neurons
than exosomes from non-straved cells. Dilysocardiolipins were
specifically enriched in straved exosomes along with Rabs,
desmosomal proteins, histones, ARRDC1 and dermcidin.
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OR45
Reversible immortalisation allows genetic correction
of human skeletal muscle progenitors and generation
of novel human artificial chromosomes for Duchenne
muscular dystrophy
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a severe and incurable muscle disorder caused by mutations in the dystrophin gene.
Among new experimental therapies for DMD, gene and cell
therapy is promising but complex, as skeletal muscle is the most
abundant human tissue and dystrophin the largest gene known
in nature. Combination of stem/progenitor cells and large capacity vectors such as human artificial chromosomes (HACs)
may overcome these limitations. We previously reported amelioration of a dystrophic mouse model by transplanting murine
muscle progenitors genetically-corrected with a HAC containing
the entire dystrophin locus (DYS-HAC). However, translation of
this gene correction approach to human muscle stem/progenitor
cells would require extension of their proliferative potential to
withstand clonal cell expansion after DYS-HAC transfer. We show
here that reversible immortalization extended proliferation of
DMD muscle progenitors, enabling transfer of a novel DYS-HAC
into satellite cell-derived myoblasts and pericyte-derived mesoangioblasts. Genetically-corrected cells were non-tumorigenic,
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maintained a normal karyotype and remained myogenic in vitro
and upon transplantation into dystrophic mice. Finally, we have
combined all the aforesaid functions into a next-generation
HAC capable of delivering reversible immortalisation, complete
genetic correction, additional dystrophin expression, controllable
cell death and inducible differentiation. This work establishes a
safe next-generation platform for complex gene transfer into
clinically-relevant human muscle progenitors for DMD gene and
cell therapy.

OR46
Engineering complex genotypes in primary haematopoietic
cells using Cas9/sgRNA and AAV donor vectors
R O Bak1 D P Dever1 A Reinisch1 D Cruz1 R Majeti1
M H Porteus1
1: Stanford University
The Cas9/sgRNA genome editing system can facilitate precise gene integration or correction by homologous recombination (HR) in the presence of a homologous DNA donor template.
Using AAV6 donor delivery, we have shown high genome
editing rates in primary haematopoietic cell types. Here we
present two methods that expand the current genome editing
toolbox. The first overcomes the barrier of AAV packaging capacity to integrate large transgenes (>4kb) via sequential HR,
and the second leverages a FACS-based enrichment scheme that
purifies populations with multiplexed integration events. The
4.5kb packaging capacity of AAV6 limits the use of the vector
for genome editing. We show that a transgene split between two
AAV6 donor vectors that are engineered to integrate stepwise
can seamlessly reconstitute the full expression cassette at frequencies of 44%, 25%, and 12%, in K562 cells, primary human
T cells, and CD34+ HSPCs, respectively. Importantly, edited
CD34+ HSPCs display long-term engraftment in NSG mice.
Targeting multiple genes simultaneously in CD34+ HSPCs
would allow studies of gene-phenotype and gene-gene relationships during haematopoiesis. Here we present a genome
editing scheme that facilitates HR at multiple genes. We show
that HR can be multiplexed efficiently at up to four different
genes in CD34+ HSPCs. By integrating expression cassettes for
different reporter genes, we generate and enrich for primary cell
populations with complete gene knockout or gene replacement at
multiple genetic loci. In conclusion, these methodologies enable
engineering of complex genotypes and expand the research and
therapeutic applications of the Cas9/sgRNA system in primary
haematopoietic cells.
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Pre-clinical development of a lentiviral vector expressing the
anti-sickling bAS3 globin for gene therapy for sickle-cell
disease
V Poletti1 S Charrier1 F Urbinati2 R P Hollis2 G Corre1
S Martin1 L Weber3 M Rothe4 A Schambach4 A Miccio3
M Cavazzana3 D B Kohn2 F Mavilio1

1: Genethon, INSERM UMR951 2: U.C.L.A. 3: Imagine
Institute, INSERM UMR1163 4: Hannover Medical School
Sickle cell disease (SCD) is caused by a mutation (E6V) in the
hemoglobin b-chain that induces polymerization of Hb tetramers
upon deoxygenation. SCD affects millions worldwide, with a
relatively high prevalence in the US and some European countries. Allogeneic HSC transplantation is a definitive therapy,
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rarely performed because of toxicity and poor donor availability.
Gene therapy would be a potentially less toxic alternative
available to all patients. We developed a lentiviral vector
(LV) expressing a b-globin carrying three anti-sickling mutations (T87Q, G16D and E22A) inhibiting axial and lateral
contacts in the HbS polymer, under the control of the b-globin
promoter and a reduced version of the b-globin locus-control
region. The LV-bAS3 vector transduced 60-80% of mobilized
peripheral blood CD34+ haematopoietic stem/progenitor cells
(HSPCs) in clonogenic culture, and drove bAS3-globin expression at potentially therapeutic levels in erythroblasts. To
analyze engraftment, biodistribution and genotoxicity of LVbAS3-transduced HSPCs, we transplanted sub-lethally irradiated NSG immunodeficient mice with cells harboring 1-3
vectors/genome, and analyzed chimerism and cell phenotype in
BM, spleen, thymus and peripheral blood 12-14 weeks after
transplantation, as well as biodistribution in non-haematopoietic
organs. Vector integration site analysis was performed in pretransplant HSPCs and post-transplant BM cells to determine
integration patterns and clonal composition of engrafted cells.
The genotoxic potential of LV-bAS3 was analyzed also by an
in vitro immortalization assay. Finally, the therapeutic potential
of the LV-bAS3 vector was determined by analyzing the
HbAS3/HbS ratio and the effect on in vitro sickling of erythrocytes differentiated from transduced BM-derived HSPCs from
SCD patients.
P002
Expansion of human T regulatory cells by lentiviral
vector mediated expression of STAT5B or BACH2
transcription factors
D Cesana1 F R Santoni de Sio1 L Rudilosso1 P Gallina1
A Calabria1 L Passerini2 S Gregori1 S Nozza2 G Tambussi2
E Montini1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Insitute for Gene Therapy (HSRTIGET) 2: Department of Infectious Diseases, San Raffaele
Scientific Institute, Italy
HIV-1 insertions targeting transcription factors such as BACH2
and MKL2 are enriched and persist for decades in patients under
Anti-Retroviral-Therapy (ART), indicating that insertional mutagenesis provided a selective advantage to these infected cells. We
identified that chimeric mRNA containing viral HIV-1 sequences
fused by splicing to the first protein-coding exon of STAT5B or
BACH2 are present in the haematopoietic cells of 30/87 patients
under ART. These virus driven mRNAs, encoding for the wild
type forms of BACH2 or STAT5B, were specifically enriched
(p < 0.001) in T regulatory (Treg) cells in all patients tested (N = 9).
LV-mediated overexpression of STAT5B and BACH2 in Treg
cells purified from healthy donors did not alter their phenotype and
functions in vitro and significantly increased their proliferative
capacity in competitive proliferation assays (p < 0.0001). Moreover, co-injection in immune-deficient mice of GFP- (N = 4),
BACH2- (N = 7) and STAT5B- (N = 7) transduced Treg cells with
allogenic PBMCs prevented xenogeneic graft-versus-host disease
in 75% of the animals. Additionally, mice receiving STAT5Bexpressing Treg cells showed significantly reduced level of human
chimerisms (p < 0.001) in the blood when compared to mice
treated with GFP-expressing Treg cells, suggesting for a superior
activity of STAT5B-expressing cells in controlling the expansion
of human PBMC. These data suggest that HIV-mediated deregulation of STAT5B and BACH2 favor the maintenance and expansion of Treg cells in infected patients promoting long-term viral
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persistence. However, beside its implication in HIV biology, the
proliferative effect conferred by STAT5B and/or BACH2 overexpression in Treg cells could represent a novel suitable approach
for adoptive immunotherapy clinical application.

P003
Development of SHP648, Shire’s high performing
AAV8-based FIX gene therapy vector
F Horling1 F G Falkner1 M Chuah3 J Lengler1 J Mayrhofer1
M Klugmann1 M de la Rosa1 S Coulibaly1 W Hoellriegl1
P E Monahan2 T VandenDriessche3 F Scheiflinger1
H Rottensteiner1
1: Shire, Vienna Austria 2: Shire, Cambridge, MA 3: VUB,
Brussels, Belgium
The BAX 335 haemaphilia B gene therapy phase 1/2 study
using an AAV8-based vector (AAV8.sc-TTR-FIXR338Lopt)
initially showed high levels of FIX expression. However, a
sudden drop in activity occurred in some instances. Root cause
analysis pointed to exaggerated immunogenicity as the potential
cause for decreased FIX expression. Therefore we aimed at
developing a next generation FIX gene therapy vector with reduced immunogenic risk and improved efficiency. First, the
vector was improved by codon-optimization and CpG-depletion
of the FIX Padua coding sequence. Screening of the novel
vectors in FIX knock-out mice identified a sequence that increased FIX Padua activity approximately two-fold in compared
to BAX 335. Second, the AAV cassette design was switched
from self-complementary (sc) to single-stranded (ss), and in
corresponding sc/ss vectors the FIX expression levels were
similar. Third, the strength of the promoter was increased by
introducing the recently described liver-specific regulatory element CRM8 (Chuah et al., 2014, Nair et al., 2014) upstream of
the TTR promoter. Testing these vectors in an in vitro biopotency assay using human liver cells showed a robust 5-fold increase in FIX expression by the CRM8 element. In agreement
with these results, the new ss vector with CRM8 elements and a
codon-optimized FIX Padua sequence, termed SHP648, improved expression in FIX knock-out mice by three-to four-fold
in comparison to BAX 335. In conclusion, SHP648 (AAV8.ss3xCRM8-TTR-FIX_R338Lopt) represents a next generation
vector with enhanced performance and reduced immunogenic
risk. These features increase the safety profile and are expected
to allow for lower dosing.

P004
A phase 1 trial of AAV1 vectored immunoprophylaxis
for HIV
H C Gelderblom1 D J Lewis2 C Streatfield1 J Hare1 D Bendel2
P R Johnson3 E Sayeed1 J Ackland4 J Gilmour1 F Priddy1
1: International AIDS Vaccine Initiative 2: University of Surrey
3: The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 4: Global
BioSolutions
Background/Aim As an alternative to immunization, adenoassociated virus (AAV) vector-mediated antibody gene delivery
(vectored immunoprophylaxis) could be used to induce sustained
expression of broadly neutralizing antibodies to prevent HIV
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infection. PG9 is a broadly neutralizing antibody isolated from
an HIV+ patient. We conducted a phase 1 study of rAAV1PG9DP, a recombinant AAV vector encoding the complete
PG9 antibody gene. Methods We administered a single dose
of rAAV1-PG9DP (I.M. 4x10E12vg, 4x10E13vg, 8x10E13vg
or 1.2x10E14vg) or placebo to 16 healthy male volunteers
and assessed safety, serum levels of PG9 antibody, anti-PG9
antibodies (ADA), anti-AAV1 antibodies, serum HIV neutralization capacity and AAV1-specific T-cell responses over
12 months. Results Other than short-lived, mild or moderate
reactogenicity there were no related AE, and no SAE. We
detected PG9 antibody by HIV neutralization in the serum of
2 volunteers, anti-PG9 ADA in 7 volunteers in the 3 higher
dose groups, anti-AAV1 antibodies in 12 volunteers, and
AAV1-specific T-cell responses in 8 volunteers. We did not
detect PG9 by quantifiable ELISA. Discussion/Conclusion
Intramuscular administration of rAAV1-PG9DP in a small
number of healthy men was safe. The product resulted in
detectable PG9 expression in 2 volunteers by HIV neutralization, and induced anti-PG9 ADA in 7 volunteers suggesting
PG9 expression that was not detectable was present in a
further 5 volunteers. Ongoing study follow up, including
muscle biopsies, will provide data on in situ muscle expression. Future studies should explore higher doses of AAV,
alternative AAV serotypes and gene expression cassettes,
and/or other broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies.

P005
A new spacer domain from human CD34 for detection
and selection of CARs
T Ibach1 K Roellecke1 C Wiek1 B Altvater3 C Roessig3
H Hahnenberg1 2
1: Heinrich Heine University Dusseldorf 2: University
Duisburg-Essen 3: Westfälische Wilhelms University Münster
Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) combine the ability of
monoclonal antibodies to highly specifically detect a surface
antigen with the activation pathways of T-cells in a single
molecule. In vivo and in vitro studies with CAR expressing Tcells by others demonstrated that the commonly used IgG
fragment as hinge region interacts with the FccR on myeloid
cells, leading to off-target activation and subsequent activationinduced cell death of the genetically modified T-cells. Hence,
the aim of the present study was to design a new hinge region
that enables both, the detection and also selection of CAR
expressing T-cells in vitro prior to infusion. Therefore, in a
lentiviral vector, the hinge domain of a 2nd generation CD19
CAR was replaced with different fragments (lengths 16 to 179
aa) from human CD34, all containing the epitope recognized by
the QBend10 antibody used in the CliniMACS. EGFP was
employed as indicator for transduction and validation of MACS
enrichment via CD34 microbeads. A fragment of 99 aa called
C6 was optimally suited for enriching transduced primary human T-cells to high purities and did not influence the efficient
killing of a CD19+B-cell leukaemia line in different effector to
target cell ratios. Using the C6 hinge region in 2nd generation
CD123 and CD33 CAR constructs revealed that also these
constructs enabled MACS selection and that highly enriched Tcells were still efficiently and specifically killing the appropriate CD33 and CD123+ AML target cells. Further studies are
in progress to demonstrate the usability of this novel hinge
region in vivo.
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P006
BRAFV600E expression in haematopoietic progenitors leads
to senescence, myeloid skewing and aggressive histiocytosis
R Biavasco2 E Lettera2 M Norelli1 B Camisa1 D Cesana2
P Gallina2 M Ponzoni1 L Dagna1 A Bondanza1 R Di Micco2
E Montini2
1: San Raffaele Scientific Institute 2: San Raffaele Telethon
Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-Tiget)
Integrating viral vectors allow permanent expression of therapeutic transgenes in haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
(HSPCs), however they can also promote leukemic transformation
through insertional mutagenesis. Insertional mutagenesis can activate constitutively BRAF by promoter insertion, phenocopying
BRAFV600E. BRAFV600E has been associated to different haematopoietic disorders, such as overt leukaemias and lymphomas,
but it is also detected in >70% of Langerhans cell histiocytosis
(LCH) patients. LCH is a lethal rare disease affecting mainly
children and is characterized by multi-organ accumulation of
mononuclear phagocytes (histiocytes) caused by in situ production
of proinflammatory cyto/chemokines. BRAFV600E can promote
oncogene-induced senescence (OIS), proliferation arrest and subsequent production of proinflammatory cyto/chemokines, however
its effect on HSPCs still needs to be addressed. To study the
impact of BRAFV600E on haematopoiesis, we transplanted into
immunocompromised mice (NSG) human HSPCs stably expressing BRAFV600E, BRAFWT or GFP. All BRAFV600E mice
manifested severe weight loss within 7 weeks in dose-dependent
fashion, dysplastic bone marrow and multi-organ infiltration of
mononuclear phagocytes. Infiltrating cells displayed LCH immunophenotype and expressed markers of OIS. Accordingly,
plasma level of proinflammatory cyto/chemokines increased in
BRAFV600E group compared to controls. Finally, flow cytometry
analyses on bone marrow from BRAFV600E mice showed significant reduction in human cells (5,6-fold) and significant increase in myeloid/lymphoid cells ratio (7,7-fold) compared to
controls. In conclusion, we showed for the first time that transplantation of human HSPCs expressing BRAFV600E in NSG
mice induces aggressive histiocytosis associated with OIS, which
is characterized by low proliferation grade, hyper-production of
proinflammatory cyto/chemokines and myeloid skewing.
P007
Comparative analysis of haematopoietic progenitor and stem
cells in two different bone marrow failure syndromes:
Diamond-Blackfan anaemia and Fanconi anaemia
Y Giménez-Martı́nez1 2 P Rı́o1 2 R Sanchez1 2 L Ugalde1 2
O Alberquilla1 2 M Villanueva1 2 E Galvez1 3 J C Segovia1
C Belendez4 J Sevilla3 J A Bueren1 2 S Navarro1 2

2

1: CIEMAT/CIBERER 2: IIS-Fundación Jimenez Diaz (IIS-FJD)
3: Hospital del Niño Jesús 4: Hospital Gregorio Marañón
Diamond Blackfan anemia (DBA) and Fanconi anemia (FA)
are two different monogenic syndromes associated with bone
marrow failure (BMF). The only current curative therapy of
these syndromes is based on allogenic haematopoietic transplantation, although gene therapy constitutes a new attractive
therapeutic alternative. Studies conducted with DBA and FA
mice have demonstrated marked HSC defects in both models.
Interestingly, similar and even more marked defects have been
reported in HSCs from FA patients. However, whether the same
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conclusion also applies to DBA patients is still unclear, and
should be clarified prior to the development of clinical DBA
gene therapy approaches. In the current study, BM samples
from 12 DBA patients were analyzed. Analyses of the percentage of CD34+ cells in these samples showed a significant
reduction (30-50% reduction) compared to either BM or cord
blood samples from HDs. However, BM samples from DBA
patients contained 4-8 higher values of CD34+ cells compared
with samples from FA patients. Clonogenic assays conducted
with BM cells from HD, DBA and FA patients raised similar
conclusions, although in the case of DBA patients numbers of
BFU-E colonies were more markedly affected than CFU-GM
colonies, consistent with a more specific defect in their erythroid progenitor’s compartment. Our study suggests that defects in primitive HSPCs from DBA patients are not as marked
as those observed in FA patients, suggesting that collecting
significant numbers of HSPCs from these patients should not
constitute a limiting step in the development of DBA gene
therapy.

P008
BaEV-LVs transduce HSCs-derived human progenitor
T cells, allowing accelerated T cell reconstitution in vivo
and correction of X-SCID progenitor T cells
O Bernadin1 F Amirache1 A Girard-Gagnepain1 C Costa1
C Lévy1 D Nègre1 C Reimann6 V Asnafi4 H Sadek3
C Lagresle-Peyrou3 I André-Schmutz3 M Cavazzana3
F L Cosset1 E Verhoeyen7
1: CIRI; Inserm U1111 2: GENETHON 3: Imagine Institut
4: Hôpital Necker-Enfants Malades 5: INSERM U1065, C3M
6: University Medical Center Freiburg 7: CIRI; Inserm
U1111and C3M INSERM U1065
T cells represent valuable tools for treatment of cancers,
infectious and inherited diseases but their use in innovative
therapies is limited because they are mainly short-lived in vivo.
T-cell therapies would strongly benefit from gene transfer into
live-long persisting T-cells in vivo. A promising therapeutically
feasible alternative, is the use of T cell progenitors, which can be
generated in large amounts upon exposure of human CD34+
cells to the Notch ligand DL-4. We showed here that these
in vitro generated ETPs and T progenitors were transduced with
BAEV-LVs up to 80-90% and allowed efficient T cell reconstitution of NOD/SCID/gammaC-/- (NSG) mice in vivo in all the
haematopoietic tissues. They maintained these high transduction
levels in all derived T-cell subpopulations and they permitted
an accelerated T-cell lineage reconstitution and maturation as
compared to CD34+ HSCs in the NSG mouse model. In Xlinked severe combined immunodeficiency (X-SCID) the patients suffer upon transplantation of gammaC corrected CD34+cells from a delayed T-cell reconstitution during several months.
To close this gap in T-cell development, progenitor T-cell therapy
could be a valid option. Importantly, the BaEV-LVs encoding
gammaC, corrected X-SCID CD34+-derived T-cell progenitors
efficiently in vitro. These results indicate that BaEV-LVs are
valuable tools for genetic modification of early T-cell lineages,
essential targets for gene therapy application where long-lived Tcell persistence is important for durable treatment/correction of
patients. Additionally, coinjection of LV-corrected autologous T
cell progenitors and HSCs might accelerate T-cell reconstitution in
patients as compared to solely injecting HSCs avoiding a gap in
immune reconstitution.
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Preclinical studies of an improved lentiviral vector
for Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome gene therapy: getting
closer to physiological expression of WASP
M Tristán-Manzano1 P Muñoz1 A Sánchez-Gilabert1
A J Thrasher2 3 S Charrier4 C Herrera5 F Martin1
1: GENyO- Centro de Genomica e Investigacion Oncologica:
Pfizer / Universidad de Granada / Junta de Andalucia 2: UCL
Institute of Child Health 3: Department of Pediatric
Immunology, Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, UK
4: Généthon 5: Cellular Therapy Unit, Reina Sofia University
Hospital, Cordoba, Spain; University of Cordoba, Spain
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) is a severe primary immunodeficiency caused by mutations in the WAS locus. Current
WAS gene therapy uses the WW1.6 lentiviral vector (LV) and
have improved most WAS-patients symptoms by expressing
WAS under the endogenous proximal promoter. However, lower
platelets counts still persist and defects in myeloid and/or B cells
functions are not completely restored in several patients, probably
due to suboptimal WASP levels. We have generated LV vectors
(AW) driving WAS cDNA expression through a combination of
the WAS proximal and alternative promoters. Next, we monitored
endogenous WASP expression levels in wild type HSCs and in
HSCs-derived cells and compared both LVs. We showed that the
presence of the alternative promoter in the LVs backbone makes
these vectors express WASP more physiologically. We next
studied the ability of both systems to restore functional defects in
WASKO-mice and in WAS-patients cells. Transplantation of
AW- and WW1.6-transduced WASKO-HSCs into WASKO-mice
improved WAS-associated splenomegaly and thrombocytopenia
and also restored normal levels of myeloid cells in bone marrow
and spleen. Similarly, both LVs also restored nodules formation in
WAS-patients-platelets at similar levels, although the AW-LVs
restored better the ability to form podosomes in WAS-patientsmacrophages. Finally, WAS-patients’ HSCs transduced with any
of the LV allowed the generation of human CD33+, CD14+ and
CD19+ cells expressing near-normal WASP levels. Taking altogether, we propose that the AW-LV could be a good candidate for
a WAS gene therapy clinical trial to investigate potential benefits
over the WW1.6.
P010
Towards the gene therapy of LAD-I immunodeficient
patients
E Almarza1 2 C Mesa-Núñez1 2 C Damián1 2 D León-Rico1 2
M Aldea1 2 C Carrascoso1 2 M L Lozano1 2 G Güenechea1 2
A J Thrasher3 J A Bueren1 2
1: Division of Haematopoietic Innovative Therapies, Centro de
Investigaciones Energéticas Medioambientales y Tecnológicas
(CIEMAT) and Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de
Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER-ISCIII), 28040 Madrid, Spain
2: Advanced Therapies Unit, Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria
Fundación Jiménez Dı́az (IIS-FJD/UAM). Madrid. Spain.
3: Molecular Immunology Unit, Institute of Child Health University College London (ICH-UCL), London, WC1N1EH,
United Kingdom.
Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiency Type I (LAD-I) is a primary
immunodeficiency characterized by recurrent and life-threatening
bacterial and fungal infections. Mutations in the ITGB2 gene,
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encoding the integrin b2 common subunit (CD18), lead to
defective or absent expression of b2 integrins on the leukocytes’ surface, impairing their extravasation to infection sites.
As it is the case with other monogenic immunodeficiencies,
LAD-I is also a good candidate for ex vivo gene therapy. To
this aim different steps have been accomplished. First, we
generated the therapeutic Chim.hCD18 lentiviral vector (LV)
expressing human CD18 under the control of a chimeric
promoter consisting on the fusion of FES and CTSG genes
minimal 5¢-flanking regions. This vector has recently been
granted Orphan Drug Designation both from the EMA (EU/3/
16/1753) and the FDA (DRU-2016-5430) Agencies. We have
previously tested the efficacy of the LV.Chim.hCD18 vector
in LAD-I hypomorphic mice, showing the restored adhesion
ability of gene corrected leukocytes. More recently we tested
the efficacy of the LV.Chim.hCD18 vector in mouse CD18
KO cells, showing that MOIs as low as 5 i.u./cell restore the
membrane expression of mCD11a in association with the
hCD18. Bio-distribution studies have been performed in mice
transplanted with cells transduced with the LV.Chim.hCD18
LV produced under pre-GMP conditions, which showed
the safety of the proposed gene therapy approach in mice.
We have also tested the efficacy of the GMP LV.Chim.hCD18
vector to transduce human CD34+ cells in order to define
the transduction conditions to be used in a clinical trial for
LAD-I patients.

P011
Assessment of biological relevance of low titer neutralizing
antibodies to AAV8
A Kruzik1 D Fetahagic1 B Hartlieb1 H Koppensteiner1
S Romeder-Finger1 S Coulibaly1 A Weber1 W Hoellriegl1
F M Horling1 F Scheiflinger1 B M Reipert1 M de la Rosa1
1: Shire, Austria
Pre-existing neutralizing antibodies against AAV8 block the
efficiency of AAV8 gene therapy. We studied different cohorts
of healthy individuals and haemophilia patients in US and
Europe and found a prevalence of 40-50% for antibodies with
titers ranging from 1:5 to >1:20. We asked if low titer antibodies with titers £1:5 are biologically relevant and are likely
to prevent efficient dosing of patients. We used a clinically
relevant in vitro neutralization assay and a NOD/SCID mouse
model to compare in vitro titers of circulating anti-AAV8 antibodies with their in vivo ability to prevent efficient gene
transduction by AAV8 gene therapy. Our data indicate that
anti-AAV8 antibodies with titers of 1:5 almost completely
blocked AAV8-mediated transgene expression in vivo, demonstrating that this titer is highly relevant. Moreover, even
circulating antibodies with titers <1:5 reduced the efficiency of
AAV8 gene therapy but could be overcome using significantly
higher doses of AAV8 vectors. Next, we asked if a cut-off titer
of 1:5 in the in vitro neutralization assay for human plasma
samples would miss antibodies with titers <1:5 which could
still inhibit in vivo transduction efficiency of AAV8 vectors.
For this purpose, we re-tested 34 human plasma samples of
healthy blood donors which were initially evaluated as negative
at a dilution of 1:5. Our data indicate that 33of 34 of these
samples remained negative even when dilutions were reduced
to 1:2.5 and 1:1.25. Therefore, we conclude that a cut-off of 1:5
is appropriate to detect samples with biologically relevant titers
of anti-AAV8 antibodies.
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P012
Improve transduction conditions of GMP-grade lentiviral
vector for pyruvate kinase deficiency gene therapy clinical
trial
O Quintana-Bustamante1 S Navarro1 C Trigueros2
M Villanueva1 I Orman1 J A Bueren1 J C Ramirez2 J C Segovia1
1: CIEMAT/CIBERE/IIS-FJD 2: VIVEbioTECH
Pyruvate kinase deficiency (PKD) is the most common erythroid
inherited enzymatic defect causing chronic nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia. It is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by
mutations in the PKLR gene. PKD is associated with reticulocytosis, splenomegaly and hepatic iron overload, and may be
life-threatening in severely affected patients. To date, allogeneic
bone marrow transplant represents the only curative treatment for
severely affected patients. Preclinical gene therapy studies conducted in PKD mice have shown the safety and the efficacy of a
new PGK-coRPK (CPcoRPKW-17) therapeutic lentiviral vector
that has been granted orphan drug designation (EU/3/14/1330;
FDA#DRU-2016-5168). In order to develop a gene therapy clinical trial for PKD we are developing an optimized transduction
procedure compatible with a clinical application by using a GMPgrade lentiviral vector produced according to manufacturing processes of the CMO VIVEbioTECH (www.vivebiotech.com).
These viral batches have been tested for transduction efficiency in
healthy cryopreserved cord blood and mobilized peripheral blood
CD34+ cells comparing different viral concentration, number of
transduction rounds and the use of transduction enhancers. Increased virus doses revealed, as expected, increasing levels of
transduction that ranged 40-90% in haematopoietic progenitors.
Analysis of vector copy number by qPCR ranged from 0.5 to 3
VCN/cell, demonstrating good transduction efficiency, compatible
with a clinical application. More interestingly, the presence of
transduction enhancers, such as dmPGE2, boosted both percentage
of transduced cells and VCN/cell without affecting cell viability or
haematopoietic progenitor potential. Altogether, these results enhance the transduction conditions to optimal levels for a PKD
Gene Therapy Clinical Trial.
P013
Prevalence of pre-existing immunity to AAV8 and other
AAV serotypes in healthy individuals
A Kruzik1 D Fetahagic1 B Hartlieb1 F M Horling1
F Scheiflinger1 B M Reipert1 M de la Rosa1
1: Shire, Austria
A major challenge for Adeno-associated virus serotype 8
(AAV8) gene therapy is pre-existing anti-AAV8 immunity. A significant number of patients with pre-existing neutralizing antibodies
(Nabs) against AAV8 are currently excluded from clinical trials.
The exact prevalences of Nabs to the different AAV serotypes are
not known due to the lack of standardized assay protocols. We
developed fully validated clinical assays to determine the prevalence
of anti-AAV8 immunity and the co-prevalence of immunity to
AAV1, AAV2, and AAV5 in healthy individuals. Moreover, specific T-cell immunity was assessed by validated ELISPOT assays.
Screening of three cohorts of healthy individuals from the US and
Europe revealed a prevalence of anti-AAV8 Nabs of 30 - 45%. A
high degree of co-prevalence with Nabs against AAV1, AAV2, and
AAV5 was detected. AAV8-specific T cell responses were observed
in some antibody-positive but also in some antibody-negative
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blood donors which suggest that there is no clear correlation between both immune parameters. The high co-prevalence of antiAAV8 immunity with the immunity against other AAV serotypes
indicate that patients with pre-existing AAV8 immunity cannot be
easily treated with other AAV serotypes. These findings highlight
the need for the development of refined strategies to include patients with pre-existing anti-AAV8 immunity into AAV-based
gene therapy approaches.

P014
Regulated CD18 expression in the haematopoietic gene
therapy of leukocyte adhesion deficiency type I (LAD-I)
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1: Division of Haematopoietic Innovative Therapies, Centro de
Investigaciones Energéticas Medioambientales y Tecnológicas
(CIEMAT) and Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de
Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER-ISCIII), 28040 Madrid, Spain
2: Advanced Therapies Unit, Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria
Fundación Jiménez Dı́az (IIS-FJD/UAM). Madrid. Spain.
3: Molecular Immunology Unit, Institute of Child Health University College London (ICH-UCL), London, WC1N1EH,
United Kingdom.
Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiency Type I (LAD-I) is a primary
immunodeficiency characterized by recurrent and life-threatening
bacterial and fungal infections. It is caused by mutations in the
ITGB2 gene, encoding the CD18 subunit of b2 integrins. These
mutations lead to defective or absent expression of b2 integrins on
the leukocytes’ surface, limiting their adhesion to the endothelium
and therefore their extravasation to infection sites. b2 integrins are
formed by the b2 subunit (CD18) and different a subunits (CD11ad) in cells of the haematopoietic system. Due to the low membrane
expression of CD18 in primitive haematopoietic stem cells, compared with mature granulocytes, a lentiviral vector aiming at conferring specific expression of CD18 in mature granulocytes was
constructed. With this aim, the ITGB2 gene (CD18) was driven by a
chimeric promoter consisting on the fusion of the 5¢-flanking regions of the FES and CTSG genes, both of them highly expressed in
mature granulocytes. Studies conducted with human haematopoietic
cells showed that the integration of high copy numbers of the
therapeutic Chim.hCD18 LV did not result in supra-physiological
expression levels of the either CD18 or CD11 subunits in the
membrane of transduced cells, despite the high levels of CD18
mRNA observed in these cells. Both the design of the therapeutic
vector and the physiological interaction between the CD18 and
CD11 subunits in human haematopoietic cells constitute the basis
for optimizing the efficacy and the safety of the proposed gene
therapy approach for LAD-I patients with the Chim.hCD18 LV.
P015
Adoptive transfer of gene-modified T and NK cells in a
mouse model of FHL5
K Cornils1 K Lehmberg1 I Müller1
1: University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf 2: Research
Institute Children’s Cancer Center Hamburg
Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) is a rare,
acute life-threatening hyperinflammatory syndrome, which in

its primary form is based on a genetic defect (familial HLH,
FHL). The pathophysiological basis of FHL is a deficiency
of the cytotoxic machinery of NK and cytotoxic T cells.
The only curative treatment of FHL patients is an allogeneic
haematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). The underlying mutations for FHL are monogenetic, which makes
these diseases ideal candidates for gene therapy approaches.
Preclinical work has been performed for FHL2 and FHL3,
whereas FHL4 and FHL5 have not been addressed yet. We
want to focus on an approach to recover the function of defective T/NK cells of FHL5 patients to serve as a bridge until
the patient can receive an allogeneic transplant. The proposed
project comprises the generation of an inducible mouse model
for FHL5, since the full knock-out is pre-weaning lethal. With
this mouse model, we can control the time point of diseaseinduction (with LCMV) and monitor the effects after transfusion of gene-corrected cells. The second part of the project
encompasses the construction of lenti- and alpharetroviral
vectors with different promoters to achieve sufficient gene
expression. The target cells will be T (and NK) cells from
diseased mice, which will be transplanted into the FHL5
mouse model to determine the necessary number of genecorrected cells required to achieve a beneficial effect. We will
also test our vectors in human FHL5 T/NK cells, i.e. in knockout cell lines and primary T/NK cells obtained from pediatric
FHL5 patients.

P016
Correlation of in vitro and in vivo biopotency assay
for FIX AAV gene therapy vectors
J Lengler1 F G Falkner1 R Ilk1 S Coulibaly1 W Hoellriegl1
B Gruber1 J Mayrhofer1 H Rottensteiner1 F Scheiflinger1
1: Shire, Vienna, Austria
Introduction and Objective: Usually FIX gene therapy vectors are released based on their biopotencies determined in FIX
ko mice. Here biopotencies of vectors were analyzed in human
HepG2 liver cells as alternative for the laborious mouse model.
In vivo and in vitro data were generated in parallel to compare
the results. Methods: AAV8-FIX vector preparations are used to
infect human HepG2 liver cells at a defined multiplicity of infection (MOI). Subsequently, FIX is secreted into the culture
medium, and FIX activity is determined by chromogenic assay.
In parallel, the same vector preparations were administered
intravenously into FIX ko mice and FIX activity was measured
two weeks later. The data sets from both assays were analyzed
using statistical approaches as regression techniques to test the
correlation of both methods and variation decomposition analyses to assess the ability of the test system to differentiate
between different samples. Results: Different FIX vector preparations (n = 25) were compared in in vitro and in vivo biopotency assays. The analysis of variance indicated an excellent
matching behaviour, meaning that a low biopotency in the
mouse assay corresponded to a low biopotency in the cell-based
assay and vice versa. Thus, the measurement averages for both
methods were highly correlated. Interestingly, the in vitro
method showed less and more uniform variation in residuals
than the in vivo test. Conclusions: Results obtained from the
in vitro biopotency assay correlated significantly with those
from the in vivo test. That indicates that a cell culture-based
release may be feasible.
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P017
Factor IX gene therapy expression in normal-weight
vs. adipose haemophilia B mice
S Coulibaly1 M Weiller1 A Bauer1 J Lengler1
S Romeder-Finger1 A Kopic1 K Benamara1 P Monahan1
H Rottensteiner1 F Scheiflinger1 M Turecek1 W Hoellriegl1
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1: Shire Austria GMBH, Vienna, Austria
Shire is developing a gene therapy product to treat haemaphilia B (HB) using a recombinant adeno-associated virus 8
vector and a factor IX (FIX) variant with increased specific
activity. To assess whether obesity could affect clinical therapy,
we investigated FIX expression after FIX gene therapy in
normal-weight and adipose HB mice. HB male mice (n = 5-8)
were fed standard or high-calorie diets for 16 weeks after
weaning. The animals were then IV injected with a single dose
of 5.62 · 1011 capsid particles/kg FIX gene therapy vector (two
lots per feeding cohort). FIX plasma levels were assessed at days
7, 14, and 28. After termination, animals’ livers were collected
for histopathology. Mean body weight after 16 weeks of standard or high-calorie diet was 30.7g vs. 43.0g. In normal-weight
animals, mean FIX activity levels ranged from 1.75 IU/mL(day 7)
to3.42 IU/mL(day 28) for Lot 1 and 1.55(day 7)-2.65 IU/
mL(day28) for Lot 2. In adipose-mice, mean FIX activity levels
ranged from 1.91(day 7) to 4.04 IU/mL(day 8) for Lot 1 and
1.84(day 7)-2.89 IU/mL(day 28) for Lot 2. The differences between normal-weight and adipose-mice were not statistically
significant (p ‡ 0.21). Mean liver weight before histological
preparation was 2.58g for adipose-mice and 1.6g for normalweight mice. Histopathology revealed moderate- marked lipidosis and fat deposits in livers of adipose-mice; neither was seen
in normal-weight mice. In summary, mean plasma FIX activity
levels were slightly higher in adipose-mice at all time points
analyzed; however, the difference to normal-weight mice was
not statistically significant.

P021
Bioselection of an adenovirus encoded microRNA library
identifies miR-99b and miR-485 as enhancers of adenoviral
oncolysis in pancreatic cancer
M Rovira-Rigau1 G Raimondi1 R Alemany2 C Fillat1
1: IDIBAPS 2: IDIBELL-ICO
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized
by a high mortality rate due to late detection, metastatic capacity
and resistance to conventional therapies. Patients with this
neoplasia could benefit from oncolytic adenoviral therapy. Despite the progress in the generation of tumour-selective adenoviruses, more potent oncolytic adenoviruses are needed. Cell/
virus interactions are key determinants to impact the virus outcome. Since miRNAs influence many biological processes and
are profoundly deregulated in PDAC, we hypothesized that deregulations of miRNA profiles in cancer cells may have a negative impact on the virus and that restoring specific miRNA
activity may enhance its oncolytic activity in PDAC. In this
study, we generated a library in an Adwt5 EGFP (AdwtE) genome expressing up to 243 human miRNAs. Through different
infection passages in PDAC cell lines, adenoviruses codifying
for miR-99b and miR-485 were bioselected for their increased
viral fitness. Significant increase in viral release and cytotoxicity
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was obtained when compared to the parental virus. Interestingly,
this effect was tumour-specific since it was not observed in the
non-tumoural pancreatic cells HPDE. We could determine that
the increased viral release was due to a higher viral gene expression and better infective viral particle formation. In vivo
bioselection confirmed that AdwtE miR-99b and AdwtE miR485 replicated better than the parental virus and both miRNAs
conferred a superior antitumoural activity. Analysis of miR-99b
and miR-485 targets identified genes, differentially expressed in
PDAC and non-tumoural cells, susceptible to modulate adenoviral fitness through functions related to RNA splicing and
regulation of transcriptional processes.

P022
MicroRNA-regulated oncolytic coxsackievirus B3 against
colorectal carcinoma
A Hazini1 M Pryshliak1 S Pinkert1 J Kurreck1 H Fechner1
1: Technical University Berlin
Colorectal cancer is one of the most common cancer worldwide The therapeutic options against colorectal carcinomas are
still insufficient. In later stages of disease, even after application
of chemo- and radiotherapy, survival rate is not more than 10%.
Virotherapy with oncolytic viruses is a novel form of therapy for
treatment of cancer, whose efficacy has been proven in several
clinical trials during the last years. Recently, coxsackievirus B3
(CVB3), a single-stranded RNA- virus of the picornavirus
family, was described as a novel oncolytic virus for lung carcinomas. However, it is known that CVB3 may cause inflammation in the pancreas, heart and brain. The aim of the project
was to analyze the viro-oncolytic efficiency of CVB3 in colorectal carcinomas and improve the safety of the virus by using
microRNA interference mechanism. We found that CVB3 can
infect and lyse colorectal carcinoma cells in vitro and destroy
colorectal carcinomas in vivo. However, in vivo CVB3 was
highly toxic leading to death of the treated animals because of
strong virus replication in several organs. To improve the safety
of CVB3, microRNA target site, complementary to a pancreasspecific microRNA was inserted into the virus genome and recombinant CVB3 generated. This virus was unable to replicate
in the pancreas and all animals survived while colorectal carcinomas were destroyed as efficient as the wild type CVB3. These
results indicate that pancreas detargeted CVB3 is a promising
oncolytic agent for treatment of colorectal carcinoma.

P023
PeptiENV: a novel cancer immunotherapy platform based
on enveloped viruses coated with tumour-specific MHC-I
restricted peptides
E Ylösmäki1 C Malorzo2 O Honkasalo1 C Capasso1
M Fusciello1 B S L Martins1 V Hukkanen3 V Cerullo1
1: University of Helsinki 2: University of Siena 3: University
of Turku
Enveloped viruses feature an extraordinary clinical history
(e.g. T-VEC is the only oncolytic on the market). Our laboratory
pioneered the development of a new class of vaccines by absorbing MHC-epitopes onto the surface of viruses allowing for
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the conversion of anti-viral response into a specific anti-tumour
response. Here, we aim at translating this technology to enveloped viruses. Unfortunately, the presence of the lipidic envelope
does not allow their direct surface modification by electrostatic
interaction. Hence, we developed several ‘‘anchors’’ to incorporate the peptides into the viral envelope forming stable viruscomplexes (i.e. PeptiENV). We demonstrated that the peptides
complexed to the viruses were still efficiently cross-presented on
MHC-I by antigen presenting cells (APCs). Moreover, the uptake of the PeptiENV was able to mature APCs upregulating costimulatory molecules on their surface. We tested PeptiENV
platform against B16 tumour cell lines. Established melanomas
were treated with oncolytic vaccinia virus (VVDD-DAI) and oncolytic herpes virus both coated with MHC-I restricted tumourspecific peptides. PeptiENV treatment improved anti-tumour response followed by tumour rejection. Consistent to our insights on
the effects of PeptiENV on APCs, immunological analysis revealed potent priming of antigen-specific T-cells. In conclusion,
we were able to improve the efficacy of enveloped virus by developing an approach to deliver tumour-specific peptides to the
viral envelope. The PeptiENV complex is able to mature APCs
and cause the cross-presentation of epitopes that prime antigenspecific T-cells. This results into dramatic anti-tumour responses
that synergize with the oncolytic activity of enveloped viruses
which are currently on the market.

P024
Adenoviral vectors armed with HPV oncogene specific
CRISPR/Cas9 for treatment of HPV related cancers
E Ehrke-Schulz1 M Schiwon1 A Ehrhardt1
1: Witten/Herdecke University
Human Papillomaviruses (HPV) cause malignant epithelial
cancers. The HPV oncoproteins E6 and E7 inhibit apoptosis
and drive cell cycle progression. HPV-E6 disruption using
CRISPR/Cas9 induces apoptosis and cell cycle arrest. However
no attempts were made to translate these promising findings
towards in vivo applications using viral delivery of HPV-E6specific CRISPR/Cas9. Therefore we produced gene deleted
adenoviral vectors (HCAdVs) and oncolytic AdV (OAdV)
armed with the HPV-E6-specific CRISPR/cas9 machinery by
using a new toolbox facilitating customization, cloning and
production of CRISPR-AdVs. Cervical cancer cell lines containing HPV genomes integrated into the cellular genome and
HPV negative A549 lung cancer cells were infected with HPV
specific CRISPR-HCAdVs or CRISPR-OAdV. Adenoviral delivery and expression of HPV specific CRISPR/Cas9 resulted
in cell death in HPV positive cervical cancer cell lines whereas
HPV negative A549 cells were unaffected. Infected cervical
cancer cells showed increased apoptosis induction and decreased proliferation and viability compared to untreated or
HPV negative control cells. This suggests that CRISPR-OAdV
and HCAdVs can serve as HPV specific oncolytic/cancer gene
therapeutic agents when armed with HPV specific CRISPR/
Cas9. We believe that our approach will pave the way towards
in vivo applications of CRISPR/Cas9 mediated oncolysis of
HPV induced cervical cancer. As our CRISPR/Cas9-HCAdV
production pipeline can be easily adapted to incorporate other
or even more gRNA expression units, it provides a valuable
platform to develop personalized antiviral/oncolytic vectors for
the treatment of HPV related cancer depending on the HPV
type present in the respective tumours of a patient.
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P026
Targeting E2F1-downstream pathways in invasive bladder
cancer for therapeutic intervention by combining CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated genome editing and adenoviral vectors
B A Jansen1 M Solanki1 A Spitschak1 C Rieger2
A Erbersdobler3 L Taher4 D Heckl5 O Herchenröder1
S Füssel2 B M Pützer1
1: Institute of Experimental Gene Therapy and Cancer
Research, Rostock University Medical Center, 18057 Rostock,
Germany. 2: Department of Urology, University Hospital of
Dresden, 01307 Dresden, Germany. 3: Institute of Pathology,
Rostock University Medical Center, 18057 Rostock, Germany.
4: Department of Biology, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg,
91058 Erlangen, Germany. 5: Department of Pediatric
Haematology and Oncology, MHH, 30625 Hannover, Germany.
Urothelial carcinoma of the bladder is a common cancer with
frequent muscle-invasion and high mortality due to limited therapeutic options and quick recurrence. The transcription factor E2F1
is a key regulator of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and
metastasis and predicts progression from superficial to invasive
bladder cancer (BC). Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) were
shown to be associated with carcinogenesis and cancer progression
and thus, represent relevant therapeutic targets. Expression profiling
in a muscle-invasive and metastatic (MiM) BC progression model
disclosed a cluster of E2F1-dependent lncRNAs. The lncRNA
SLC16A1-AS1 is located in antisense orientation to SLC16A1/
MCT1, the Monocarboxylic Acid Transporter-1 (MCT-1) gene.
SLC16A1-AS1 is found highly upregulated in MiM BC cell lines
and patient biopsies via E2F1-dependent bidirectional transcription.
Comparative loss-of-function screens in invasive BC cell lines
knocked out for E2F1 or SLC16A1-AS1 by CRISPR/Cas9 demonstrated a sharp reduction in the cells’ migratory and invasive
capacity. This anti-metastatic intervention was approved in a pilot
study in an orthotopic BC model after instillation of the genetically
modified cells into the bladder of SCID-beige mice by magnetic
resonance tomography and histology. Our data corroborate that the
E2F1-dependent target SLC16A1-AS1 is a key regulator of cancer
progression related gene signatures in muscle-invasive BC. Consequently, destroying individual lncRNAs in aggressive disease via
CRISPR/Cas9 may yield a powerful anti-metastatic therapeutic
approach. The creation of customized adenoviral vectors to deliver
CRISPR/Cas9-based knockout tools to disable distinctive properties of metastasis-initiating cancer cells is under way to develop
novel pre-clinical targeted therapies. This project is supported by
the Wilhelm-Sander-Foundation (grant 2015.036.1).

P027
Efficient targeting of uterine cervical cancer using AAV
vectors encoding CRISPR/Cas9 against HPV-E6 gene
T Yoshiba1 Y Saga1 Y Sehara1 R Uchibori1 M Urabe1
H Fujiwara1 S Matsubara1 H Mizukami
1: Jichi Medical University
High risk human papillomavirus (HR-HPV) is the major causative agent of cervical cancer. The HR-HPV oncoprotein E6 induces
carcinogenesis by inactivating host tumour suppressor gene p53.
Therefore, destruction of E6 in cancer cells could provide effective
treatment without affecting normal tissue. Here, we propose a novel
therapeutic approach that uses an adeno-associated virus (AAV)
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vector encoding a new genome editing technology CRISPR/Cas9
to target E6 of HR-HPV. First, we constructed AAV vectors encoding both Staphylococcus aureus-derived Cas9 (SaCas9) and
single guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting HPV E6 oncogene (named
as AAV2-SaCas9-sgHPVE6). Then, we tested the capacity of
these vectors using two HPV-16-positive (SKG-IIIa, and BOKU)
and 2 HPV-18-positive cervical cancer cell lines (SKG-I, and
HCS-2) at regular doses. Following transduction, we found various
mutations in E6 gene, such as 61 base insertion, 31 base deletion
and other shorter base alterations at the target site in transduced
cervical cancer cell lines. The genetic mutation rate of E6 gene
ranged from 23% to 60%. We also found regained expression of
p53 by the reduction of E6, significant increase in the number of
apoptotic cells from 2.4 – 1.8 to 6.4 – 1.5 /HPF, and suppression of
in vitro cell proliferation in a dose dependent manner. Next,
AAV2-SaCas9-sgHPVE6 was directly injected into cervical cancer cell-derived subcutaneous tumours in mice. Tumour growth
was markedly inhibited by the vector administration without any
adverse effects. These results suggest the utility of AAV vectors
encoding CRISPR/Cas9 as a novel therapeutic approach for cervical cancer.

P028
Development of oncolytic measles virus, rMV-SLAMblind
C Kai1 T Fujiyuki1 K Shoji1 H Sato1 M Yoneda
1: The University of Tokyo
Virotherapy is a new approach for cancer treatment. We previously generated a recombinant measles virus (rMV-SLAMblind),
which is unable to use SLAM as its principal receptor and lost the
MV pathogenicity. We have reported that it infects and kills cancer
cells derived from breast, lung, colorectal, and pancreatic cancers
in vitro and in xenograft models (Gene Therapy, 2013; Oncotarget,
2015; Scientific Reports, 2016; Cancer Science, 2016). To evaluate
the safety of rMV-SLAMblind, we administered the virus intravenously to healthy dogs and monkeys. No measles-like symptoms
and viral excretion were observed in both species. We further examined the influence of the host immunity on rMV-SLAMblind
virotherapy, because most patients have anti-measles immunity
owing to vaccination and/or natural infection. An immunocompetent mouse model was established by using a mouse cancer cell line
stably expressing Nectin-4, a receptor of rMV-SLAMblind. We
administered rMV-SLAMblind into the tumour after immunization
with a MV vaccine strain. The tumour growth was regressed in preimmunized mice as well as in non-immunized mice, suggesting that
rMV-SLAMblind showed anti-tumour activity in immunocompetent animals even when they have pre-existing measles antibodies.
These findings demonstrate that rMV-SLAMblind is a promising
candidate of a novel therapeutic agent for cancer therapy. For advancing translational research of rMV-SLAMblind therapy,
manufacturing of the virus is on going.

P029
Combining radiation and oncolytic measles virus for
treatment of pancreatic adenocarcinoma
J Förster1 M F Leber1 2 C E Engeland1 2 A Nowrouzi1 2
C von Kalle1 J Debus1 2 D Jäger1 2 A Abdollahi1 2 G Ungerechts1 2
1: DKFZ and National Center of Tumour Diseases (NCT)
Heidelberg 2: Heidelberg University Hospital
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Advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC) has a dismal
prognosis due to lack of effective treatment options. Modern
radiotherapy techniques are able to achieve maximal tumour
destruction and spare surrounding tissue. Nevertheless, PDAC
often shows radioresistance and radiation is a subordinate therapeutic option. Oncolytic measles virus vaccines (MV) feature
an excellent safety profile and have shown first signs of efficacy
in clinical trials. They exhibit no cross-resistances with current
therapeutic agents and are able to infect malignant cells as well
as spread within tumours representing a promising modality for
combination treatments. We hypothesize that combination of
radio- and virotherapy may elicit beneficial and even synergistic
anti-cancer effects. Viral infection may sensitize cells to radiation, thereby overcoming radioresistance. Vice versa, radiation
may enhance susceptibility as well as permissiveness for viral
infection, spread and tumour lysis. This project aims at defining
optimal combination regimens of radiation and virotherapy as
well as determining mechanisms of action. Different schedules
were assessed for tumour cell killing, showing dose-dependent
effects of single and combination treatments across a panel of
PDAC cell lines with an enhanced outcome for investigated
combinations. After high-dose irradiation, tumour cells underwent morphological changes typical of senescence. Moreover,
PDAC cell lines showed varying sensitivity to MV-mediated
oncolysis. For future in vivo evaluation of this combination
treatment, fully immunocompetent mouse models of MV oncolysis in PDAC are established. Radiovirotherapy has the potential to represent a key progress in finding new therapeutic
approaches which address the high medical need of PDAC patients and other refractory tumours.
P030
PBAE-coated AdNuPARmE1A: Overcoming oncolytic
virotherapy hurdles
P Brugada-Vilà1 M Rovira-Rigau2 C Castells-Sala3 A Cascante3
S Borrós1 C Fillat2
1: Institut Quimic de Sarria 2: Institut D’Investigacions
Biomèdiques August Pi i Sunyer 3: Sagetis-Biotech
Several studies have demonstrated the potential of oncolytic
adenoviruses as therapeutic agents in cancer treatment. However, some hurdles need to be overcome to obtain successful
antitumour response in the clinic. Their high immunogenicity
and hepatic damage when systemically administered and the
high seroprevalence of the population, directly constrain their
therapeutic window and diminishes their expected efficacy. Here
we present the PBAE-coated AdNuPARmE1A (PBAE-AdNu), a
unique combination of a genetically modified oncolytic adenovirus coated with two proprietary oligopeptide end-modified
poly (beta amino ester)s (OM-PBAEs). This combination confers the resulting virus potential therapeutic advantages for the
treatment of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) patients.
AdNuPARmE1A is engineered with a chimeric sequence comprising Notch-responsive elements combined with the uPAR
promoter to improve the transcription of E1A in neoplastic and
cancer stem cells, thus enhancing viral tumour activity and oncoselectivity. The combination of two different OM-PBAEs allows for successful coating of the viral vector preserving the
virus transduction capacity. When administered intravenously,
PBAE-AdNu substantially increases viral tumour accumulation
and decreases the liver tropism while the blood circulation time
is improved. Remarkably, the coating masks the activity of the
neutralising antibodies and lowers the activation of the adaptive
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immune response. Moreover, in an efficacy study with passively
immunized mice, PBAE-AdNu displayed a significant reduction
in tumour growth. Altogether, these results demonstrate the
ability of OM-PBAEs-coated adenoviruses to overcome key
limitations in systemic oncolytic virotherapy.

P031
Innovative combinatorial approach in the treatment of triple
negative breast cancer combining anti-PDL1 and platform
based on oncolytic adenovirus (PeptiCRAd)
S Feola1 C Capasso2 S Täthinen2 N Laustio2 M Medeot3
M Fusciello2 B Martins2 E Ylösmäki2 L Pastore1 V Cerullo2
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1: University of Naples ‘‘Federico II’’ 2: University of Helsinki
3: University fo Padova
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is an aggressive
subtype of breast cancer resistant to available treatments; we,
therefore, decided to evaluate the efficacy of a tumour-specific
vaccine platform that we had previously developed for different tumours (PeptiCrad). In this work, we improved the
PeptiCrad platform adding on the same oncolytic vaccine tumour peptides restricted for MHC-I and MHC-II to obtain a
complete immune response. At first, we characterized human
and mouse triple negative breast cancer models for expression
of MHC I, MHC II and PDL1 to evaluate the feasibility of our
hypothesis. In the first set of in vivo experiments, we observed
that oncolytic vaccines coated with a combination of MHC-I
and MHC-II peptides induced a stronger response compared to
those coated with either MHC-I or MHC-II peptides and that
double coated formulation is more efficient than mixture of
equal concentrations of oncolytic vaccines coated with either
MHC-I or MHC-II peptides. We then evaluated the effect of
administration of PeptiCrad oncolytic vaccine with anti-PDL1;
our results clearly demonstrated a significant efficacy of the
oncolytic vaccine when administered with anti-PDL1. Finally,
we pulsed with our vaccines human PBMCs HLA-matched
with the tumours and added them to the tumour samples to
evaluate cancer cell viability. In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the first time the efficacy of PeptiCrad in a
challenging model of TNBC and that vaccine coating with a
combination of MHC-I and -II-restricted peptides is more effective than the previous one (MHC-I-restricted peptides),
leading to an improvement of the system.

P032
Efficient killing of target cells in vitro by transiently
engineered chimeric antigen receptor expressing NK cells
J Meyer1 J Meyer1 M Morgan1 C S Falk2 H Abken3
A Schambach1 M Galla1
1: Institute of Experimental Haematology, Hannover Medical
School, 30625 Hannover, Germany 2: Institute of Transplant
Immunology, IFB-Tx, Hannover Medical School, 30625
Hannover, Germany 3: Clinic I for international Medicine,
University Hospital Cologne, Center for Molecular Medicine
Cologne (CMMC), 50931 Cologne, Germany
Retroviral vector systems are widely used for gene and cell
therapy applications. Despite the development of safer inte-
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grating vectors, there is still a latent risk of adverse events,
such as insertional mutagenesis and/or phenotoxicity of overexpressed transgenes. Therefore, the development of transient expression technologies is important in scenarios, in
which stable transgene expression is not a prerequisite for
successful application. Recently, we showed efficient, transient and non-toxic transfer of DNA modifying enzymes by
retroviral vector-based technologies that were engineered to
transfer mRNA (RMT) or episomal DNA (RET) into target
cells. Here, we engineered NK92 natural killer cells with
RMT and RET to transiently express a 2nd generation carcinoembryonic antigen-specific chimeric antigen receptor
(CEA-CAR) and tested their capacity to kill CEA-positive
cell lines in vitro. Killing efficiency of transiently engineered
NK92 cells was assessed by crystal violet staining and/or the
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) cytotoxicity assay. RMT and
RET engineered NK92 cells killed CEA-positive cells with
comparable efficiency as stably expressing CEA-CAR NK92
cells at effector:target ratios of 2:1 and 8:1. Notably, no offtarget effects were observed for the transient vector platforms. Surprisingly, close monitoring of CEA-CAR expression in NK92 cells over time showed that RMT-mediated
CEA-CAR expression was detectable up to 5 days posttransduction and was slightly superior to episomal DNA
delivery via RET. Taken together, transient retroviral vector
platforms are promising tools for efficient and non-cytotoxic
expression of proteins in target cells and may be an interesting alternative in anti-cancer CAR therapies.

P033
Sensitisation to mitoxantrone-induced apoptosis by the
oncolytic adenovirus AdDD through Bcl-2-dependent
attenuation of autophagy
C Aguirre-Hernández1 H Maya-Pineda1 J San Millán1
Y K S Man1 Y J Lu1 G Halldén1
1: Barts Cancer Institute QMUL
Anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 is frequently activated in human malignant cells to promote cell survival and inhibit cell death.
Replication-selective oncolytic adenoviruses deleted in the functional Bcl-2 homologue E1B19K potently synergise with
apoptosis-inducing chemotherapeutic drugs, including mitoxantrone for prostate cancer. Here, we demonstrate that our previously
generated oncolytic mutant AdDD (E1B19K- and E1ACR2deleted) caused potent synergistic apoptotic cell death in both
drug-sensitive 22Rv1, and drug-insensitive PC3 and PC3M prostate cancer cells. The synergistic cell killing was dependent on Bcl2 expression and was prevented by Bcl-2 knock-down, which led
to activation of the autophagy pathway. Mitoxantrone induced
autophagy, which was decreased in combination with AdDDinfection resulting in increased apoptosis. Expression of the viral
E1A12S protein alone mimicked the synergistic effects with
AdDD in combination with mitoxantrone while intact wild type
virus (Ad5) had no effect. Early and late stage inhibition of autophagy by Atg7 knock-down and chloroquine respectively, promoted apoptotic cell killing with mitoxantrone similar to AdDD.
These findings revealed currently unexplored actions of E1B19Kdeleted oncolytic adenoviruses and the central role of Bcl-2 in the
synergistic cell killing. This study suggests that cancers with
functional Bcl-2 expression may be selectively re-sensitised to
drugs by AdDD.
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P034
Double suicide gene therapy using a GaLV-pseudotyped
semi-RRV; single-shot, single-cycle suicide gene delivery
system for eradication of experimental glioblastoma model
M Kang1 J Kim1 Y S Kim1
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1: Graduate School of New Drug Discovery & Development,
Chungnam National University, South Korea
The spRRV system is composed of two trans-complementing
replication-defective retroviral vectors, sRRVgp and spRRVe,
encoding MuLV gag-pol genes and GaLV env gene, respectively. In this study, we introduced two suicide genes, yeast
cytosine deaminase gene (sRRVgp-sEF1a-CD) and HSV-1
thymidine kinase gene (spRRVe-sEF1a-TK), into the spRRV
for double-suicide gene therapy. We have optimized the
spRRV system for minimizing non-homologous recombination
during viral vector spread in intracranial xenograft tumour
because the non-homologous recombination during reverse
transcription is a main cause of the loss of therapeutic genes. In
cell culture experiments, combined expression of the two suicide genes by the spRRV system along with exposure to the
matching prodrugs (ganciclovir and 5-fluorocytosine) showed
prodrug-dependent killing of glioma cell line even though
spRRV particles produced in the late passage infection process
as well as the early passage infection process were used for the
experiments. We also examined the potential for mutual enhancement of TK/GCV and CD/5-FC systems in vivo under our
conditions. The results demonstrated that the intratumoural
injection of sRRVgp/spRRVe particles encoding suicide genes
into pre-established U-87 MG glioblastomas resulted in, if
three outlier mice harboring secondary tumours formed by
early metastatic process or from small numbers of tumour cells
injected accidentally at nearby primary tumour site were discarded from analysis, a 100% survival of treatment group over
a follow-up period that lasts longer than 150 days, while all
mice in control groups were expired between 30 * 45 days
after tumour injection.

P035
The novel oncolytic adenoviral mutant Ad5-3D-A20T
retargeted to avb6-integrins efficiently eliminates pancreatic
cancer cells
Y K S Man1 J A Davies3 L Coughlan1 C Pantelidou1
J F marshall1 A L Parker3 G Hallden1
1: Barts Cancer Institute QMUL 2: QMUL 3: 3Division of
Cancer and Genetics, School of Medicine, Cardiff University
Metastatic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC) are incurable due to rapid development of resistance to all current therapeutics. Oncolytic adenoviral mutants have emerged as a
promising new strategy that negates the resistance. In contrast to
normal tissue, the majority of PDAC express the avb6-integrin.
Therefore, we modified and investigated our previously reported
oncolytic adenovirus, AdDD to selectively target avb6-integrins to
facilitate systemic delivery of the mutant. The AdDD mutant was
further modified and retargeted to avb6-integrins by expressing the
small peptide-ligand A20FMDV2 in the fibre knob and ablating
binding to the native Coxsackie and Adenovirus Receptor (CAR).
Infection, replication, spread and efficacy were determined in
3-dimensional (3D) co-cultures of pancreatic cancer and stromal
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cells, and in xenograft models in vivo. The resultant mutant Ad-3DA20T infected and killed avb6-integrin expressing cells more potently than the parental AdDD. Viral uptake through avb6-integrins
rather than through the native viral receptors (CAR, avb3- and
avb5-integrins) promoted viral propagation. In organotypic 3D cocultures, Ad-3D-A20T had superior efficacy compared to wild type
Ad5 (Ad5wt), and had similar potency in Suit-2 in vivo models.
Importantly, Ad-3D-A20T infected pancreatic stellate cells at low
levels, which facilitated viral spread and cancer cell elimination
both alone, and in the presence of gemcitabine. We demonstrate
that Ad-3D-A20T is highly selective for avb6-integrin expressing
pancreatic cancer cells, representing a strategy that can improve
outcomes of systemic delivery of oncolytic adenoviruses in patients
with pancreatic cancer.

P036
Mutagenic analysis of an AAV promoting immune
resistance and efficient gene delivery
Y Kim1 E Kim2 S Oh1 Y Yoon1 J Jang1
1: Yonsei university 2: AmorePacific
Adeno-associated viral vectors (AAVs) have emerged as one of
the potent carriers for their safety profile and therapeutic efficacy. A
genetically modified adeno-associated viral variant, AAVr3.45
engineered from AAV2 has two unique beneficial properties as a
gene carrier. First, the substitution of valine on the 719 site of AAV2
capsid to methionine functioned as a coordinator for promoting
resistance against IgG inactivation. Moreover, in the presence of
monoclonal antibody A20 specific for AAV2 capsids, the NAbevading features of AAVr3.45 were more obvious at high A20 titers
compared to those of AAV2. Met719 on the AAVr3.45 was mutated
to the original sequence of Val719 on the AAV2 capsid (r3.45V719) and neutralization assay in the human IgG cocktail was
conducted with AAVr3.45 and AAV2. As a result, the original
AAVr3.45 containing Met719 demonstrated superiority in evading
antibody neutralization compared to both of two vectors. Second,
the LATQVGQKTA peptide at the heparan sulfate proteoglycan
(HSPG) binding domain, especially in the presence of positively
charged lysine on the peptide improved its gene delivery capabilities. To confirm the roles of the LATQVGQKTA in determining the characteristic features of AAVr3.45, lysine (K) was
replaced with glutamic acid (E) (r3.45-587InsK8E), which dramatically reduced cellular transduction efficiencies even without its
exposure to the human IgG cocktail. Therefore, AAVr3.45 displayed enhanced therapeutic effects by delivering pro-apoptotic
genes to breast cancer cells under the in vivo mimicking immunoglobulin containing conditions.

P037
Tumour targeting by lentiviral vectors combined
with magnetic nanoparticles in mice
E Borroni1 M Miola2 S Ferraris2 G Ricci3 K Žuzek Rozman4
N Kostevšek4 L Rimondini1 M Prat1 E Vernè2 A Follenzi1
1: Universita del Piemonte Orientale 2: Politecnico di Torino
3: Università degli Studi della Campania ‘‘Luigi Vanvitelli’’,
Napoli 4: Jozef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Nanomaterials conjugated or complexed with biological
moieties such as antibodies, polymers or peptides appear to be
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suitable not only for drug delivery but also for specific cancer
treatment. Here, biocompatible iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles ( MNPs) with or without a silica shell coupled with
lentiviral vectors (LVs) are proposed as a combined therapeutic approach to specifically target gene expression in a
cancer mouse model. Initially, four different MNPs were
synthesized and their physical properties were characterized
to establish and discriminate their behaviours. MNPs and LVs
strictly interacted and transduced cells in vitro as well as
in vivo, with no toxicity or inflammatory responses. By injecting LV-MNPs complexes intravenously, green fluorescent
protein (GFP) resulted in a sustained long-term expression.
Furthermore, by applying a magnetic field on the abdomen of
intravenous injected mice, GFP positive cells increased in
livers and spleens. In liver, LV-MNPs were able to target both
hepatocytes and non-parenchymal cells, while in a mouse
model with a grafted tumour, intra-tumour LV-MNPs injection and magnetic plaque application next to the tumour
demonstrated the efficient uptake of LV-MNPs complexes
with high number of transduced cells and iron accumulation
in the tumour site. More important, LV-MNPs with the application of the magnetic plaque spread in all the tumour
parenchyma and dissemination through the body was prevented confirming the efficient uptake of LV-MNPs complexes in the tumour. Thus, these LV-MNPs complexes could
be used as multifunctional and efficient tools to selectively
induce transgene expression in solid tumour for therapeutic
purposes.

P038
Evaluation of PEI miR-200c complexes for breast cancer

P039
Targeted stealth adenovirus as a ‘Trojan horse’ for delivery
of cancer therapies
S N Smith1 D Brücher1 S Jans1 B Dreier1 M Schmid1
A Plückthun1
1: University of Zurich
We are developing a novel gene therapy platform in which adenoviral ‘Trojan horses’ harboring the genes for secreted therapeutic
payload combinations are engineered to specifically transduce tumour or stromal cells, converting a subpopulation of cells within the
tumour microenvironment into therapeutic ‘biofactories’. Previous
work by our group has described the development of a retargeting
approach that accomplishes biomarker-specific transduction of
tumours through the use of interchangeable very tight-binding
bispecific adapters, based on designed ankyrin repeat proteins
(DARPins). In contrast to other gene therapy strategies that utilize
adenoviruses for their oncolytic properties, we have engineered Ad5
into a non-replicative, ‘shielded’ delivery vehicle for therapeutic
genes due to its large packaging capacity (*36 Kb), and the safety
feature that viral DNA remains episomal. A focus of modern cancer
therapeutic strategies is the development combinations of monoclonal antibodies and/or other protein-based biologics that collectively target multiple oncogenic pathways, increase anti-tumour
immunity, and/or enhance tumour perfusion to reduce the risk of
drug resistance. In situ tumour production of a cocktail of proteinbased drugs by tumour or stromal cells provides an attractive alternative to treatment with repeated high bolus injections of drug
combinations, as secretion by the tumour itself could provide high
local concentrations that act in a paracrine fashion over an extended
duration with limited toxicity to peripheral tissues.

P040
Retroviral replicating vector-mediated prodrug activator
gene therapy in an experimental model of human
osteosarcoma
S Kubo1 M Takagi-Kimura1 N Kasahara2
1: Hyogo College of Medicine 2: University of Miami
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Retroviral replicating vectors (RRVs) have been shown to
achieve efficient tumour transduction and enhanced therapeutic
benefit in a wide variety of cancer models. Here we evaluated two
different RRVs derived from amphotropic murine leukaemia virus
(AMLV) and gibbon ape leukaemia virus (GALV), which utilize
different cellular receptors for viral entry, in human osteosarcoma
cells. We analyzed 1) expression levels of the cellular receptors
for GALV (PiT-1) and AMLV (PiT-2) by quantitative RT-PCR,
2) Viral replication, and 3) RRV-mediated prodrug activator gene
therapy in human osteosarcoma cell lines, as well as normal
cells. Both receptors (for PiT-1 and PiT-2) were expressed in most
osteosarcoma cell lines and normal cells tested in this study.
However, RRVs expressing the green fluorescent protein gene
efficiently infected and replicated in most osteosarcoma cell lines,
but not in normal cells. Among the osteosarcoma cell lines, low
PiT-1 but high PiT-2 expression was observed in HOS, MG-63
and Saos-2 cells, and AMLV but not GALV spread efficiently in
these cells in culture. Furthermore, RRVs expressing the cytosine
deaminase prodrug activator gene showed differential cytotoxicity
that correlated with the results of viral spread. AMLV-RRVmediated prodrug activator gene therapy achieved significant
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inhibition of subcutaneous MG-63 tumour growth in nude mice.
These data indicate the potential utility of the two RRVs that use
different receptors in a personalized cancer virotherapy on the
basis of the receptor expression.

P041
Recurrent xenograft tumours upregulate EGFR after
lentiviral vector mediated suicide gene therapy for
glioblastoma, but are resistant to combinatorial treatment
with erlotinib
J Al Hossain1 2 L R Ystaas1 K M Talasila1 S Ninzima1
K Riecken3 B Fehse3 R Bjerkvig1 H Miletic1 2

2
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1: University of Bergen 2: Haukeland University Hospital,
Bergen 3: University Medical Center Hamburg Eppendorf
Lentiviral vector mediated herpes simplex virus thymidine
kinase (HSV-Tk)/ganciclovir (GCV) therapy is a very promising
therapeutic option for the treatment of glioblastoma (GBM).
Although this therapy leads to complete remission of GBM in an
orthotopic PDX model, recurrent tumours are observed, which
contain a fraction of Tk-GFP+ cells. We sorted the remaining
Tk-GFP+ glioma cells from recurrent tumours after GCV treatment and showed that these cells retained sensitivity to GCV
in vitro. Therefore we decided to use prolonged administration (3
months) of valganciclovir (valGCV), which is similar to GCV but
tailored for oral administration, and compared it to the standard 3week period of GCV administration in vivo. Prolonged ValGCV
therapy of GBM xenografts resulted in a significant survival advantage of nude rats compared to short-term (3 weeks) GCV
application. Nonetheless, the majority of animals treated with
ValGCV also developed recurrent tumours. These were more
invasive compared to the primary tumours and showed significant
upregulation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
warranting for a combinatorial treatment of HSV-Tk/ValGCV
with an anti-EGFR therapy. However, the combination of suicide
gene therapy with erlotinib, a widely used EGFR small molecule
inhibitor, failed to provide survival benefit. Currently we are
initiating RNA sequencing on recurrent compared to primary tumours to unravel potential changes in glioma cells refractory to
suicide gene therapy and/or erlotinib.

P042
Replication-competent adenovirus 11p vector armed with
ADP gene at E1 region significantly improved tumour-killing
effect on metastatic prostate cells in vitro and in vivo
H D Wu1 Y F Mei1
1: Department of Clinical Microbiology and Virology, Umeå
University, Sweden
Replication-competent adenovirus 5 with therapeutic gene at
E3 region was evaluated for cancer therapy. However, limited
information based on a replicating adenovirus with insertion at E1
region. Recently, we studied the oncolytic efficacy of replicationcompetent adenovirus 11p vectors expressing adenovirus death
protein gene (ADP) that inserted at upstream E1A region under
control of CMV promoter and the vector contains entire wild type
E1A gene. Meanwhile a red fluorescence protein (RFP) was also
introduced into the same region as ADP gene was used as a

control vector. We compare the oncolytic efficacy in different
prostate cancer cells as well as normal prostate cells in vitro and
in vivo. The oncolytic effect of RCAd11pADP at a level of 5-10
folds greater than Ad11pwt or RCAd11pRFP in toxicity assay.
RCAd11pADP and RCAd11pRFP shows improved transduction
of metastatic prostate cells than normal control cells or LNCaP
cells in vitro. Although all the three viruses can suppress growth
of subcutaneous PC-3 tumour in nude mice upon intra-tumoural
injection, RCAd11pRFP reveals improved the oncolytic effect in
comparison with Ad11pwt virus whereas RCAd11pADP manifests predominant antitumour efficacy in a xenograft model of
prostate carcinoma cells. The RCAd11pADP might induce the
tumour-killing efficacy not only mediated by the function of the
ADP gene but also mediated by the E1A genes.
P043
T cells expressing CAR harbouring GITR signalling domain
exhibit prolonged in vivo survival and resistance to
immunosuppression that lead to efficient tumour eradication
T Takuma1 L Wang2 S Okamoto3 Y Amaishi3 N Seo2 J Mineno3
K Takesako3 H Shiku1
1: Mie University 2: Mie University Graduate School of
medicine 3: Takara Bio Inc.
The recent success of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cells
based adoptive cell therapy achieved in the treatment of haematologic malignancies provided a firm basis for further development in
solid tumours. However, wider application of CAR-T cell therapy
for solid tumours faces unique challenges posed by limited in vivo
persistency and immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment.
Given the type of signals delivered by CAR defines physiological
functions of CAR-T cells, there is a chance that CAR with improved
signalling domains confers on T cells superior in vivo persistency
and resistance to immunosuppression. The most widely used costimulatory signalling domains incorporated into CARs are derived
from CD28 and 4-1BB (CD137) belonging to Ig and TNFR superfamilies, respectively. In the present study, we have developed a
CAR consisting of a scFv specific to CEA in the ectodomain and
CD3zeta and GITR signalling endodomain (CEA-zG.CAR). In a
proof-of-concept study, functionalities of mouse T cells transduced
with CEA-zG.CAR were compared to those of T cells transduced
with CEA-specific CAR harbouring CD3zeta and CD28 signalling
domain (CEA-28z.CAR). Adoptive transfer of CEA-zG.CAR-T
cells into 7-day-old CEA+ tumour resulted in superior tumour
growth control as compared to CEA-28z.CAR-T cells. CEAzG.CAR-T cells exhibited prolong in vivo persistency and resistance
to Treg and PD-L1 mediated immunosuppression in vivo and
in vitro. Our present results provide a rationale and biological explanation for incorporating GITR signalling domain into CARs that
would maximize antitumour activity.
P044
Inducing sensitivity to anti-PD-1 immune checkpoint
blockade in murine models of melanoma and glioma
K Shim1 S Zaidi2 J Thompson1 T Kottke1 L Evgin1 K Rajani1
M Schuelke1 C Driscoll1 A Huff1 J Pulido1 R Vile1
1: Mayo Clinic 2: The Institute of Cancer Research
Clinically, immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) has shown
efficacy in patients with chronic tumour exposure and evidence
of a pre-existing anti tumour T cell response. In contrast, the
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majority of animal studies use (tumour naı̈ve) mice in which freshly
injected tumours are treated with oncolytic viroimmunotherapy but
which do not have pre-existing anti tumour memory T cells. Since
viroimmunotherapy activates innate and adaptive immune responses
against both viral and tumour antigens, it remains unclear how, and
when, ICB might influence these responses and how closely such
models truly re-capitulate use of ICB in the clinic. Therefore, to
mimic more closely the clinical use of ICB against chronically
dysfunctional anti tumour T cells, we developed models in which
tumour bearing mice are first treated with frontline cytotoxic/viro/
immunotherapy to generate long lived tumour reactive T cell responses - which can then form the target of ICB. In these scenarios,
mice undergoing tumour recurrence (either genuine recurrence of
minimal residual disease or re-challenge) become highly susceptible
to therapy with anti-PD-1 ICB, whereas anti-PD-1 had no effect
upon therapy against primary tumours. These models will be particularly valuable in the study of combination oncolytic viroimmunotherapy with ICB in the context of pre-existing anti tumour
T cell responses like those found in patients who have undergone
multiple rounds of therapy. Moreover, they will help to inform how
the use of ICB differentially influences the activity of chronically
dysfunctional, newly re-activated anti tumour T cells, compared to
the acute T cell response to oncolytic viruses.
P045
Gamma-delta CAR-T cells as an off-the-shelf cellular
immunotherapy platform for paediatric B-cell lymphoblastic
leukaemia
M Doglio1 M Casucci1 L Falcone1 B Camisa1 F Ciceri3
C Bonini2 F Frassoni4 A Bondanza1
1: Innovative Immunotherapies Unit, Division of Immunology,
Transplantation and Infectious diseases, IRCCS San Raffaele
Hospital and Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan
2: Experimental Haematology Unit, Division of Immunology,
Transplantation and Infectious diseases, IRCCS San Raffaele
Hospital and Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan
3: Haematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit, San
Raffaele Hospital, Milan 4: Division of Onco-Haematology,
IRCCS Gaslini, Genoa
Despite impressive antitumour efficacy, CAR-T cells need to
be manufactured from each patient posing an important obstacle
to their application. Gamma-delta (Gd) T cells are non-MHC
restricted effectors that could be used across mismatched HLAs.
Unfortunately, protocols for their ex vivo expansion result in
terminal differentiation/exhaustion. Herein, we describe an innovative protocol for manufacturing gd CAR-T cells with bioequivalent antitumour activity to conventional T cells. PBMCs
were stimulated with zoledronic acid and low-dose gammachain cytokines, resulting in massive in vitro expansion (1001,000 fold) and efficient CD19 CAR transduction (70-80%). Gd
CD19 CAR-T cells killed CD19+ tumour targets in vitro and
produced higher levels of IL-2 and IFN-gamma than conventional T cells, suggesting additional natural antitumour reactivity. A 4-1BB was required for optimal effector functions and
resistance to activation-induced cell death. Conversely, sorting
for CD27, a potential central/stem memory marker, or adding a
CD28 mAb during activation did not improve expansion or
functionality. When compared head-to-head with conventional
CAR-T cells in a xenograft murine model of B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (B-ALL), gd CAR-T cells manufactured
with our protocol equally persisted and mediated a superimposable antitumour effect, successfully overcoming the issues
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that have so far limited their antitumour efficacy. In summary,
we have validated a platform for using gd CAR-T cells with
distinctive properties as an off-the-shelf cellular product for
cancer immunotherapy. The design of a clinical trial for exploiting the gd T-cell technologies described herein is currently
under way in pediatric B-ALL.

P046
Hepatitis B virus (HBV)-specific T cell receptors with high
functional avidity redirect T cells to eliminate HBV
K Wisskirchen1 J Kah2 A Malo1 L Allweiss2 T Volz2 M Dandri2
U Protzer1
1: Helmholtz Zentrum München 2: University Medical Center
Hamburg Eppendorf
Adoptive T-cell therapy of chronic hepatitis B or hepatitis B
virus (HBV)-induced hepatocellular carcinoma intends to restore
antiviral T-cell immunity to clear the infection or control tumour
growth. We isolated HLA-A*02-restricted HBV-specific T-cell
receptors (TCR) and then genetically modified human T cells by
retroviral transduction. One S20- and one C18-specific TCR each
with high functional avidity were tested for their potential to cure
HBV infection. When co-cultured with HBV-infected hepatoma
cells, TCR-transduced T cells secreted IFN-gammac, TNF-alphaa
and IL-2, stopped viral replication, killed approximately 80% of
plated cells and thereby eliminated viral antigens as well as HBV
cccDNA from the cell culture. Importantly, TCRs also mediated
elimination of HBV when expressed on CD4+ T cells or on T cells
from patients with chronic hepatitis B. In vivo, TCR-redirected
T cells targeted the liver when transferred into HBV-infected uPASCID/beige/IL2rg-/- (USG) mice repopulated with primary human
hepatocytes. Alanine amino transferase levels were temporarily
increased and subsequently viremia and viral antigens decreased to
the level of detection. Intrahepatic analysis after three weeks revealed a strong reduction of cccDNA loads and HBcAg staining.
Long-term experiments are currently running and indicate that
HBV has not rebounded 8 weeks after initiation of treatment. Our
experiments indicate that TCR-transduced T cells allow adoptive
T-cell therapy of chronic hepatitis B and HBV-induced hepatocellular carcinoma, because they have a remarkable cytotoxic potential and may mediate clearance of the virus. Moreover, HBVspecific TCRs represent an interesting tool for elucidating mechanisms of TCR-MHC interaction and dissecting specific anti-HBV
mechanisms.

P047
Cytokine release syndrome and tumour responses in a
first-in-man trial of a novel affinity-enhanced TCR-gene
transduced T cell transfer targeting NY-ESO-1 antigen
H Hattori1 M Ishihara2 S Kitano3 Y Miyahara2 H Kato4
H Mishima4 N Yamamoto3 H Iwase1 T Funakoshi5 T Kojima6
N Inoue7 T Kidokoro7 S Okamoto7 D Tomura7 H Chono7
I Nukaya7 J Mineno7 H Ikeda8 T Watanabe2 S Kageyama2
H Shiku2
1: Nagoya Medical Center 2: Mie University School of Medicine
3: National Cancer Center Hospital 4: Aichi Medical University
5: Keio University School of Medicine 6: National Cancer
Center Hospital East 7: Takara Bio Inc. 8: Nagasaki University
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
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In adoptive transfer of CD19-CAR-T cells, high incidence
of cytokine release syndrome are associated with in vivo T
cell expansion and its clinical efficacy. In human TCR-T cell
transfer, there have not been understood about CRS and its
association with in vivo T cell kinetics or tumour responses.
We are conducting a clinical trial of NY-ESO-1-specfic TCRT cell transfer to evaluate the safety, in vivo cell kinetics and
clinical responses. NY-ESO-1 TCR is mutated for high affinity with replacement of G50A and A51E in CDR2, which is
restricted with HLA-A*02:01 and A*02:06. The TCR-gene
is transduced with an originally designed retroviral vector,
which encodes siRNA to silence endogenous TCR. In our
extensive preclinical study, the high-affinity NY-ESO-1 TCR
did not recognize the analogous peptides. This is a first-inman trial, designed as cell-dose escalation from 5 · 108
to 5 · 109. NY-ESO-1-expressing refractory cancer patients
were enrolled, with 3 + 3 design. Cyclophosphamide with/
without fludarabine were given prior to TCR-T cell transfer as
pre-conditioning. Six patients were given TCR-T cells, and
evaluated for safety and in vivo cell kinetics. TCR-T cells
appeared in peripheral blood with a dose-dependent manner,
associated with in vivo proliferation in the early phase. In
three patients given 5 · 108 cells, no toxicities were seen.
Two patients receiving 5 · 109 cells developed cytokinerelease syndrome, with elevation of serum IL-6 and IFNgamma, which were treated with tocilizumab. Two synovial
cell sarcoma patients exhibited tumour responses of PRs. In
summary, the affinity-enhanced NY-ESO-1-TCR-T cell transfer
exhibited CRSs and tumour responses.
P048
In vivo generation of antigen-reactive T cells for
immunotherapy
A Pfeiffer1 10 I Edes2 10 I C Schneider1 Q Zhou1 R R Bender1
V R Buchholz3 W S Wels4 5 6 D H Busch3 W Uckert2 7 8 11
C J Buchholz1 6 9 11
1: Paul-Ehrlich-Institute 2: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular
Medicine 3: Institute for Medical Microbiology, Immunology
and Hygiene, Technical University Munich 4: Georg-SpeyerHaus 5: German Cancer Consortium (DKTK), partner site
Frankfurt/Mainz 6: DKFZ 7: Institute of Biology, Humboldt
University Berlin 8: Berlin Institute of Health 9: German Cancer
Consortium (DKTK), partner site Heidelberg 10: joint first
authors 11: joint senior authors
Adoptive immunotherapy combined with genetic engineering of
T cells offers promising treatment concepts for chronic infections
and cancer. Targeting the patients’ T cells to the diseased cells,
however, requires laborious and expensive procedures of isolation,
genetic engineering and expansion of T cells, which impedes the
broad applicability of this concept. Receptor-targeted retroviral
vectors, which transfer genes selectively into particular types of
lymphocytes may enable direct in vivo gene delivery, thus simplifying the process. Here, we present murine CD8-targeted retroviral
and human CD8-targeted lentiviral vectors, which, upon systemic
application demonstrate successful gene delivery in vivo, transferring either T cell receptor (TCR) or chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR). The murine CD8-targeted vector selectively transferred the
ovalbumin-reactive TCR OT-I into CD8+ T cells, which were capable of antigen-specific homing and proliferation and furthermore
prevented the formation of solid tumours. Towards clinical translation, NSG mice were transplanted with Raji cells and human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and injected with a
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human CD8-targeted vector encoding a CD19-specific CAR. Interestingly, vector-treated mice contained substantially more CD8+
cells than control animals. Notably, about 20-50% of the CD8+
cells, isolated from the peritoneum were CAR+, while no CAR cells
were detected in the CD8- cell fraction. Moreover, CD19+ cells
were eliminated in vector treated mice, indicating that the in vivo
generated CAR-T cells were functionally active. Our strategy has
the potential to substantially simplify the process of T cell engineering – an important requirement to make this therapeutic concept
applicable to a larger number of patients.
P049
Oncolytic measles vectors for tumour-specific vaccination
K Kubon1 2 E Czink1 2 W Osen3 S Eichmüller3 D Jäger2
C von Kalle1 G Ungerechts1 2 C E Engeland1 2
1: DKFZ / NCT Heidelberg 2: University of Heidelberg
3: DKFZ
Measles virus vaccine vectors (MVs) are exceptionally suited to
prime antigen-specific immune responses and are in clinical development as oncolytic therapeutics. MV oncolysis leads to immunogenic cell death and release of both viral and tumour-associated
antigens (TAAs) in an inflammatory milieu, promoting induction of
immunity. We hypothesized that encoding TAAs within MV vectors
would direct the immune response towards tumour-specific antigens,
shifting the balance from anti-viral to anti-tumour immunity. We
generated MV Schwarz vectors encoding TAAs. To further enhance
immune stimulation by oncolytic vaccination, we generated MVs
encoding the immunodominant epitopes of TAAs. Different expression cassettes for TAA epitopes were evaluated, including variants with a secretion signal and proteasomal targeting. Insertion of
TAA cassettes did not impede viral replication or oncolysis.
Transduction of tumour cells with the generated viruses induced a
strong virus-mediated expression of TAAs. In IFNc-Elispot and
cytotoxicity assays we demonstrated TAA-specific T cell stimulation and tumour cell lysis. We selected the cassette which induces
the strongest antigen-specific IFNc response for further studies. To
evaluate MV encoding TAAs in vivo, we have established an MVsusceptible, immunocompetent murine melanoma model, B16hCD46. Treatment of B16-hCD46 tumours with TAA-encoding
oncolytic MV vaccines confers strong anti-tumour immunity without augmenting anti-viral immunity, thus supporting the concept of
our approach. Further analysis of induced immune responses and
therapeutic mechanisms will be instrumental to identify effective
combinations of immunovirotherapy. With the increasing availability of tumour sequencing data, this study has direct implications
for future clinical trials of personalized immunovirotherapy especially towards neoantigen-specific vaccination.

P050
Engineering antigen-specific NK cells via TCR gene transfer:
A novel source for adoptive immunotherapy
A Parlar1 C Pamukcu1 D Ozkazanc1 M Aras1 C Dahlberg2
M Chrobok2 P Zahedimaram1 L Ikromzoda1 E C Sayitoglu3
E Alici2 B Erman1 A D Duru3 T Sutlu1
1: Sabanci University 2: Karolinska Institutet
3: Nova Southeastern University
The assembly of a TCR introduced by gene delivery is a
complex process which requires TCR-a and TCR-b chains to
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form a heterodimer that associates with the four CD3 chains.
TCR-a and TCR-b chains introduced by gene delivery have a
risk of pairing with the complementary TCR-b or TCR-a chains
endogenously expressed by the T cell. This phenomenon called
mispairing, has the potential to produce TCRs of unpredictable
specificity that may cause a lethal GvHD-like syndrome. Despite
the promise of TCR gene therapy, the mispairing problem constitutes a bottleneck in the development of effective and safe
therapies. In this study, we use NK cells for TCR gene therapy,
aiming to reprogram them to selectively target tumour antigens
in complex with MHC. Our results demonstrate that the ectopic
expression of CD3d, CD3c, CD3e and TCR a/b heterodimer is
necessary for establishment of a functional TCR complex on the
NK cell surface. These cells efficiently detect an antigenic epitope presented by MHC-I and robustly kill targets expressing the
antigen. TCR modification equips NK cells with the capacity to
show antigen-specific cytotoxic activity in vitro and in vivo
while circumventing the potential risk of TCR mispairing. This
study underlines the value of NK cells as a resource that has
similar cytotoxic capacity with T cells but present themselves
unburdened from endogenous TCR expression. Expressing
functional TCRs in NK cells stands out as a unique discovery
combining robust and effective cytotoxic capacity of NK cells
with the exclusive antigen specificity of T cells.
P051
Redirected NK cells to eliminate acute myeloid
leukaemia cells
M A Morgan1 J Dahlke1 O Oberschmidt1 S Kloess1 X K Vu1
C Neudoerfl1 A Kloos1 M Heuser1 J Meyer1 C Falk1 U Koehl1
A Schambach1
1: Hannover Medical School
Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is a clonal disease characterized by impaired haematopoiesis due to malignant accumulation of immature myeloid cells. Cancers, including AML,
typically expand due to inadequate immune control. A promising
strategy for anti-cancer therapy is to redirect natural killer (NK)
cells and exploit their innate cytotoxic capacities via modification with chimeric antigen receptors (CAR) designed to target
tumour-specific antigens. Therefore, we engineered the NK cell
line NK92 to express a CAR designed to recognize CD123,
which is highly expressed on the surface of many primary AML
cells. We demonstrated efficient transduction of NK92 cells with
state-of-the-art alpharetroviral self-inactivating (SIN) vectors
encoding EGFP alone as control or a third generation CAR
engineered with an anti-CD123 single chain variable fragment
(scFv), a CD28 transmembrane domain, a 4-1BB costimulatory
domain, a CD3f signaling domain and an internal ribosomal
entry site (IRES) element for EGFP expression. Transduced
populations were enriched to >95% purity by flow cytometric
sorting based on EGFP expression and were stably cultivated
and expanded for several months. CAR expression and cell
surface localization were demonstrated by immunoblotting and
FlowSight analyses. Anti-CD123-CAR-NK92 cells efficiently
eliminated CD123+ AML cell lines and primary AML cells
within 48 hours at effector:target ratios of 5:1 and 10:1. Deletion
of either the ectodomain (antigen recognition) or the endodomain
(cytotoxic signaling) eliminated the enhanced anti-CD123-CARNK cell cytotoxicity against AML cells. Our results support the
feasibility of NK cell redirection with molecules designed to
target AML-specific antigens as a potential adoptive therapeutic
approach to resolve AML.
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P052
Enhanced engineering of chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR)-modified T Cells using non-viral Sleeping Beauty
transposition from pFAR vectors
T Gogishvili1 R Monjezi1 C Marie3 M Machwirth1 H Einsele1
Z Ivics2 D Scherman3 M Hudecek1
1: University of Wuerzburg 2: Paul-Ehrlich-Institute
3: Paris Descartes University
Immunotherapy with T-cells that were modified by lenti-/
gammaretroviral gene-transfer to express a chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR-T) is effective in CD19+ haematologic malignancies. However, there are persistent concerns related to genotoxicity and the
limited capacity for viral vector production in Europe that are incompatible with the increasing clinical demand for CAR-T products.
Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposition of CAR genes in human T-cells
has been explored but is limited by low transposition rates and high
toxicity after transfection of plasmid DNA-encoded transposase and
transposon. Here, we explored the use of mRNA-encoded SB100X
transposase in combination with minimalistic plasmids that are free
from antibiotic resistance (pFAR) as donor vector for a pT2-based
CD19 CAR transposon. We demonstrate that co-transfection of
mRNA/pFAR accomplishes high-level stable CAR gene transfer in
CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells (n = 3 donors). The stable CAR genetransfer rate at day 14 after transfection of mRNA/pFAR was approx.
50%, i.e. 4-fold higher than with equimolar amounts of conventional
plasmids. Importantly, the viability of T-cells after transfection of
mRNA/pFAR was higher compared to plasmids, and allowed rapid
manufacture of clinically relevant therapeutic CAR-T doses. CD19
CAR-T cells engineered with mRNA/pFAR conferred potent antitumour functions in vitro. Studies to confirm their in vivo efficacy,
transposon copy number and genomic insertion profile are ongoing.
In aggregate, we provide an enhanced method for CAR-T engineering through virus-free SB gene-transfer. The use of short-lived
SB100X mRNA and easy-to-produce pFAR vectors should expedite
the clinical implementation of CAR-T therapy in Europe and enhance
the biosafety of CAR-T products.
P053
CRISPR-mediated HPRT knockout induces chemo
resistance and enables controlled depletion of gene-modified
T cells
D L Wagner1 2 3 T Shum1 H Tashiro1 C M Lee4 K Parikh1
D Halder1 M C Gundry1 5 L Brunetti1 5 6 G Krenciute1 T Sauer1 7
M Mamonkin1 M A Goodell1 5 G Bao4 C M Rooney1
1: Center for Cell and Gene Therapy, Baylor College of
Medicine, Houston, USA 2: Institute for Medical Immunology,
Charité Universtitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany 3: BerlinBrandenburg Center for Regenerative Therapies (BCRT),
Berlin, Germany 4: Department of Bioengineering, Rice
University, Houston, USA 5: Stem Cells and Regenerative
Medicine Center, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, USA
6: Centro di Ricerca Emato-Oncologica (CREO), University of
Perugia, Perugia, Italy 7: Department of Internal Medicine A,
Haematology and Oncology, University of Muenster, Muenster,
Germany
Adoptive T-cell therapy requires a balance between efficacy
and patient safety. Potent novel approaches would become safer
if endowed with a safety switch to eliminate T-cells in case of
adverse events. The hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1
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(HPRT) facilitates the recycling of purines. Hence, we hypothesized that T-cells lacking HPRT are solely dependent on the de
novo purine biosynthesis pathway for survival and undergo apoptosis after its inhibition. Furthermore, HPRT- cells can be enriched by addition of the toxic nucleoside analog 6-thioguanine
(6TG) to cell culture, which eliminates HPRT expressing cells that
incorporate 6TG via the purine salvage pathway. To determine if
knockout of HPRT could be used as a suicide strategy in CAR-Tcells, we applied our CRISPR/Cas9 protocol for gene disruption.
After 6TG-selection, we blocked the de novo purine synthesis in
stimulated CAR-T-cells in vitro using therapeutically relevant doses
of mycophenolic acid (MPA). This eliminated >98% of the HPRTT-cells while HPRT+ T-cells remained unaffected. HPRT- T-cells
engraft in immunodeficient mice; thus, we currently assess the MPA
depletion strategy in vivo. Finally, despite the presence of 6TG,
HPRT- CAR-T-cells retain regular proliferative function and cytotoxic activity. This highlights the chemo resistant properties of
HPRT- CAR-T-cells and suggests they could be used in combination with 6TG to treat many 6TG-sensitive cancers. In summary,
we present a transgene-free safety solution that ensures the controlled depletion of T-cells with a clinically available drug and
induces 6TG resistance enabling positive selection in vitro and
potentially synergistic anti-tumour efficacy of chemotherapy
and CAR-T-cells in patients.

P054
Sleeping Beauty meets CRISPR/Cas9: Engineering of CART cells with enhanced therapeutic index using single-step,
fully non-viral gene-transfer and genome-editing
R Monjezi1 C Miskey2 E Grueso2 A Mades1 H Einsele1 Z Ivics2
M Hudecek1
1: University of Wuerzburg 2: Paul-Ehrlich-Institute
Gene-engineered chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-modified
T-cells can be effective against advanced malignancies. Here we
explore a novel strategy to accomplish concomitant virus-free CAR
gene-transfer and genome-editing to further enhance the therapeutic efficacy and safety of CAR-T cells. We developed a novel
CRISPR gRNA targeting the PD1 immune check point that is
abundantly expressed and negatively regulates CAR-T function.
Our novel gRNA accomplished high-level stable PD1 k.o. in human CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells as determined at the molecular
(surveyor assay) and protein (flow cytometry) level; a comprehensive genome-wide analysis did not disclose any off-target activity. We then performed nucleofections of PD1 gRNA/Cas9
ribonucleoprotein into T-cells, together with mRNA-encoded Sleeping Beauty (SB)100X transposase and minicircle (MC)-encoded
transposons, encoding CARs specific for CD19 (lymphoma) and
SLAMF7 (multiple myeloma) respectively. We demonstrate a high
rate of concomitant CAR gene-transfer (40% in CD8+ T cells) and
PD1 k.o. (from 86% PD1+ in unedited to 13% PD1+ in edited CAR-T
cells) with low toxicity, enabling rapid T-cell expansion to therapeutic
doses. The CAR+PD1- phenotype was stable over multiple expansion
rounds, and both CD19 CAR-modified and SLAMF7 CAR-modified
T-cells conferred potent antitumour functions in pre-clinical models
in vitro. Experiments to demonstrate enhanced therapeutic efficacy of
PD1-edited CD19 CAR and SLAMF7 CAR-T cells in murine lymphoma and myeloma xenograft models are ongoing. Collectively, our
data demonstrate the potential to engineer genome-edited CARmodified T-cells in a completely non-viral, convenient single-step
process, providing a technology platform to rapidly generate CAR-T
cells with enhanced therapeutic index and biosafety attributes.
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P055
CD30-targeted oncolytic viruses as novel therapeutic
approach against Hodgkin Lymphoma
J D S Hanauer1 B Rengstl2 T Friedel1 I Schneider1 S Newrzela2
C J Buchholz1 A G Muik1
1: Paul Ehrlich Institute 2: Institute of Pathology; Goethe
University Frankfurt
Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) is a haematopoietic malignancy with a
characteristic cellular composition. The tumour mass is made up of
infiltrated lymphocytes and other cells of haematologic origin but
only very few neoplastic cells (<2%) that are identified by the
diagnostic marker CD30. While most patients can be cured by
standard therapy, approximately 20% relapse, suffer from progressive disease and develop secondary cancers. Here, we suggest a
novel therapeutic concept relying on oncolytic viruses that selectively destroy the CD30-positive HL tumour cells. Relying on a
recently described CD30-specific scFv, which we displayed on the
measles virus (MV) hemagglutinin for lentiviral vector targeting,
we have generated CD30-targeted MV (MV-CD30) and vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV-CD30). For VSV-CD30 the VSV glycoprotein G reading frame was replaced with the CD30-targeted MV
glycoproteins. Both viruses were found to be highly selective for
CD30-positive cells as demonstrated by infection of co-cultures of
target and non-target cells as well as through blocking infection by
soluble CD30. Notably, VSV-CD30 replicated significantly faster
to much higher titers than MV-CD30 and resulted in a more rapid
and efficient killing of cultivated HL cells. Data from mouse tumour models show that intratumourally as well as systemically
injected VSV-CD30 replicated in s.c. HL xenografts and significantly slowed down tumour growth resulting in a substantially
prolonged survival of tumour-bearing mice. Taken together, the
data support further preclinical testing of VSV-CD30 as novel
therapeutic agent for the treatment of HL.
P056
Direct delivery of Sleeping Beauty transposase protein for
stable integration of chimeric antigen receptor-encoding
transposons from minicircle DNA vectors in human T cells
A Mades1 I Querques2 C Zuliani2 Z Ivics3 C Miskey3
O Barabas2 M Hudecek1
1: University of Würzburg 2: European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL), Heidelberg 3: Paul-Ehrlich-Institute
Immunotherapy with CD19-specific CAR-T cells is effective
against advanced haematologic malignancies. We have recently
demonstrated that CAR-T cells can be engineered by virus-free
gene transfer using Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposase and CAR
transposon encoded by minircircle DNA vectors (MC). Transposition from MCs accomplishes high-level gene transfer, but
provides poor control over translation, protein activity and cellular persistence of the transposase. Here we show that the SB
transposase protein can be delivered directly to CD4+ and CD8+
T cells and confers stable integration of a CD19 CAR transposon
into the T cell genome. CAR-T cells were enriched by MACSsorting for an EGFRt transduction marker. The average gene
copy number after enrichment as determined by ddPCR was 5
and correlated with stable, high-level expression of the CAR. Insertion site analysis to determine the frequency of save harbor integrations is ongoing. CAR-T cells demonstrated strong cytolytic
activity against CD19+ target cells in vitro. We also observed high-
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level secretion of effector cytokines and strong proliferation in response to CD19 antigen encounter. We confirmed the antitumour
activity in a xenograft lymphoma model and observed rapid tumour
regression as well as complete survival of CAR-T cell cohorts until
the end of the observation period. To our knowledge, this is the first
example of CAR-T cell generation by direct delivery of a transposase protein. Conceptual advantages of this approach are enhanced biosafety, precise control over transposase activity and
scalable production of CAR-T products.
P057
DNA vaccine coding for an engineered VSV-G as a flexible
vaccination platform for cancer immunotherapy
G Vandermeulen1 L Lambricht1 V Préat1
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1: Université catholique de Louvain
When adequately stimulated, the immune system has the ability
to destroy or prevent cancers and immunotherapy is considered as a
major breakthrough for tumour treatment. Cancer vaccines have
many advantages such as exquisite specificity, low toxicity, and
the potential for a durable treatment effect due to immunologic
memory. However, the limited immunogenicity of tumour antigens
makes them challenging to develop and novel immunization
strategies are required for a proper activation of T cells. We hypothesized that DNA vaccine encoding viral protein could efficiently stimulate the immune system which is able to detect and
eliminate certain viral threats. We specifically focused on the vesicular stomatitis virus G glycoprotein (VSV-G) that is broadly used
in gene therapy, possesses several permissive insertion sites and
adjuvant properties. A codon optimized VSV-G sequence was engineered to insert T-epitopes. Insertion of either ovalbumin MHC
class I or MHC class II restricted epitopes induced the proliferation
of specific CD8+ and CD4+ T cells, respectively. The cytotoxic
T-cell response was high when these two epitopes were co-delivered
allowing a protective therapeutic effect against B16F10-OVA tumour. The same technology, called pTOP, was used to deliver tumour specific epitopes and significant tumour growth delays were
observed for B16F10 melanoma, CT26 colon carcinoma and P815
mastocytoma. pTOP vaccines have the many advantages of DNA
vaccines that are simple to construct, easy to produce and clinically
applicable. Therefore, pTOP-based immunotherapy could be relevant for patient treatment and the flexibility of this vaccination
platform could allow targeting of various tumour types.
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induced high antitumour efficacy in mice and dogs. ESAT-6 protein
would be produced in the transfected tumour cells, degraded into
epitopes, and finally presented on the cell membrane in the context
of MHC molecules as ‘‘artificial neoepitopes’’. The cells would
secrete the exosomes to which the epitope-MHC complexes were
transferred. Those ‘‘artificial neoepitope’’-presenting exosomes are
thought to mediate activation of immune response against the
pathogenic antigen and also to tumours. In this study, we prepared
the ‘‘artificial neoepitope’’-presenting exosomes from cultured B16
melanoma cells transfected in vitro with ESAT-6 gene, and their
immune stimulating ability was examined. The exosomes derived
from the transfected cells showed high affinity towards anti-ESAT-6
antibodies, indicating the presence of ESAT-6 epitopes on the
exosome surfaces. After injection of the exosomes into mouse
footpads, the cells in the popliteal lymph nodes exhibited high
immune response against ESAT-6 protein, and also to B16 tumour
cells, showing that antitumour cellular immunity was effectively
evoked. Intratumoural injection of the exosomes evidently suppressed tumour growth in syngeneic B16 tumour-bearing mice.
P059
Clinical development of CAR-T cells – challenges and
opportunities in translating innovative treatment concepts
J Hartmann1 M Schüßler-Lenz1 A Bondanza2 C J Buchholz1
1: Paul Ehrlich Institute 2: Ospedale San Raffaele

‘‘Artificial neoepitope’’-presenting exosomes derived from
the cells genetically modified to express Mycobacterium
tuberculosis antigen as cellular immunity adjuvants

Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapy, together with
checkpoint inhibition, has been celebrated as a breakthrough
technology due to the substantial benefit observed in clinical trials
with patients suffering from relapsed or refractory B-cell malignancies. In order to get an idea about how an ideal CAR T cell and
its application should look like, we have systematically collected
all available data on clinical trials performed so far world-wide and
analyzed these for parameters such as targeted antigen and indication, CAR molecular design, CAR-T cell manufacturing, antitumour activities and related toxicities. Almost 300 CAR T cell
clinical trials have been initiated to date, most of which aim to treat
lymphoma or leukaemia patients using CD19-specific CARs. An
increasing number of studies address solid tumours. Of note, less
than 10% of the ongoing CAR-T cell clinical trials are performed
in Europe. Based on our analysis, we identified general hurdles
preventing as well as opportunities to foster straight-forward
clinical development of CAR T cells with a special focus on the
European situation. One of the most critical points is probably an
effective infrastructure combining basic research, GMP production
and clinical research as well as the lack of disseminated knowledge. Another issue refers to fatal toxicities which include cytokine release syndrome and brain edema. Therefore, developers are
encouraged to seek early on regulatory and scientific advice with
competent authorities before initiating a clinical trial.

T Ito1 2 K Sugiura2 A Hasegawa2 T Inaba2 M Eriguchi1
Y Koyama1 2
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1: Shin-Yamanote Hospital 2: Osaka Prefecture University

Oncolytic virotherapy to enhance BiTE and CAR efficacy
against solid tumours

Tumour specific mutant neoantigen is essential for successful
cancer immunotherapy. However, most tumours have only nonmutated over- or aberrantly expressed self-antigens which elicit
weak immune responses. To overcome the disadvantage, we developed a novel ‘‘artificial neoantigen strategy’’. In the previous
studies, we transformed the tumour cells by in vivo transfection with
a plasmid encoding a strong pathogenic antigen, early secretory
antigenic target-6 (ESAT-6) from Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It

J PW Heidbuechel1 T Speck1 R Veinalde1 D Abate-Daga2
D Jaeger3 C von Kalle1 G Ungerechts1 3 4 C E Engeland1 3
1: Department of Translational Oncology, German Cancer
Research Center (DKFZ) and National Centre for Tumour
Diseases (NCT), Heidelberg, Germany 2: Department of
Immunology, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research
Institute, Tampa, Florida, USA 3: Department of Medical
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Oncology, National Centre for Tumour Diseases (NCT) and
Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany 4: Centre
for Innovative Cancer Research, Ottawa Hospital Research
Institute, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Re-directing T-cells to tumour cells by bispecific T-cell engagers (BiTEs) or chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) has shown
promising results, especially when targeting CD19 in haematologic malignancies. However, further improvements are necessary for successful treatment of solid tumours. We hypothesize
that oncolytic virotherapy will increase efficacy of these approaches by supporting tumour cell lysis, reversing tumour immunosuppression and enhancing accessibility of tumour cells and
tumour antigens. We further hypothesize that tumour-directed BiTE
expression will allow for efficient delivery while preventing systemic side effects of intravenous application. We have therefore
generated oncolytic measles viruses (MV) encoding different BiTE
constructs (MV-BiTE). Virus replication and cytotoxicity are not
impaired in vitro. Transgene expression and specific binding to
BiTE targets were validated by ELISA and flow cytometry. MVencoded BiTEs mediate specific, concentration-dependent lysis
of target cells by T-cells in co-cultures. Compared to MV encoding a non-targeting BiTE, MV-BiTE significantly prolonged
survival in an immunocompetent, syngeneic mouse model. This
was associated with enhanced T-cell infiltration and an increased
ratio of CD8+ to CD4+ cells. Additionally, MV-BiTE was superior to BiTE alone and no signs of BiTE-related toxicity were
observed. We are currently testing MV-BiTE combined with
CAR T-cells targeting a second tumour antigen in a pancreatic
cancer model to further increase efficacy and to prevent potential
immune escape by downregulation of the BiTE target antigen.
Our results highlight the potential of oncolytic virotherapy to
overcome limitations of T-cell re-direction approaches for cancer treatment and warrant further investigation towards clinical
translation of MV-BiTE.
P061
Development of the novel adenoviral drug for treatment
of prostate cancer
N V Eremina1 V I Kazey1 V Mett2
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4-5 days after injection - PSA Reduction was observed in some
patients - No induction of neutralizing antibodies against flagellin
was detected
P062
Engineering T cells and B cells for immunotherapy
using V(D)J recombination
D Nataf1 N Gritsenko1 C Pundak-Mintz1 A D Nahmad1
O Barboy1 M Horovitz-Fried1 I Dotan1 A Barzel1
1: Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Life Sciences
Faculty, Tel-Aviv university, Tel-Aviv, 69978, ISRAEL
Large scale application of T cell engineering in immunotherapy
is hindered by reliance on cumbersome ex vivo manipulations. In
addition, B cell engineering has not shown therapeutic efficacy to
date. Conversely, rAAV vectors allow in vivo lymphocyte transduction but are seldom used for immunotherapy because they rarely
integrate for stable expression in dividing cells. Here, we propose a
novel immunotherapy approach -‘‘VDJ targeting’’: targeting
rAAV-delivered immune genes into the genome using V(D)J
recombination in developing lymphocytes. A receptor or antibody gene preceded by an IRES and flanked by recognition
signal sequences (RSS) is inserted by the recombination activating gene (RAG) enzymatic complex into a locus coding for
a TCR or antibody chain, respectively. We have demonstrated
VDJ targeting in the B and T lineages in immortalized and
inducibly differentiating cells as well as in in vitro differentiating primary lymphocytes. Next, we aim to demonstrate the
therapeutic application of lymphocytes engineered by VDJ targeting. VDJ targeting may have several advantages over state of
the art technologies: Only developing lymphocytes, expressing
RAG, will incorporate the receptor/Ab gene, which will thus be
expressed in potent naı̈ve cells. Targeted T cells will express only
the desired receptors, due to allelic exclusion. Targeted B cells
will express the transgene as a B cell receptor, and upon activation will undergo affinity maturation allowing potent immune
response, memory retention and diminished antigenic escape.
VDJ targeting may allow safe, efficient and scalable engineering
of B cells and T cells, both in vivo and ex vivo.

1: Panacela Labs LLC 2: Buffalo Biolabs Inc.
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Mobilan is a recombinant non-replicating adenovirus immunotherapeutic drug that directs expression of human toll-like receptor
5 (TLR5) and its specific agonistic ligand, 502s, which is a recombinant form of the natural TLR5 ligand, flagellin. Mechanism
of action involves transduction of tumour cells with a bicistronic
recombinant adenovirus that drives expression of one of the innate
immune receptor human TLR5 and its agonistic ligand, a derivative
of a bacterial flagellin, which leads to constitutive autocrine stimulation of TLR5 signaling. This results in strong induction of the
innate immune system with subsequent development of adaptive
anti-tumour responses. Mobilan was studied in various preclinical
models including TRAMP mice with spontatenous prostate cancer.
Drug safety was assessed in various toxicology studies. Currently
Phase I and Phase Ib clinical trials in patients with local nonmetastatic prostate cancer are conducted in the Russian Federation.
Key preliminary results demonstrate that: - Favorable tolerability
was observed in patients administered with Mobilan in several dose
levels (109 - 1011 particles per ml per injection) - Mobilization of
immune cells in the prostate gland tissue was observed by the
Haematoxylin-Eosin and Immunohistochemical staining - Induction of cytokines (G-CSF, IL-6) was detected in the plasma after

The combination of P1A DNA vaccine with immune
checkpoint blockade induces a potent anti-tumour
immune response in P815 mastocytoma
A Lopes1 V Préat1 G Vandermeulen1
1: Université catholique de Louvain
This study aims to find new strategies to improve the cancer
DNA vaccine performance alone or in combination with immunecheckpoint inhibitors. DNA vaccine can be modified to increase
protein production and modulate immune response. To enhance
the efficiency of a P815 mastocytoma DNA vaccine, the P1A gene
sequence was optimized by substituting specific codons with
synonymous ones while modulating the number of CpG motifs. By
using codon-optimized plasmids the P815A murine antigen production was increased. The number of CpG motifs within the P1A
gene sequence modulated the immunogenicity by inducing a local
increase in the cytokines involved in innate immunity. After prophylactic immunization with the optimized vaccines, tumour
growth was significantly delayed and mice survival was improved.
Consistently, a more pronounced intratumoural recruitment of
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CD8+ T cells and a memory response were observed. Therapeutic
vaccination was able to delay tumour growth when the codonoptimized DNA vaccine containing the highest number of CpG
motifs was used. To further improve its efficacy, this vaccine was
combined with immunocheckpoint blockade inhibitors, directed
against CTLA-4 and PD-1 receptors on T cells. This combination
further increased mice survival and significantly delayed the tumour growth, improving the efficacy of the therapeutic vaccination. This study demonstrates that DNA vaccine optimization
increases innate immune stimulation and antigen production thus
allowing its use for a therapeutic vaccination. Furthermore, expanded efficacy is achieved when the improved vaccine is combined with immunecheckpoint inhibitors, by potentiating the
T cell-mediated immunity.
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A novel CAR-T therapy targeting MAGE-A4p230-239/HLAA*02:01 complex for solid tumours
Y Miyahara1 Y Akahori1 L Wang1 C Amaike1 Y Kato1 T Kato2
H Shiku1
1: Mie University Graduate School of medicine 2: Mie
University
CD19 CAR-T therapy has already shown to have remarkable
efficacies for B-cell linage haematological malignancies. Nevertheless, there are no successful cases of CAR-T therapy for solid
tumours. One major reason would be due to the scarceness of cell
surface molecules that are truly tumour specific. For this reason,
we investigated the development of CAR-T therapy by utilizing
T cell receptors, i.e. antibodies that mimic the recognition pattern of antibodies that specifically recognize pMHC (intracellular
tumour antigen-derived peptide/MHC complex). In this study, we
aimed to develop CAR-T therapy targeting MAGE-A4p230-239/
HLA-A*02:01 complex (MAGE-A4 pMHC). At first, we tried to
isolate scFv antibodies specifically bind to MAGE-A4 pMHC
from a human scFv phage library by panning with pMHC
monomer. Consequently, we successfully isolated one scFv antibody highly specific to MAGE-A4 pMHC. We then established a
retroviral vector expressing CAR construct using the obtained scFv
antibody. Indeed, CAR-transduced T cells acquired functional
capacity to recognize MAGA-A4+ tumour cell lines in an HLAA*02:01 restricted fashion. Furthermore, adoptive transfer of
CAR-T cells significantly suppressed tumour growth of MAGEA4+ HLA-A*02:01+ tumour cell line in an immune-compromised
mouse model. Most importantly, we observed that a wide range of
amino acids of MAGE-A4p230-239 peptide is critical for these
CAR-T cells to recognize MAGE-A4 pMHC. In fact, CAR-T cells
did not recognize analogous peptides presented by HLA-A*02:01,
indicating its cross-reactivity is very low. In summary, CAR
therapy using the obtained scFv antibody is considered to be a safe
and promising treatment for solid tumours.
P065
GLP Toxicology and tumourigenicity study for X-linked
chronic granulomatous diseases in Cybb-KO mice with
MSP.gp91_126T(2) LV vector
R Jofra Hernandez1 G Farinelli1 F De Mattia1 N Carriglio1
I Visigalli1 M De Simone1 F Cecere1 R Norata2 F Sanvito2
P Albertini1 L Naldini5 B Gentner6 P Cristofori4 A Aiuti3
1: San Raffaele-Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET)
2: San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 3: San Raffaele-
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Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET), Vita-Salute
San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy; Pediatric
Immunohaematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit,
San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 4: Glaxo Smith
Kline, R&D, Ware, UK; San Raffaele-Telethon Institute for
Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET) 5: San Raffaele-Telethon Institute for
Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET); Vita-Salute San Raffaele University,
Milan, Italy. 6: San Raffaele-Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy
(SR-TIGET); Haematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation
Unit, San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy.
Chronic Granulomatous Disease is a rare inherited phagocyte
disorder with the most common cases being X-linked CGD with
defects in the gene encoding gp91phox. SR-TIGET has developed a
gene therapy approach based on a regulated lentiviral vector (LV) to
target gp91phox expression to the differentiated myeloid cells while
sparing primitive haematopoietic stem cells (HSC). We are carrying
out a Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) study to assess the toxicology and tumourigenic potential of murine HSC transduced with a
LV encoding the gp91phox protein in X-CGD mice (Cybb-KO),
which recapitulate hallmarks of NADPH oxidase deficiency in humans. Lineage-depleted cells from bone marrow (BM) of donor
Cybb-KO mice transduced (GT) or mock-transduced were transplanted into irradiated Cybb-KO recipient mice. A control group of
Cybb-KO mice remained untreated (UT). Clinical signs and body
weight were monitored regularly. At different time-points haematologic parameters, engraftment of transduced cells, vector copy
number/genome (VCN), NADPH oxidase neutrophil activity and
clinical chemistry were evaluated. Read-outs at termination (52week) include macroscopic examination, cytofluorimetry analysis,
VCN, integration site analysis and histopathology. Transduction
efficiency of the Test Item was 100% with 9.71 VCN. After 48
weeks survival was 75% in UT, 80% in GT and 45% in mocktransduced groups. Body weight was stable and comparable between GT and Mock groups. Average VCN in blood were 6.51 and
4.43 at 11 and 30-weeks respectively. Gp91phox and NAPDH were
restored in granulocytes. Results from this GLP study provide information for the future clinical development of X-CGD GT (proof
of biological principles and toxicological effects).
P066
Designing the next generation of Chimeric Antigen
Receptors for regulatory T cell therapy through in silico
modelling-guided single chain Fv engineering
T Abel1 I C Schneider1 S Beghelli1 F Labbal1 M David1 L Zhou1
F Meyer1
1: TxCell
Chimeric antigen receptors (CAR) are synthetic receptors comprising an extracellular binding domain, frequently a single chain Fv
(scFv) and an intracellular signaling domain. Whereas described so
far for the generation of tumour-specific T effector (Teff) cells, this
method represents a promising novel approach for generating
antigen-specific regulatory T (Treg) cell-based therapies. scFv can be
generated from virtually any murine and human antibodies. However, scFv stability and/or folding properties affect its surface expression level, CAR Teff and Treg function as well as tonic signaling
triggered by antigen-independent clustering of scFv molecules on
the cell surface. The differences in stability and biophysical properties are determined by their germline sequence and influenced by
somatic hypermutations in the framework regions. Therefore, appropriate scFv engineering could be a powerful solution to improve
CAR function. We established an iterative process for reverting
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hypermutations to germline consensus and introducing stability
improving amino acids into weak germline sequences using computational modelling to work out the influence of biophysical scFv
properties on CAR function. We will present the optimization of
mCD19 hybridoma 1D5 derived scFv, which leads to improved
surface expression and enhanced functionality in Jurkat cells as
well as Teff and Treg cells. It is worth noting that the tonic signaling
is reduced compared to the original scFv derived CAR. The potential mechanisms underlying the improved folding stability will be
discussed.
P067
Development of rational immunomodulation strategies
for measles virotherapy
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R Veinalde1 P Backhaus1 L Hartmann1 C von Kalle1 D Jäger2
G Ungerechts1 2 3 C E Engeland1 2
1: National Center for Tumour Diseases Heidelberg,
Department of Translational Oncology, German Cancer
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany 2: National Center for
Tumour Diseases Heidelberg, Department of Medical Oncology,
Heidelberg, Germany 3: Ottawa Hospital Research Institute,
Centre for Innovative Cancer Research, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada
Replicating oncolytic viruses (OVs) are emerging as a
promising type of cancer therapy. In particular, the immunostimulatory properties of OVs are recognized as a crucial
component for efficacy of virotherapy. Combinations of OVs
with various immunomodulators have been shown to improve
therapeutic efficacy, however with varying degrees of success.
Increased understanding of mechanistic interactions in the triangle
‘‘virus – immunomodulator – tumour environment’’ will be essential for further development of OV-based therapeutics. We have
developed immunomodulatory measles vaccine strain viruses
(MeVac) encoding immunomodulators targeting different phases
of an anti-tumour immune response. We have previously shown
that treatment with MeVac-FmIL-12 leads to 90% complete remissions of established tumours in the immunocompetent murine
colon adenocarcinoma model MC38cea. These results suggested
MeVac-FmIL-12 as a promising therapeutic in T cell-inflamed
tumours. Tumours with different immune signatures might benefit
from other immunomodulatory MeVac vectors. To improve T cell
expansion and survival in immune neglected tumours, we developed MeVac encoding IL-15. Treatment of MC38cea tumours with
MeVac-IL-15 led to expansion of intratumoural T cell population.
Among the treated animals two subgroups with differential CD4+ T
cell activation status could be identified. High CD4+ activation
determined high CD8+ cell activation and expansion of the tumour
infiltrating NK cell population. Further experiments will focus on
host factors determining the response type which will be key to
implementing rational individualized treatment regimens. We envision MeVac as a flexible platform for targeted oncolysis and
delivery of immunomodulators tailored to the individual tumour
immune environment.
P068
Dendritic cell activation induced by ‘‘Artificial neoepitope’’presenting exosomes derived from the genetically modified
cells
Y Koyama1
K Sugiura2

2

T Ito1

2

M Eriguchi1 A Hasegawa2 T Inaba2
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1: Shin-Yamanote Hospital 2: Osaka Prefecture University
Recently, preclinical and clinical evidence has been accumulated
suggesting an important role of tumour specific mutant neoantigens
in antitumour immunity. However, in most cases, tumours have
only non-mutated self-antigens, and lack expression of neoantigens
capable of generating effective immunity. To treat tumours not
presenting the neoantigens, we have developed a novel ‘‘artificial
neoantigen strategy’’. In previous studies, tumour-bearing animals
were injected intratumourally with a plasmid coding for ‘‘early
secretory antigenic target-6’’ (ESAT-6), an antigen of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It demonstrated high antitumour efficacy in
mice and dogs. In the transfected tumour cells, the plasmid would
produce the encoded pathogenic protein, which would be degraded
into epitopes, and presented in the context of MHC molecules as
‘‘artificial neoepitopes’’. Dendritic cells (DCs) would take them up,
and recognize the epitopes as exogenous danger signals. Maturation
of DCs is then triggered, and immune response against ESAT-6 and
also against tumour antigens would be evoked. In this process, what
were captured by the DCs should not be whole tumour cells, but the
fragments, or, most likely, the secreted exosomes to which the
epitope-MHC complexes were transferred. To examine the ability
of the ‘‘artificial neoepitope’’-presenting exosomes to activate DCs,
exosomes were prepared from cultured B16 melanoma cells
transfected with ESAT-6 gene. DCs generated from mouse bone
marrow were treated with the exosomes. DCs stimulated by the
ESAT-6 epitope-presenting exosomes exhibited highly enhanced
antitumour activity in syngeneic B16 tumour-bearing mice, while
antitumour activity was not observed with those incubated with the
exosomes not having the epitopes.
P069
Generation of a third party cryopreserved fungus-specific
T lymphocytes for use in HSCT patients with invasive fungal
disease
G Castellano Gonzalez1 E Blyth1
L Clancy1 2

2 3

D Gottlieb1

2 3

S Deo2

1: Westmead Institute of Medical Research, University of Sydney
2: Sydney Cellular Therapies Laboratory, Pathology West,
Westmead 3: Department of Haematology, Westmead Hospital,
Westmead
Invasive fungal disease (IFD) is a major cause of morbidity and
mortality in patients treated for haematological malignancies. The
major determinants of outcome are the degree of the patient’s
immune incompetence and the presence of drug resistance in the
infecting organism. As drug resistant strains emerge and increase
in frequency, effective alternative strategies are needed. We have
been evolving methods designed to rapidly reconstitute immunity
to fungal infections through the adoptive transfer of fungusspecific T cells from normal donors to stem cell transplant recipients. In the present study, we developed a rapid method to
manufacture broadly reactive and highly specific panfungal T-cells
by using the stem cell product obtained from healthy donors as part
of normal transplantation processes as starting material for cell
generation. Water-soluble lysate of germinated conidia of Aspergillus terreus and Candida krusei are used to stimulate HPCs.
Panfungal T-cells are initially selected and expanded in culture
with cytokines, showing approximately 1000 fold expansion of
predominantly CD4+ T cells within 10 days of culture initiation.
Production of tumour necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin (IL)-17
and interferon (INF) following challenge with fungi, showed that
the expanded T-cell populations have broad anti-fungal reactivity.
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Antifungal activity is mediated through HLA-DR. We have
identified a method to manufacture panfungal T-cell products with
specificity against a range of clinically relevant fungal pathogens
using GMP compliant methods. Adoptive immune cell therapy of
3rd party panfungal T-cells could be immediatelly restore immune
function and help to control lethal IFDs.
P070
Myeloid-based immunotherapy for cancer mediated by
locally expressed cytokines delivered through
transplantation of genetically-engineered HSPC
A Mucci1 G Antonarelli1 G Desantis1 A Cammarata1 N Coltella1
L Naldini1 B Gentner1
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1: San Raffaele Telethon Insitute for Gene Therapy
(HSR-TIGET)
Most patients diagnosed with metastatic cancer cannot be
cured with current treatment modalities. Immunotherapy using
novel monoclonal antibodies and transfer of engineered T cell
has shown promising results, but an immunosuppressive tumour
microenvironment often jeopardizes successful application. We
have previously shown that selective delivery of IFNa into
tumour-infiltrating myeloid cells by transducing haematopoietic
stem/progenitor cells (HSPC) with a transcriptionally and posttranscriptionally-regulated (Tie2.miRT) lentiviral vector (LV)
boosts endogenous anti-tumour immune responses, with the potential to eradicate advanced tumours. We now extend this
HSPC-based delivery platform by introducing two additional proinflammatory cytokines into the Tie2.miRT LV and a LV containing a strong myeloid-specific promoter (MSP.miRT). Mice
transplanted with HSPC transduced with the MSP.miRT LV
became sick within two weeks from transplantation and died,
confirming that high expression of the two tested cytokines in the
myeloid compartment was not tolerated. Instead, we could stably
engraft mice with the Tie2.miRT construct driving cytokine expression to Tie2-expressing monocytes. We then challenged engrafted mice with subcutaneously injected MC38 colorectal
carcinoma or B16F10 melanoma cells. We verified the presence
of specific biological activity of the cytokines by gene expression
profiling. We did not note a measurable tumour growth inhibition. However, B16F10 tumours showed large areas of ulceration
in the presence of one of the cytokines, suggesting anti-tumour
activity. In summary, we show that our lentiviral platform for
myeloid-specific gene delivery safely allows local release of
other pro-inflammatory cytokines with distinct effects on tumour
development. Ongoing mechanistic studies on the tumour microenvironment will further explain these observations.
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safety conditions. However, DNA electroporation of T cells results
in either low transfection efficiency or low cell viability. We
generated gene-modified T cells using a novel Sleeping Beauty
(SB) transposon vector called pT4 that has inverted repeats optimized for substrate binding for the transposase. By combining pT4
SB transposons in the minicircle format with SB100X transposaseencoding RNA, we could considerably reduce the amount of
DNA-transfection-related toxicity and thereby, minimize T cell
mortality. We achieved stable transgene expression of a chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) in more than 50% of human T cells with a
one-time modification and without further enrichment steps. Furthermore, CAR-engineered T cells demonstrated antigen-specific
functionality determined by IFNg and IL-2 secretion comparable
to retrovirus-engineered T cells. This optimized SB transposon
system facilitates the rapid non-viral generation of engineered
T cells for immunotherapy.
P072
T cell-directed enzyme-prodrug therapy (TDEPT): CAR T
cells engineered for tumour-restricted activation of cytotoxic
prodrugs
J Kuehle1 P Hofmann1 M Chmielewski1 H Abken1
1: Center for Molecular Medicine Cologne
In recent clinical trials, chimeric antigen receptor-modified
(CAR) T cells have proven to be an effective treatment for lymphoblastic leukaemia. However, treatment of solid tumours by
CAR T cells is limited by residual antigen-negative tumour cell
populations which give rise to refractory relapses. Here, we describe an approach to reduce antigen-negative cancer cells by
‘‘bifunctional’’ CAR T cells which are modified with a bicistronic
vector that mediates the expression of a tumour specific CAR and
the production of an enzyme that converts a non-toxic prodrug into
a potent cytotoxic drug. Such ‘‘bifunctional’’ CAR T cells proliferate specifically at the tumour site due to antigen-specific activation and release the prodrug converting enzyme within or near the
tumour lesion. In a second step, the non-toxic prodrug is systemically applied and locally converted into the toxic chemotherapeutic
substance at the tumour site, resulting in elimination of residual
antigen-negative or –positive tumour cells. Due to the tumourrestricted deposition of the converting enzyme, substantial systemic
side effects are not expected. The concept of T cell-directed
enzyme-prodrug therapy (TDEPT) aims at maximizing the antitumour effect of adoptive immunotherapy by combining the primary antigen-specific killing by cytotoxic T cells with secondary
antigen-independent chemotherapeutic activity, both mediated by
‘‘bifunctional’’ CAR T cells.

P071

P073

High efficiency T cell engineering using a novel Sleeping
Beauty transposon system and minicircle vectors

The robust viability of NK cells through the application of an
inverted quasi-spherical (iQS) system and the transduction
of NANOG gene

J Clauß1 V Farsam1 M Schmeer2 M Schleef2 Z Izsvák1
W Uckert1 3 F KM Lorenz1
1: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine 2:
PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG 3: Humboldt University
Transposon-based vectors have entered clinical trials as an attractive alternative to viral vectors for genetic engineering of T
cells. These nucleic acid-based vectors circumvent time- and
resource-intensive production and testing of viral supernatants
prior to clinical application and enable manufacturing under S1

S M Oh1 S H Kim1 J H Jang1
1: Yousei University
Natural killer (NK) cells are known to play a critical role in
eliminating acute infections and providing immune response to
tumour cells. However, the lifespan of NK cells is limited outside of the body. It is crucial to devise a way to expand the
viability of NK cells. Herein, two principals were combined to
improve the lifespan of NK cells. First, innate immune NK cells
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can interact with other NK cells for survival, activation, and
proliferation. The inverted quasi-spherical (iQS) droplet system
uses the principle of three-dimensional hanging-drop cell cultures to make the internal environment special and dramatically
enhance gene delivery efficiencies. By using the iQS system, it is
possible to efficiently make the NK-to-NK interactions. And,
NANOG, which is a transcription factor in embryonic stem cells,
is thought to be a key factor in maintaining pluripotency. Both
NK cells and adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors were simultaneously incorporated into the iQS droplets to deliver
NANOG to NK cells. The enhanced NK cells through the iQS
system can contribute significant advancements if given more
time for research into cancer immunity.
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P074
Generation of genetically engineered human mesenchymal
stem cells expressing immunomodulating cytokines and
tumour suppressor
D S Chulpanova1 K G Kolobynina1 V V Solovyeva1
L G Tazetdinova1 S S Arkhipova1 A A Rizvanov1
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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy is a promising
cancer treatment that has demonstrated success in haematological
cancer but not yet in solid tumours. One troubling issue of the
treatment is the availability of the antigen with sufficient expression level. To overcome this difficulty, a hybrid bacteriophage/adeno-associated virus vector, which has high specificity for
tumour targeting through cyclic RGD4C (CDCRGDCFC) ligand
binding to ab integrin receptors, is proposed as a delivery system.
Two common target antigens for CAR T cell therapy, mucin1
(MUC1) and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), are
genetically delivered by this vector and expressed on the tumour
cell surface. Three solid tumours, A549 (lung adenocarcinoma),
Suit-2 (pancreatic cancer) and UW228 (brain tumour), were
transduced with the vector encoding either MUC1 or PSMA
sequence. The expression at mRNA and protein level of MUC1
and PSMA was significantly detected without non-specific expression of the control non-targeted vector detected. The antigen
expression of the vector-transduced cells is significantly higher
than endogenous expression. The data prove the vector efficiency
to increase antigen expression level in these three cell lines that is
considered to be beneficial for CAR T cell therapy. Further, the
strategy can be applied to any tumour type without the requirement of the endogenous expression of the delivered-antigen.

1: Kazan Federal University, Russia
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are non-haematopoietic progenitor cells. It has low immunogenicity and exhibits a homing
behaviour toward tumour sites. Thus MSCs can be used for directed delivery of anti-cancer agents. Cytokines are molecular
messengers that allow cells of the immune system to interact with
each other. Numerous cell cultures and animal tumour models
studies have shown that cytokines have broad anti-tumour activity.
Targeted cancer therapy by using therapeutic human cytokine gene
constructs is a very promising treatment strategy. Recombinant
plasmids encoding tumour necrosis factor ligand superfamily
member 10 (TNFSF10, TRAIL), interferon alpha-17 (IFNA17),
interleukin-2 (IL-2), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) and phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted
on chromosome 10 (PTEN) were used to generate recombinant
lentiviruses, which were produced by co-transfection of the
HEK293FT packing cell line. Human mesenchymal stem cells
were isolated from adipose tissue. The cells were largely positive
for mesenchymal stem cell surface markers including CD44,
CD90, CD29, CD105, CD166 and CD73 and negative for haematopoietic stem cell surface markers CD34, CD11b, CD19,
CD45, HLA-DR. The multipotency of isolate stem cells was
confirmed via differentiation into chondrocytes, osteoblasts and
adipocytes. MSC were transduced with recombinant lentiviral
vectors encoding described cytokines and tumour suppressor.
Resulting cell lines were selected with blasticidin S (5 lg/ml) for
10 days. The genes expression was confirmed by quantitative PCR.
The functionality and antitumour activity of the cell cultures will
be further investigated in various transformed cell cultures in vitro.

P076
Generation of stable packaging and producer cell lines for
scalable lentiviral vector production
L Dunajová1 R Arnold1 R Parker-Manuel1 W Su2 L Seymour2
R Cawood1 T Payne1
1: Oxford Genetics Ltd 2: University of Oxford
Lentiviral-mediated gene transfer remains the method of choice
for stable, long-term genetic manipulation of a range of cell types,
as exemplified by ex-vivo modification of T-cells for CAR-T
therapy. Despite recent positive clinical data in this field, broader
adoption of these technologies is limited due to cost and lack of
reproducibility associated with transient plasmid transfection
methods currently employed for vector production. Here, we describe the generation of inducible, stable packaging and producer cell lines that address issues around cytotoxicity of lentiviral
packaging components, which have hindered development of
packaging cell lines to date. Further, we provide data around use of
novel or non-standard pseudotyped lentiviral particles in the context of an industrially relevant bioprocess. Finally, we outline the
application of this platform for rapid transition from pre-clinical
lead evaluation to large-scale manufacture.

P077
Comprehensive approach for identifying the T-cell subset
origin of CD3 and CD28 antibody-activated chimeric antigen
receptor-modified T-cells

P075
The augmentation of tumour-associated antigen expression
by a hybrid bacteriophage/AAV vector for CAR T cell
therapy
S Waramit1 K Suwan1 P Asavarut1 A Hajitou1
1: Imperial College London

M Schmueck-Henneresse2 B Omer1 T Shum1 H Tashiro1
M Mamonkin1 N Lapteva1 S Sharma1 L Rollins1 G Dotti1
P Reinke2 H D Volk2 C M Rooney1
1: Baylor College of Medicine 2: Charité University Medicine
The outcome of therapy with CAR-modified T-ells is
strongly influenced by the subset origin of the infused T-cells.
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However, since polyclonally activated T-cells acquire a largely
CD45RO+CCR7- effector memory phenotype after expansion,
regardless of subset origin, it is impossible to know which subsets
contribute to the final T-cell product. To determine the contribution of naı̈ve (Tnaive), memory stem (TSCM), central memory
(TCM), effector memory (TEM) and terminally differentiated
effector (TEMRA) T-cell populations to the CD3 and CD28activated CAR-T-cells that we use for therapy, we followed the
fate and function of individually sorted CAR-T-cell subsets after
activation with CD3 and CD28 antibodies (CD3/28), transduction
and culture alone or after reconstitution into the relevant subsetdepleted population. We show that all subsets are sensitive to
CAR transduction and each developed a distinct T-cell functional
profile during culture. Naı̈ve-derived T-cells showed the greatest
rate of proliferation but had more limited effector functions and
reduced killing than memory-derived populations. When cultured
in the presence of memory T-cells, naı̈ve-derived T-cells show
increased differentiation, reduced effector cytokine production,
and a reduced re-proliferative response to CAR stimulation. CD3/
28-activated T-cells expanded in IL-7 and IL-15 produced greater
expansion of TSCM- and TCM-derived T-cells compared to IL2. Our strategy provides a powerful tool to elucidate the characteristics of CAR T-cells, regardless of the protocol used for
expansion, reveals the functional properties of each expanded
T-cell subset and paves the way for a more detailed evaluation of
the effects of manufacturing changes on the subset contribution
to in vitro expanded T-cells.
P078
Bone marrow aging: The mesenchymal stromal cell
compartment characterisation
V Rossella1 D Gnani2 S Crippa1 S Rivis1 M Ometti4
G Fraschini4 M E Bernardo1 3 R Di Micco2
1: Pathogenesis and therapy of primary immunodeficiencies, San
Raffaele Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET), Milan, Italy
2: Unit of Senescence in stem cell aging differentiation and
cancer, San Raffaele Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET),
Milan, Italy 3: Pediatric Immunohaematology and Bone Marrow
Transplantation Unit, San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan,
Italy 4: Dept of Orthopaedic Surgery and Traumatology,
San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy
Haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are preserved in a protective
microenvironment, known as haematopoietic niche, whose main
players are mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), osteoblasts and
endothelial cells. In order to investigate an age-related impairment
in the MSC compartment, we isolated MSCs from bone marrow of
pediatric (<18 years), adult (18-50 years) and geriatric (75-95
years) healthy donors. Cells were expanded ex-vivo and characterized for their morphology, clonogenic capacity, population
doubling time and ability to differentiate into bone and adipocytes.
We also characterized MSC at different ages for the classical and
primitive cell surface MSC markers. ROS levels were also quantified by flow-cytometry. MSCs from geriatric donors preserved
the characteristic spindle-like morphology of young counterparts.
Old donor MSCs showed a delayed colony formation, a reduced
number of CFUs and longer time to duplicate in culture, as
compared with pediatric and adult donors. MSCs at different ages
expressed similar levels of the classical MSC surface markers
(positive for CD90, CD105, CD73, negative for CD34, CD45,
CD14, CD31, HLA-DR), whereas we found a reduced expression
of CD271 and CD146 primitive MSC markers in old donor MSCs,
suggesting an age-dependent reduction in the primitive stem cell
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compartment. We also found a slight and age-correlated reduction
in the differentiation capacity into osteoblasts. Surprisingly, ROS
levels were comparable in MSCs from different age donors. These
preliminary results suggest an age-related impairment in the MSC
compartment of bone marrows and justify a deep understanding of
mesenchymal cells properties and functionality at different ages.
P082
Delivery of a multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 machinery for the
treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy with one single
gene deleted adenoviral vector
E Ehrke-Schulz1 V Mouly2 R A Kley3 A Ehrhardt1
1: Witten/Herdecke University 2: UPMC-INSERM Paris
3: Ruhr-University Bochum
Advances in CRISPR/Cas9 based genome editing enable the
correction of mutations causing Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD). Recent studies showed efficient genome editing following AAV delivery of a DMD specific CRISPR/Cas9 machinery. Nevertheless viral delivery of all required CRISPR/
Cas9 components using one single vector has not been fully
exploited and high-capacity adenoviral vectors (HCAdVs) which
are devoid of all viral genes offer the packaging capacity to
deliver the complete CRISPR/Cas9 machinery including several
guide RNA (gRNA) expression units. Here we utilized our novel
toolbox that facilitates customization, cloning and production of
CRISPR-HCAdVs for generation of a vector containing a Cas9
gene and two gRNA expression units specific for intronic sequences flanking DMD exon 51. We demonstrate that CRISPRHCAdV transduction of primary human skeletal myoblasts
resulted in locus specific efficient deletion of DMD exon 51, at
high efficiencies. Alignment of subcloned exon 51 deletion
specific PCR products revealed 37.5% correctly joined sequences, 50% of clones showed small deletions and 12.5%
combined in/del. Importantly 100% of mRNA derived cDNA
clones showed correctly joined exons 50 to 52. In immortalized
dystrophic skeletal muscle cells derived from a DMD patient
carrying a premature stop codon in exon 51 caused by a Dexon
48-50 mutation, CRISPR-HCAdV mediated Exon 51 deletion
reconstituted DMD expression. Screening reporter tagged adenoviruses we identified alternative adenovirus serotypes such as
AdV37 and AdV35 that show improved muscle transduction
demonstrating that HCAdVs are efficient delivery vehicles for
CRISPR based DMD gene editing enabling preclinical and
eventually clinical applications for DMD treatment.
P083
Identification of new muscle-tropic AAV capsids for
treatment of rare hereditary muscular disorders
J EL Andari1

2 3

D Grimm1

2 3

1: Heidelberg University Hospital 2: Department of Infectious
Diseases/Virology 3: BioQuant, Im Neuenheimer Feld 267,
D-69120 Heidelberg/Germany
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors are very promising
tools for therapeutic gene delivery, owing to their safety and to
powerful technologies that can boost vector efficiency and tissue
specificity. Here, we focused on DNA family shuffling, i.e., a
process whereby multiple natural AAV capsid genes are fragmented and then reassembled based on partial homologies,
yielding libraries of chimeric virions for subsequent selection in
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target cells. As part of the MYOCURE EU consortium, we use
this technology with the goal to enrich new AAV capsids that
mediate superior - more specific and more efficient - transgene
delivery to skeletal muscle, heart and diaphragm. These tissues
are affected by two rare hereditary muscular disorders which
MYOCURE aims to cure, namely, myotubular myopathy and
glycogen storage disorder type II (Pompe disease). To this end,
we generated various shuffled capsid libraries derived from
AAV serotypes 1/6/8/9/po.1, in which we optimized the distribution and contribution of each parental virus by modulating the
shuffling conditions. These libraries were then cycled three times
through the MYOCURE target tissues in adult mice, each time
followed by Sanger sequencing of randomly selected capsid
genes to monitor the evolution process. Interestingly, we observed a rapid and strong enrichment of AAV9 sequences in the
C terminus of all clones, whereas all parental viruses were
equally recovered in the N terminus. We are presently validating
the efficiency and specificity of selected lead candidates via next
generation sequencing, and will then harness the top hits for
muscle-directed transgene delivery together with our MYOCURE partners.

P084
Reducing the lung immunogenicity by silencing MHC
expression during ex vivo perfusion
C Figueiredo1 C Chen-Wacker1 M Carvalho-Oliveira1
Y Yuzefovych1 K Höffler2 M Kühnel3 K Jansson2 A Haverich2
G Warnecke2 R Blasczyk1
1: Institute for Transfusion Medicine, Hannover Medical School
2: Department of Cardiac-, Thoracic-, Transplantation- and
Vascular Surgery, Hannover Medical School 3: Institute for
Pathology, Hannover Medical School
Disparities at the HLA loci remain the main cause for
rejection after organ transplantation. We evaluated the feasibility to silence MHC class I and II expression in a vascularized solid organ such as the porcine lung. Lentiviral vectors
encoding for shRNAs targeting b2-microglobulin (shb2m) or
the class-II transactivator (shCIITA) were produced to target
SLA class I or class II, respectively, and NanoLuc as reporter
gene. Lungs were connected to an ex vivo lung perfusion system and perfused for 2h with those vectors. Then, the
lung tissue was digested and endothelial cells (ECs) were
isolated. ECs were cultured and analysed for NanoLuc expression in bioluminescence assays. Transcript levels of b2microglobulin, CIITA or SLA-DR were measured by real-time
PCR. Tissue histological analyses were performed. NanoLuc
expression was detectable 24h after perfusion in all regions of
the lungs. ECs of lungs perfused with shb2m-encoding vectors
showed a downregulation of b2-microglobulin by up to 80%.
Lungs perfused with the vector encoding for shCIITA showed
a knockdown of CIITA and SLA class II by up to 70%. In
presence of IFN-c, ECs of non-perfused lungs up-regulated
CIITA expression up to 15-fold. In contrast, CIITA levels
remained unaffected or even decreased on ECs of lungs perfused with shCIITA-encoding vectors upon stimulation. Vector integration was detected in the cell genome. The integrity
of the pulmonary tissue remained unaffected. This study
demonstrated the feasibility to genetically modify the complete lung endothelium towards reduction of its immunogenicity. This may represent a promising approach to prevent
rejection after transplantation.
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P085
The influence of intramuscular injection of genetically
modified adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells on skeletal
muscle regeneration in rat hindlimb ischemia model
A A Titova1 M O Mavlikeev1 E V Martynova1 A K Shafigullina1
E E Garanina1 O N Chernova1 G O Pevnev1 A A Gumerova1
A A Rizvanov1 A P Kiyasov1
1: Kazan (Volga region) Federal University
The aim was complex analysis of molecular and cellular events
after injection of native adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(ADMSC), VEGF165-ADMSCs or VEGF165-SDF1A-ADMSCs
into gastrocnemius muscle in rat hindlimb ischemia model. ADMSCs
isolated from rat adipose tissue were co-transduced with recombinant
lentiviruses encoding VEGF165 or VEGF165+SDF1A together with
the EGFP transduction. After surgical induction of hindlimb ischemia gastrocnemius muscle was injected with 2*106 of VEGF165ADMSCs, VEGF165-SDF1A-ADMSCs or native ADMSCs. The
calf muscles of the operated and intact limbs were taken on the 3, 7,
14, 21, 28th days after injection. Histopathological analysis of the
ischemic muscles and multiplex analysis of cytokines/chemokines
production levels (MILLIPLEX kit) in muscle homogenates were
performed. Histopathological analysis showed retarded reparative
rhabdomyogenesis in the absence of growth factors overexpression.
In the group with native ADMSCs by day 28 we found significantly increased number of young muscle fibers (33,63 – 6,25% vs
12,72 – 2,00% vs 6,98 – 1,37% in groups with VEGF165-ADMSCs
and VEGF165-SDF1A-ADMSCs respectively, p < 0,05), proliferation rate (ratio of Ki-67+ nuclei 18,23 – 2,03% vs 6,65 – 1,29%
vs 4,53 – 0,82%, p < 0,05) and expression level of caveolin-1
(4,18 – 0,89 vs 0,59 – 0,21 vs 1,38 – 0,23, p < 0,05) known as inhibitor of muscle progenitor cells differentiation. Relative area of
connective tissue by day 28 in group with native ADMSCs was
markedly increased (10,06 1,75% vs 1,54 0,12% vs 1,93 0,28%,
p < 0,001), it was associated with significantly increased expression levels of profibrogenic connective tissue growth factor
(4,23 – 0,03 vs 1,41 – 0,16 vs 0,67 – 0,17, p < 0,05), TIMP-1 and
tPAI-1 by day 21. Pro/anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, MCP-1,
TNFa, GROyKCyCINC-1 expression patterns showed antiinflammatory potential of genetically modified ADMSCs.
P086
Optimisation of the triple transfection process for potent
AAV production in 200L bioreactors
L Guianvarc’h1 M A Oubaidour Rahimane1 D DufourGoncalves1 L Dejoint1 A Brice1 C le Bec1 M Hebben1
1: Généthon
Triple transfection of adherent HEK293 cells is the gold
standard method to produce AAV vectors but delivers limited
amounts of product. To allow scalability of this process, we
previously adapted adherent HEK293 cells to grow in suspension culture in chemically defined culture medium. Using Poly
Ethylene Imine (PEI) as transfection agent, we could set up an
AAV manufacturing process at 200L scale. However, the productivity that was obtained at large scale was around 1E13 vg/L
which was still not sufficient to address vector demands for some
genetic diseases like neuromuscular disorders. Consequently, we
focused our efforts on two limiting parameters of the process:
the cell line itself and the transfection efficiency of PEI. More
than 400 single cell clones of HEK293T were isolated and
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expanded in suspension using serum-free medium. From 30
clones that were evaluated for transfection efficiency, 2 produced 10-fold higher titers of AAV. In parallel, an alternative
transfection reagent was evaluated. While the transfection efficiency was not significantly higher than PEI in the high producer
clones, the ratio of full/empty capsids increased. The combination of this new transfecting agent and one of the high producer
clones confirmed the dramatic gain of productivity in stirred tank
bioreactors. The process was scaled up to 50L single use bioreactor with an AAV9 vector leading to titers up to 1E14 vg/L
with 60% of full capsids. This triple transfection process is reproducible and is currently further scaled up to 200L bioreactors.
P087
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In vitro pro-regenerative potential of extracellular vesicles
derived from CDCs
R Blázquez1 A Zonari2 V Álvarez1 F M Sánchez-Margallo1
J G Casado1 L Ferreira2
1: Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesus Uson 2: UC-Biotech
Cardiosphere-Derived Cells (CDCs) have emerged as an effective cell type for cardiovascular cell therapy, showing their
potential at clinical scale in different clinical trials. Similarly to
other cell types, the regenerative potential achieved by CDCs
may be mainly due to their paracrine effect, through the release
of soluble factors. In the recent years, exosomes have been
proposed as the main vehicles for these factors, being important
mediators in the therapeutic effect of cell-based therapies. The
objective of this work was to establish well characterized porcine
CDCs and to study the in vitro potential of their extracellular
vesicles (EV-CDCs) for cardiac regeneration. After isolation,
CDCs were characterized by flow cytometry and PCR. Their
differentiation ability was determined using specific culture media and differential staining. To study the regenerative potential
of EV-CDCs, their angiogenic capacity, effect on CDCs proliferation and the ability of CDCs to internalize these particles were
determined. Our results showed that phenotype and differentiation behaviour of these cells were equivalent to previously described CDCs. The preliminary in vitro results showed that
the EV-CDCs increased the proliferative behaviour of CDCs and
enhanced angiogenesis in HUVECs. Finally, fluorescent microscopy revealed that EV-CDCs were successfully internalized
by CDCs. In conclusion, EV-CDCs showed an in vitro potential
to promote a pro-regenerative microenvironment after an ischemic injury by promoting angiogenesis and proliferation of resident cardiac stem cells. However, further studies will be needed
to fully determine the potential of this therapy and its safety and
efficacy in the treatment of myocardial infarction.
P088
Study of wild type and recombinant AAV-2 integration
within the mitochondrial genome
J Ceiler1 S Afzal1 B Leuchs2 R Fronza1 C Lulay1 H Büning3
M Schmidt1 4 I Gil-Farina1
1: DKFZ and National Center of Tumour Diseases (NCT)
Heidelberg 2: DKFZ 3: Hannover Medical School 4: GeneWerk
GmbH
Intramuscularly delivered recombinant AAV-1 (rAAV) was
found to integrate within the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA)
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in human and mouse skeletal muscle. However, mitochondrial
AAV integration remains unexplored and the relevance of this
finding is still unknown. To address this question, we studied
by LAM-PCR both wild type (wt) and rAAV integration sites
(IS) in human cardiomyocytes, known to present high mitochondrial content. We analyzed 1,254,997 LAM-PCR-derived
sequencing reads and identified 14,048 and 2,396 IS from
wtAAV- and rAAV-infected cells, respectively. Common integration site (CIS) analysis yielded 1,537 CIS upon wtAAV
infection and 100 CIS for rAAV-infected cells. OR4F29 and
PCBD2 genes, known to be located within nuclear mitochondrial DNA segments (NUMTs), figured among the CIS retrieved from both wtAAV and rAAV-infected cardiomyocytes.
Importantly, these loci were also targeted by intramuscularlydelivered rAAV-1. A further alignment of wtAAV IS located
within OR4F29 and PCBD2 showed that 57/69 IS exhibited a
higher homology with mtDNA, 2/69 rather aligned to the nuclear genome and 10/69 were not distinguishable as they exhibited the same nuclear and mtDNA homology. On the other
hand, all the IS retrieved within these genes (10/10) in rAAVinfected cells presented a higher homology with mtDNA. Our
data show that both wild type and rAAV-2 integrate within the
mitochondrial genome and, together with previous studies, this
may indicate that rAAV can target the mitochondrial genome
in cells exhibiting a high mitochondrial content. Thus, rAAV
might constitute a promising tool for the treatment of mitochondrial disorders in tissues such as the skeletal muscle or
the heart.
P089
Exon skipping as a therapeutic strategy in dysferlinopathy
J Malcher2 A Goyenvalle1 H Escobar2 A Marg2 A Benchaouir2
G Garcı́a1 S Spuler2
1: INSERM U1179, Université de Versailles St-Quentin en
Yvelines and Université Paris Saclay, Montigny-le-Bretonneux,
France. 2: Muscle Research Unit, Experimental and Clinical
Research Center, a Joint Cooperation between the MaxDelbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine and the Charité
Medical Faculty, Berlin, Germany
Limb girdle muscular dystrophy 2B (LGMD2B) is an autosomal recessive muscle disorder caused by mutation in the dysferlin
gene (DYSF). Loss of functional dysferlin results in an impaired
myofiber membrane repair and leads to progressive muscle
wasting that starts manifesting in young adults and progresses
throughout their whole life. Currently, there is no treatment for the
disease. Our Neuromuscular Unit diagnosed the homozygous
c.4022T>C mutation in exon 38 of DYSF in a family of Arabic
Middle East background whose members are affected by
LGMD2B. The bioinformatic analysis of DYSF pre-RNA showed
that skipping of exons 37 and 38 could be a promising therapeutic
strategy rescuing the mutated dysferlin. This study uses modified
U7 small nuclear RNAs linked to antisense sequences that can
successfully modify dysferlin splicing to remove exons harbouring mutations. Out of 12 screened antisense sequences delivered
via adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), three of them were able to
remove exon 37 and 38 in dysferlin pre-mRNA in MDX-mouse
muscle with 4-16% efficiency. Using an in vitro assay to study
membrane repair activity we were able to demonstrate that removal of exon 37 and 38 is not detrimental to dysferlin function
in primary human myotubes. The immunostainings of dysferlin
without exon 37 and 38 did not exhibit the membrane localization typical for the intact protein. This study proposed also a
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methodology for verifying functional impact of exon skipping
strategies using an in vitro model.
P090
Effects of Ad5-DYSF transduction on skeletal muscles
of dysferlin-deficient mice
O N Chernova1 A A Titova1 M O Mavlikeev1 I A Yakovlev1 2 3
V V Solovyeva1 I G Starostina1 A K Zeynalova1 M S Kaligin1
A A Rizvanov1 A P Kiyasov1 R V Deev2 3
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1: Kazan (Volga region) Federal University, Kazan, 420008,
Russia 2: Human Stem Cell Institute, Moscow, 129110, Russia
3: Ryazan State Medical University named after academician
I.P.Pavlov, Ryazan, 390026, Russia
Mutations in DYSF gene lead to myopathy with progressive loss of striated muscles. One of the promising ways of
their treatment is gene therapy. The aim of our investigation
is evaluation of recombinant adenovirus Ad5-DYSF impact
on skeletal muscles structure in dysferlin-deficient mice.
Retro-orbital injection of 100ul 6.5 · 108 PFU of Ad5-DYSF
was performed in 15-months old dysferlin-deficient Bla/J
mouse. Paraffin sections of calf muscles obtained 30 days after
injection were stained with H&E, Mallory’s trichrome, immunohistochemically with antibodies against a-SMA, myogenin, Ki-67. The intact Bla/J mouse of the same age was used as
control. Mean muscle fiber (MF) cross-sectional area in experimental gastrocnemius muscle was increased (747.5 – 408.6 lm2
vs 515.3 – 300.8 lm2 in control, p = 0,000002) reflecting hypertrophy caused by adenoviral transduction. Percentage of
myogenin-positive nuclei in experimental muscle was increased
(28.3 – 6.5% vs 15.8 – 5.7% in control, p = 0.000031), together
with decreased percentage of Ki-67-positive myonuclei (20.0 –
5.2% vs 27.5 – 6.7%, p = 0.013) expressing higher differentiation
rate and more accomplished rhabdomyogenesis after Ad5-DYSF
injection. Percentage of necrotic MF in experimental sample
was slightly increased (14.4 – 4.0% vs 11.6 – 2.9%, p = 0.04),
as well as percentage of centrinucleated MF (21.2 – 7.0% vs
18.9 – 5.6%, n.s.). Number of blood vessels per MF was similar in both groups (0.23 – 0.03 vs 0.23 – 0.06 in control, n.s.).
Percentage of Ki-67-positive interstitial cells was increased
after Ad5-DYSF injection (35.1 – 17.2% vs 8.57 – 18.3%,
p = 0.0001), whereas connective tissue ratio was lower (18.1 –
4.9% vs 25.7 – 7.1%, p = 0.04). Our preliminary results show
that Ad5-DYSF adenoviral treatment elevates rhabdomyogenic activity in vivo and may be used as a potential gene
therapy of dysferlinopathy
P091
Intracoronary allogeneic cardiac progenitor cells improve
myocardial salvage and enhance functional recovery
compared to placebo in porcine experimental infarction
C Báez-Dı́az1 F M Sánchez-Margallo1 R Blázquez1
V Blanco-Blázquez4 V Álvarez4 J L Abad2 J G Casado1
A Bernad3 V Crisóstomo1
1: Jesús Usón Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre and CIBERCV
(CB16/11/00494) 2: Coretherapix 3: Spanish National Center
for Biotechnology (CNB-CSIC) 4: Minimally Invasive Surgery
Centre Jesus Uson
Purpose Myocardial Salvage Index (MSI) is a measure of
treatment efficacy, and it could decrease sample size when used
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as cardioprotection-endpoint in clinical trials. Intracoronary
(IC) allogeneic cardiac progenitor cell (CPC) infusion has been
recently used for myocardial infarction (MI) therapy. Our aim
was to evaluate the effects of IC porcine CPC (pCPC) injection
on myocardial edema and cardiac function after experimental
MI in swine. Methods Pigs received an IC injection of 50x10^6
pCPC (n = 7) or vehicle (n = 7) one week post-MI. MR was
performed pre- and 10 weeks post-injection calculating: Areaat-risk (AAR), Ejection Fraction (EF), End Diastolic Volume
(EDV), End Systolic Volume (ESV), final infarct size (FIS) and
MSI (MSI = (AAR-FIS)/AAR). Results No differences were
seen between groups in any MR-derived parameter before injection. IC infusion was successful in all cases. A trend towards
EF recovery was seen in pCPC-group (50 – 5%) but not in
vehicle-group (42 – 10%). Ventricular volumes were significantly smaller in pCPC-group (EDVi: 94 – 11mL/m2 versus
119 – 25mL/m2 and ESVi: 47 – 8mL/m2 versus 70 – 26mL/m2
(p = 0.018). There were no differences in FIS, despite a trend
towards smaller scars in pCPC-group (6% – 4% versus
8% – 3%). However, MSI was significantly higher in pCPCgroup (0.63 – 0.17 versus 0.35 – 0.20, p = 0.01). Conclusion The
IC injection of 50 · 106 pCPC one week post-MI is associated
to improved cardiac function at 10 weeks. The absence of
differences in EF and FIS could be attributed to the small
sample size, since MSI, a parameter known to be able to decrease the sample size needed for clinical trials, was increased
almost two-fold in treated animals.

P092
The combination of cell and gene therapy as new generation
tool to boost MSCs immunosuppressive and tissue
regeneration properties
A Dorronsoro1 R Sánchez1 M Gómez1 V G Martı́nez3
C Trigueros2 A Vicente3 P Sepúlveda1
1: Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria La Fe 2: VIVEbiotech
3: Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Cell therapy has emerged during the last decade as a promising candidate for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and
tissue regeneration. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been
tested in multiple preclinical models obtaining excellent results
in tissue regeneration and autoimmune diseases. However,
clinical results obtained in the majority of the clinical trials using
MSCs aren’t as good as expected and just 2 studies reported
significantly positive results. Our proposal is to use cutting-edge
hypothesis fusing gen and cell therapy to boost the therapeutic
properties of MSCs. Our results indicate that modulating the
expression of genes involved in signaling pathways responsible
of the regenerative and immunosuppressive capacity of these
cells we can increase their therapeutic features. MSCs overexpressing HIF showed increased tissue regeneration but we
have been able now to show that their immusuppressive capacity
is increased as well. In the past, we demonstrated that NF-kB
pathway is a key regulator of immunosuppression on MSCs. In
this piece of work we have been able to modulate the activity of
this pathway to significantly increase the immunomodulatory
capacity of this cells. Using genetically modified MSCs may
decrease the biosafety and overcome the potential benefits. Thus,
we isolated and tested the exosomes derived from the improved
MSCs in order to investigate if the exosomes have therapeutic
properties as well. Acknowledgement: PI16/00107, RD16/0011/
0004
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P093
Intracoronary administration of microencapsulated IGF-1
or HGF in a swine acute infarct model: A comparative study
V Blanco-Blázquez1 F M Sánchez-Margallo1 R Blázquez1
C Báez-Dı́az1 I Palacios2 V Álvarez5 R Steendam3 C Hiemstra3
O Franssen4 V Crisóstomo1
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1: Jesús Usón Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre and CIBERCV
(CB16/11/00494) 2: Coretherapix 3: Innocore Pharmaceuticals
4: Nanomi BV 5: Jesús Usón Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre
Purpose Microencapsulation of growth factors, such as
Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 (IGF-1) or Hepatocyte Growth
Factor (HGF), which could have antifibrotic and antiapoptotic
properties, allows a sustained release over time with a single
intervention. The objective was to compare safety and effectiveness of an intracoronary infusion of microencapsulated IGF-1
and HGF in an infarcted swine model. Methods Infarcted swine
(90min mid-LAD balloon occlusion) received an intracoronary
infusion of 5 · 106 IGF-1 (IGF-1, n = 8) or 5 · 106 HGF (HGF,
n = 7) loaded-microspheres two days after infarction. Safety was
determined by TIMI flow and ECG. Cardiac function was evaluated with MR before injection and at 10 weeks (EF, %MI,
EDVi, ESVi, DEF, DEDVi, DESVi). 10 weeks after treatment
hearts were harvested and stained with TTC. Results Injection
was successful in all cases without changes on the ECG. TIMI
flow decreased (TIMI 1/2) in three animals from the HGF group
and four belonging to the IGF-1. At 10 weeks EF (IGF-1:
51 – 8% Vs HGF: 31 – 5%; p = 0.002) and DEF (IGF-1: 18 – 8%
Vs HGF: 7 – 7%; p = 0.027) were significantly higher in IGF-1.
ESVi was significantly lower in this group (IGF-1:44 – 12 ml/m2
Vs HGF: 62 – 14 ml/m2; p = 0.009). TTC staining showed more
viable tissue in IGF-1 than in HGF group. Conclusions The
intracoronary administration of 5x106 IGF-1 or HGF loadedmicrospheres 48 hours after infarction may impair coronary
flow. Microencapsulated IGF-1 administration at this time
point improves cardiac function whereas microencapsulated
HGF does not. Since HGF is a potent antifibrotic agent, studies
are needed to prove HGF effectiveness at a later stage.

P094
AAV-mediated gene transfer of FKRP for therapy of
LGMD2I
E Gicquel1 M Faivre1 S Charrier1 S Martin1 S Brown2 I Richard1
1: Généthon 2: Royal Veterinary College
Dystroglycanopathies constitute a group of genetic diseases
caused by defective glycosylation of alpha-dystroglycan (aDG), a
membrane glycoprotein involved in the cell/matrix anchoring of
muscle fibers. The aDG glycosylation, a very complex process,
requires many proteins whose functions are not fully elucidated. In
particular, mutations in the FKRP gene encoding Fukutin related
protein lead to hypoglycosylation of aDG, resulting in different
forms of dystroglycanopathies, among which Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophy type 2I (LGMD2I). We and others have published
the proof of concept of FKRP gene transfer using an AAV vector
for treating FKRP deficiencies. As the knock-in mouse models used
in these studies are not severe enough to evaluate properly the doseeffect of AAV-FKRP administration, we developed a muscle specific FKRP knock-down mouse model. This new mouse model,
named HSA-FKRPdel, presents a much more severe phenotype
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than observed in knock-in mouse. Defects of glycosylation of aDG
and of its binding to laminin were observed, as well as histological
dystrophic signs as centronucleation and inflammation. Functional
evaluation also showed a reduced force of HSA-FKRPdel mice.
AAV-FKRP was systemically administrated to this new mouse
model at different doses ranging from 5E12 to 1E14 vg/kg. Depending of the dose, positive effects were observed at the molecular, histological and functional levels. Full animal characterization
and therapeutic effects will be presented.

P095
Activation of the eNOS-NO signalling pathway enhances
transcription factor-mediated direct cardiac reprogramming
of human fibroblasts
N Bandara1 P Sivakumaran1 J Clark1 P Strappe2 S Y Lim1
1: St. Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research 2: Central
Queensland University
Ischaemic heart disease results in irreversible loss of cardiomyocytes, which are replaced by fibrotic scar tissue. Direct cardiac
reprogramming is a promising strategy for cardiac repair and regeneration by directly converting the resident non-myocytes, such
as fibroblasts, within damaged myocardium into new cardiomyocytes in situ. The basic combination of Gata4, Mef2C, and Tbx5
(GMT) can successfully reprogram mouse, but not human, fibroblasts directly into cardiomyocyte-like cells (CLCs). Here, we
showed that increased nitric oxide (NO) signalling by overexpression of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and a mutated version of caveolin-1 (CAV-1F92A), in combination with
GMT, can drastically enhance reprogramming of human fibroblasts
into CLCs in term of percentage of cardiac troponin T positive cells
and expression of cardiac-specific transcripts (TNNT2, ACTC1),
and these effects were abrogated by the NOS inhibitor L-NAME.
Immunostaining with a-actinin antibody showed most CLCs are
binucleated but lacked sarcomeric striation, which indicates immature phenotype. RT-qPCR showed increased expression of atrialspecific genes (MYH6 and MYL7) but not ventricular-specific
MYH7 and MYL2 transcripts in eNOS+CAV-1F92A+GMT
transduced cells, which suggests atrial cardiac subtype reprogramming of human fibroblasts. Mechanistically, increased NO signalling may enhance cardiac reprogramming of human fibroblasts
through canonical WNT signalling as shown by increased expression of WNT3A transcripts and negative effect of DKK1 (a WNT
inhibitor) on cardiac gene expression in eNOS+CAV-1F92A+GMT
transduced cells. These findings might result in new therapeutic
strategies to treat patients with myocardial infarction where cardiac
reprogramming factors can be locally delivered into fibrotic scar
tissue, using safer non-viral vectors.

P096
A muscle hybrid promoter provides specific and effective
gene expression after intramuscular and systemic delivery
with AAV
K Piekarowicz1 M Beuvin2 M Machowska1 A Bertrand2
G Bonne2 R Rzepecki1
1: Laboratory of Nuclear Proteins, Faculty of Biotechnology,
University of Wroclaw, Wroclaw 50-383, Poland 2: Institute of
Myology UMRS 974, INSERM, Paris F-75 651, France
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Vectors for gene delivery for muscular dystrophies therapy
are expected to provide efficient, stable and specific expression
in both skeletal muscles and heart. The use of strong but tissue
unselective promoters such as CMV often results in induction of
immune response or their silencing. On the other hand specific
promoters do not ensure a sufficient, therapeutic level of expression. We developed a modular Muscle Hybrid (MH) promoter, composed of mammalian regulatory elements, combined
with designed minimal intronic sequence. The best promoter
variant was preselected during cell culture studies and then investigated using EGFP as a reporter protein and AAV-9 as the
most promising delivery tool, after intramuscular and systemic
delivery to newborn mice. Analysis was performed using qPCR,
western blotting and microscopy methods. Our results showed
that designed intron highly enhances expression level in myoblasts and myotubes in vitro, and increases construct’s stability
and specificity. MH promoter delivered with AAV-9 carrier is
highly active in both skeletal muscles and heart comparing to
standard desmin promoter, with very low activity in nonmuscular tissues (liver, lung, kidney, brain, spleen and small
intestine. In muscle tissues mRNA expression under control of
MH promoter was more stable and protein synthesis was more
effective than for CMV promoter (and inversely in non-muscular
tissues). MH promoter also ensured high expression level with
proper protein localisation of lamin A during in vitro tests for
EDMD treatment. Thus the MH promoter is a very promising
tool for a gene therapy of muscle related genetic disorders.
P097
Improvement of coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) myocarditis
model by use of miR-375-regulated CVB3
M Pryshliak1
H Fechner1

2

K P Knoch2 K Klingel3 A Hazini1 S Pinkert4

1: TU-Berlin 2: Dresden University 3: Cardiology 4: Charité
University Medicine
Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) is a model virus for the investigation of pathogenetic mechanisms of viral myocarditis in mice.
However, CVB3 infection also leads to severe acute pancreatitis
causing stress and pain for the infected animals. There is no CVB3
available inducing myocarditis but no pancreatitis in mice. This
project aimed to improve the mouse CVB3 myocarditis model by
development of a pancreas-attenuated CVB3 using a microRNAdependent virus silencing strategy. Investigation of mouse tissues
revealed that the miR-375 is highly expressed in the pancreas but
absent in the heart. Hence, we inserted three copies of a miR-375
target site (miR-375-TS) into the 3¢UTR of the CVB3 genome and
produced recombinant CVB3-miR-375TS. In vitro investigations
showed that the virus was efficiently suppressed in pancreatic cells
with high levels of miR-375 but not in cardiac cells. In vivo the
virus was applicated intraperitoneally in NMRI mice and the animals were investigated 7 days later. No pancreatic infection was
detected, but surprisingly animals did also not develop myocarditis. In contrast, a control CVB3 with unrelated miR-TS induced
the typical course of CVB3 infection with acute pancreatitis and
myocarditis. In a further approach NMRI mice were intravenously
injected with CVB3-miR-375 or with the control CVB3 and analyzed 7 days later. Whereas the control virus induced pancreatitis
and myocarditis CVB3-miR-375-infected animals solely developed myocarditis. Moreover, CVB3-miR-375 was not detected in
the pancreas but in the heart. Taken together with the microRNAdependent virus silencing strategy we developed a new model to
investigate virus myocarditis in mice.
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P098
Muscle as a platform for gene replacement of serum
protein deficiencies
A M Gruntman1 G Gernoux1 G Wang2 J Benson2 J Chulay3
D Knop3 C Mueller1 T R Flotte1
1: University of Massachusetts Medical School 2: Lovelace
Respiratory Research Institute 3: Applied Genetics Technologies
Corporation
Phase 2 trials of intramuscular (IM) administration of recombinant adeno-associated virus serotype 1 (rAAV1) for replacement of
serum alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency have shown long-term
(5-year) transgene expression at approximately 2-3% of therapeutic
levels, arguing for the long-term viability of this approach to gene
replacement of secreted serum protein deficiencies. However,
achieving these levels required 100 IM injections, and further dose
escalation is limited by the scalability of IM injection. In order to
further advance the dose escalation, we have compared two different
methods of regional limb perfusion (venous limb perfusion, VLP)
and intra-arterial double balloon catheter method (IAPD) with
rAAV1 and rAAV8 in rhesus model. 5 cohorts of animals were
treated rAAV1-IM, rAAV1-VLP, rAAV1-IAPD, rAAV8-VLP,
rAAV8-IAPD, (N = 2) with a dose of 6 · 1012 vg/kg. All methods
were well-tolerated. The rAAV1-VLP method was superior to IM
by approximately 1.5-fold in potency (900 ng/ml vs. 600 ng/ml AAT
plasma level) and approximately 25-fold increase in muscle vector
genomes. Muscle enzyme (CK) levels indicated rAAV1-VLP to be
equally safe as compared with IM, while the IAPD method showed
significant CK elevation. Overall, rAAV1-VLP demonstrates higher
potency per vg delivered and a greater total vg retention within the
injected muscle as compared to IM or other limb perfusion methods,
while enabling a much greater total dose to be delivered. These data
should enable continued dose escalation of the rAAV1-AAT program in patients and bode well for rAAV1-VLP as a platform for
the gene therapy replacement of secreted proteins.
P099
Lentiviral vs electroporation-based gene delivery
in cardiomyocyte progenitor cells to generate long-term
biological pacing
L Cocera Ortega1 A M D Vegh2 A J M Tijsen1 A M Smits2
M Klerk1 H A M Geerts1 A O Verkerk1 H L Tan1
M J T H Goumans2 G J J Boink1
1: Academic Medical Center 2: Leiden University Medical
Center
Background: Biological pacemakers based on adenoviral overexpression of HCN2/SkM1 have shown efficient in vivo function in
large animals. An important next step towards clinical application is
induction of long-term function. This may be achieved via cellular
delivery of these channels. Human cardiomyocyte progenitor cells
(CMPCs) are native to the heart, efficiently deliver HCN-based
biological pacing, and persist in the heart for at least 3 months after
injection. In the present study we compared the efficacy of electroporation and lentivirus to introduce HCN2/SkM1 into CMPCs.
Methods and results: Human CMPCs were isolated from fetal hearts
and cultured in non-differentiating conditions. CMPCs were nucleofected (Amaxa) with GFP, HCN2-GFP, SkM1-GFP or HCN2/
SkM1-GFP. Addition of the WPRE in the CMV-driven backbones
was highly effective in correcting suboptimal expression levels of
HCN2 and SkM1, and resulted in an increase in expression as
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detected by immunocytochemistry. Next, we studied lentiviral
transduction of CMPCs with GFP, HCN2-GFP and SkM1,
reaching 96% transduction efficiency. CMPCs, transduced or
nucleofected with GFP, were transplanted into NOD-SCID mice.
One week after transplantation, hearts were retrieved and
immunocytochemisty analysis was performed. Cell survival
and engraftment was higher with lentivirally transduced CMPCs.
Conclusions: Nucleofection and lentiviral transduction are efficient
methods to introduce large ion channel genes into CMPCs. Introduction of the WPRE motif importantly increased expression
in nucleofected CMPCs. Lentivirally transduced CMPCs showed
better engraftment and survival when transplanted into NOD-SCID
mice hearts. HCN2/SkM1-loaded CMPCs hold significant promise for the delivery of long-term biological pacemaker function.
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Optimising long-term delivery of biological pacemaker
target genes
A M D Vegh2 L Cócera Ortega2 M Klerk1 H A M Geerts1
K Lodder2 H L Tan1 A J M Tijsen1 A M Smits2
M J T H Goumans2 G J J Boink1
1: Academic Medical Center 2: Leiden University Medical
Center
Introduction: While research on gene therapy-based biological
pacemakers is expanding, stable long-term pacemaker function has
still to be established. In the present study we compare (1) stem
cell-based gene delivery using human cardiomyocyte progenitor
cells (hCMPCs) with (2) long-term gene transfer using adeno associated viral vectors (AAV) in vivo. hCMPCs provide an attractive
cell source, as they are cardiac-derived and safely persist in the
mouse heart for at least three months after transplantation. Moreover, HCN4 overexpressing hCMPCs provide effective biological
pacing in vitro. Methods: (1) hCMPCs, transduced with lentiviral
GFP, were transplanted in immune-compromised NOD-SCID
mice. After one week, hearts were retrieved and sectioned. Immunostaining was done to identify hCMPCs, determine GFP expression and analyze the immune response. (2) NOD-SCID or
immune-competent C57BL/6 mice were injected with AAV-GFP.
After four or eight weeks, hearts were evaluated for sustained gene
transfer by determining GFP expression using immunofluorescence
and western blotting. Results & Conclusions: (1) Low numbers of
GFP transduced hCMPCs accompanied by a moderate immune
response were found after one week, requiring exploration of alternative methods to improve cell engraftment. (2) Sustained GFP
expression was found in cardiomyocytes around the injection sites
when comparing expression levels between four and eight weeks
after AAV transduction. Regardless of the mouse-model used both
time points demonstrated a low-to-absent immune response. In
conclusion, AAV-mediated gene delivery compares favorably to
hCMPCs for long-term transgene delivery into myocardium.
P104
Modelling of RFX6 associated neonatal diabetes using
CRISPR/Cas9 edited patient iPSCs
D Balboa1 J V Saarimaki1 H Ibrahim1 T Otonkoski1
1: University of Helsinki
Neonatal diabetes mellitus is a monogenic disorder caused by
mutations affecting genes involved in pancreatic development
and b-cell functionality. One of those is the regulatory factor · 6
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(RFX6), a transcription factor involved in pancreatic development and b-cell function. Homozygous mutations in RFX6
causes Mitchell-Riley syndrome (MRS), associated with developmental defects of the pancreas, biliary tract and intestine. The
aim of this study was to understand early pancreatic developmental defects in this condition through the use of patientderived iPS cells. iPSCs were derived from a neonatal diabetic
patient with MRS caused by a homozygous deletion of the RFX6
gene (c.878_879delAC). The mutation was heterozygously
corrected using CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing. The
mutant and corrected cells were differentiated into pancreatic
endocrine lineage using a 6-stage protocol in parallel with iPSCs
derived from a healthy donor. Analysis of the differentiating
cells showed that the RFX6-/- failed to form a confluent pancreatic epithelial cell layer with uniform PDX1 and NKX6.1
expression. The expression level of these critical pancreatic
progenitor markers was dramatically decreased (PDX1 8-fold
decrease, p < 0.05; NKX6.1 10-fold decrease). The RFX6-/- cells
failed to show expression of endocrine hormones at stage 6
except for scarce insulin positive cells. The differentiation defect
was rescued by the heterozygous mutation correction. The corrected cells were able to differentiate into all pancreatic endocrine cell lineages; highlighting the essential role of RFX6
during early pancreatic specification stage in humans.
P105
In vivo gene therapy for SCID-X1: A novel and accessible
approach with no conditioning
O Humbert1 F Chan1 T R Torgerson2 4 N Hubbard2 4
D Humphrys1 J E Adair1 4 G D Trobridge3 A M Scharenberg2 4
P J Felsburg5 D J Rawlings2 4 H P Kiem1 4
1: Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center 2: Seattle
Children’s Research Institute 3: Washington State University
4: University of Washington 5: University of Pennsylvania
X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCIDX1) is a fatal genetic disorder unless treated by bone marrow
transplantation. However, this approach is associated with potentially severe side effects from the conditioning regimen and graft
versus host disease. Recently, ex vivo haematopoietic stem and
progenitor cell (HSPC) gene therapy has also been used but requires
conditioning, extensive HSPCs manipulation and sophisticated facilities. With these limitations in mind, we have explored treatment
of canine SCID-X1 by in vivo gene therapy using Foamy Virus
(FV) vectors because they have a favorable integration site profile
and are resistant to serum inactivation. We have improved our gene
therapy platform by mobilization with G-CSF and plerixafor prior
to in vivo gene therapy and by incorporating the stronger human
PGK enhancer-less promoter (FV.PGK.C) in our vector design.
Mobilization of SCID-X1 canine newborns increased circulating
CD34+ HSPCs by 6-fold as compared to un-mobilized normal
littermates. FV vector delivery into the mobilized animals enhanced
kinetics of early CD3+ lymphocyte reconstitution, which was sustained for more than a year so far and was comparable to results
from human ex vivo clinical trials. This approach also increased
thymopoiesis as demonstrated by T-cell receptor excision circles
assay and immune clonal diversity as measured by retroviral integration site analysis. Gene-corrected T-lymphocytes exhibited
normal CD4/CD8 ratio, broad T-cell receptor repertoire, and restoration of gC-dependent cytokine mediated STAT phosphorylation. In summary, our results demonstrate safety and efficacy for an
accessible, portable, and translatable platform toward a cure for
SCID-X1 and potentially other genetic diseases.
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Generation and potential applications of a haematopoietic
stem cell model of X-linked dyskeratosis congenita
C Carrascoso-Rubio1 2 H A Zittersteijn1 2
L Pintado-Berninches3 4 M L Lozano1 2 L Sastre3
J A Bueren1 2 R Perona3 G Guenechea1 2
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X-linked dyskeratosis congenita (X-DC) is an inherited
syndrome caused by mutations in the DKC1 gene which encodes for the dyskerin nucleolar protein. These mutations reduce telomerase activity leading to premature telomere length
attrition. Several organs can be affected in these patients, although bone marrow failure (BMF) is the main cause of death
in DC patients. Currently, the only curative treatment for BMF
is haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) transplantation. Nevertheless, risks derived from conditioning regimes and the difficulties to find compatible donors postulate that gene therapy
may constitute a promising alternative in treating DC patients.
Due to the difficulties associated with the use of primary HSCs
from DC patients for experimental studies, we focused on the
generation of X-DC-like CD34+ cells using different antiDKC1 short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) that down-regulate the
expression of dyskerin in cord blood HSCs. Three shRNAs
were selected based on the inhibition of DKC1 gene expression. Healthy CD34+ cells were transduced with lentiviral
vectors carrying an anti-DKC1 shRNA and those samples were
cultured in vitro or transplanted into immunodeficient NSG
mice to evaluate the effects of shRNAs. Interfered HSCs
showed an inhibited telomerase activity, as well as a reduced
clonogenic potential and haematopoietic reconstitution potential in NSG mice. Furthermore, an increase in senescence and
DNA damage was observed in DKC1-interfered CD34+ cells.
The generation of X-DC-like HSCs will facilitate the understanding of the HSC defects characteristic of X-DC and contribute to the development of new gene therapy strategies for
the treatment of the BMF in X-DC patients.
P107
Rescue of central and peripheral neurological phenotype in a
novel mouse model of Friedreich’s ataxia by intravenous
delivery of AAV Frataxin
H Puccio2 F Piguet2 A Felix-Ortiz1 H Lindgren1 M Scheel1
E Horowitz1 Y Shu1 D Sah1 M Goulet1 H Patzke1
1: Voyager Therapeutics 2: Inserm U596
Friedreich’s Ataxia (FA) is caused by an intronic GAA expansion in the frataxin gene leading to significantly decreased
expression of frataxin (FXN), a protein involved in mitochondrial function. Patients initially develop difficulty in
walking and loss of balance due to the degeneration of large
proprioceptive neurons in the peripheral dorsal root ganglia
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(DRG). Subsequently trunk and arm function decline because
of increasing spino-cerebellar neuronal impairment. Patients
become wheelchair bound and incapacitated, leading to a reduced average life-span of about 40 years of age. To model the
selective nature of neuronal loss in FA, a transgenic mouse was
created in which FXN expression is abolished via the Cre-Lox
system in parvalbumin expressing cells (Pvalb FXN cKO
mice), including large sensory neurons in the DRGs and cerebellar neurons. The mice showed loss of proprioceptive sensory function and progressive ataxia within weeks after birth.
After symptom onset at 7.5 weeks of age, we intravenously
delivered a novel adeno-associated virus capsid (AAV-Voy)
carrying a transgene for cynomolgus (primate) frataxin. Three
dose levels were evaluated for efficacy on sensory and motor
function by electromyogram, notched bar walking, rotarod and
string hanging assays. In all tests, AAVVoy rapidly reduced
disease progression in a dose-dependent manner compared to
vehicle- treated cKO mice. Our studies support the use of intravenous frataxin gene therapy with novel AAV capsids for
central and peripheral neurological causes of FA.

P108
Insertional mutagenesis assisted by oncogene expression
induces liver tumour formation in immunodeficient USB
mice
L Unrau1 J Dieckhoff1 K Giersch1 K Riecken1 M Dandri1
D Benten1 B Fehse1
1: University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a major type of primary liver cancer and the second most-frequent cause of
cancer-related mortality worldwide. Though HCC development has been investigated extensively, molecular events
driving HCC initiation still remain largely unknown. We
aimed at inducing HCC formation via insertional mutagenesis
taking advantage of RGB marking to study clonal regeneration and transformation in the liver in vivo. Primary murine
hepatocytes were transduced with lentiviral vectors encoding
(a) red, green and blue (RGB) fluorescent proteins (control)
or (b) the putative oncogenes CyclinA2 (Cyc), HRasV12 (Ras), or SV40-LargeT (LT) in combination with a
GFP. Transduced cells were transplanted into the spleens of
immunodeficient (SCID/beige) urokinase-type plasminogen (uPA+/+), shortly USB, mice. Transplantation of genemodified hepatocytes resulted in efficient liver repopulation
in all mice. RGB control mice were repopulated by numerous
clones. The three different oncogenes mediated distinct kinetics of HCC formation. Cyc-transduced hepatocytes were
found in small repopulated areas. Mice had normal alanine
transaminase (ALT) values, but minor liver damage was observed macroscopically. Ras-transduced hepatocytes caused
multiple tumour nodules (1-5 mm); ALT increased 1.3-fold.
Mice with LT-transduced hepatocytes displayed severe liver
damage and tumour formation with 7.4-fold elevated ALT.
Molecular quantification by digital PCR was consistent with
immunofluorescence data. Together these data indicate that
Ras fulfills the criteria needed to study early phases of liver
carcinogenesis by oncogene-assisted insertional mutagenesis.
In conclusion, sensitive cell-marking strategies in combination with mouse models can provide new insights in the
clonal evolution of the HCC and potentially uncover new
targets for future therapies.
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P109
Pyruvate kinase deficient haematopoietic progenitors either
from patients or generated by CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing
differentiate in vitro along the erythroid lineage despite
decreased pyruvate kinase activity
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Pyruvate kinase deficiency (PKD) is a rare disease and the main
cause of hemolytic non-spherocityc anemia that could be fatal
during early childhood. This autosomal recessive disorder is produced by mutations in PKLR gene. We have developed a gene
therapy protocol based on the ex vivo correction of haematopoietic
progenitors using a lentiviral vector (LV) which carries a codonoptimized version of the PKLR cDNA (coRPK). The vector has
been tested in mice successfully and it has been designated as
Orphan Drug for the treatment of PKD by the EMA and FDA.
Availability of PKD haematopoietic progenitors, needed to demonstrate the feasibility of the vector in human cells, is a limitation
because in the follow up of PKD patients, bone marrow aspirations
are not included as part of the routine. To overcome this, we
generated PKD-like haematopoietic progenitors modifying healthy
CD34+ progenitors using CRISPR/Cas9. Electroporation of 2
guides simultaneously allow us to precisely control edition events,
deleting between guides. PKD-like haematopoietic progenitors
were differentiated in vitro along the erythroid lineage. Despite a
clear reduction in PK activity, either PKD-like or PKD patient
cells reached the same maturation stage as control cells or gene
therapy corrected cells differentiated similarly. Thus, PKD-like
progenitors behave as PKD progenitors obtained from patients,
validating the generated model. To further study the model, human
PKD and PKD-like haematopoietic progenitors have been transplanted into NSG mice to check if final erythroid maturation steps
are impaired in comparison to control cells.

P110
Stem cells differentiation into insulin secreting cells under
the influence of the epigenetic modifiers 5-Aza-2¢Deoxycytidine and suberanilohydroxamic acid
I A Elsharkawi1 D Sandeep1 A T El-Serafi1
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many genes off and consequently rendering them irresponsive to
the induction protocols. This study aimed at investigating the effect of 5-Aza-2¢-Deoxycytidine (AZA), the DNA methylation inhibitor or Suberanilohydroxamic (SAHA), histone deacetylases
inhibitor as an additional pre-step to the classical differentiation
protocol. Our results showed that AZA decreased the global DNA
methylation by more than 50% of the vehicle, as well as enhanced
the insulin production and secretion in response to glucose stimulation. The higher intensity of signals in immunofluorescence for
Aza pretreated cells for both Insulin and the transcription factor
PDX1 as well as 8 fold increase in insulin secretion in the media
suggested that Aza could be considered as a promising additive
factor that enhances the differentiation especially with the further
increase in insulin in response to glucose challenge. Gene expression analysis showed the secretion of different markers by the
other groups of cells, AZA pretreated cells showed relatively more
induction of most of the studied markers when challenged with
high glucose level. Such findings may indicate a novel approach to
enhance the ability of stem cells differentiation into insulin producing cells with potential therapeutic implications.

P111
Analysis of self-organisation of mesenchymal stem cells and
neuroblastoma cells on Matrigel extracellular matrix
K V Kitaeva1 T S Prudnikov1 M O Gomzikova1
L G Tazetdinova1 A P Kiassov1 A A Rizvanov1 V V Solovyeva1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia
In vivo investigation of metastases formation and tumour progression is very important for antitumour drugs test system development. Bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSC)
have a natural tropism to the tumour sites and are able to form
tumour microenvironment. In an attempt to model tumour-stem
cell niche and stromal microenvironment we co-cultured neuroblastoma (SH-SY5Y) cells and human bone marrow derived MSC
on top of Matrigel extracellular matrix. Before co-culturing MSC
and SH-SY5Y were labeled with vital dyes Vybrant DiD and
DiO. Cell populations were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy
and flow cytometry. After 48 hours on Matrigel MSCs and SHSY5Y formed a capillary-like structures. After 3-4 days these
structures transitioned into new the spheroid formation with
central location of SH-SY5Y, surrounded by MSCs. Such structures can be regarded as a model of the tumour stroma. Cell fusion
events were observed by flow cytometry which detected the exchange of membrane components/dye. The observed behaviour of
human bone marrow derived MSC and SH-SY5Y was different
from our previous study involving dental follicle MSC (Rizvanov
et al., European Journal of Pharmaceutics and Biopharmaceutics.
2010. Vol. 76(2). P.253-259) which might be due to different
origin of stem cells. Further studied involving different types of
stem cells and tumour cells are needed to optimize this model
system. This study was supported by RFBR grant 16-34-60201.

1: Sharjah Institute for Medical Research 2: Sharjah Institute for
Medical Research
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Stem cells offer a hope for permanent cure through the possible
differentiation into insulin secreting cells. However, current
methods for the differentiation of stem cells do not produce homogeneous beta cell populations. DNA methylation and histone
deacetylation are well known epigenetic mechanisms that can turn

Development of MODY10 diabetic experimental animal
model using CRISPR/Cas9 technology for insulin gene
transfer studies
Y E Eksi1 H A Altunbas2 S Sanlioglu1
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Maturity-onset diabetes of the young 10 (MODY10) is a
subtype of MODY characterized by deficiency in insulin synthesis observed due to mutations in the insulin gene. Since
MODY10 carriers eventually need insulin injections, insulin
gene transfer through lentiviral vectors can help to eliminate the
need for exogenous insulin in such patients. Therefore, to determine the feasibility of insulin gene replacement therapy, we
aimed to generate pancreatic beta cell insulin knockout mice
(MODY10) using CRISPR / Cas9. Subsequently, beta cells
carrying insulin gene defect will be transplanted into the kidney
capsule of diabetic subjects to develop MODY10 experimental
animal model of diabetes. For this purpose, two different insulin
gene therapy vectors with CMV and insulin promoters were
constructed. The gene expression profiles of these vectors were
first tested in 293T cells and then in NIT1 mouse pancreatic beta
cell lines. For the generation of the diabetic experimental animal
model, 8 weeks old male C57BL / 6J mice were intraperitoneally
injected with a single dose of 150 mg / kg Streptozotocin. After a
month of follow-up, continuous hyperglycemia was observed in
the subjects as a sign of destruction of pancreatic beta cells that
normally would express endogenous insulin. In the next step,
pancreatic beta cells with insulin gene deficiency will be generated using CRISPR / Cas9 technique. TUBITAK(215S820)
Sanlioglu, A. D., Altunbas, H. A., Balci, M. K., Griffith, T. S., &
Sanlioglu, S. (2012). Insulin gene therapy from design to beta
cell generation. Expert reviews in molecular medicine, 14, e18.
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Multiple low-dose streptozotocin injections induced diabetes
in Wistar rats characterised by insulitis and hyperglycaemia
useful for gene transfer studies
1

1
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and Metabolism, Akdeniz University Faculty of Medicine
Type 1 diabetes(T1DM) is an autoimmune disease characterized
with insulin deficiency as a result of beta-cell destruction involving
T-cell infiltration [1]. Previously, different animal models such as
NODmice, and Bio-Breading(BB) rats which spontaneously develop diabetes were utilized in diabetes treatment studies. Even
these studies, Streptozotocin(STZ) injection was required to accelerate the development of diabetes. Even though diabetes could be
induced by a single-dose STZ injection in different rat species, a
single-dose does not generate insulitis, which is one of the most
important findings observed in T1DM. In this respect, we aimed to
establish a practical T1DM model using STZ in Wistar rats. For this
purpose, intraperitoneal(ip) multiple STZ injections(30mg/kg) were
performed in 4-week-old male Wistar rats fed ad-libitum for five
consecutive days in order to activate autoimmunity and damage
beta-cells. Blood glucose values were monitored periodically. In
order to follow the development of insulitis, Haematoxylin/Eosin(H/
E) staining and histological analyses were conducted on pancreatic
tissue sections of the rats sacrificed on days 10, 15 and 20. Hyperglycemia was successfully induced with multiple low-dose STZ
injections, starting on day 3 following the last injection and this
condition(>350mg/dl) was preserved for 1 month. T-cell infiltration(insulitis) was shown as a result of histological analysis of
pancreatic sections in hyperglycemic rats. In the light of the ob-

tained findings, we concluded that multiple low-dose STZ injections
successfully induced T1DM in Wistar rats. TUBITAK-215S820 [1]:
Sanlioglu, A. D., et al. (2012). ‘‘Insulin gene therapy from design to
beta cell generation.’’ Expert Rev Mol Med 14: e18.
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Human iPSC-derived midbrain dopaminergic neurons
for disease modelling and cell therapy
K H Kim1 K Mangan1 S Dickerson1 T Burke1 L Little1 L Chase1
C Carlson1 C McMahon1 P Berthet1 B Swanson1 E Jones1
1: Cellular Dynamics International – a FUJIFILM Company,
Madison, WI USA
Parkinson’s disease (PD) affects approximately 1% of people
over the age of 65 and is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease. The advent of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology now grants us
access to previously unattainable cell types in the human brain. In
this presentation, we will discuss how stem cells are being used
not only to study PD in the lab, but also to develop treatments for
PD using cells as therapies. Specifically, we have created an
isogenic disease model for PD using human iPSC-derived midbrain dopaminergic neurons and have developed in vitro assays
for comparative analysis of mitochondrial bioenergetics, calcium
handling, and network-level electrophysiology. In the regenerative medicine space, we are actively manufacturing cGMP HLA
‘‘superdonor’’ iPSC lines for universal utility and will provide an
update on our progress in developing iPSC-derived cellular
therapies, including our program to treat PD by engrafting human
midbrain dopaminergic neurons.
P115
Early sulfatide storage and progressive neuronal and glial
cell dysfunction revealed by human iPSC-based models
of metachromatic leukodystrophy are rescued
by lentiviral-mediated restoration of ARSA activity
G Frati1 M Luciani1 V Meneghini1 S De Cicco1 M Ståhlman2
S Grossi3 F Morena4 M Blomqvist2 M Filocamo3 S Martino4
A Gritti1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy
(HSR-TIGET) 2: Sahlgren University Hospital, Gothenburg
3: G. Gaslini Institute Genova 4: University of Perugia
Metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD) is a rare lysosomal
storage disease caused by deficient activity of Arylsulfatase A
(ARSA), the key enzyme in sulfatide catabolism. In MLD patients sulfatide accumulates in myelin-forming cells, causing
progressive demyelination and dysfunction of the central and
peripheral nervous system. Evidences obtained using conventional cellular and animal models suggest that sulfatide storage
affects early stages of neural lineage specification and oligodendroglial development, and that sulfatide load beyond myelin
might contribute to MLD pathology. However, the molecular
events linking the primary storage to the appearance and progression of cell-type specific pathological phenotypes are still
poorly elucidated. Also, it remains unknown whether the observations made in murine systems are valid in human CNS cells or
recapitulate critical aspects of the human disease. In the present
study we modelled the appearance and the kinetics of pathological events (at the morphological, molecular and biochemical
level) through the differentiation of MLD patient-specific iPSCs
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(Meneghini et al., 2017) to neuroepithelial progenitors and mature neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. We showed that
sulfatide accumulation in MLD neural progenitors leads to lysosomal dysfunction and oxidative stress, ultimately resulting in
abnormal neuronal and glial differentiation program. Lentiviralmediated transfer of the functional ARSA gene and restoration of
ARSA activity in MLD cells normalizes sulfatide levels and
composition, rescuing the global pathological phenotype. The
human iPSC-based model described here model captures the
early events underlying disease progression in neural cell types
that are mainly affected in MLD and highlights the therapeutic
mechanisms of disease correction upon gene therapy.
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Three-dimensional retinal culture to model human
inherited diseases
P Tornabene4 5 S Albert1 C B Hoyng2 F P. M. Cremers1
A Auricchio3 5
1: Department of Human Genetics and Donders Institute for
Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Medical
Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 2: Department of
Ophthalmology and Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and
Behaviour, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands 3: Medical Genetics, Department of Translational
Medicine, University of Naples Federico II, Naples, Italy 4:
European School of Molecular Medicine (SEMM) 5: Telethon
Institute of Genetics and Medicine (TIGEM), Pozzuoli, Italy
Inherited retinal diseases (IRD) are a major cause of blindness
worldwide for which no therapies are currently available. IRD are
mostly inherited as monogenic diseases and are characterized by
the progressive loss of photoreceptors (PR) or retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE). Small and large animal models are available for
IRD. Although these models have proven critical to understand the
molecular bases of the corresponding IRD and to test potential
therapies, they still pose important challenges due to speciesspecific differences with humans. Human three-dimensional (3D)
organ and tissue cultures may provide unique, patient-specific
models to study both disease mechanisms and the efficacy of novel
therapies. Here we aim at differentiating human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSCs) into three-dimensional retinal cups that
contain all major retinal cell types arranged in their proper layers.
So far we have succeeded in inducing iPSC from normal individuals into retinal organoids with neural retina (NR) and RPE.
We are at a stage where PR are developing within the NR. Based
on these encouraging results, we have generated 3D retinal organoids from patients with IRD including Stargardt disease for which
we are developing in vivo gene therapies, and observed transduction of retinal cells within the organoids with adeno-associated
viral vectors.
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Characterisation of iPSCs from a patient with transposition
of the great arteries
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The transposition of the great arteries (TGA) is a congenital
heart disease caused by a remodelling defect in which the aorta
and the pulmonary arteries arise from the wrong ventricle. Different genes have been identified in this process but the etiology
of the TGA is still unknown. In this sense, the generation of
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) from patients would enable large-scale production of the different cell types affected by
the disease in order to investigate the etiology and potential
therapies for TGA. Fibroblasts from one TGA patients and one
healthy donor were reprogrammed using a lentiviral vector
carrying the transgenes Oct4, Nanog, Lin28 and Sox2. Several
clones derived from both individuals were obtained, fully characterized and subsequently differentiated into cardiomyocytes
and endothelial cells using published protocols. Cardiomyocytes
differentiation showed differences in the expression level of
multiple transcription factors involved in cardiogenesis. At the
same time, endothelial cells derived from TGA-iPSC showed
defects on tube formation. Notch signaling pathway is a key
regulator of vasculogenesis. In this piece of work we show that
levels of DLL4 and Jagged1 are altered in TGA-iPSC which
directly correlates with tube formation defects observed in the
TGA-iPSC derived endothelial cells. Taken together, we have
created a useful model to study TGA, based on patient specific
iPSC. Furthermore, we have identified candidate genes that
could be implicated in the development of the disease. More
donors are necessary in order to confirm the obtained results.
Acknowledgement: RD16/0011/0004
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Osteoclasts differentiated from iPS cells as a test system
for gene therapeutic approaches for CLCN7-related
autosomal recessive osteopetrosis
U Rössler1 A F Hennig2 H Stachelscheid3 M Gossen4 Z Izsvák5
U Kornak6
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University Medicine; Berlin Brandenburg Center for
Regenerative Therapies; Institute of Medical Genetics and
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Therapies; Berlin Institute of Health 4: Berlin Brandenburg
Center for Regenerative Therapies; Max Delbrück Center for
Molecular Medicine; Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht 5: Max
Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine 6: Charité University
Medicine; Berlin Brandenburg Center for Regenerative
Therapies; Institute of Medical Genetics and Human Genetics;
Max Planck-Institute for Molecular Genetics
Autosomal recessive osteopetrosis (ARO) is a lethal bone
disease caused by dysfunctional osteoclasts resulting in an
impaired bone resorption process. Currently, the only curative
treatment for ARO is allogenic haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation, which still harbors significant risks. Here we
report on an alternative gene therapeutic strategy for ARO due
to CLCN7 mutations. The non-viral, plasmid-based Sleeping
Beauty (SB) transposon system was used as natural gene delivery vehicle. In 25% of K562 cells we achieved stable expression of the CLCN7 cDNA from the integrated transposon.
After puromycin selection, we could enrich cultured cells for
stably expressing the therapeutic gene (95%). In order to
demonstrate the therapeutic effect of the CLCN7 expression
from the SB transposon vector, we opted for induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from an ARO patient
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harboring CLCN7 mutations. First, we established an efficient
protocol to differentiate iPSCs into osteoclasts. The differentiated cells exhibit the characteristic morphology of osteoclasts, stain positive for multiple nuclei, actin rings and for the
presence of tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase. Most importantly, the iPSC-derived osteoclasts show bone resorbing activity. Upon optimizing transfection of iPSCs, we could reach
up to 50% transfection efficiencies. Our goal is to demonstrate
that osteoclasts differentiated from ARO-iPSCs restore their
resorption ability after stable integration of the therapeutic
gene delivered by the SB transposon. The establishment of this
novel gene therapy is the first step in the direction of personalized medicine for ARO patients and could significantly
change their perspective.
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Characterisation of type I interferon responses to viral
vectors in human macrophages
M N Primo1 D J Gaffney1
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ising precision treatment. Different type of cells from ALS
patient is used as a platform for diagnosis and assessing the
pathology. Next generation sequencing discovered a point
mutation in a gene named ATP7A which encodes a transmembrane copper-transporting ATPase. In order to assess the
impaired ATP7A trafficking, induced neural stem cells is
generated from fibroblast using direct conversion technique.
The CRISPR/Cas9 system can target the sequence precisely
and homology directed repair-mediated gene editing allows a
correction of point mutation in ATP7A. Human induced pluripotent stem cells generated from patient fibroblast is used for
gene correction with CRISPR/Cas9 system. Loss of ATP7A
function results in copper deficiency and degeneration of the
nervous system. iNSC revealed the cellular dysfunction such
as proliferation and apoptosis compared to normal cell line.
CRISPR/Cas9 system corrected the point mutation in iPS.
Reprogrammed cells from patient somatic cell are suitable to
investigate the mechanism, pathology, gene-editing and this
strategy would be the most promising approach to personalized precision medicine.

1: Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
Viral vectors have undergone several technological advances
to improve their performance and safety for future gene therapy.
Despite this, gene therapy is still hampered by the human
immune system which is extremely efficient at preventing the
delivery of foreign nucleic acids. As macrophages are crucial
players during innate immunity and inflammation, understanding
the role of macrophages and their importance in triggering antivector immune responses is of wide translational value. Because
monocyte-derived macrophages cannot be expanded ex vivo and
isolation of human monocytes requires blood donation, we aim
to characterise the dynamics of type I interferon (IFN) responses
using human iPSC-derived macrophages stimulated with foreign nucleic acids, adenoviruses, adeno-associated viruses and
HIV-1-derived lentiviruses. Here, we will use single cell RNA
sequencing to provide a better comprehensive picture of the
heterogeneity in type I IFN responses, and insights into the
nature and sources of single cell variability during viral infection. Such findings will increase our understanding of viral
immunogenicity and will further allow us to improve current
strategies to fine-tune immune responses and counteract preexisting immunity to viral vectors.
P120
Strategy for personalised medicine based on ALS patientderived stem cells using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome
editing
Y Yun1 D Baek1 D Y Hwang2 J Kim3 Y Ha1
1: Yonsei university 2: CHA University 3: Korea Research
Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurologic disease
that causes dysfunction of the motor neuron which is responsible for controlling voluntary muscles movement. Over time,
it leads to muscle weakness, paralysis and eventually respiratory difficulty. The cause is not known in 90% to 95% of
cases. About 5% to 10% cases are associated with genes.
Considering the various causes of the disease and poorly understood pathomechanism, the development of personalized
therapy that target the patient’s own genetic mutation and
restore motor neuron function would provide the most prom-

P125
Haematopoietic stem cell gene editing for safe and effective
correction of SCID-X1
G Schiroli1 2 S Ferrari1 2 A Conway3 V Capo1 A Jacob1
L Albano1 T Plati1 M C Castiello1 F Sanvito1 C Bovolenta4
R Palchaudhuri5 D T Scadden5 M C Holmes3 A Villa1 G Sitia6
A Lombardo1 P Genovese* 1 L Naldini* 1 2
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET)
2: Universita Vita-Salute San Raffaele 3: Sangamo Therapeutics
4: MolMed SpA 5: Harvard Stem Cell Institute 6: San Raffaele
Scientific Institute
We are developing a gene editing strategy in HSPC to correct
the IL2RG mutations causing SCID-X1 disease. We exploited a
humanized SCID-X1 mouse model to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of haematopoietic reconstitution from limited input of
functional HSPC, and established thresholds for full correction
upon different conditionings, including novel immunotoxinbased non-genotoxic strategies. We found that 10% of WT cells
fully reconstitute the lymphoid compartments and conditioning
before HSPC infusion was required to protect the mice from
lymphoma developing from progenitors transplanted in limiting
numbers. We then designed a one-size-fits-all IL2RG gene
correction strategy and validated the edited human gene in the
disease model in vivo, providing evidence of targeted gene
editing in mouse HSPC, and demonstrating the functionality of
the IL2RG-edited lymphoid progeny. We optimized editing reagents and protocol for human HSPC and attained the threshold
of IL2RG editing predicted to safely rescue the disease. By
combining donor DNA delivery by AAV6 and advanced generation ZFN or CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases we measured *35%
HDR in the bulk treated CD34+ cells and *20% HDR upon
transplant in NSG mice. Deep sequencing performed on treated
CD34+ proved the high specificity of IL2RG optimized ZFNs,
with no significant modification at the off-target sites identified
for earlier generation ZFNs. Finally, to establish a clinical ready
protocol, we scaled up the process, treating up to 25 million cells
with highly qualified reagents. Our work establishes the rationale
towards clinical translation of SCID-X1 gene editing and provides a framework for developing gene correction for other
diseases.
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TALEN-mediated genome editing via AAV6 donor in T cells
for the treatment of X-linked lymphoproliferative disease
(XLP)
B C Houghton1 C Mussolino1 T Cathomen2 H B Gaspar1
A J Thrasher1 C Booth1
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1: UCL Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health
2: Universitäts klinikum Freiburg
X-linked lymphoproliferative disease is an immunodeficiency
arising from mutations in the SH2D1A gene encoding SAP, a
key regulator of immune function expressed in T cells, natural
killer, and NKT cells. Haematopoietic stem-cell transplantation
is curative, and we have shown proof of concept that both
haematopoietic stem-cell gene therapy and adoptive transfer of
gene corrected T cells can restore immune function in a mouse
model. However, gene editing of T cells may allow for physiologically regulated SAP expression, which could be beneficial
when targeting a signaling molecule. We constructed SAPspecific TALE-effector nucleases (TALENs) capable of generating a site-specific double- stranded break close to the translation start codon, allowing correction of most described SH2D1A
mutations. TALEN activity was validated by performing a surveyor assay on DNA harvested from TALEN-transfected
HEK293T cells. To promote TALEN delivery to primary T cells
we tested an in vitro-transcribed mRNA nucleofection platform,
observing highly efficient transfer using a GFP mRNA. When
TALEN mRNA was delivered, we observed generation of
double-stranded breaks (DSB) in 64% of the bulk population,
measured by TIDE analysis. To harness DSB repair, we constructed a single-stranded AAV6 homologous recombination
(HR) donor. After HR events, SAP cDNA is placed under the
control of the endogenous SAP promoter, while also providing
fluorescent signal via a constitutive GFP cassette. When donor
transduction was coupled with TALEN mRNA nucleofection,
we demonstrated a HR rate of 44% by stable GFP expression and
RFLP analysis. Experiments to demonstrate functional restoration of SAP expression in patient T cells are ongoing.
P127
Correcting for background genome instability reveals a
higher intrinsic Cas9 specificity
ABSTRACT WITHDRAWN

P128
Development of a subretinally delivered CEP290-specific
CRISPR medicine for the treatment of Leber congenital
amaurosis 10 (LCA10)
M Stefanidakis1 M Maeder1 G Bounoutas1 S W Gloskowski1
M Sanchez1 E Marco1 G Giannoukos1 D Ciulla1 H Chao1
M Skor1 C Yudkoff1 G Gotta1 C Wilson1 C Albright1 H Jiang1
1: Editas Medicine
For ocular diseases with well-defined genetic defects, such as
Leber Congenital Amaurosis (LCA), CRISPR-based genome
editing represents a novel therapeutic modality for previously
unaddressable disease targets. LCA10 is an early-onset retinal
degeneration caused by mutations in the CEP290 gene. LCA10
is not amenable to AAV-mediated gene replacement therapy
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because the large size of the CEP290 cDNA (*7.5kb) exceeds
the packaging capacity of AAV. To correct the common IVS26
c.2991 + 1655 A>G mutation in the CEP290 gene, we screened a
panel of gRNAs with SaCas9 in human cells and identified a pair
of gRNAs that efficiently cleaved target intronic sequences
flanking the mutation, resulting in the removal of the aberrant
splice donor site created by the mutation. In fibroblasts derived
from patients homozygous for the IVS26 mutation, the on-target
editing led to significant reduction of mutant CEP290 mRNA and
concomitant restoration of wild type CEP290 mRNA and protein.
The specificity of the lead gRNAs was demonstrated using both
unbiased GUIDE-Seq and targeted NGS methods, which showed
no detectable off-targets in human cells. Predictive therapeutic
levels of productive CEP290 gene editing in neural retina have
also been achieved in both human CEP290 IVS26 knock-in mice
and cynomolgus macaques following subretinal delivery of a
single AAV5 vector expressing both gRNAs and SaCas9 under
the control of the photoreceptor-specific GRK1 promoter. Safety
studies are underway to support the lead candidate development
towards the clinic. If successful, this in vivo CRISPR approach
may have broad application to other inherited retinal degenerations with significant unmet medical needs.
P129
GeneRide: Therapeutic In vivo gene targeting without
nucleases
Y Hayon1 A Cohen-Fredarow1 A Cahana1 N Reines1
L Lumerman1 R J Chandler2 C P Venditti2 L Lisowski3
M A Kay5 K P Chiang1 A Barzel1

4

1: LogicBio Therapeutics Inc. 700 Main Street, North,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA 2: Organic Acid
Research Section, Genetics and Molecular Biology Branch,
National Human Genome Research Institute, National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892, USA 3: Translational
Vectorology Group, Children’s Medical Research Institute,
University of Sydney, Sydney, New South Wales, 2145, Australia
4: Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Pulawy,
24-100, Poland 5: Department of Pediatrics, Stanford University
School of Medicine, Palo Alto, CA 94305, USA; Department of
Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, Palo Alto, CA
94305, USA
GeneRide is an AAV-based site-specific gene addition
technology allowing life-long therapeutic benefits after a single
injection at the neonatal phase in multiple disease models. In
GeneRide, the promoterless coding sequence of a therapeutic
gene is targeted by natural, error-free homologous recombination into the albumin locus, which is expressed specifically in
hepatocytes. By incorporation of a 2A-peptide coding sequence,
the expression of the therapeutic gene is linked to the robust
hepatic albumin expression without disrupting it. For the treatment of haemaphilia B, we injected an AAV-DJ GeneRide
vector coding for the ‘‘TripleL’’ hyperactive variant of human
F9 and demonstrated disease amelioration at doses as low as
1.5E12 vg/Kg without associated toxicity. Unbiased integration
analysis detected no clonal expansion. Similarly, we rescued a
neonatal lethal model of Crigler-Najjar syndrome by injecting
5E12 vg/Kg of a GeneRide vector coding for the missing
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT1A1). Rescued mice showed
normal weight gain, decreased plasma bilirubin levels and normal rotarod function. Finally, for the treatment of methylmalonic
acidemia (MMA), a single treatment with 8.6E11 vg/pup of a
GeneRide vector coding for the missing methylmalonyl-coA
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mutase (MUT) could dramatically increase survival of Mut KO
mice, while 2.5E12 vg/pup reduced disease related metabolites
and increased growth in a hypomorphic MMA model. In conclusion, GeneRide obviates the need for either vector-borne
promoters, promiscuously integrating vectors or the use of nucleases to induce integration. GeneRide allows for safe and
efficacious gene targeting in both infants and adults by greatly
diminishing off-target effects while providing therapeutic levels
of expression from integration.
P130
Single vector transportation of CRISPR/Cas9 and donor
DNA for homology directed repair of canine haemophilia B
reveals higher repair efficiencies than utilising two vectors
J Gao1 T Bergmann1 M Schiwon1 E Ehrke-Schulz1 A Ehrhardt1
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1: Witten/Herdecke University
The existing haemaphilia B canine model contains a single
point mutation in the catalytic domain of the canine coagulation
factor IX (cFIX) gene leading to defective cFIX protein. Here we
aimed at correcting this mutation utilizing precise gene correction
via homology directed repair (HDR). We explored high-capacity
adenoviral vectors (HCAdV) expressing inducible CRISPR/Cas9
nuclease and guide RNA (gRNA) and an adeno-associated virus
(AAV) vector containing a codon optimized cFIX donor DNA.
Moreover we designed a single HCAdV delivering all components for HDR. To perform and analyze correction experiments
we established HEK293 and Huh7 cell lines carrying the mutated
cFIX locus stably integrated into the host cell genome. In addition a qPCR based method as well as an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) were employed to detect HDR events
on genotype and phenotype levels. In non-viral approaches performed in HEK293 cells we measured nuclease efficiencies of up
to 43.25%. We found that DOX induced single vector applications in Huh7 cells resulted in up to 6% higher HDR efficiencies
compared to a two vector strategy. Co-delivery of the inducible
CRISPR/Cas9 HCAdV and the AAV donor vector in Huh7 cells
revealed up to 2.76% HDR efficiencies and sufficient phenotypic
correction of cFIX levels measured by ELISA. Since HDR efficiencies were increased for the single vector non-viral approach,
we are currently exploring a single HCAdV carrying CRISPR/
Cas9, gRNA unit and the HR donor. We conclude that HDR in
combination with viral vector delivery represents a powerful tool
for correction of canine haemaphilia B.
P131
Targeted gene correction of Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome
in human haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
A Cavazza1 R Rai1 A Page1 M Zinicola1 G Santilli1 E Rivers1
C Mussolino2 A J Thrasher1
1: Molecular and Cellular Immunology, Great Ormond Street
Institute of Child Health, University College London, London,
United Kingdom 2: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and Gene
Therapy & Center for Chronic Immunodeficiency, Medical
Center, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany.
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) is an X-linked primary immunodeficiency caused by mutations in the WAS gene and
characterized by severe platelet abnormalities, defective cellular
and humoral immunity and development of autoimmune diseases
and cancer. Although gene therapy approaches using integrating
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lentiviral vectors showed encouraging results, these carriers bear
the potential risk of genotoxicity and non-physiological transgene
expression in target cells. It is therefore desirable to develop new
strategies for targeted gene correction. The goal of our study is to
use CRISPR/Cas9 and TALEN-based genome editing to knock-in
a wild type WAS cDNA in its first coding exon, allowing transcriptional regulation from WAS endogenous promoter and
functional correction of the mutations in primary human haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs). We have designed
and tested different guide RNAs (gRNAs) and TALEN pairs
targeting in proximity of the WAS gene start codon in haematopoietic cells. By co-delivery of either TALEN mRNA or Cas9gRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes together with an AAV donor
for targeted integration of a GFP cassette, we achieved efficient
rates of homology directed repair (>35%) in HSPCs from multiple
donors, without impairing cell viability. In addition, edited HSPCs
retained their potential to give rise to multiple lineages in colony
forming unit assays. We are currently assessing the long-term
engraftment and differentiation potential of edited HSPCs and
evaluating the ability to restore WAS expression in WAS-deficient
cells through an AAV donor carrying a codon optimized WAS
cDNA, to determine the best editing strategy and establish a viable
therapeutic approach to treat WAS deficiency.

P132
A highly efficient and GMP-compliant protocol to
manufacture CCR5-edited cells to treat HIV infection
M Romito1 E Meyer1 M Hildenbeutel1 G Turchiano1 S Poddar1
S Haas1 A S Gautron4 Y L Kok2 3 C Mussolino1 J Smith4
P Duchateau4 K J Metzner2 3 T Cathomen1 T I Cornu1
1: University Medical Center Freiburg 2: University Hospital
Zurich 3: University of Zurich 4: Cellectis S.A.
Targeted genome editing in blood and immune cells enable
new therapeutic applications, especially for infectious diseases.
We present a GMP-compliant protocol to manufacture CCR5edited CD34+ haematopoietic stem and precursor cells (HSPCs)
with the goal to cure patients suffering from chronic infection
with human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV1). We hypothesize that genetic disruption of the CCR5 gene, which encodes the major HIV1 co-receptor, in HSPCs will give rise to an
HIV-resistant immune system after transplantation. We have
developed designer nucleases based on transcription activatorlike effector nucleases (TALENs) and CRISPR/Cas9 system
targeting CCR5. Electroporation of CD4+ T-cells and CD34+
HSPCs with RNAs encoding TALENs or CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases revealed disruption of up to 80% of CCR5 alleles in CD4+
cells and over 90% of alleles in HSPCs. The high gene editing
frequencies in T-cells and HSPCs were confirmed by deep sequencing, and no cleavage activity above background levels
were detected at the top 20 predicted off-target sites. CCR5edited CD4+ cells preserved their proliferation capacity and their
biological function. Importantly, these cells showed significantly reduced CCR5 expression and became resistant to infection with the R5-tropic HIV-1JR-FL virus. The CCR5-edited
HSPCs maintained their proliferation potential and their capacity
to differentiate into the various blood lineages in vitro and
in vivo, and clonal analysis revealed bi-allelic CCR5 disruption
in more than 75% of cells. In summary, our developed protocol
enables highly efficient and GMP-compliant knockout of the
CCR5 locus in clinically relevant cells, so forming the foundation for a planned phase I/II clinical study.
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P133
In vitro studies to investigate the therapeutic approach
of replacing the defective human RPGR ORF15 gene
through MMEJ
K Stieger1 S PG Ponnam1
M Yanik1 B Lorenz1
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I Gambert1 J Ginsberg1 A Janise1
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1: Department of Ophthalmology, Justus-Liebig-Universität,
Gießen, Germany 2: Department of Molecular Biology &
Biotechnology, Tezpur University, Napaam, Assam, India
Mutations in the retinitis pigmentosa GTPase regulator (RPGR)
gene have been associated with X-linked retinitis pigmentosa
(XLRP). While common genome editing strategies include HDR or
NHEJ in combination with highly specific nucleases in mitotic cells,
current studies of DNA repair in photoreceptor cells suggest that a
third mechanism, called microhomology mediated end-joining
(MMEJ), may be more active. In the current study, we aim to
develop a model system to test the efficacy of MMEJ post CRISPR/
Cas9 mediated cleavage in cell culture. The reporter system was
generated in HEK293 cells containing the murine RPGR-ORF15
sequence under the control of the ubiquitous CMV promoter. We
transfected the cells with a vector containing the luciferase gene
flanked with micro-homologous sequences (mHS) of different
length (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 bp) that are complementary to the
mouse RPGR-ORF15 gene. The DNA double strand break (DSB)
was induced by co-transfection of the CRISPR/Cas9 system employing 4 guide RNAs. Luciferase signal appearance following
successful recombination was measured using the Tecan plate
reader (Infinite M100Pro). Strong luciferase signalling was observed
upon co-transfection with template plasmid and endonuclease system. Highest values were observed when the mHS were 15, 20 or
30 bp long, while shorter/longer mHS revealed significantly lower
luciferase signal. The luciferase reporter system is a valuable tool to
study MMEJ efficacy and is the basis for finding the right length of
mHS that is to be used as a source template in order to effectively
replace the mutant ORF15 sequence in human patients.

P134
Allele-specific inactivation of autosomal-dominant
STAT3 mutations
S König1 2 3 G Turchiano1 2 3 P Fröbel2 3 M Fliegauf2
T I Cornu1 2 3 B Grimbacher2 3 T Cathomen1 2 3
C Mussolino1 2 3
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1: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and Gene Therapy 2:
Center for Chronic Immunodeficiency 3: University Medical
Centre, Freiburg
Patients with hyper-IgE syndrome (HIES) due to dominantnegative mutations in STAT3 suffer from different immunological
and non-immunological features. While allogeneic haematopoetic
stem cell transplantation is generally not recommended due to potential severe side effects, transplantation of autologous cells in
which the mutated STAT3 allele is specifically inactivated may
represent a promising alternative. Here, we have generated allelespecific RNA-guided nucleases (RGNs) to target the most common
STAT3 mutations (H58Y, C328_P330dup, V463del, R382W and
V637M). To this end, we have used different Cas proteins and finetuned different guide RNA (gRNA) parameters, such as its scaffold,
its length and number of mismatched nucleotides between spacer
and protospacer. Allele-specificity was initially tested in episomal

reporter systems, in which the normal or mutated STAT3 genes
were fused to E2Crimson or EGFP, respectively. The most efficient
allele-specific RGNs were then assessed for their ability to discriminate between chromosomal variants of normal and mutant
STAT3 alleles in HEK293T-based reporter cells. For four mutations
tested, allele-specific disruption frequencies ranged from 30% to
70%, without altering the wild type STAT3 allele. Using the selected nucleases targeting the alleles harboring the V637M or H58Y
point mutations we achieved up to 40% disruption of the mutated
dominant allele in patient-derived peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs). We are currently evaluating specificity via next
generation sequencing and establishing functional assays to gauge
the potential of this approach in providing a benefit for HIES patients through selective inactivation of the mutated STAT3 allele.
P135
CRISPR/Cas9 induced deletion for the correction
of the human dystrophin gene
B Duchêne1
J Rousseau1
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1: Centre de Recherche du CHU de Québec 2: Faculty
of Medecine - Department of molecular medecine - Laval
University
Duchenne muscular dystrophy is a severe genetic disease affecting 1/5000 newborn boys responsible of the absence of the
dystrophin protein in muscle cells thus leading to muscle wasting
and to death in the twenties. We report that by using a combination
of gRNAs recognized by the SaCas9 (S. aureus) we can create a
large genomic deletion that reframe the dystrophin gene in myoblasts from DMD patients. Our approach differs from others as in
addition to restoring the reading frame of the dystrophin gene and
thus the expression of the C terminal of the protein, we also aim to
restore the correct structure of the spectrin-like repeat in the central
rod-domain of this protein. Following the screening of gRNAs
targeting the exons 46 to 58 of the DMD gene, we identified pairs
of gRNAs able to form the hybrid exons 46-51, 46-53, 47-52, 4952, 49-53, and 47-58. Interestingly, two pairs of gRNAs generate
large genomic deletions connecting the exon 47 to the exon 58
able to correct up to 40% of the DMD mutations. These pairs of
gRNAs have been tested in myoblasts from 3 different DMD
patients in which we succeeded to detect the hybrid exons and
observed that 40% to 89% of hybrid exon amplicons contained
exactly the expected nucleotide sequences. Experiments demonstrating the restoration of the dystrophin protein expression in
myotubes and in a mouse model are under way and might establish
the feasibility of creating a large genomic deletion that produces an
internally deleted but functional dystrophin.
P136
Novel protocol for highly efficient CRISPR/Cas9 mediated
gene correction with reduced NHEJ rate
G Cullot1 2 J Boutin1 2 F Prat1 2 E Bierge4 I Lamrissi-Garcia1 2
V Guyonnet-Duperat2 3 V Prouzet-Mauleon4 H De Verneuil1 2
S Dabernat1 2 F Moreau-Gaudry1 23 A Bedel1 2
1: INSERM U1035 2: Université Bordeaux 3: Vectorology
platform bordeaux 4: INSERM U1248
Homology directed repair (HDR) after DNA-double-strand
break (DSB) induced by CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases is claimed to
permit precise genome editing (PGE). However, after DNA-DSB,
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HDR is rare and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) leads to
insertions or deletions (indels) at repair sites and may cause unwanted knock-out (KO) genes. In this work, we evaluated PGE
ratio (HDR/NHEJ) with paired Cas9D10A-nickase system, known
to be more specific than nuclease. For that, we edited UROS exon
4 locus in HEK cells, with transient expression of Cas9 D10Anickase, 2 RNA guides, and an oligonucleotide template. We
evaluated HDR by restriction site editing and NHEJ/indels by KO
UROS gene that lead to porphyrin accumulation in cells. Using
current protocol, we obtained low HDR and high NHEJ rates. We
demonstrated that oligonucleotide concentration was a critical
parameter to dramatically increase HDR rate (5-fold higher), and
decrease unwanted NHEJ (3-fold lower). PGE ratio (HDR/NHEJ)
was better than nuclease, even using high oligonucleotide concentration and different RNA guides. Despite high HDR rate
(about 30%), unwanted NHEJ persists. To further increase PGE
ratio, we screened drugs and showed for the first time that HDAC
inhibitors reduce NHEJ, without modify HDR. PGE ratio with this
novel protocol was up to 28-fold higher than that using Cas9
nuclease (p < 0.001). We then confirmed protocol efficiency by
gene correction of UROS and FECH genes in primary fibroblasts
from patients with inborn metabolic diseases (congenital erythropoietic porphyria and erythropoietic protoporphyria respectively).
P137
Efficient GMP-compatible CRISPR/Cas mediated genome
editing in haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
G Turchiano1 2 S A Haas1 2 M Hildenbeutel1
T I Cornu1 2 T Cathomen1 2
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1: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and Gene Therapy,
Medical Center - University of Freiburg, Germany 2: Center for
Chronic Immunodeficiency, Medical Center - University of
Freiburg, Germany
Targeted genome editing mediated by CRISPR/Cas nucleases
holds great promise for translation into the clinic. We have established GMP-compatible protocols to edit the genome of haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSCs) with high efficiency.
To this end, we compared (a) multiple delivery platforms, including RNA or ribonucleoprotein (RNP)-based delivery of the
CRISPR/Cas system, (b) various modified gRNA structures (dual
versus single), (c) several electroporation conditions, and (d) different clinical-grade media and cytokine cocktails to conserve
long-term repopulating HSCs (LT-HSC) in the CD34+ cell population. Remarkably, the remaining fraction of LT-HSC at the end
of the manufacturing process was not only dependent on the cytokines but also on the GMP-grade medium used during culturing
of the CD34+ cells. When applying optimized electroporation
conditions, we observed up to 90% gene disruption at the endogenous CCR5 locus by combining chemically end-protected
single gRNA with either Cas9 mRNA or RNP. These high gene
editing frequencies were observed in all CD34+ cell subpopulations, although the frequency was slightly lower in LT-HSC.
Unexpectedly, Cas9 was detected as long as six days postnucleofection when employing RNPs, raising concerns of immunogenicity. To introduce targeted chromosomal deletions, we
simultaneously employed two CRISPR/Cas nucleases that cleave
at two adjacent sites within the CCR5 locus. Almost 50% of all
CCR5 alleles revealed the expected deletion, and three out of four
tested CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases demonstrated high specificity, as
determined by targeted next-generation amplicon sequencing. In
summary, we have developed a GMP-compatible manufacturing
process to generate gene edited HSCs with high efficiency.

P138
Correction and functional characterisation of the p.F508del
cystic fibrosis mutation in patient-derived iPS cells
A Fleischer1 E Palomino1 J M Martı́n2 M Castresana3 S Vallejo1
D Bachiller1
1: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı́ficas (CSIC)
2: KARUNA GCT 3: BIOPRAXIS AIE
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is a hereditary disease produced by the
absence or malfunctioning of the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane
Conductase Regulator (CFTR) gene. The deletion of the phenylalanine in position 508 (p.F508del) is responsible for more than
70% of the cases described in the European Population. CF is a
degenerative disease, which can be considered as the main genetic
cause of death in Caucasian children. Unfortunately, different attempts to develop effective gene therapy protocols have not provided satisfactory results. Here, we present an efficient method for
seamless correction of pF508del mutation in patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells by nuclease-assisted, homologous
recombination. Gene correction has been performed in iPS cells
from two CF patients by transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) and a homologous recombination donor vector
which contains a PiggyBac transposon-based double selectable
marker cassette. CFTR-corrected iPS cells were differentiated into
intestinal organoids that were analyzed by the forskolin-induced
swelling test. Rapid swelling of mature organoids were observed in
cftr-repaired cells confirming the restoration of CFTR function. On
the contrary, drug-treated intestinal CFTR mutant organoids did
not demonstrate a similar Forskolin-induced swelling capacity.
P139
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated specific knock-down of dominant
mutations in Rhodopsin gene
D Benati1 M Llado2 C Patrizi1 D Schiroli1 V Marigo1
A Auricchio2 A Recchia1
1: University of Modena e Reggio Emilia 2: Telethon
Institute of Genetics and Medicine
Rhodopsin (RHO) mutations represent a common cause of
blindness, accounting for 25% of autosomal dominant Retinitis
Pigmentosa (RP) and 8-10% of all RP. Although gene therapy has
been successfully applied to retinal degeneration caused by recessive mutations, therapeutic intervention for dominant mutations are
still lagging behind. In this study, we explored the efficacy of newly
described CRISPR/Cas9 variants with altered PAM specificity and
nearly completely reduced off-target effects, to specifically inactivate two highly frequent dominant mutations, P23H and P347S,
mapped in the N-terminal and the C-terminal region of the RHO
gene, respectively. We designed gRNAs on the mutations to compare allele-specific targeting of the high fidelity SpCas9 (SpCas9HF1), the respective VQR variant (SpCas9-VQR-HF1) or the
SaCas9, and we tested gRNAs in vitro on HeLa clones stably expressing P23H, P347S or wild type RHO. Analysis of insertions or
deletions (Indels) in the genomic DNA specifically in the RHO
gene, by Cel-I assay and sequencing, identified the most efficient
and mutation-specific system able to induce Indels in the P23H or
P347S RHO mutated allele, with almost undetectable editing of the
wild type allele. We are going to package the selected CRISPR/
Cas9-gRNA in AAV2/8 particles to test this approach in P23H or
P347S RHO transgenic mice, to evaluate retina functionality and
vision recovery upon CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing. Our results
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will provide clear evidences about the employment of CRISPR/
Cas9 system to selectively target dominant mutations and the preclinical application of this strategy for patients affected by RP due to
mutations in the RHO gene.
P140
Feldan Shuttle peptide mediated delivery of Cas9/gRNAs
complexes for the correction of the dystrophin gene in the
Tibialis anterior of a Rag/mdx mouse model
B Duchêne1 2 D Agudelo1 2 J -P Iyombe-Engembe1
C Maltais1 2 J Rousseau1 2 J P Tremblay1 2

2

M Lô1
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1: Centre de Recherche du CHU de Québec 2: Faculty
of Medecine - Department of molecular medecine - Laval
University
The dystrophic Rag/mdx mouse is a commonly used model
for the study of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a disease
affecting 1/5000 new-born boys. Presently, most of the therapeutic perspectives rely on the delivery of the Cas9 gene and
gRNAs through viral vector such as AAV. However, safety
concerns might come from the risk of viral DNA integration into
the genome of the host or from unexpected off-target mutations
resulting from a sustained expression of the Cas9. Here, we
propose to restore the dystrophin protein expression through the
deletion of the exon 23 of the mouse dystrophin gene using the
CRISPR/Cas9 technology by intramuscular injection of Cas9/
gRNAs complexed to the Feldan Shuttle peptide. In early experiments in C2C12 murine myoblasts, we characterized the
activity of gRNAs targeting upstream and downstream of the
exon 23 of the mouse dystrophin. From the gRNAs exhibiting
good cleavage efficiency during surveyor enzymatic assay, we
tested pairs of gRNAs for the targeted deletion of the exon 23.
Along with the Cas9 protein and a peptide shuttle, two of these
gRNA pairs were delivered in vivo in the Tibialis anterior of the
Rag/mdx mouse. Three weeks after the injection, we were able
to detect the deletion of the exon 23 and to observe the restoration of the production of the dystrophin protein by immunohistochemistry. These results are proof-of-principle for the
feasibility of in vivo correction of the dystrophin gene using nonviral delivery which additionally might reduce the frequencies of
off-target mutations.
P141
Precise gene editing of muscular dystrophy-causing
mutations in patient-derived iPSCs
H Escobar1
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1: ECRC at the Max-Debrück-Center for Molecular Medicine
2: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine
The term muscular dystrophy encompasses more than 40
untreatable monogenic diseases leading to progressive muscle
wasting and ultimately to wheel-chair-dependency and artificial
ventilation. Two examples are limb-girdle muscular dystrophy
(LGMD) 2B, caused by mutations in DYSF-encoding dysferlin,
and LGMD2D due to SGCA mutations. The combination of
CRISPR/Cas systems and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)
technology has boosted the development of autologous cell replacement therapies to treat monogenic diseases of skeletal
muscle, where the tissue resident stem cell population is very
scarce and difficult to manipulate. We have established a large
bio-bank consisting of primary human muscle stem cell-derived

progenitor cells, called myoblasts, with defined disease-causing
mutations and control samples. We selected four different
patient-derived myoblast samples carrying mutations in DYSF
or SGCA for precise gene editing and reprogrammed them
into iPSCs. For gene editing we use the enhanced specificity
SpCas9 (K848A/K1003A/R1060A) nuclease, also known as
eSpCas9(1.1). Our goal is to minimize off-target events and
repair the mutations without targeting the wild type allele or
introducing silent modifications in the homology template.
Gene-corrected iPSC are differentiated into muscle stem celllike cells and compared with control and patient-derived
primary myoblasts. Phenotypic correction as well as biosafety
and functional features will be assessed in vitro and in vivo in
transplantation studies. Altogether, our approach seeks to
streamline a platform for precision gene editing of muscular
dystrophy-causing mutations and to reliably assess its efficiency and safety using patient-derived material.
P142
Targeted gene editing for phenotypic correction of primary
hyperoxaluria type 1
J Estève1 J M Blouin1 M Lalanne1 V Guyonnet-Dupérat2
P Dubus3 A Bidet4 B Rousseau5 V Pitard6 B Llanas7
J Harambat7 H De Verneuil1 E Richard1
1: Inserm U1035, University of Bordeaux, « Biothérapies des
Maladies Génétiques, Inflammatoires et Cancers ».
2: Vectorology platform, TBMCore, CNRS UMS 3427 – Inserm
US 005, University of Bordeaux 3: EA 2406 « Histologie et
pathologie moléculaire des tumeurs », University of Bordeaux
4: Haematology laboratory, Haut-Lévêque hospital, Bordeaux
5: Animal facilities A2, University of Bordeaux 6: Cytometry
platform, TBMCore, CNRS UMS 3427 – Inserm US 005,
University of Bordeaux 7: Pediatric Services, Pellegrin hospital,
Bordeaux
Primary hyperoxaluria type 1 (PH1) is a rare inherited disorder
due to a defective AGXT gene, characterized by massive formation of calcium-oxalate complexes in kidney resulting in sever
nephrolithiasis and end-stage renal failure. Currently, the only
curative treatment for PH1 is allogeneic combined liver and kidney transplantation, limited by scarce supply of suitable organs,
significant complications and the life-long requirement of immunosuppressive agents. Ideally, AGXT gene repair in PH1 patients’
hepatocytes would offer a definitive cure for the disease, independently of organ supply and immune depletion requirement.
The aim of this project is to perform genomic modification of PH1
patient’s hepatocytes, in order to trigger wild type AGXT gene
expression and cell phenotype correction. As hepatocytes are
hardly removable and cultivable in vitro, we generated WT and
PH1 patient’s fibroblast-derived induced pluripotent stem cells
(WT- and PH1-iPSCs) free of reprogramming transgene, using
Sendaı̈ virus vectors expressing embryonic genes (Oct3/4, Sox2,
Klf4 and c-Myc). After proper iPSC characterization, we performed a universal targeted gene therapy strategy: we successfully
introduced into AAVS1 safe harbour locus of PH1-iPSC genome,
two different cassettes composed of WT cDNA AGXT whose
expression is driven by either phosphoglycerate kinase promoter
(PGKp) or minimal AGXT promoter (mAGXTp). The cassette
insertion was facilitated by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated targeted DNA
break at AAVS1 locus. Differentiation experiments of iPSCs towards hepatic cell population are now in progress in order to
generate iPSC-derived genetically modified hepatocyte-like cells
expressing WT AGXT gene.
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CRISPR/Cas9-mediated COL7A1 editing in induced
pluripotent stem cells from patients with recessive dystrophic
epidermolysis bullosa
A Izmiryan1
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Recessive Dystrophic Epidermolysis Bullosa (RDEB) is a rare
and severe genetic skin disease responsible for blistering of the skin
and mucosa after minor trauma. RDEB is caused by a wide variety
of mutations in COL7A1 encoding type VII collagen, the major
component of anchoring fibrils from key attachment structures for
dermal-epidermal adhesion. To investigate the therapeutic potential
of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene correction in induced Pluripotent
Stem Cells (iPSCs), we generated iPSCs lines from two RDEB
patients’ fibroblasts harboring homozygous recurrent COL7A1 null
mutations. We provide preliminary data for efficient COL7A1
editing through non-viral delivery of the CRISPR/Cas9 system. We
designed and generated ten different guide RNAs (gRNAs) targeting the specific mutation or sequences at close distance to the
mutation to be corrected (*4 to 20 bp downstream or upstream).
Among ten gRNAs tested, seven showed cleavage activity around
40% in HEK293 cells. To achieve gene editing in RDEB iPSCs,
active gRNAs together with Cas9 were delivered using Nucleofector 4D device. By testing different nucleofection programs, cell
concentrations and plasmid amounts, we optimized editing efficiency while preserving cell viability. Up to 42% cleavage activity
was scored for each gRNA target site in bulk nucleofected iPSCs by
the Surveyor assay and Sanger sequencing. We are at present
evaluating the off-target activity of these gRNAs in HEK293 cells
and in RDEB iPSCs. Next steps will aim at correcting COLA71
recurrent mutations through CRISPR/Cas9-mediated Homologous
Recombination in the perspective of the development of transplantable skin models suitable for clinical application.

P144
Highly efficient and safe CRISPR/Cas9n double nickingmediated KRT14 repair in epidermolysis bullosa simplex
keratinocytes
T Kocher1 P Peking1 A Klausegger1 E M Murauer1
J Piñon Hofbauer1 V Wally1 T Lettner1 S Hainzl1 M Ablinger1
J W Bauer2 J Reichelt1 U Koller1
1: EB House Austria, Research Program for Molecular Therapy
of Genodermatoses, Department of Dermatology, University
Hospital of the Paracelsus Medical University Salzburg, 5020
Salzburg, Austria 2: Department of Dermatology, University
Hospital of the Paracelsus Medical University Salzburg, 5020
Salzburg, Austria
With the ability to induce rapid and efficient repair of diseasecausing mutations, CRISPR/Cas9 technology is ideally suited for
gene therapy approaches for recessive and dominant monogenic
disorders. In this study, we describe the permanent correction of a
recurrent KRT14 mutation (c.1231G>A) in a patient-derived keratinocyte line heterozygous for this dominantly inherited missense
mutation causal for the phenotype of epidermolysis bullosa simplex
(EBS) via a Cas9n-mediated double nicking approach. Double
nicking does not only reduce undesired off-target site modifica-
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tions, frequently generated by the wild type Cas9 nuclease, but
furthermore increases the on-target homology-directed repair
(HDR) efficiency in comparison to single nicking. Indeed, our data
demonstrate that double nicking at the targeted KRT14 locus by
specifically designed Cas9n nucleases showed a high recombination efficiency of >30% and, in contrast to the spCas9 approach, a
promising safety profile with no detectable off-target activity for a
set of predicted off-target genes as revealed by next generation
sequencing. HDR of the mutation in EBS keratinocytes was confirmed by sequence analysis and by Western blot analysis showing
levels of keratin 14 expression comparable to those of control
keratinocytes. The phenotypic correction of EBS keratinocytes was
demonstrated by immunofluorescence analysis, revealing the absence of disease-associated keratin14-containing aggregates within
the cytoplasm upon minor mechanical stress induction. In conclusion, our data demonstrate that double nicking using Cas9n showed
high on-target specificity in the absence of off-target activity, offering a causal treatment option for EBS.
P145
Addressing off-target activity of CCR5-Uco-TALEN
targeting the HIV co-receptor CCR5
L I Schwarze1 U Mock1 B Fehse1
1: University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf
Despite great progress in antiretroviral therapy, HIVinfections remain incurable causing >1 Mio AIDS-related deaths
each year. The C-C motif chemokine receptor (CCR5) is the
main HIV co-receptor mediating initial infection. Approximately
1% of Caucasians are homozygous for a natural mutation, the
CCR5D32 allele. Affected individuals are healthy, but are largely resistant to R5-tropic HIV strains. Based on that evidence,
genetic knockout of CCR5 is a promising HIV gene therapy
approach. Our lab recently developed a novel TAL effector
nuclease (CCR5-Uco-TALEN), which facilitates high CCR5
knockout rates (> 60%) in primary T cells, and protects edited
cells from infection with CCR5-tropic virus strains. Delivery of
CCR5-Uco-TALEN by mRNA electroporation induces only a
transient expression reducing toxicity and off-target effects. In
this work, we identified 10 potential off-target sites by in-silico
methods and quantified gene-editing frequencies at these sites by
amplicon sequencing. Only two out of the 10 potential offtargets, C-C motif chemokine receptor 2 (CCR2) and Glypican 5
(GPC5, intragenic), were found to be definite off-targets. We
confirmed previous data that the coding region of CCR2, which
shares a high sequence homology (84%) with CCR5, represents
a major off-target with a mean of 2.3% of overall reads showing
Indels at the TALEN-binding sites. For GPC5 we observed approximately 17 times lower Indel frequencies with a mean of
0.14%. Rare potential off-target events were found in single
samples for intergenic regions close to RAPGEF2 and LDOC1.
Altogether, these results underline the good safety profile of our
CCR5-Uco-TALEN and warrant its further development.

P146
CRISPR/Cas9 targeted integration prolongs gene expression
in vivo
C J Stephens1 E Kashentseva1 W Everett1 L Kaliberova1
D T Curiel1
1: Washington University in St. Louis
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Serum deficiency diseases are characterized by absent or
reduced function of serum proteins necessary for normal hemostasis or metabolism, caused by genetic mutations. These
diseases, such as haemaphilia and alpha-1-antitrypsin (AAT)
deficiency, are promising targets for genetic interventions
which introduce the correct copy of the disease-causing gene.
Both pre-clinical and clinical gene therapies have efficaciously
alleviated serum deficiencies, using non-integrating viral vectors whereby gene expression is derived from episomal genomes. Yet, these studies also highlighted the loss of episomal
genomes reduces expression over time. Direct integration into
chromosomes could provide lasting therapeutic expression to
overcome this major limitation of current therapies. To test
whether adenoviral vectors can facilitate long-term gene expression via targeted CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing, we sought to
genetically incorporate human alpha-1-antitrypsin into murine
genomes. We determined that adenoviral-mediated gene delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 components achieved gene editing
outcomes persisting the seven month length of the study. Additionally, gene editing augmented stable levels of the serum
protein greater than levels provided by episomal expression.
Importantly, our ‘knock-in’ approach is generalizable to other
serum proteins and supports in vivo gene editing as a means of
realizing long-term gene expression for curative gene therapy
efforts.

P147
Applying CRISPR/Cas9 for precise disease modelling
of chronic granulomatous disease
D Klatt1 A Selich1 J W Schott1 D Hoffmann1 A Schambach1

2

1: Hannover Medical School 2: Harvard Medical School
The application of lentiviral vectors in gene therapy has
demonstrated clinical benefit for inherited diseases, such as
chronic granulomatous disease (CGD). Despite these promising results, the use of integrating lentiviral vectors still
bears the risk of insertional mutagenesis. To avoid these
concerns, the application of designer nucleases, such as the
CRISPR/Cas9 technology, might allow direct gene correction
of the mutated genes. We applied CRISPR/Cas9 to target the
most commonly mutated genes in CGD, namely gp91-phox
and p47-phox. For both genes, the designed sgRNAs yielded a
knockout efficiency of up to 70% in a GFP reporter assay. Ontarget activity and loss of function was confirmed in the
myeloid PLB985 cell line with a knockout rate of over 90%
for gp91-phox and up to 60% for p47-phox. Subsequently, we
introduced the most frequent mutation (c.75_76delGT occurring in >90% of patients) in p47-phox deficiency into
healthy human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) via
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homology-directed repair and successfully generated a p47-phox-deficient hiPSC line. Out of
the 60 analyzed clones we identified 4 recombined clones
(*6.7% efficiency). Detailed sequencing revealed that recombination most likely occurred via one of the two pseudogenes of p47-phox due to their high sequence homology
(>98%). Upon granulocytic differentiation, the p47-phoxdeficient hiPSC clones still have the potential to differentiate
into CD11b+/CD16+ granulocytes, which completely lack
functional NADPH oxidase activity. Our established p47phox-deficient hiPSC line will serve as a disease model to
evaluate different gene correction strategies and different
viral and non-viral delivery methods.

P148
Gene correction of AGXT locus in a set of primary
hyperoxaluria type 1 patients assisted by CRISPR/Cas9
system
M Garcia-Bravo1 2 V Nieto-Romero1
E Salido3 J C Segovia1 2
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1: Division of Haematopoietic Innovative Therapies, Centro de
Investigaciones Energéticas Medioambientales y Tecnológicas
(CIEMAT) and Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de
Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER-ISCIII), 28040 Madrid, Spain
2: Advanced Therapies Unit, Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria
Fundación Jiménez Dı́az (IIS-FJD/UAM). Madrid. Spain. 3:
Pathology Department, Hospital Universitario Canarias,
Universidad La Laguna. Centro de Investigación Biomédica en
Red de Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER), Tenerife, Spain.
Primary Hyperoxaluria type 1 (PH1) is a rare autosomal metabolic disease caused by mutations in alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase (AGXT) gene, that lead to a deficient activity of
alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase. As AGXT is expressed in
hepatocytes, liver becomes the target organ for a definitive
treatment of this disease. Due to the limited availability of livers
for transplantation, hepatocyte transplantation constitutes an alternative to organ transplantation and a less invasive procedure in
diseases in which part of the liver mass should be replaced with
functional cells. However, the limiting number of allogenic hepatocytes that engraft in the liver parenchyma makes necessary
several rounds of administration of hepatocytes from different
donors and this increases the risk of engraftment failure. For this
reason, the availability of healthy hepatocytes obtained after genetic correction by CRISPR/Cas9-assisted homologous recombination, would be a valuable autologous alternative cellular source.
Here, we present the gene editing tools that we have designed and
validated for the correction of PH1 phenotype after homologous
recombination assisted by CRISPR/Cas9 system using ssODN as
repair template, in a set of PH1 patient-derived fibroblasts as a
proof-of-concept. Surveyor analysis and quantification by TIDE
(tracking of indels decomposition) revealed a specific and efficient
cut of exon 7 of AGXT gene with two different sgRNA after
nucleofection of ribonucleoproteins. Homologous recombination
after co-nucleofection of the ribonucleoprotein with different
ssODNs is being analyzed in this set of PH1 patients.
P149
Comparison of CCR5 knockout using Cas9 and Cpf1
CRISPR nucleases
D O Omelchenko1 D V Glazkova1 E V Bogoslovskaya1
G A Shipulin1
1: Central Research Institute of Epidemiology
CCR5 receptor knockout by CRISPR system is a promising way
to make HIV target cells resistant to the infection. The choice of
CRISPR nuclease is important. SpCas9_D10A «nickase» reduces
off-target effects. The newly discovered Cpf1 has a reduced size and
can be packed into AAV. Besides Cpf1 generates sticky ends and
increases efficiency of HDR-based knock-in that may be used for
the integration of anti-HIV genes. We have designed several gRNAs
targeted to CCR5 for SpCas9 nuclease, SpCas9_D10A «nickase»,
AsCpf1 and LbCpf1 nucleases and tested them on HT1080 CCR5EGFP indicator cell line. Four targets for SpCas9 and SpCas9_D10A (gRNA pairs L + R and L3+R3) and three targets for Cpf1
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were chosen. Non-targeting spacer from the GeCKOv2 library
served as negative control. Previously described SpCas9 spacers
for CCR5 were included as positive controls. HT1080 CCR5EGFP cells were transfected with plasmids expressing gRNA and
nuclease. Nuclease activity was assessed by loss of CCR5-EGFP
expression measured by FACS. Comparison of SpCas9_D10A and
SpCas9 with various combinations of gRNAs demonstrated that
efficacy of SpCas9 is *1.5 times higher: SpCas9 with L3+R3 pair
decreased CCR5-EGFP positive cell population by 41 – 1.3%,
SpCas9_D10A with the same pair - by 28 – 0.8%. SpCas9 with
gRNA R showed the highest knockout efficiency - 64 – 1%, which
was comparable with positive controls (63 – 1.7%, 57 – 1.3% and
70 – 0,8). Both Cpf1 showed lower efficacy than SpCas9. With the
best gRNA the values 40 – 1.2% and 33 – 2.1% were obtained for
AsCpf1 and LbCpf1 respectively. In further studies, it will be
investigated whether Cpf1 will promote HDR-based knock-in.
P150
Comparison of ZFNs versus CRISPR specific nucleases for
genome edition of the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome locus
S Sánchez-Hernández1 A Gutiérrez-Guerrero1 G Galvani1
J Pinedo-Gómez1 M Cobo1 R Martı́n1 A Aguilar-González1
P D Gregory2 M C Holmes2 K Benabdellah1 F Martı́n1
1: GENyO- Centro de Genomica e Investigacion Oncologica:
Pfizer / Universidad de Granada / Junta de Andalucia
2: Sangamo BioSciences, Inc.
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Fanconi anemia (FA) is a rare disease resulting from biallelic
mutations in one of the 22 FA genes reported thus far. It is
characterized by congenital abnormalities, bone marrow failure,
and cancer predisposition. The underlying cause is genomic instability resulting from the deficiency in replication-dependent
DNA interstrand crosslink (ICL) repair pathway. Fanconi cells
show increased sensitivity to DNA ICL agents, like mitomycin C,
in terms of increased chromosomal breakage, reduced survival,
and cell cycle arrest in G2 phase. The mice models available, do
not spontaneously recapitulate clinical haematopoietic manifestations of FA including malignancies development. However, the
physiological similarities with humans and accumulated transgenesis experience make pigs good candidates for modelling of
human diseases. For a direct embryo microinjection protocol, we
first validated 5 possible targets in the 10 first exons of Fanca pig
gene by means of locus-specific indel detection in a swine testicular epitheloid cell line (STE). By cotransfection of two gRNAs,
we induced a deletion of around 2Kb in between exons 7 and 9 of
the gene which we verified by Sanger sequencing analysis. We
could rescue 6 out of 16 STE clones (37.5%) with either biallelic
deletions (3) or one deletion and one mutagenic indel allele (3).
These genotypes correlate with an increased sensitivity to mitomycin C and eventually a G2 arrest in cell cycle typically shown
by human Fanconi cells. These ongoing results stress the possibility of using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to create in the next
future a potential new large animal model for FA.

P152
Primary immunodeficiencies (PID) are the main target for
genome editing strategies using specific nucleases (SNs) since a
small number of corrected haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)
could cure patients. However, their efficiency and safety should
be analyzed in detail before translation into clinic. In this work,
we have designed different Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS)
gene-specific CRISPR/Cas9 systems and we have compared their
efficiency and specificity with homodimeric and heterodimeric
WAS-specific Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs). Both SNs systems
were delivered using either plasmid nucleofection or IntegrativeDeficient Lentiviral Vectors (IDLVs), using K562 cells as a
cellular model. Our data shows that, although CRISPR/Cas9
system can be as efficient as the ZFNs for gene disruption using
nucleofection, IDLV delivery of ZFNs achieved slightly higher
cut levels than CRISPR/Cas9 systems. That could be related to
the lower expression levels achieved with IDLVs CRISPR/Cas9
compared to ZFNs. The c-H2AX foci formation assay suggest
that the specificity of heterodimeric ZFNs and CRISPR/Cas9 was
very similar and both outperformed homodimeric ZFNs. We also
observed a similar behaviour of heterodimeric ZFNs and
CRISPR/Cas9 for Homologoy-Directed (HD) gene knock-in
strategies, with 88% and 83% of the donors inserted in the WAS
locus respectively, while using homodimeric ZFNs only 45% of
the insertions were on target. In summary, our data suggest that
CRISPR/Cas9 and heterodimeric ZFNs are both good alternatives
to further develop SNs-based gene therapy strategies for WAS.
P151
CRISPR/Cas9 mediated Fanca knockout in a Sus scrofa (pig)
cell line
E Grueso1 P Rio2 J A Bueren2 W A Kues3 Z Ivics1
1: Paul-Ehrlich-Institut 2: CIEMAT/CIBERER 3: FriedrichLoeffler-Institute. Institute of Farm Animal Genetics

Generation of a lentiviral vector encoding vasoactive
intestinal peptide for type 1 diabetes
F Erendor1 E O Sahin1 M K Balci2 S Sanlioglu1
1: Akdeniz University Center for Gene and Cell Therapy
2: Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Endocrinology
and Metabolism, Akdeniz University Faculty of Medicine
For patients with type-1 diabetes (T1DM), immune systemmediated destruction of the pancreatic beta cells removes the
body of the only cells capable of making insulin. Pancreatic islet
cell death, but not the defect in new islet formation or beta-cell
replication, has been blamed for the decrease in beta-cell mass
observed in T1DM patients. Thus, therapeutic approaches designed to protect islet cells from apoptosis could significantly
improve the management of T1DM. Therefore, an ideal betacell-preserving agent is expected to protect beta cells from apoptosis and stimulate postprandial insulin secretion along with
increasing beta-cell replication and/or islet neogenesis. One such
potential agent, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) strongly
stimulates postprandial insulin secretion.1 Because of its broad
spectrum of actions such as acting as a potent anti-inflammatory
factor through suppression of Th1 immune response, and generation of immune tolerance by way of regulatory T cells, VIP
has surfaced as a promising agent for the treatment of T1DM.
Since VIP is a neuropeptide with insulinotropic and antiinflammatory functions, 3rd generation lentiviral vectors encoding human VIP (LentihVIP) were constructed using Gateway
cloning strategy. Restriction enzyme analysis and DNA sequencing were utilized to confirm the cloning. The lentiviral
particle titers were quantified using QuickTiter HIV Lentivirus
Quantitation kit (Cell Biolabs). The expression was confirmed
by ELISA while functional status was revealed by glucose induced insulin secretion test. Financial support: (TUBITAK215S820). 1- Sanlioglu AD, Karacay B, Balci MK, Griffith TS,
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Sanlioglu S: Therapeutic potential of VIP vs PACAP in diabetes.
J Mol Endocrinol 2012;49:R157-R167.
P153
Optimisation of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in of large
inserts into the AAVS1 safe harbor locus
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Germany 6: Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin, BerlinBrandenburg Center for Regenerative Therapies, Berlin,
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Transplantation of genome edited autologous haematopoietic
stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) is a promising therapeutic
strategy to cure genetic disorders affecting haematopoietic lineage cells. In particular, monogenic recessive disorders can be
easily targeted by gene addition into a genomic safe harbor region using the CRISPR/Cas9 system, but its applicability critically depends on efficiency and safety. Here, we optimized the
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated insertion of large fragments (up to 5 kb)
into the AAVS1 safe harbor locus in K562 cells, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and HSPCs. We transfected the cells
with different AAVS1-specific CRISPR/Cas9 components and
donor templates carrying a reporter gene to determine editing
efficiencies. We designed a new AAVS1-specific guide RNA
(gRNA) with a lower predicted off-target activity that showed
1.5-fold higher knock-in efficiency compared to a published
gRNA. Furthermore, we increased the efficiency up to 2.5 times
by using donor homology arms with 800 bp instead of 300 bp of
length. Besides the commonly used Streptococcus pyogenes
Cas9, we tested our approach with Staphylococcus aureus Cas9
that is smaller and thus more suitable for viral vectors. We obtained similar knock-in rates of up to 50% with both Cas9
proteins. Our optimized genome editing approach enables highly
efficient gene addition into the AAVS1 safe harbor locus even in
hard to transfect cells and forms the basis for a gene therapy of
autosomal recessive osteopetrosis which is explored in further
in vitro experiments.

P157
Alpharetroviral-MS2 chimera for efficient and transient
CRISPR/Cas9 delivery
Y Knopp1 J Meyer1 M K Sethi2 J Poetzsch2 M Morgan1
D Heckl3 R Förster2 A Schambach1 M Galla1
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Hannover Medical School, 30625 Hannover, Germany
3: Pediatric Haematology and Oncology, Hannover Medical
School, 30625 Hannover, Germany
Gene editing is widely used in basic research, but is also an
interesting therapeutic approach for the treatment of certain diseases.
However, expression of DNA-modifying enzymes in cells can
be cytotoxic and the risk of unwanted genomic off-target effects
remains a challenge that must be circumvented, especially in
patient-derived cells. Therefore, development of new vector tools
for short-term expression of gene-editing enzymes is of increasing interest. Here, we developed alpharetrovirus- and MS2
bacteriophage-based chimeras (alphaMS2) for transient delivery of
CRISPR/Cas9 particles into target cells. Packaging of Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 mRNA and corresponding single guide
RNAs into CRISPR/Cas9 all-in-one particles was achieved by
substituting the alpharetroviral by the MS2 bacteriophage packaging machinery. To improve particle production, we codonoptimized the alpharetroviral GagMS2 cDNA and achieved
knockout efficiencies of up to 85% in murine and human Tet2reporter fibroblasts. Interestingly, comparison of the newly generated alphaMS2 to wild type gammaretroviral MS2 (gammaMS2)
CRISPR/Cas9 particles revealed up to 20-fold higher knockout
rates for the alphaMS2 chimeras. Subsequent immunoblot analysis revealed up to 23-fold higher GagMS2 protein levels in alphaMS2 supernatants, which could explain the better performance
of these particles. However, codon-optimization of gammaretroviral
GagMS2 cDNA did not further enhance GagMS2 protein levels or
knockout efficacy of gammaMS2 CRISPR/Cas9 particles. Finally,
we used alphaMS2 CRISPR/Cas9 particles to target mouse chemokine receptor Ccr7 and achieved efficient knockout in murine
reporter and primary T cells. In conclusion, improved all-in-one
alphaMS2 CRISPR/Cas9 is a promising tool for transient and noncytotoxic delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 RNAs into target cells.
P158
In vivo lineage tracing of adoptively transferred lymphocytes
using genetically encoded cellular barcodes
T Pesch1 L Csepregi1 S T Reddy1
1: ETH Zürich
Great clinical progress has been made in the field of cellular
immunotherapy, in particular the use of engineered and adoptively
transferred lymphocytes (e.g., CAR T cells for cancer). These
treatments essentially represent providing individuals with a ‘‘synthetic immune response’’, as these engineered lymphocytes will be
able to maintain much of their endogenous activity. One of the most
important functions of an adaptive immune response is related to
lymphocyte clonal selection, expansion, and differentiation. Therefore, precise and quantitative lineage tracing in vivo of adoptively
transferred lymphocytes would be highly valuable for understanding
the dosage and efficacy of a cellular immunotherapy. In order to
address this, we are establishing a platform to introduce genetically
encoded molecular barcodes into primary mouse B lymphocytes
using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. The precise integration of a highly
diverse collection of barcodes into individual naive B cells combined with high-throughput sequencing will allow us to monitor
cellular expansion and differentiation following adoptive transfer
into mice and stimulation with antigen (immunization). This in vivo
lineage tracing approach holds great promise for improving the
design of cellular immunotherapies.
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Regulating the expression of therapeutic transgenes
by controlled intake of dietary essential amino acids
A Bruhat1 C Chaveroux1 V Carraro1 C Jousse1 J Averous1
A C Maurin1 L Parry1 Y Muranishi1 P Cordelier4 A Meulle4
P Baril2 A Do Thi3 P Ravassard3 J Mallet3 P Fafournoux1
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1: INRA UMR-1019, UNH, INRA de Theix, 63122 Saint Genès
Champanelle, France 2: Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire,
CNRS, Université d’Orléans and INSERM, Orléans, France 3:
CNRS, INSERM, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Institut du
Cerveau et de la Moelle (ICM), Biotechnology and Biotherapy
Team, France 4: CRCT, Université de Toulouse, INSERM, UPS,
Toulouse, France
Widespread application of gene therapy will depend on the development of simple methods to regulate the expression of therapeutic genes. Here we harness an endogenous signaling pathway to
regulate therapeutic gene expression through diet. The GCN2ATF4 signaling pathway is specifically activated by deficiencies in
any essential amino acid (EAA). EAA deficiency leads to rapid
expression of genes regulated by ATF4-binding cis elements called
Amino Acid Response Elements (AARE). We found that therapeutic genes under the control of optimized AAREs had low basal
expression and high-induced expression. Briefly, after consumption
of a diet deficient in one EAA, the blood concentration of the
limiting EAA decreases rapidly and greatly, triggering the activation of the GCN2-ATF4 pathway and then the AARE-dependent
transcription. We showed that the AARE-driven expression system
can efficiently regulate the expression of a luciferase reporter gene
in liver, pancreas and brain. For regulation of therapeutic transgenes
over long-time periods, we performed pulses of EAA-deprived diet,
swapping each of the lacking EAA. We applied our system to
regulate the expression of the proapoptotic cytokine TRAIL
(TNFSF10) in the context of glioma therapy and found that intermittent activation of this gene by EAA-deficient meals retained its
therapeutic efficacy while abrogating its toxic effects on normal
tissue. Our system may be particularly well suited for intermittent
regulation of therapeutic transgenes over short or long time periods.
It exhibits the desirable properties for translation from the laboratory to clinical practice. Reference: Chaveroux et al (2016) Nature
Biotechnology Jul;34(7):746-51.
P160
Development and characterisation of MFP-inducible
GeneSwitch system for AAV5 gene therapy of chronic
diseases in the liver
R Martier1 2 T van der Zon1 S Keskin1 J Lubelski1 S M Pouw1
B Blits1 H Petry1 P Konstantinova1 J Liefhebber1
1: uniQure biopharma B.V. 2: Leiden University Medical Center
Gene therapy offers the potential of long term solution for many
chronic diseases, whereby transgenes are continuously expressed
upon single vector administration. However in some cases it would
be desirable to tightly regulate transgene expression. We investigated
regulated gene expression based on the mifepristone (MFP)inducible GeneSwitch system. Expression of multiple transgenes was
successfully induced in the presence of MFP. Additional in vitro
expression kinetic studies showed transgene mRNA and protein
levels first increased and then reached a plateau. Subsequently, in
mice transduced with AAV5 vector encoding for GeneSwitch system, transgene mRNA was expressed transiently after induction.
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Presence of MFP and its metabolites were determined by mass
spectrometry and showed clearance within 24h from murine plasma.
In vivo proof of principle studies for regulated expression were performed in murine liver using erythropoietin (EPO) as transgene. EPO
is characterized by clear expression in plasma and raising blood
haematocrit, hence providing reliable in-life read-out for transgene
inducibility. Mice were injected with AAV5-GeneSwitch-EPO and
transgene expression was induced in two separate rounds at 4 and 8
weeks post-injection. EPO plasma levels transiently increased approximately 2-logs in the MFP-injected group, compared to the noninduced group. Moreover, haematocrit levels of mice rose temporarily, suggesting dynamic phenotypic change. Additionally, MFP
could be measured in hepatic tissue, validating applicability of the
GeneSwitch system in the liver. Overall, our data indicate transgene
expression can be repeatedly induced in murine liver using the
GeneSwitch system and provides us with a novel AAV5 vector for
further development towards clinical application.
P161
Downstream purification solutions for viral vectors: enabling
platform approaches to advance cell and gene therapy
H Adams1 S Soltys1 O Terova1 S Parra1 P Hermans1 F Detmers1
1: Thermo Fisher Scientific
Gene therapy applications and their importance in the biopharmaceutical industry have been increasing over the last few
years and the adeno-associated virus (AAV) sub-classes have
emerged as the vector of choice for many therapies. The industry
faces a challenge to develop efficient commercial manufacturing
processes for these unique therapies and to increase productivity to
meet market needs. Affinity chromatography offers clear advantages in obtaining high purity and high yield in a single step,
thereby offering a platform solution for the purification of viral
vectors. The CaptureSelect ligand technology uses the variable
domain of Camelid heavy-chain antibodies (VHH) for affinity
chromatography. Screening of VHH libraries results in the identification of highly-stable and antigen-specific affinity ligands. The
ligand is a *15 kDa fragment that comprises of three complementarity determining regions on a stable scaffold, which together
forms the antigen-binding domain, efficiently produced by the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae in a production process free of
animal components. The affinity ligands are efficiently coupled to
the POROS high-performance chromatography resins. The utilization of the POROS CaptureSelect AAV resins represents a
significant improvement to the downstream processing of viral
vectors. The high-capacity, high-specificity features of these affinity resins can help reduce purification steps, maximize productivity, and offer a more scalable, consistent, and flexible process in
viral vector production. Here we present our affinity purification
solutions for Adeno-associated virus isolation and outline new
developments in the field of purification of other viral vectors.
P162
What can we learn from case studies to address development
and approval challenges of ATMPs?
D Seimetz1
1: Biopharma Excellence
ATMPs bear game changing potential for the treatment of
severe conditions for which we have no appropriate therapies
today. Though an EU regulatory framework is in place since
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2008 and more than 900 ATMPs are in clinical trials, the number
of authorized ATMPs is still very low. The success rate of about
50% at the time of authorization is disappointing and significantly
lower compared to other new therapeutic entities. Despite ATMPs
being a heterogeneous group of products, there are common development challenges that these products are facing. The awareness thereof will be of high importance to ATMP developers to
steer drug development efforts in the right direction. In the presentation the following will be discussed based on real case
studies: (1) challenges that are faced during early stage of development and at the time of authorization, (2) how challenges
can be prevented or successfully mastered, (3) how the regulatory
environment can be effectively used to overcome challenges.
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P163
Recoding mutations by harnessing human ADARs
for site-directed RNA repair
J Wettengel1 P Reautschnig1 T Merkle1 T Stafforst1 S Geisler3
P J Kahle3
1: University of Tübingen 2: German Center for
Neurodegenerative Diseases Tübingen 3: University of
Tübingen, German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases
Site-directed A-to-I RNA editing is a novel technology for reprogramming genetic information at the RNA-level[1-3] that may
complement DNA-based gene therapy strategies due to its reversible
and tunable nature. By applying engineered guideRNAs, readdressing of human ADARs (Adenosine Deaminase Acting on
RNA) towards specific sites in user-defined mRNA targets becomes
feasible. RNA editing permits the recoding of Start- and Stop-codons,
splicing signals, miRNA recognition sites and 12 of the 20 canonical
amino acids, thus allowing the manipulation of protein function and
RNA processing. Recently, we applied RNA editing to recode a
recessive loss-of-function mutation in PINK1 in HeLa cells, thereby
rescued PINK1/Parkin-mediated mitophagy, which is linked to the
etiology of Parkinson’s disease[1]. We wish to present yet unpublished data that demonstrate the recruitment of the endogenously
expressed ADAR for the editing of endogenous targets by transfection of a chemically stabilized guideRNA only. This sets the stage for
the development of a new platform technology with a high potential
for medical application that requires only administration of a small
guideRNA to recode genetic information. 1. Wettengel, J., et al.
(2017). ‘‘Harnessing human ADAR2 for RNA repair - Recoding a
PINK1 mutation rescues mitophagy.’’ Nucleic Acids Res.
45(5):2797-2808. 2. Stafforst, T. and M. F. Schneider (2012). ‘‘An
RNA–deaminase conjugate selectively repairs point mutations.’’
Angewandte Chemie International Edition 51(44): 11166-11169. 3.
Vogel, P., et al. (2014) ‘‘Improving site-directed RNA editing in vitro
and in cell culture by chemical modification of the guideRNA.’’
Angewandte Chemie International Edition 53, 6267-6271.

P164
Optical barcoding for clonal cell tracking by flow cytometry
K Riecken1 2 M Mohme1 3 C L Maire1 3 S Zapf1 3 T Aranyossy1 2
M Westphal1 3 K Lamszus1 3 B Fehse1 2
1: UMC Hamburg-Eppendorf 2: Research Dept. Cell and Gene
Therapy, Department of Stem Cell Transplantation
3: Laboratory for Brain Tumour Biology, Department of
Neurosurgery
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In regenerative medicine and cancer research the fate of (stem)
cells, their proliferation and migration represent central questions.
Recent developments, e.g. DNA barcoding, RGB marking or
Brainbow, allow single-cell analyses to study clonal behaviour
and fate. While DNA barcoding facilitates large-scale analyses
with high resolution, cell integrity needs to be destroyed for sequencing impeding in-situ analyses or cell sorting. Multi-color
techniques like RGB marking or Brainbow are ideal for smaller
numbers of clones in solid tissues, but make it difficult to quantify
or even sort clones by flow cytometry due to limitations in unambiguously identifying all colors in a cell suspension. Here we
describe a new method termed ‘‘Optical Barcoding’’ (OBC) designed to combine many advantages of DNA barcoding and
multi-color labelling methods, ensuring fast, inexpensive and
clear-cut identification of clones in flow cytometry, even allowing
to sort clones as viable cells for subsequent experiments. OBC
relies on the lentiviral expression of fixed combinations of fluorescent proteins to introduce a color-based optical barcode which
can be identified while preserving cell integrity. Expression of
one to three colors out of a set of six different colors is sufficient to
distinctly label 41 unique clones. OBC allowed clonal composition analyses of tumours derived from two different GBM cell
lines in a mouse model, proving the feasibility of in-vivo cell
tracking and quantification of contributing clones. We propose
Optical Barcoding as an excellent technique to study heterogeneity in regeneration models or cancer.

P165
Enhanced genome editing using split Staphylococcus aureus
Cas9 delivered in self-complementary AAV vectors
C C Schmelas1 2 J Gleixner2 D Heid2 F Schmidt1
B Di Ventura2 3 D Grimm1 2

2

R Eils2

3

1: Heidelberg University Hospital, Dept. of Infectious Diseases/
Virology, Germany 2: Center for Quantitative Analysis of
Molecular and Cellular Biosystems (BioQuant), Germany
3: DKFZ, German Cancer Research Center Heidelberg
The possibility to easily and specifically edit the mammalian
genome using the RNA-guided bacterial Cas9 endonuclease bears
great potential for gene therapy. Particularly attractive is that Cas9
and guide RNA, the sole two components needed for gene editing,
can be delivered to target cells by viral vectors including AAV.
Previously, to circumvent AAV’s size restrictions, Streptococcus
pyogenes (Sp)Cas9 was split into two parts which are reconstituted
in the cell to the full-length protein via dimerizers or intein transsplicing. For the latter, N- and C-terminal parts of split inteins are
fused to each protein half. Upon assembly, the inteins autocatalytically splice themselves out and join their flanking sequences
through a new peptide bond. Here, we adapted intein trans-splicing
to Cas9 from Staphylococcus aureus (SaCas9), which is smaller
than SpCas9 and recognizes target DNA more stringently. Accordingly, we split SaCas9 into two halves, each sufficiently small
to allow packaging as self-complementary (sc)AAV vectors. We
then used these to target the endogenous mecp2 locus in Neuro 2A
cells and in primary myoblasts, as well as coagulation factor IX in
murine primary hepatocytes. Notably, the new split scAAVSaCas9 vectors gave up to six times better knock-out compared to
full-length SaCas9 in single-stranded AAV. Moreover, on-target
insertions/deletions were observed already one day after split
SaCas9 transduction and thus more rapidly. Our study provides the
first evidence that combining scAAV, intein trans-splicing and
SaCas9 has enormous potential to improve the efficiency and
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kinetics of mammalian gene editing and thus critically expands the
current CRISPR/Cas9 vector toolkit.
P166
Enhanced genome editing using split Staphylococcus aureus
Cas9 delivered in self-complementary AAV vectors
B Liemberger1 C Arzt1 S Hainzl1 V Wally1 T Kocher1 J Piñón
Hofbauer1 E M Murauer1 J W Bauer2 J Reichelt1 U Koller1
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1: EB House Austria, Research Program for Molecular Therapy
of Genodermatoses, Department of Dermatology, University
Hospital of the Paracelsus Medical University Salzburg, Austria
2: University Hospital of Dermatology, Paracelsus Medical
University Salzburg, Austria
The skin blistering disease epidermolysis bullosa simplex
(EBS), mainly caused by mutations within the KRT14 gene, is
characterized by impaired stability of the keratin intermediate filament cytoskeleton in keratinocytes of the basal epidermal layer
resulting in blister formation. For KRT14 repair at RNA level we
exploit the RNA trans-splicing technology in order to replace the
mutation-bearing region of the transcript by its wild-type version.
The splicing reaction is induced by an engineered RNA transsplicing molecule (RTM) carrying the wild-type KRT14 sequence
to be introduced. In order to simultaneously increase the transsplicing efficiency and reduce the expression of mutated KRT14
we generated antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) capable of
blocking competitive cis-splicing events within the KRT14 premRNA target region spanning from exon 5 to intron 7. We analyzed the functionality of 9 individual ASOs via a previously
established fluorescence-based split-GFP screening system in triple-transfection experiments in HEK293 cells and achieved an up
to 7-fold increase in trans-splicing efficiency as monitored by flow
cytometry and confirmed by sqRT-PCR analysis. Western Blot
analysis of EBS patient-derived keratinocyte lines treated with the
RTM and the most efficient ASOs showed normalization of
KRT14 expression at protein level. Our results suggest that the
inclusion of ASOs can increase the trans-splicing efficiency to
levels that may be sufficient to overcome the EBS phenotype.
P167
High-throughput fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH)
staining to determine vector copy number in a single cell
M Luo I Shestopalov C Lee S Harrington M Bonner
L Christiansen C Beaudry J Rottman S Duguay P Gregory
G Veres O Negre
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signal overlapped with nuclei in untransduced CD34+ cells from a
healthy donor, suggesting a low false positive rate. Using a stablytransduced human osteosarcoma (HOS) cell clone with known
VCN, 90% of the cells showed the correct VCN at the single cell
level, demonstrating a high degree of specificity using our assay.
Furthermore, using LVV transduced CD34+ cells from healthy
donors, we confirmed that the composite VCN per cell and %LVV+
from DNA-FISH assay were comparable with the qPCR bulk VCN
and %LVV+ results obtained from colonies. In summary, we have
successfully developed a DNA-FISH assay to simultaneously determine the %LVV+ and VCN at a single cell level.
P168
Post-transcriptional fine-tuning of AAV vector gene
expression for haemophilia A gene therapy
C Domenger1
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1: Heidelberg University Hospital 2: Department of Infectious
Diseases/Virology 3: BioQuant, Im Neuenheimer Feld 267,
D-69120 Heidelberg/Germany
Recombinant Adeno-associated viruses (rAAV) are currently
used in numerous clinical trials after they have emerged as a highly
promising vector for gene therapy. To maximize their safety, a
prerequisite is the ability to restrict in vivo vector gene expression
exclusively to the targeted tissue. One strategy to hone target
specificity is to exploit tissue- or cell-specific expression patterns of
miRNAs. Previous studies showed that the incorporation of miRNA
binding sites in the 3¢UTR of a transgene can induce mRNA destabilization, in turn leading to a decrease of transgene expression in
a cell-/tissue-specific manner (switch-OFF strategy). Moreover,
miRNAs can be used to downregulate a bacterial repressor protein
that binds to an operator sequence in the promoter of the transgene.
This leads to promoter activation and transgene expression in the
targeted tissue (switch-ON strategy). Here, we present an AAV
vector toolbox that significantly extends these previous systems, by
combining OFF- and ON-switches in a single rAAV. To characterize our vectors, we first assessed the tissue-specific expression of
selected miRNAs in a comprehensive biodistribution study in adult
mice using qRT-PCR. We then validated the switch-OFF system by
injecting rAAV8 carrying a reporter transgene tagged with different
permutations of up to 10 multiplexed miRNA binding sites. Further
optimizations include the use of various repressor systems for the
switch-ON system and the inclusion of imperfect miRNA binding
sites to fine-regulate transgene expression in targeted cells. To illustrate the usefulness and implications of our new vectors, we will
use haemaphilia A gene therapy as an example.

1: bluebird bio, Cambridge MA
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Transduction efficiency is historically determined by calculating
an average vector copy number (VCN) per diploid genome. However, bulk VCN does not inform the percentage of lentiviral vector
(LVV)-positive cells (%LVV+), nor the VCN in any given single
cell. To circumvent this issue, individual colony qPCR has been
used to determine VCN in a single colony and %LVV+ across the
population of analyzed single colonies. However, this method only
applies to cells capable of forming colonies. Here, we developed a
DNA fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) staining assay. In this
assay, the FISH probe specifically targets the 1.8 kb psi-gag region in
the integrated LVV. Since it is challenging to apply FISH to target
small DNA fragments, several optimizations were made to improve
detection efficiency, including treating the cells to make the chromatin more accessible. Using the finalized protocol, we observed no

Lentivirus vector-mediated targeted integration and
homologous recombination into ribosomal DNA
A Nousiainen1 2 D Schenkwein1
S Ylä-Herttuala1 2 3

2

N Laham Karam1

2

1: A.I.Virtanen Institute 2: University of Eastern Finland
3: Kuopio University Hospital
High hopes have been placed on lentivirus vectors (LVs) as a
tool for gene therapy, but potential adverse effects related to random transgene integration raise questions about their safety. It is
essential to locate genomic safe harbors (GSHs), sites in the genome where transgenes could be inserted without disturbing native
gene expression, and find a way to efficiently target integration to
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these sites. We aimed to target integration to the 28S ribosomal
RNA gene, a potential GSH which contains a recognition site for
the I-PpoI endonuclease. To this end, we tested a combination of
LVs containing an I-PpoI endonuclease fused to HIV-1 integrase
(IN) to create double-strand breaks (DSBs) at the target site, and
sequence homology (SH) to the target site flanking the transgene to
encourage homologous recombination (HR) at the generated
DSBs. We also tested synchronization of the cell cycle to S-phase
at the time of transduction to increase the rate of HR. Using target
site -specific PCR, we found that IN-I-PpoI-fusion vectors target
integration to the region of interest (ROI), both with and without
SH. We also found that integrase-deficient LVs (IDLVs) with SH
are targeted to the ROI via HR. For both vector types, integration
to the ROI occurs with and without cell cycle synchronization.
Targeted integration was not detectable in any LVs containing
only the wild type IN, or in IDLVs without SH. The overall efficiency of integration targeting and the ratio of HR to nonhomologous end-joining will be discussed.

safety and efficacy. Assuring the quality and safety of lentivirus
based gene therapy products in particular presents a great challenge
because they are cell-based multi-gene products which include viral
and therapeutic proteins as well as modified cells. In addition to the
continuous refinement of a product, changes in production sites and
manufacturing processes have become more and more common,
posing challenges to developers regarding reproducibility and
comparability of results. In this poster, we discuss the concept of
developing a first World Health Organization (WHO) International
Standard, suitable for the standardization of assays and enabling
comparison of cross-trial and cross-manufacturing results for this
important vector platform. The standard will be expected to optimize the development of gene therapy medicinal products, which is
especially important given the usually orphan nature of the diseases
to be treated, naturally hampering reproducibility and comparability
of results.
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A new platform for high efficiency single cell deposition with
in-situ image verification

Lentiviral transduction of CD34+ cells in a GMP-compliant
closed system

I M Taylor1
1: Solentim Limited
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Objectives Deposition of single cells and associated seeding
efficiency is currently regarded as a discrete step in the any cell
line development process. After seeding, the cells then need to be
independently verified in the wells of a microplate using an imager to confirm single cell origin. Many labs currently use FACS
or the limiting dilution method for single cell deposition, each of
which have their own drawbacks. For FACS, it is possible to get
very high seeding efficiency, however, many of the cells fail to
grow following the harsh treatment resulting in low cloning efficiency. For limiting dilution, the reverse is the case; good cell
survival but low seeding efficiency. Novel cell printing approaches new to market are claiming efficiency improvements,
however, these approaches still have their drawbacks. In this
poster, we introduce a new approach called Verified In-Situ Plate
Seeding (or VIPS), which combines single cell deposition with
concurrent in-situ image verification of the single cell in a well.
Methods We will demonstrate the performance of the new VIPS
technology using suspension cells and assessing seeding efficiencies. Examples of outgrowth or cloning efficiencies will also
be assessed. Results VIPS images of cells in droplets will be
shown along with experimental data for the seeding and cloning
efficiencies. Discussion Workflow benefits of verified in-situ of
seeding will be discussed. We will also touch on the potential for
different cell types which could be used on this platform.

P171
Development of the first WHO lentiviral vector standard:
Towards the production control and standardisation of
lentivirus based gene therapy products
1

1

Y Zhao H Stepto C K Schneider

1

1: National Institute of Biological Standards and Control
Gene therapy is a rapidly evolving field; so far, there have been
more than 2400 gene therapy products in clinical trials and four
products on the market (http://www.abedia.com/wiley/vectors.php).
A prerequisite for producing gene therapy products is ensuring their
quality and safety. This requires appropriately controlled and standardized production and testing procedures that result in consistent

P173
Generation of a Vero-based packaging cell line for the
production of SV40 gene delivery vector particles for use in
clinical gene therapy studies
I Mancini1 J van der Velden1 S van der Werf1 M Odijk1
A Roque1 R J Camacho-Garcia2 I Herrera-Gomez2
M G Toscano1 P de Haan
1: Amarna Therapeutics 2: CABIMER
Replication-defective (RD) recombinant Simian Virus 40
(SV40)-based gene delivery vectors hold a great potential for
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clinical applications because of their presumed non-immunogenicity
and capacity to induce immune tolerance to the transgene products
in humans. However, the clinical use of SV40 vectors has been
hampered by the lack of a packaging cell line that produces
replication-competent (RC) free SV40 particles in the vector production process. To solve this problem, we have adapted the current
SV40 vector genome used for the production of vector particles and
generated a novel Vero-based packaging cell line named SuperVero
that exclusively expresses the SV40 large T antigen. SuperVero
cells produce similar numbers of SV40 vector particles to the currently used packaging cell lines, albeit in the absence of contaminating RC SV40 particles. Our unique SV40 vector platform named
SVac paves the way to clinically test a whole new generation of
SV40-based therapeutics for a broad range of important diseases.
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P174
The novel elimination system of HBV DNA using adenovirus
vector expressing Cas9 and guide RNAs
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SMaRT allows to reprogram RNA splicing process to substitute a
mutant exon with wild type via pre-trans-splicing molecules
(PTMs). PTMs are complex molecules consisting of 3 domains:
binding domain, targeted to an exon of interest; splicing domain,
initiating splicing process on the PTM; and a coding domain, a
sequence, coding new exon. We have obtained and immortalized
patients skin and gingiva fibroblasts with the mutation in exon 26
of DYSF gene. Mutant DNA exon in these cells is substituted to a
wild type by CRISPRyCas9 gene editing tool and donor DNA
transduction. In additional experimental group, expression of
DYSF gene incells were first activated by CRISPRyCas9 SAM
tool for subsequent transduction by AAV2 carrying PTMs.
Changes in DYSF gene and DYSF gene expression will be
evaluated by immunofluorescence, western blot, full transcriptome
analysis and next generation sequencing. After that fibroblasts will
be trans-differentiated into myoblasts and myotubes to assess
membrane ultrastructural changes by electron microscopy. DNA
and RNA editing efficiency will be compared.

A Maekawa2 Y Kanegae1
1: Jikei University 2: Institute of Medical Science
The genome editing offers a new development for gene therapy.
This system is applicable not only to genetic disease, but also to
intractable viral infections. Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection increases the risk of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.
Current therapeutic treatments cannot effectively eliminate the covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA), which present in infected
hepatocytes and continue to serve as the template for the pregenomic RNA (pg RNA). Consequently, complete clearance of
HBV is difficult. In this study, we were able to construct the AdVs
carrying CRISPR/Cas9 system, which showed the disruption of over
90% of cccDNA. In the next step, short-term expression of Cas9
would be preferable for safety. For this purpose, we propose applying the ‘‘excisional’’-expression adenovirus vector (AdV) system, which we previously reported. In this system, Cas9-expression
unit is excised out as a circular DNA when Cre was supplied, and
consequently, strong expression occurs because of connection of the
strong promoter to Cas9 gene. This expression unit is present on an
excised circular DNA, which is much unstable than viral genome.
Therefore, the ‘‘excisional’’-expression vector can achieve the shortterm and strong expression. The ‘‘excisional’’-expression system of
Cas9 actually showed the efficiently reduction of the HBV cccDNA
in human hepatocyte cells. These systems might be useful as an
effective tool for treatment of chronic HBV infection.
P175
DNA and RNA editing of DYSF gene exon 26 for
dysferlinopathy treatment
I A Yakovlev1 2 3 I G Starostina2 A A Shaimardanova2
V V Solovyeva2 A A Rizvanov2 R V Deev1 3 A A Isaev1
1: Human Stem Cells Institute, Moscow, Russia 2: Institute
of Fundamental Medicine and Biology, Kazan Federal
University, Kazan, Russia 3: Ryazan State Medical
University, Ryazan, Russia
Mutations in DYSF gene lead to dysferlinopathy which is relatively prevalent muscular dystrophy. This disease results in
gradual skeletal muscle degeneration primarily in calf muscles in
the lower limbs. There is no effective treatment for these diseases
yet. We use spliceosome-mediated RNA trans-splicing (SMaRT)
and CRISPRyCas9 technologies to correct mutation in this gene.

P176
A practical method for production and purification of 3rd
generation HIV based lentiviral vectors for In vivo
applications
H B Olgun1 M K Balci1 S Sanlioglu1
1: Akdeniz University Center for Gene and Cell Therapy
The aim of this study is to design a lentiviral production and
purification technique to obtain high titered, bio-safe, 3rd generation
LV vectors for in vivo gene transfer applications. LVV was produced in roller bottles, by temporarily transfecting 293T cells with
packaging and transfer plasmids in the presence of Chloroquine and
CaPO4.1 Following clearance of cellular debris by low-speed centrifuge and filtration, virus was concentrated by high-speed ultracentrifugation in the presence of sucrose-cushion. Concentrated
viral samples were then purified by anion-exchange chromatography after benzonase treatment to remove cellular DNA. Viral titers
were quantified by RT-PCR, purity was determined by SDS-PAGE.
Transfections performed in IMDM containing 10% FBS and 25lM
Chloroquine resulted in successful production of LVVs in OPTIMEM with 10% FBS. Ultracentrifugation resulted in 200-fold
concentration of viral vectors allowing samples to be loaded onto
anion exchange columns. Following anion exchange chromatography, 90% purification was achieved resulting in a titer of 6.2x1010
TU/ml. p24 ELISA assays suggested a vector recovery rate of 53%
after chromatography. Based on our results, here we report a
practical, optimized, scalable production of LVV suitable for laboratory scale lentiviral production.2 Grant support: TUBITAK112S114 1. Tasyurek, H.M., et al., Incretins: their physiology and
application in the treatment of diabetes mellitus. Diabetes Metab
Res Rev, 2014. 30(5): p. 354-71. 2. Tasyurek, M.H., et al., GLP-1mediated gene therapy approaches for diabetes treatment. Expert
Rev Mol Med, 2014. 16: p. e7.
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Quality control testing of AAV vectors, from development
to assay validation
L Jeanson-Leh1
1: Genosafe
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Recombinant AAV (adeno-associated virus) vectors have
proven their efficacy as gene therapy vectors in different settings
and are now coming to the clinic. A major challenge for translation of promising research to clinical development is the establishment of appropriate quality control (QC) test methods to
characterize clinical grade AAV vectors. We will present an
overview of AAV-dedicated methods from early-phase development to clinical studies. One of the challenges is that only
validated assays can be used for clinical grade vectors. A full
validation means that every critical parameter of the assay has
been challenged, and that assay performance can be monitored
and guaranteed over time. We will focus on the validation of
assays used to assess viral vector safety, potency, and purity,
such as physical and infectious titrations, transgene expression
and detection of replication competent AAV (rcAAV) and other
production-related contaminants.

challenge is the transition from the relative small lab-table to the
larger industrial environment. During this transition phase, the
product and manufacturing process becomes defined & controlled.
Internal and external requirements are integrated and guide development. Changes to the product and process are often required.
Ideally, these changes and lot-to-lot variations of product should not
hamper pre-clinical and clinical studies. Viral gene-therapy products
are complex biologics. Many iterations and a creative problemsolving attitude are therefore required to build in sufficient robustness. Since quality cannot be tested into the product but only verified, the quality should be built into the process from the start.
Besides technical challenges, information flow needs to be organized in a different way than for a single lab-table environment. To
support the multidisciplinary activities in parallel, an integrated
CMC focus throughout development is essential to make the genetherapy invention successful.

P178

P180

Complex bridging and comparability strategies to implement
gene therapy design modifications

Synthetic sgRNA enables highly efficient CRISPR editing
of primary cells for therapeutic applications

H Hermsen1 A van Oorschot1

K Holden1 T Maures1 J Walker1 R Bak4 I House3 V Wiebking2

1: Xendo B.V. Schipholweg 73-75, 2316 ZL Leiden,
The Netherlands

1: Synthego 2: Stanford University 3: Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversitat München 4: Aarhus University

As for any medicinal product, gene therapies will be exposed to process and product changes introduced during development. As these changes may affect product characteristics
a comparability assessment is required to address the impact
on the quality/safety/efficacy profile. When the changes significantly impact the design of the product a straightforward
comparability strategy may no longer suffice. Also for these
so called design modifications the general principles for
comparability assessments apply (ICH Q5E) but in addition a
bridging strategy may be needed. Complexing factor is that
particularly in early development stages there may be limitations of analytical tools which may limit the strength of
physicochemical and biological testing to demonstrate comparability. Consequently a bridging program should be expanded possibly to include non-clinical and clinical studies on
top of quality comparability evaluations. Although changes
and modifications during development cannot be prevented it
is important to start development with the end in mind. A
multidisciplinary approach should be followed in order to integrate and align quality, nonclinical and clinical development early
on. Regulatory considerations should be included which also needs
to include communication strategies to define at which stages
you would need to align your bridging/comparability strategies
with regulatory agencies.

Achieving consistent and high editing efficiencies with
CRISPR is critical for therapeutic applications with primary
cells, and remains a significant challenge. Traditional methods
for generating guide RNAs yield molecules of inconsistent
length and quality that affect genome editing efficiency. Through
a collaborative effort, we demonstrate that use of synthetic
sgRNA for CRISPR yields improved and consistent editing efficiencies that are required for such applications.

P179
CMC focus during development of vector-based
gene-therapy products
A van Oorschot1 H Hermsen.1
1: Xendo B.V. Schipholweg 73-75, 2316 ZL Leiden,
The Netherlands
The application of gene-therapy products is diverse and developing rapidly. A few gene-therapy products are on the market, confirming that application of gene-therapy is feasible.
Many steps are required to make a gene-therapy invention successful and widely accepted. An important and often underestimated

P181
Manufacturing of AAV-hFIX particles in an iCELLis(c) 500
fixed-bed bioreactor meets commercial-scale requirements
B Rehberger1 C de Carli1 S Hanselka1 F Sonntag1 R Weber1
S Sedlmeier1 M Lee1 C Zach1 K Irfan2 M Hohoud2 M Hoerer1
1: Freeline Therapeutics 2: Pall Europe Limited
Many gene therapy programs have shown great promise in
clinical studies. Getting these therapies into late-stage development
and approved for commercial use is still a big hurdle from a
manufacturing perspective. AAV vectors have been used in over
130 clinical trials generating considerable demand for viral vectors
of up to >1E+15 genomic AAV particles per patient, which cannot
be met by current manufacturing strategies. We developed a transient transfection-based, commercial-scale manufacturing process
based on the PALL iCELLis() platform. iCELLis bioreactors are
composed of a process controller unit and a single use bioreactor
containing a fixed bed. Culture medium is circulated through the
fixed bed supplying adherently growing cells with oxygen and
nutrients. A lab-scale HEK293T/17 process was first transferred to
a bench-scale iCELLis Nano bioreactor with a 2 cm bed height
corresponding to a total growth surface of 0.53 m2. A 5-fold scaleup into an iCELLis Nano with 10 cm bed height was achieved by
systematic development of the process. Robust total rAAV yields
of 6E+13 to 1E+14 vector genomes / iCELLis Nano run were
achieved. A final scale-up (125x) into a 333 m2 donut was accomplished by transferring the Nano process into the iCELLis 500
and adjusting process steps where needed due to different
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geometries of bench, and full-scale iCELLis bioreactors. Full-scale
iCELLis 500 runs were performed with yields consistently between
1 and 2.5E+16 vg per run. These yields make the iCELLis a
promising technology for commercial-scale manufacturing of AAV
gene therapy products.
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group, and on the long-term safety, clinical efficacy and outcome
predictors of HSC-GT.
P186

P185

Correction of visual and auditory function
by AAV9-mediated gene therapy in a mouse model
of mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIB

Update on safety and efficacy of lentiviral haematopoietic
stem cell gene therapy (HSC-GT) for metachromatic
leukodystrophy (MLD)

A Ribera1 S Motas1 L Ramı́rez2 S Marcó1 V Sánchez1
X Sánchez1 J Bertolı́n1 J A Pérez1 X León1 I Varela-Nieto3
P de la Villa2 V Haurigot1 F Bosch1

V Calbi2 3 F Fumagalli3 4 L Lorioli2 3 M Sessa3 4 10
M E Bernardo2 3 F Cugnata1 P M.V. Roncoita1 S Acquati3
D Redaelli3 V Attanasio3 R Penati2 M P Cicalese2 3 F Ferrua1 2 3
F Barzaghi2 3 M Migliavacca2 3 F Tucci2 A Assanelli5 P Silvani6
F Silvani6 M Facchini3 S Zancan3 F Ciotti2 M Sarzana2
A Zambon4 A Calabria3 E Montini3 S Canale3 G Antonioli2 3
M Gabaldo3 I D Lopez4 F Morena7 A Quattrini4 C Baldoli8
S Martino7 C Di Serio1 F Ciceri1 5 M G Natali Sora4 L Naldini1 3
A Biffi2 3 9 A Aiuti1 2 3

1: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona-CBATEG 2: Universidad
de Alcalá 3: Institute of Biomedical Research ‘‘Alberto Sols’’

1: Universita Vita-Salute San Raffaele 2: Pediatric
Immunohaematology Unit and BMT Program, IRCCS San
Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 3: San Raffaele
Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET), IRCCS San
Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 4: Neurology
Department, IRCCS San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy
5: Unit of Haematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation,
IRCCS San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy
6: Department of Anesthesia and Critical Care, IRCCS San
Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 7: Department of
Chemistry, Biology and Biotechnologies, University of Perugia,
Perugia, Italy 8: Neuroradiology Unit, IRCCS San Raffaele
Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy 9: Present address: Gene
Therapy Program, Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s Cancer and
Blood Disorders Center, Boston, Massachusetts, United State
10: Present address: Department of Neurology – ASST Cremona
11: linical Pharmacology Unit, University of Pavia, Italy
MLD is a fatal demyelinating lysosomal disease due to Arylsulfatase A (ARSA) deficiency with no approved treatment.
We developed a GT approach consisting of autologous HSC
engineered with a lentiviral vector encoding ARSA infused after
Busulfan conditioning. We report results from an ad hoc analysis
on 21 MLD patients treated with HSC-GT: 9 Late Infantile (LI)
and 12 Early Juvenile (EJ), the latter including 1 patient classified as Intermediate. Median age at treatment was 39.3 months;
8 LI and 4 EJ were treated before overt symptoms onset. We
compared clinical outcomes to a cohort of 28 untreated patients
followed in a natural history (NH) study. Nineteen patients are
alive with median follow up of 29 months (12.2-67.5); 2 EJ
patients treated after symptom onset died due to disease progression. There was no treatment-related mortality and no evidence of unexpected safety findings. We observed persistent
multi-lineage engraftment of gene corrected cells with a marked
increase of ARSA activity in peripheral blood and cerebrospinal
fluid. GT appears to prevent major disability (loss of walking) in
majority of the patients, with a heterogeneous outcome in subjects treated after overt symptom onset. LI patients treated before
symptom onset showed better motor and cognitive performance
compared to NH cohort, with sustained clinical benefit. Prevention of progressive demyelination on brain MRI and stabilization
of nerve conduction velocities were observed in most LI subjects.
Prolonged follow-up will provide additional information on EJ

Mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIB (MPSIIIB) is a rare autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disease caused by a deficiency in the lysosomal enzyme alpha-N-acetylglucosaminidase
(NAGLU), involved in the catabolism of the glycosaminoglycan
heparan sulfate. Besides progressive brain neurodegeneration
and neuroinflammation, and mild somatic alterations, patients
also experience severe vision loss and hearing disturbances. In a
previous study, we demonstrated the efficacy in correcting both
brain and somatic MPSIIIB-associated disease in a mouse model
after an intra-cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) administration of an
AAV9 vector encoding for the murine NAGLU enzyme. Here,
we examined the ability of this gene therapy approach to
counteract visual and auditory loss in aged MPSIIIB mice. To
this aim, AAV9 vectors encoding for the NAGLU protein were
administered into the CSF of 2-month-old MPSIIIB mice and the
therapeutic effect on hearing and visual function was evaluated 4
and 10 months after vector delivery, respectively. Four months
after vector administration the auditory-evoked brainstem response (ABR) evidenced a complete recovery of the hearing
function in 50% of MPSIIIB-treated mice, and the other 50%
showed partial ABR amelioration. Moreover, at 12 months of
age, electroretinography and histopathological evaluation of
retinas from MPSIIIB-treated mice showed a complete restoration of cone function and an amelioration of rod response. This
correlated with an improvement in visual learning and acuity in
the water maze and optomotor response tests. This study demonstrates the improvement of the auditory and visual functions in
aged MPSIIIB mice after AAV9-NAGLU gene therapy.
P187
First evidence of efficacy of allogeneic HSC transplantation
in a mouse model of infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis
(CLN1); pathway to promising HSC gene therapy
approaches
M Peviani1 R Milazzo2 J Patel1 V Cipolla1 S Marenna3
E Cavalca1 L Leocani3 A Biffi1 2 4
1: Gene Therapy Program, Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s
Cancer and Blood Disorders Center 2: San Raffaele Telethon
Institute for Gene Therapy, IRCSS San Raffaele Scientific
Institute 3: Experimental Neurophysiology Unit, INSPE-Institute
of Experimental Neurology, Division of Neuroscience, IRCSS
San Raffaele Scientific Institute and San Raffaele University
4: Harvard Medical School
Infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (INCL), caused by
defects in CLN1-gene coding for palmitoyl protein-thioesterase-1
(PPT1), is one of the most severe NCLs, leading to progressive
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vision loss, epileptic seizures, loss of motor coordination and
culminating in premature death. We demonstrated that reconstitution of brain-resident myeloid cell/microglia by the progeny
of gene-corrected haematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs)
transplanted in myeloablated recipients can generate a local
source of the functional hydrolase in animal models and/or patients affected by other lysosomal storage disorders. Here we
exposed Ppt1-/- mice (mouse model of INCL) to an optimized
conditioning regimen based on systemic busulfan administration
in order to foster efficient turnover of brain myeloid cells/
microglia with the progeny of HSPCs isolated from Ppt1 wild
type mice and injected systemically. The transplantation resulted
in sustained long-lasting donor-cell chimerism in the CNS of
Ppt1-/- recipients, milder disease progression and significant
increase of survival. Histological analyses revealed widespread
distribution of donor-derived microglia cells throughout the
diseased brain and spinal cord of transplanted mice. In these
CNS districts, the overall level of CNS storage was significantly
reduced, paralleled by increased neuronal protection as compared to untreated mice. Based on these data, supporting for the
first time the therapeutic potential of HSPCs transplantation in
INCL, we launched a pre-clinical HSPCs-gene therapy study,
exploiting the transplantation of HSPCs transduced with lentiviral vectors expressing supraphysiological levels of human
PPT1. Very promising preliminary results were observed in
terms of prevention of disease symptoms in treated INCL animals. Long-term monitoring of treated mice is in progress.
P188
Rescue of GSDIII phenotype with gene transfer requires
liver- and muscle- targeted GDE expression
G Ronzitti1 4 P Vidal1 2 S Pagliarani3 P Colella1 4
H Costa Verdera1 2 L Jauze1 4 M Gjorgjieva7 F Puzzo1 4
S Marmier2 F Collaud1 4 M Simon Sola1 2 S Charles1 4
S Lucchiari3 L van Wittenberghe4 A Vignaud4 B Gjata4
P Laforet5 6 E Malfatti5 G Mithieux7 F Rajas7 G P Comi3
F Mingozzi1 2 4
1: INTEGRARE, Genethon, Inserm, Univ Evry, Université ParisSaclay, 91002, Evry, France 2: University Pierre and Marie
Curie Paris 6 and INSERM U974, Paris, France 3: Dino Ferrari
Centre, Neuroscience Section, Department of Pathophysiology
and Transplantation (DEPT), University of Milan, Neurology
Unit, IRCCS Foundation Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore
Policlinico, Milan, Italy 4: Genethon, Evry, France 5: Myology
Institute, Neuromuscular pathology reference center, Groupe
Hospitalier Universitaire La Pitié-Salpêtrière; Sorbonne
Universités UPMC Univ Paris 06, Paris, France 6: Paris-Est
neuromuscular center, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, APHP, Paris,
and Raymond Poincaré Teaching Hospital, Garches, APHP,
France 7: Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche
Médicale, U1213, Lyon, F-69008, France Université Lyon 1,
Villeurbanne, F-69622 France
Glycogen storage disease type III (GSDIII) is an autosomal
recessive disorder caused by a deficiency of glycogen debranching enzyme (GDE), which results in liver metabolism
impairment and muscle weakness. At present, no curative
treatment is available for GSDIII. We derived a new KO mouse
model of GSDIII (GDE-/-). GDE-/- mice lacked GDE expression and accumulated glycogen in virtually all tissues. We used
this model to develop and test novel therapies based on adenoassociated virus (AAV) vector-mediated gene transfer. First,
we demonstrated that overexpression of the lysosomal enzyme
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alpha-acid glucosidase (GAA) with an AAV vector led to a
decrease in liver glycogen content, but failed to reverse the
disease phenotype. Then, we wanted to evaluate the effect of
de novo GDE expression in liver and muscle. Being the coding
sequence of GDE 4.6 Kb, this transgene hardly fits into a single
AAV vector. By using dual overlapping AAV vectors expressing the GDE transgene in muscle, we showed functional rescue with no impact on glucose metabolism. Liver expression of
GDE, conversely, partially rescued blood glucose levels and
normalized glycogen accumulation in liver. In conclusion,
these results represent the first proof-of-concept of correction
of GSDIII with AAV vectors, and indicate that restoration of
the enzyme deficiency in muscle and liver is necessary to address both the metabolic and neuromuscular manifestations of
the disease.
P189
Intrathecal AAVrh10 corrects biochemical and histological
hallmarks of mucopolysaccharidosis VII mice and improves
behaviour and survival
G Pagès1 L Giménez-Llort1 2 B Garcı́a-Lareu1 2 L Ariza1
A Sanchez-Osuna1 2 M Puig1 2 M Navarro5 J Ruberte5 C Casas1
2
M Chillon2 3 4 A Bosch1 2
1: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 2: Neuroscience Institute
3: ICREA y Universitat Autonoma Barcelona 4: VHIR
5: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona-CBATEG
Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) type VII is a lysosomal storage disease due to ß-glucuronidase deficiency, causing glycosaminoglycan accumulation into enlarged vesicles and resulting
in peripheral and neuronal dysfunction. Here, we propose a gene
therapy strategy using lumbar puncture of AAVrh10, a poorly
invasive technique to deliver -glucuronidase to the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) by a single intrathecal injection to adult MPS VII
mice. We show that AAVrh10 delivery to the CSF allowed
global and stable transduction of CNS structures. In addition, the
drainage of the vector from the CSF to the bloodstream resulted
in transduction of somatic organs such as liver that provided a
systemic-glucuronidase source sufficient to achieve serum enzymatic activity comparable to wild type mice. ß-glucuronidase
levels were enough to attain correction of the biochemical and
histopathological hallmarks of the disease in CNS and somatic
organs at short and long term. Moreover, progression of the bone
pathology was also reduced. Importantly, the biochemical correction lead to a significant improvement of physical, cognitive
and emotional characteristics of MPS VII mice and entailed the
doubling of MPS VII mouse life span. This strategy may have
implications for gene therapy in patients with lysosomal storage
diseases.
P190
Correction of storage disease in MPS I mice by adoptive
transfer of human B cells engineered for human iduronidase
expression using the Sleeping Beauty transposon system
R S McIvor1 E Olson1 R de Laat1 M Xu1 M Swietlicka1
K A Hyland1 Z Hall1 E Herbig1 M Scholz1
1: Immusoft Corporation
Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) is caused by deficiency of the lysosomal hydrolase alpha-L-iduronidase (IDUA)
with subsequent systemic accumulation of glycosaminoglycans.
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Here we report an entirely novel cellular therapy for sustained,
systemic delivery of enzyme by infusion of human B cells genetically engineered to express human IDUA. Human peripheral
blood B cells were expanded ex vivo and electroporated with
Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposons encoding human IDUA along
with a source of SB100x transposase to mediate stable chromosomal integration. Extracts and supernatants of the expanded
cells assayed positive for IDUA and 10% of the expanded B
cells stained positive using anti-IDUA antibody. In vivo efficacy
was tested by intravenous infusion of 10^7 IDUA-expressing B
cells into NOD/SCID/gamma-c (NSG) MPS I mice one week
after infusion of CD4-enriched peripheral blood T cells to promote adoptive B cell transfer. Additional infusions of 10^7
IDUA-transposed B cells were given on days 21 and 42 after the
first infusion. Using this procedure, we found that a mean of up to
15 times the wild type level of plasma IDUA (about 1 nmol/hr/ml)
was achieved in the B cell treated animals. Human IgG in plasma
ranged from 200 lg/mL up to 1 mg/mL, providing additional evidence of B cell adoptive transfer. Peripheral tissues harvested at
60 days showed two- to ten-times the normal level of IDUA with
normalization of glycosaminoglycan storage, demonstrating significant metabolic correction. These results constitute essential proofof-concept data supporting clinical translation of SB-engineered
human B cells in the treatment of MPS I.
P191
Liver-based expression of the human alpha-galactosidase A
gene in a murine Fabry model results in continuous high,
therapeutic levels of enzyme activity and effective substrate
reduction
M W Huston1 M Yasuda2 S Pagant2 S St. Martin1 K Meyer1
M C Holmes1 R J Desnick2 T Wechsler1
1: Sangamo Therapeutics 2: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount
Sinai
Fabry disease, caused by mutations in the GLA gene encoding
alpha galactosidase A (a-GalA), leads to systemic accumulation
of globotriaosylceramide (Gb3) in plasma and tissues and renal,
cardiac or cerebrovascular disease. Fabry is commonly treated
by enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), which requires a lifetime
of biweekly infusions and may not clear all substrate from
secondary organs. The development of a one-time, durable
treatment is desirable. Two AAV-mediated, liver-targeted gene
therapy approaches were evaluated in a knock-out mouse model
for Fabry. The first approach uses an episomal AAV vector
encoding a codon-optimized human GLA cDNA (hGLA) driven
by a liver-specific promoter. Supraphysiological enzyme levels
in plasma were achieved by day 14 post-administration and
sustained for 6 months. A dose-dependent increase in a-GalA
activity was seen in the liver, heart, kidney and spleen along with
a corresponding reduction in Gb3 levels. The second strategy
uses ZFN-mediated genome editing to permanently modify liver
cells by inserting a corrective copy of the hGLA gene in the
Albumin locus. For this approach three AAV vectors (two ZFN
vectors and one hGLA cDNA donor vector) were administered.
Supraphysiological levels of plasma a-GalA activity were detected by day 14 and sustained for the duration of the 8 week
study. High levels of a-GalA activity were detected in the liver,
heart, kidney and spleen, and Gb3 content was greatly reduced.
These findings provide ‘‘proof-of-concept’’ for using AAVmediated targeting of hepatocytes to express therapeutic levels
of human a-GalA, resulting in marked reduction of the accumulated Gb3 in key tissues.
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P192
Ex vivo HSC-based gene therapy for mucopolysaccharidosis
type I
B Gentner1 M E Bernardo1 E Zonari1 D Redaelli1 O Meo1
G Desantis1 I Visigalli1 P Cristofori1 G la Marca3 M Serafini2
E Montini1 A Aiuti1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET)
2: Dulbecco Telethon Institute, Centro Ricerca M. Tettamanti
3: Clinical Chemistry and Pharmacology Laboratory, Meyer
Children’s Hospital
Lysosomal storage disorders are prime candidates for ex
vivo lentiviral gene therapy using autologous haematopoietic
stem and progenitor cells, due to the possibility to overexpress
a functional copy of the defective enzyme and biodistribute it
systemically with the help of haematopoietic progeny reinstalling normal enzyme bioavailability in the tissues. Hurler
Syndrome, the severe form of mucopolysaccharidosis type I
( MPSI-H), is caused by alpha-L-Iduronidase (IDUA) deficiency leading to systemic glycosaminoglycan accumulation,
skeletal abnormalities, neurodevelopmental decline and death
within the first decade. Gene therapy restores IDUA expression (>20x above normal) leading to full correction of disease manifestations in the homologous mouse model. A series
of in vivo toxicity and biodistribution studies performed under
GLP conditions on mouse and human cells (n = 132 and 67
mice, respectively) confirm safety and efficacy of the gene
therapy approach. We implemented a novel transduction protocol based on short ex vivo culture and the use of PGE2,
which transduced human BM and MPB CD34+ cells similarly to our 60-hour standard protocol. However, shortlymanipulated cells engrafted to higher levels in NSG mice
overcoming the negative impact of ex vivo culture and boosting haematologic recovery after conditioning. Integration site
analysis on SCID-repopulating cells showed no skewing attributable to the new transduction protocol. Importantly, BM
CD34+ cells from 2 MPSI-H patients were efficiently transduced with IDUA LV, engrafted NSG mice to high levels and
installed supraphysiologic and normal IDUA activity in whole
blood and plasma, respectively. These data support application
for a phase I/II clinical trial enrolling patients affected by
MPSI-H.

P193
Molecular characterisation of haematopoietic system
reconstitution in metachromatic leukodystrophy patients
following HSC gene therapy
A Calabria1 G Spinozzi1 P Rancoita2 F Benedicenti1
S Brasca1 E Tenderini1 D Cesana1 S Acquati1 D Redaelli1
V Attanasio1 F Fumagalli1 A Aiuti1 3 4 A Biffi1 L Naldini1
C Di Serio2 E Montini1

4

1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-Tiget)
2: University Centre for Statistics in the Biomedical Sciences,
Vita Salute San Raffaele University 3: Pediatric
Immunohaematology and BMT, San Raffaele Hospital 4: Vita
Salute San Raffaele University
Here we report the molecular analysis of haematopoietic reconstitution in 20 patients enrolled in a self-inactivating lentiviral vector-based haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) gene therapy
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clinical trial for metachromatic leukodystrophy conducted at SRTiget (up to 6 years follow-up) and in 2 additional patients
treated via early access programs. We used a canonical and a
novel PCR protocol for the unbiased and quantitative integration site (IS) retrieval in CD34+, myeloid and lymphoid
cells purified at different time points after therapy from bone
marrow and/or peripheral blood. From each patient we retrieved from 6,613 to 61,820 IS, many of which persisted long
term and were shared across lineages. The clonal dynamics of
haematopoietic reconstitution of the different lineages showed
that circulating lymphoid cells were oligoclonal at early timepoints and progressively switched to polyclonal after 6 months,
whereas myeloid cells were polyclonal from the first time
points. Regarding potential implications for the safety of the
treatment, we did not observe clonal dominance events, no bias
to integrate near cancer genes and no common insertion sites
generated by genetic selection in any patient. Estimations of
the HSC activity, obtained by mark-and-recapture statistics
of IS observed over time in short-lived cells, showed that at
earlier time points the population size was >26,000 cells that
then progressively stabilized to *8.000 from 9 months posttransplantation, suggesting that the initial waves of reconstitution are sustained by short-lived progenitors. Our data
indicate that the treatment results in a highly diversified
polyclonal and multilineage reconstitution of haematopoiesis
without signs of genotoxicity.

P194
In utero correction of hereditary tyrosinemia type 1 in mice
through liver-directed lentiviral gene therapy
C T Nicolas1 K L Allen1 Z Du1 R M Guthman1 R Kaiser1
R D Hickey1 J B Lillegard1 2

2

1: Mayo Clinic 2: Midwest Fetal Care Center, Children’s
Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota
Objective: To evaluate lentiviral vector biodistribution and
integration after in utero gene therapy; to treat and cure a murine
model of hereditary tyrosinemia type 1 (HT1) through this method.
Methods: We performed direct fetal intrahepatic injections of
a lentiviral vector carrying the luciferase gene under control of the
cytomegalovirus promoter in wild type mice. Injections were
performed at day 15 of gestation and 3 · 108 TU/fetus. Mothers
and fetuses were imaged with the XenogenIVIS-200 system 35 days after injection. Injections were repeated in Fah-/- mice with
a lentiviral vector carrying the human FAH gene under control of
the hepatocyte-specific alpha1-antitrypsin promoter. NTBC/nitinisone administration was discontinued in pups after weaning.
Vector integration profile was studied through real-time PCR
screening and next generation sequencing will be performed in
eight different maternal and fetal tissue types.
Results: Luciferase expression in mothers was limited to the
uterus, and in pups luciferase was preferentially expressed in the
liver. Treated Fah-/- pups were cycled on/off NTBC and demonstrated the ability to maintain healthy NTBC-independent
growth. Biochemical and histological data will be gathered to
confirm metabolic correction. Preliminary real-time PCR analysis demonstrated higher lentiviral vector integration in the fetal
liver, with lower vector copy numbers detected in other tissues.
Conclusion: We show that in utero lentiviral gene therapy
can correct FAH-deficient mice with preferential lentiviral integration and expression in fetal liver over other fetal and maternal tissues.

P195
Anc80 and SVP Rapamycin: A novel approach to AAV gene
therapy for methylmalonic acidemia
R J Chandler1 L Li1 E Andres-Mateos3 R Xiao3 P Ilyinski2
K T Kishimoto2 L Vandenberghe3 C P Venditti1
1: National Institutes of Health 2: Selecta Biosciences, Inc.
3: Grousbeck Gene Therapy Center, MEEI, Harvard Medical
School
Methylmalonic acidemia (MMA) is a common and severe organic acidemia frequently caused by mutations in methylmalonylCoA mutase (MUT). Severely affected patients can benefit from
liver transplantation and may require kidney transplantation due to
renal failure. Our aim is to develop MMA gene therapy for pediatric patients in combination with synthetic vaccine particles
containing rapamycin (SVP-R) to mitigate the immunogenicity of
the AAV capsid and retain the possibility to re-dose patients later
in life. Anc80 has the additional advantage of displaying reduced
neutralization in the presence of naturally occurring anti-AAV
antibodies. We have therefore generated a series of Anc80 and
AAV8 vectors to deliver the MUT gene. Anc80 vectors that used
either a liver-specific promoter or constitutive promoter in wild
type mice showed similar levels of hepatic MUT expression, while
the Anc80 vector with a constitutive promoter also showed significant expression in the kidney. After treatment with Anc80 or
AAV8 vectors at doses between 5e1011 and 6e1012 GC/kg, a hypomorphic murine model of MMA displayed improved growth,
reduced levels of circulating metabolites, and increased MUT
activity. The effects of AAV gene therapy with all vectors was
apparent by 12 days, and has persisted for as long as one year.
Furthermore, Anc80 vectors administered to newborn mice
(1e1013 GC/kg) were effective in rescuing a murine model of
MMA with a neonatal-lethal phenotype. Our results suggest Anc80
MUT vectors are potent and, in combination with SVP-R, will
comprise a treatment for MMA that could delay or eliminate the
need for transplantation, and enable re-adminstration.
P196
Clinical screening and assessment of pre-existing immunity
against AAV in patients with Crigler-Najjar syndrome
S J Aronson1 A Hubert2 P Veron3 F Collaud3 V Delahais3
G Honnet3 R J de Knegt4 N Junge5 U Baumann5 M Ott6
L D’Antiga7 V Ginocchio8 N Brunetti-Pierri9 U Beuers1
P J Bosma1 P Labrune2 F Mingozzi3
1: Tytgat Institute, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam
2: Department of Hereditary Diseases of Hepatic Metabolism,
Hôpital Antoine Béclère, Clamart 3: Généthon, Evry
4: Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam 5: Department of Paediatric
Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Hannover Medical School,
Hannover 6: Department of Gastroenterology, Hepatology and
Endocrinology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover
7: Department of Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and
Transplantation, Azienda Ospedaliera Papa Giovanni XXIII,
Bergamo 8: Telethon Institute of Genetics & Medicine (TIGEM),
Pozzuoli 9: Department of Translational Medicine, Federico II
University of Naples, Naples
Crigler Najjar syndrome (CN) is an inherited liver disorder
presenting with unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia due to decreased or absent UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 1 A1 (UGT1A1)
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activity. Adeno-associated virus serotype 8 (AAV8) mediated
gene transfer of UGT1A1 to the liver showed great therapeutic
potential in preclinical studies, warranting translation towards a
clinical trial. Pre-existing anti-AAV neutralizing antibodies
(NAb) abolish gene transfer and restrict patient enrollment. A European cohort of CN patients underwent clinical screening, including assessment of anti-AAV8 NAb, to evaluate their eligibility to
participate in the first gene therapy trial for CN. Patients with a
diagnosis of CN, confirmed by UGT1A1 sequencing, were included
in an observational multi-center cohort study (NCT02302690,
clinicaltrials.gov). Screening comprised of medical history,
blood sampling, abdominal ultrasound and liver stiffness
measured by transient elastography. For the detection of antiAAV NAb in serum an in vitro reporter system was used (cutoff titer >1:20). A total of 49 patients, aged 4-62 years, were
included. All patients were therapy dependent (phototherapy
and/or phenobarbital) and 31/42 phototherapy users required
‡8 hours/24h of exposure. Liver stiffness was elevated in 2/13
subjects (‡12 kPa) indicating severe fibrosis. Pre-existing antiAAV8 NAb were detected in 18.4% (9/49) of screened patients,
also showing cross-reactivity to AAV2 (high) and AAV5 (low).
This observational cohort study identified patients eligible for inclusion in the first liver-directed, AAV-mediated gene therapy trial
for CN. The prevalence of anti-AAV8 NAb in this cohort was
lower than expected based on previous studies (18.4% vs. *30%),
but still restricts inclusion of a substantial amount of patients.

P197
Development of a novel AAV vector in combination
with tolerogenic nanoparticles for the treatment of ornithine
transcarbamylase deficiency
G De Sabbata1 F Boisgerault2 3 F Collaud2 3 A Iaconcig1
A Meliani2 3 G Bortolussi1 C Guarnaccia1 C Leborgne2 3
E Nicastro5 P Ilyinskii7 P Keller7 T K Kishimoto7
L D’Antiga6 A F Muro1 F Mingozzi2 3 4
1: International Centre for Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnology ICGEB) 2: GENETHON 3: Inserm 4: University
of Ferrara; Généthon 5: Institut de Myologie 6: Ospedale Papa
Giovanni XXIII 7: Selecta Biosciences
Despite dietary protein restriction and ammonia scavenging
drugs, children with ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency (OTCd),
a urea cycle disorder, develop disabilities related to hyperammonemia, and many die in the first two decades of life. Our aim
is to develop adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors encoding the
OTC gene for administration in combination with biodegradable
synthetic vaccine particles containing rapamycin (SVP-R). SVP-R
is undergoing phase 2 clinical trials and demonstrated efficacy in
preventing antibody responses to an immunogenic therapeutic enzyme. In pre-clinical studies SVP-R blocked humoral and cellular
immune responses to AAV, which in OTCd would have two major
benefits: 1) ability to treat patients at an early age, while maintaining the possibility to re-dose, and 2) minimize use of steroids,
which may trigger metabolic crisis. A series of ssAAV vector
constructs expressing human OTC transgene under the transcriptional control of a liver-specific promoter were developed. The wthOTC was Codon-Optimized (CO) with different algorithms. These
vectors were packaged into the AAV8 serotype and used to transduce WT C57Bl/6 (1.25E12 and 5E12 vgp/kg) and OTCspf-ash
(5x1011 and 1x1012 vgp/kg) mice. By measuring protein levels
and catalytic activity together with urinary orotic acid levels we
identified a CO-hOTC construct that was particularly efficient in
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correcting the phenotype of OTCspf-ash mice. In vitro and in vivo
studies in mice and nonhuman primates screened several AAV
capsid variants for the ability to target the liver with high efficiency.
Further preclinical studies assessed the safety and efficacy of the
combination of AAV vectors and SVP-R.
P198
Neonatal umbilical cord blood transplantation halts disease
progression in the murine model of MPS-I
I Azario1 A Pievani1 F Del Priore1 L Antolini1 L Santi1 A Corsi2
L Cardinale1 K Sawamoto3 F Kubaski4 B Gentner5
M E Bernardo5 M G Valsecchi1 M Riminucci2 S Tomatsu3
A Aiuti6 A Biondi1 M Serafini1
1:
3:
4:
6:

University of Milano-Bicocca 2: Sapienza University, Rome
Alfred I. duPont Hospital for Children, Wilmington
University of Delaware 5: San Raffaele Scientific Institute
Universita Vita-Salute San Raffaele

Umbilical cord blood (UCB) is a promising source of stem cells
to use in early haematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
approaches for several genetic diseases that can be diagnosed at
birth. Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS-I) is a progressive multisystem disorder caused by the deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme
a-L-iduronidase, and patients treated with HSCT at the initial stages
of the disease have improved outcome, building a strong rationale
to administer such therapy as early as possible. Given that the most
representative MPS-I murine models are immunocompetent mice,
we developed a transplantation model based on murine UCB. With
the final aim of testing the therapeutic efficacy of UCB in MPS-I
mice transplanted at birth, we first characterized murine UCB cells
and demonstrated that they are capable of multi-lineage haematopoietic repopulation of myeloablated adult mice. We then assessed
the effectiveness of murine UCB cells transplantation in busulfanconditioned newborn MPS-I mice. Twenty weeks after treatment,
iduronidase activity was increased in the organs of MPS-I animals,
and glycosaminoglycans storage was reduced. The skeletal phenotype improved in affected mice with engraftment levels ‡50%
compared to untreated controls, as attested by radiographs, microcomputed tomography, and histopathology. Preliminary experiments showed that UCB enriched in haematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells transduced with GFP lentiviral vector can engraft
mice pups, which paves the way for testing a neonatal gene therapy
approach. This study explores a potential therapy for MPS-I at a
very early stage in life and represents a novel model to test UCBbased transplantation approaches for various diseases.
P199
Non clinical safety and efficacy of a recombinant AAV2/8
vector administered intravenously for treatment
of mucopolysaccharidosis type VI
R Ferla1 M Alliegro1 M Dell’Anno1 J B Marteau2 S Pouillot2
S Galimberti5 M G Valsecchi5 V Zuliani2 A Auricchio1
1: TIGEM 2: Genosafe 3: Department of Advanced Biomedicine,
Federico II University, Naples, Italy 4: Medical Genetics,
Department of Translational Medicine, Federico II University,
Naples, Italy 5: Center of Biostatistics for Clinical
Epidemiology, Department of Health Sciences, University
of Milano-Bicocca, Monza, Italy
In vivo gene therapy with adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors is safe and effective in humans. We recently demonstrated
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that AAV8-mediated liver gene transfer is effective in animal
models of mucopolysaccharidosis type VI ( MPS VI), a rare
lysosomal storage disease due to arylsulfatase B (ARSB)
deficiency. In preparing for a first-in-human, we performed
non-clinical studies to assess the safety of intravenous administrations of AAV2/8.TBG.hARSB produced under good
manufacturing practice-like conditions. No toxicity was observed in AAV-treated mice, except for a transient increase in
alanine aminotransferase in females, and thyroid epithelial
hypertrophy. AAV2/8.TBG.hARSB biodistribution and expression confirmed liver as the main site of both infection and
transduction. Shedding and breeding studies suggest that the
risk of both horizontal and germline transmission is minimal.
An AAV-dose-response study in MPS VI mice was performed
to define the range of doses to be used in the clinical study.
Overall these data support the non clinical safety and the
efficacy of AAV2/8.TBG.hARSB and pave the way for a
phase I/II clinical trial based on intravascular infusions of
AAV8 in MPS VI patients.

P200
Neuronal and glial cells derived from a murine model
of GM2-gangliosidosis display typical hallmarks of pathology
and represent a valuable model to test gene therapy
strategies
F Ornaghi1 F Tedeschi1 D Sala1 A Ricca1 T Di Tomaso1
F Morena2 S Martino2 A Gritti1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy
(HSR-TIGET) 2: 2. Department of Experimental Medicine
and Biochemical Sciences, University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy
Sandhoff disease (SD) is a rare neurodegenerative lysosomal storage disorder caused by mutations in the HEXB gene
and consequent deficiency of the b-N acetylhexosaminidase
(Hex) enzyme, which leads to lysosomal accumulation of
glycosphingolipids, glycoproteins and glycosaminoglycans
with devastating effects on the central nervous system. No
treatments are currently available. Here, we describe neural
stem cells (NSCs) isolated from Sandhoff mouse (Hexb-/-) as
in vitro model to recapitulate the disease and to assess the
efficacy of gene therapy strategies. SD NSCs display undetectable enzymatic activity, resulting in GM2 storage and
lysosomal dysfunction. They show enhanced growth capacity
as compared to WT counterparts, maintaining their multipotency. In the attempt to rescue enzymatic levels and correct
isoenzyme composition, we generated lentiviral vectors (LV)
driving the expression of the murine hexb gene. We transduced SD and WT (controls) NSCs with LV.hexb at 50 and
100 multiplicity of infection ( MOI), to evaluate a potential
dose-dependent rescue of GM2 storage mediated by overexpression of the exogenous b subunits. LV-hexb-transduced SD
NSCs and differentiated progeny showed a dose-dependent increase of Hexb mRNA and supraphysiological enzymatic activity that led to significant reduction of GM2 storage and
lysosomal expansion already at the lowest MOI. Importantly,
Hex-overexpressing cells proficiently cross-corrected SD neurons
and glia. The analysis of the isoenzyme composition in transduced and cross-corrected cells is ongoing. Our data indicate
NSCs as a reliable in vitro model to recapitulate SD pathology
and support the feasibility of exploiting Hex-overexpressing
NSCs as source of functional enzyme in NSC-based combined
approaches in vivo.
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P201
Impairment of skeletal muscle precursor in Pompe disease:
A challenge for the next therapeutic strategies
L Lagalice1 E Gougeon1 F Franzoso1 I Leroux1 C Schleder1
J Deniaud1 V Maurier1 T Larcher1 L Dubreil1 K Rouger1
M A Colle1
1: Oniris
Pompe disease is a lysosomal storage disorder due to acid alphaglucosidase (GAA) deficiency, resulting in glycogen accumulation
within lysosomes. Recently, a defect of satellite cell activation has
been demonstrated on patient muscle biopsies, as well as a severe
alteration in the regenerative response, despite the extensive muscle
damages (Schaaf et al, 2015). In order to further explore the activation defect of muscle precursors, we investigated the functionality of satellite cells (SC) using GAA-KO 6neo/6eno mice, a
model of Pompe disease. Therefore, we performed a longitudinal
study on Tibialis anterior muscle of mice aged from 1.5 to 9
months. Surprisingly, histopathological examination revealed an
increased muscle fiber vacuolization in the course of disease, which
was associated with only light muscle repair demonstrated by
moderate centronucleation and weak expression of developmental
myosin. Phenotypic analyses showed a preserved SC pool but intriguingly an absence of activation and proliferation. When we
forced their activation in vivo by a cardiotoxin-induced injury, a
delay in the regeneration process was observed in GAA-KO mice.
In vitro analysis based on cell counting, BrdU incorporation and
Ki67 immunolabelling supported these results by showing a prolonged population doubling time and a lower proportion of proliferative cells on GAA-KO mice-derived primary cultures. These
results might suggest a metabolic defect of SC from GAA-KO
mice. A better understanding between the defect of SC activity and
GAA deficit is essential to propose an efficient therapy for skeletal
muscle in Pompe disease.

P202
Widespread brain distribution of SGSH enzyme in canine
brain following white matter injection of LYS-SAF302,
an AAVrh.10-SGSH vector
M Hocquemiller1 J Ausseil2
L Giersh1 K S Gannon1

3

C Gomila2

3

S Champlot4

1: Lysogene 2: Inserm U1088 3: Laboratoire de Biochimie
Métabolique CHU Amiens 4: Bertin Pharma
No disease modifying treatment is currently available for
Mucopolysaccharidosis type IIIA (MPSIIIA), a predominantly
neurological lysosomal storage disease caused by an autosomal
recessive defect in the N-sulfoglucosamine sulfohydrolase
(SGSH) gene causing progressive neurodegeneration. The safety
and tolerability of intraparenchymal injections of AAV serotype
rh.10 carrying the human SGSH cDNA has been demonstrated in
a Phase 1/2 clinical study in 4 children with MPSIIIA. A Phase
2/3 multi-center clinical study is planned with LYS-SAF302, a
more potent second-generation AAVrh.10-SGSH vector. The
purpose of the present study was to evaluate the SmartFlow
cannula (MRI Interventions, Inc.) for intraparenchymal injection
of the clinical candidate, LYS-SAF302, in white fiber tracts of
dogs and characterize brain distribution of vector and SGSH
enzyme. LYS-SAF302 was co-administered with gadolinium,
and various injection parameters for optimal brain distribution
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were tested. MRI was used for gadolinium distribution analysis
immediately post-injection. Brain distribution of the vector
(qPCR) and the SGSH activity levels were assessed in 80 brain
punches per animal at two timepoints post-injection (1 week or 1
month). MRI showed consistent patterns of distribution using the
SmartFlow cannula with no evidence of reflux up the needle
track. Widespread brain distribution of both vector and SGSH
enzyme activity was found following injections of LYS-SAF302
into white fiber tracts. This study supports the use of this route of
administration in the upcoming clinical trial of LYS-SAF302 in
children affected with MPSIIIA.
P203
TRAIL protects pancreatic beta cells against the destructive
effects of proinflammatory cytokines in NIT-1 cells
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O Yilmaz1 A D Sanlioglu1
1: Akdeniz University Center for Gene and Cell Therapy, 07058,
Antalya, Turkey
A recently identified feature of TNF-Related ApoptosisInducing Ligand (TRAIL) is its potent antiinflammatory effect, in
accordance with the protective role attributed to it in diabetes.
Pancreatic beta cells are claimed to become prone to T cellmediated destruction via the combined effect of the proinflammatory cytokines TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, and IL-1beta. We
hypothesized that TRAIL application under the circumstances of
proinflammatory cytokine attack on beta cells would increase beta
cell viability. We tested our hypothesis on NIT-1 mouse beta cell
lines. TRAIL receptor expressions on NIT-1 cells, and the alterations in receptor profile following cytokine applications were
also determined. Cultured NIT-1 cells were treated with various
concentrations of TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, IL-1beta, and soluble
TRAIL (sTRAIL), individually or in combinations. Cell viability
was tested via MTT assay at 24 and 48 hours. Western blot analyses revealed TRAIL ligand and receptor expression profiles.
Beta cell viability increased by application of TRAIL along with
TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, and/or IL-1beta. DR5 expression was
highest on NIT-1 cells, while DcR1 and DcR2 were also expressed at substantial levels. Proinflammatory cytokine applications altered the receptor composition on beta cells. Expression of
DR5 was suppressed, while DcR1 expression increased. The fact
that TRAIL co-treatment with the proinflammatory cytokines increased cell viability in NIT-1 cells along with reduction in DR5
expression and increase in DcR1 expression, points out to a
possible protective effect of TRAIL on beta cells in insulitis setting, and strengthens its potential as a putative therapeutic molecule in prevention of beta cell loss (Akdeniz University Fund:
2013.02.0122.010, TUBITAK:112S450).
P207
Translation of intrathecal delivery of an AAV gene therapy
targeting SOD1 for the treatment of ALS
D Sah1 Q Chen1 M Nonnenmacher1 P Zhou1 R Wang1 F Chen1
M Scheel1 X Wang1 X Ren1 W Wang1 C Huang1 A Mazzarelli1
X Zhou1 S Cecchini1 E Horowitz1 J Thompson1 E Christensen1
J Carroll1 J Hou1 J Coates2
1: Voyager Therapeutics 2: University of Missouri
For neurodegenerative diseases such as ALS, intrathecal (IT)
administration of AAV vectors has shown promise for providing
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gene transfer to the CNS while providing less exposure to peripheral tissues, and reducing the impact of pre-existing or
adaptive immunity than systemic dosing. However, efficacy of
an AAV gene therapy has not been reported to-date in a large
animal model of ALS. Here, we describe studies aimed at
evaluating IT delivery of an AAV gene therapy targeting SOD1
with RNAi for the treatment of canine degenerative myelopathy
(DM), a naturally-occurring disease of companion dogs that is
similar to some forms of human ALS. To select a primary microRNA (pri-miRNA) candidate targeting canine SOD1, in vitro
screens were conducted in two dog cell lines and primary astrocytes from a DM-affected dog. In vivo studies were conducted
in transgenic mice expressing human wild type SOD1 (C57BL/
6-Tg(SOD1)3Cje/J), which shows perfect target region conservation with canine SOD1. Based on robust SOD1 mRNA
knockdown in these studies, and on a pilot IT study in the normal
dog which showed that AAV vectors expressing HA tag transduce neurons that drive pathology in canine DM, two candidate
pri-miRNAs targeting canine SOD1 were selected for an IT
pharmacology/safety study in the normal dog. From these results
which demonstrated robust SOD1 suppression, precision and
efficiency of pri-miRNA processing, and safety, one AAV.miRdSOD1 candidate was selected for efficacy evaluation in companion dogs affected by DM, which is ongoing. These studies
were supported in part by the ALS Association.
P208
Extensive dose ranging study of AVXS-101 in the severe d7
SMA mouse model
K Foust2 K Meyer3 S Likhite3 S Nagendran2 A Knudten2
J L’Italien2 A Kaspar2 J Cardenas2 J R Mendell1 3
A HM Burghes1 B K Kaspar1 2 3
1: Ohio State University 2: AveXis, Inc. 3: Nationwide
Children’s Hospital
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a monogenic neurodegenerative disease, and the number one genetic cause of infant
mortality. Gene therapy shows great promise for clinical use in
monogenic diseases as this approach addresses the root cause by
providing a functional copy of the defective gene. Preclinical
and clinical studies have shown that adeno-associated viral
vectors (AAV) demonstrate positive safety profiles. Here we
report on an extensive dose ranging study of an AAV9 mediated
gene therapy for SMA (AVXS-101) in the severe d7 SMA
mouse model. AVXS-101 utilizes the AAV9 vector which can
cross the blood-brain-barrier and reach critically affected cells in
the central nervous system as well as the peripheral tissues potentially contributing to disease symptoms. We performed an
extensive dose ranging study including ineffective, minimally
therapeutic, intermediate, proposed therapeutic, and maximal
doses. The mice were dosed with a single vascular injection at
postnatal day 1. Survival, body weight and motor function were
evaluated to determine phenotypic rescue. All animals tolerated
the injection well and no signs of toxicity were noted for any
dose. All doses above the ineffective dose demonstrated some
level of phenotypic rescue with comparable levels of phenotypic
rescue observed for the proposed therapeutic and maximal doses.
Motor neurons were efficiently transduced along all regions of
the spinal cord and efficiency increased with higher doses. In
conclusion, these results further support the clinical development
of a single intravascular dose of AVXS-101 with a potential to
be transformative in the treatment and management of SMA
Type 1.
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P209
Translation of intravenous delivery of AAV gene therapy
for the treatment of CNS diseases
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mild except in one patient with severe inflammation. Consequently, 11/13 patients were treated with topical steroids and 2
required also oral steroids. All events resolved without sequalae. No correlation was shown between immune response
and ocular inflammation, except for one patient. Overall,
GS010 induced a transient immune response which did not
correlate with the occurrence of clinical inflammation.

1: Voyager Therapeutics

P211

Intravenous (IV) administration of AAV has provided relatively limited gene transfer to the adult CNS of large mammals
to-date. Here, we describe studies with novel AAV capsids in
non-human primates to evaluate the potential of IV administration to enable therapeutically relevant levels of gene delivery to
the CNS for the treatment of CNS diseases. AAV vectors
comprising novel capsids to express an HA-tagged transgene
were administered by IV bolus to non-human primates and approximately 1 month later, gene transfer to the spinal cord and
brain was assessed. Biodistribution and cellular tropism were
evaluated by immunostaining for the HA tag, whereas vector
genome levels were quantified with digital PCR. Substantial
gene transfer to the non-human primate CNS was observed,
including regions such as spinal cord, brain stem, motor cortex,
cerebellum, thalamus and substantia nigra. HA immunostaining
showed transduction of large numbers of neurons in multiple
CNS regions, including those of therapeutic relevance to diseases such as ALS. Studies in the non-human primate support IV
dosing with a novel capsid as a potential approach for the
treatment of CNS diseases with AAV gene therapy.

Anti-transgene cellular immune reponses can be induced
by subretinal gene transfer with rAAV in a dose-dependent
manner

P210
Humoral and cellular immune responses to AAV2 and ocular
inflammation in patients after intravitreal injection of
rAAV2/2-ND4 (GS010), an investigational gene therapy for
the treatment of ND4 LHON
C Bouquet1 A Galy1 S Uretsky1 S Fitoussi1 C Cancian1
C Vignal2 J A Sahel2 M Genead1 N Thomasson1
1: GenSight Biologics 2: Centre hospitalier national
d’ophtalmologie des Quinze-Vingts
rAAV2/2-ND4 (GS010) utilizes allotopic expression to deliver the wild type ND4 protein to mitochondria of retinal
ganglion cells. A Phase I/II (NCT02064569) dose-escalation
safety study was conducted, including 15 G11778A-ND4
LHON patients who received a single intravitreal injection of
GS010 (9E9, 3E10, 9E10, 1.8E11 vg/eye) in their worst-seeing
eye. Humoral (neutralizing antibodies (NAbs)) and cellular
immune responses to AAV2 were measured throughout the
study; these responses are discussed here in the context of
clinical ocular inflammation. At baseline, 7 out of 15 patients
had no NAb in serum and 2 had titers >1:1,000. Aqueous humor sampled from the last 8 patients was negative in all cases,
regardless of the status of serum NAbs. A single patient had a
pre-existing cellular immunity. After injection, NAbs increased
in 11 patients starting at Week 2, but only 7 patients had titers
>1:1,000. NAb titers peaked around Weeks 4-8 and returned to
baseline at Weeks 48-78. A cellular response was documented
post-injection in two patients who were still positive at week
48, including the patient positive at baseline. No correlation
with the dose was noticed. Thirteen patients experienced anterior chamber and/or vitreous inflammation; all events were

J Vendomèle1 2 Q Khebizi1 2 S Dehmani1 2 M Mormin1
S Donnou-Triffault1 2 A Galy1 2 S Fisson1 2

2

1: Inserm/Généthon 2: University of Evry
From the first human clinical trials in 2007, recombinant
adeno-associated virus (rAAV)-mediated ocular gene therapy
has shown successful results. However, recently some ocular
gene therapy clinical trials have reported that visual acuity returned to baseline few months after therapy. The involvement of
anti-transgene immune responses may lead to loss of therapeutic
efficacy. This prompted us to evaluate this hypothesis in a murine model. In this study, we characterized the CD4 and CD8
T cell responses specifically directed toward the transgene
product following rAAV2/8-mediated subretinal gene transfer.
The transgene expresses the HY male antigen which contains
MHC class I and MHC class II-restricted T cell epitopes, that are
immuno-dominant in female mice. Two lL of endotoxin-free,
PBS-formulated rAAV2/8-PGK-GFP-HY were injected subretinally in C57Bl/6 female mice. At day 7, mice were challenged subcutaneously with the HY peptides adjuvanted in CFA,
and the immune response analyzed at day 14 revealed that: (i)
The subretinal injection of 10E8 to 2.10E9 vg/mouse of rAAV2/
8-PGK-GFP-HY did not induce a significant HY-specific peripheral immune modulation; (ii) Higher doses of rAAV2/8PGK-GFP-HY triggered increased Th1 and Tc1 cellular immune
responses against the transgene product in peripheral lymphoid
organs. We thus show that rAAV2/8 vector-mediated subretinal
gene transfer is not necessarily ignored at the immunological
level and that high doses of vector can trigger anti-transgene
T-cell responses. Clearly, anti-transgene-specific immune monitoring should be refined at least in preclinical models, to improve
the biosafety and the long-term efficacy of rAAV-mediated ocular gene transfer.
P212
Selection of an AAV gene therapy targeting huntingtin
for the treatment of Huntington’s disease
D Sah1 P Zhou1 F Chen1 X Wang1 E Christensen1 J Thompson1
M Nonnenmacher1 M Scheel1 X Ren1 W Wang1 X Zhou1
L Stanek2 B Mastis2 P Pechan1 E Horowitz1 D Dismuke1
A Kells1 T Carter1 J Hou1
1: Voyager Therapeutics 2: Sanofi
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a fatal, inherited neurodegenerative
disease that results in progressive motor, neuropsychiatric, and
cognitive impairment. A genetic mutation comprising an expanded
trinucleotide repeat in the huntingtin gene (HTT) is causal for
disease and drives pathogenesis through a toxic gain-of-function.
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Studies in animal models of HD support a HTT lowering therapeutic strategy, since partial suppression of HTT in the central
nervous system is both safe and effective. Thus, AAV gene
therapy with RNA interference (RNAi) targeting HTT mRNA
selectively for degradation has the potential to provide therapeutic benefit. Here, we describe studies to select the clinical
candidate VY-HTT01 comprising an AAV gene therapy targeting HTT with RNAi for the treatment of HD. All components of the AAV gene therapy targeting HTT with RNAi were
optimized for potency and selectivity, including the capsid,
and vector genome comprising the primary microRNA (primiRNA, including cassette and RNAi sequence), promoter, and
configuration of components. Approximately 120 pri-miRNAs
and vector genome configurations were screened in vitro using
6 human cell lines including HD patient fibroblasts. Sixteen
candidates targeting HTT were selected for comparison in
YAC128 transgenic mice expressing human mutant HTT.
Based on human HTT mRNA knockdown in the striatum, and
precision and efficiency of pri-miRNA processing, 4 candidates
were selected for the lead selection study in non-human primates. VY-HTT01 was chosen based on HTT lowering in the
putamen, precision and efficiency of pri-miRNA processing,
and safety in the non-human primate. These studies were
supported in part by CHDI.
P213
Development of novel AAV variants with superior
photoreceptor transduction properties
S Michalakis1 C Schön1 J Wagner1 L Occelli2
S Petersen-Jones2 J Siedlecki3 S Priglinger3 M Biel1 H Büning4 5 6
1: Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat München 2: Michigan State
University 3: University Hospital of Munich 4: University
Hospital of Cologne 5: Medizinische Hochschule Hannover
(MHH) 6: German Center for Infection Research (DZIF)
Retinal degenerations are blinding disorders caused by mutations in genes that are specifically expressed in photoreceptors
or retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Currently, a number of
promising gene therapy approaches based on recombinant
adeno-associated virus (rAAV) vectors are being developed. To
target the photoreceptors or RPE, rAAV vectors require direct
exposure to the target cells, which can only be achieved by
surgical detachment of the neuroretina from the RPE and subretinal injection of the rAAV vectors into a temporally formed
cavity. This procedure can be deleterious to an already compromised retina. Here, we developed rAAV vectors that enable
efficient targeting of photoreceptors via intravitreal administration. To this end, we utilized AAV capsid libraries carrying
random peptide insertions at one of the protein loops of the viral
capsid. An AAV2 library containing at least 5 · 10E6 distinct
capsid mutants was delivered into wild type mice or mice expressing enhanced green fluorescence protein in cone photoreceptors. Subsequently, the retina was harvested, specific cone
and rod cell populations were isolated using FACS or CD73
magnetic-associated cell sorting and DNA extracted for subsequent AAV sub-library construction and sequencing. After three
selection rounds we identified two novel AAV variants that
enabled very efficient and panretinal transduction of mouse rod
and cone photoreceptors after a single intravitreal injection. Both
novel variants supported efficient transduction of photoreceptors
after intravitreal injection in the dog and non-human primate
model. These modified AAV capsids hold promise as novel
improved gene therapy vectors.
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P214
Toxicity, immunogenicity and biodistribution of AAV2.7m8ChrimsonR-tdTomato (GS030-DP) gene therapy product
after bilateral intravitreal administration in non-human
primates
C Bouquet1 A Douar1 D Pruneau1 C Cancian1 N Thomasson1
1: GenSight Biologics
GS030-DP, an AAV2.7m8 vector encoding the algal lightgated cation channel ChrimsonR fused to tdTomato, is intended
in the treatment of retinitis pigmentosa, allowing retinal ganglion cells to be directly photoactivable. Prior first in human
trial, a GLP preclinical safety study was performed. Male and
female cynomolgus monkeys received a single bilateral intravitreal
injection of vehicle or GS030-DP at two doses (7.21E10 or 7.84E11
vg/eye; 100lL), and were sacrificed at 3 or 6 months post-injection.
Ophthalmic examinations demonstrated a dose-dependent ocular
inflammation in both anterior segment and vitreous, starting at
Day 3, peaking at Day 28 and then improving or resolving over
time. In high dose animals, inflammation was associated with a
transient hypotony. There were no GS030-DP related effects on
electroretinography, SD-OCT imaging, cardiovascular, respiratory and neurological endpoints. At month 3, dose-dependent
infiltration of mononuclear cells, graded minimal, was noted in
eye and optic nerve. Anti-AAV neutralizing antibodies increased
in serum at day 15, peaked at Month 2 and decreased at Month 3
to remain sustained until month 6. A dose-dependent humoral
immune response also developed in both aqueous humor and
vitreous persisting up to Month 6. Preliminary biodistribution
data showed high levels of vector DNA in eye tissues and spleen
at Month 3, and transient low levels in blood up to Day 7.
Minimal or no vector DNA was detected in other tissues and
fluids. These results demonstrate that GS030-DP is well tolerated, inducing a reversible dose-related ocular inflammation, and
support its use in a phase 1/2 clinical trial.
P215
78 week follow-up study results after intravitreal rAAV2/2ND4 (GS010) injection in patients with vision loss due
to G11778A ND4 Leber hereditary optic neuropathy
C Vignal2 S Uretsky1 S Fitoussi1 S Valero1 C Bouquet1 A Galy1
N Thomasson1 J P Combal1 J A Sahel2 M Genead3
1: GenSight-Biologics Paris 2: CHNO des Quinze-Vingts 3:
GenSight-Biologics NY
LHON is caused by point mutations in mtDNA, the most
common of which is the G11778 ND4 mutation. LHON manifests with severe and acute bilateral central vision loss. GS010 is
a recombinant AAV2/2 encoding human wt-ND4 through allotopic expression. A first-in-man, open-label, dose-escalation,
Phase I/II safety study of GS010 is performed (NCT02064569)
in LHON patients with G11778A ND4 mutation. Fifteen patients
received a single intravitreal injection of GS010 in their worstseeing eye. Three patients were included in each dose-escalation
cohort (9x109, 3x1010, 9x1010, 1.8x1011 vg/eye) and the extension cohort (9x1010 vg/eye). Post-hoc analysis of patient
groups with £2-years vs. >2-years of vision loss at treatment and
excluding the worst baseline visual acuity (LogMAR >2.79) was
performed. No systemic adverse events (AE) or serious AE, nor
unexpected AE, were related to study drug or procedures.
Common ocular AE included inflammation (anterior and
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intermediate uveitis), intraocular pressure elevation, and keratopathy. These AEs were mostly mild and all were treatment
responsive. No visual or ocular sequelae were reported related to
these AE. Patients with shorter disease duration and better
baseline visual function showed trends of positive pharmacodynamic trends. For patients with vision loss duration £2 years
and with baseline LogMAR acuity £2.79 (n = 5), the difference
in change from baseline to week 78 was -0.398 LogMAR, indicating a mean treatment effect of 20 ETDRS Letters improvement of the treated, relative to the untreated eye. This
supports the design of ongoing Phase III trials (NCT02652767,
NCT02652780) in patients with vision loss for £1 year.
P216
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SV40 gene delivery vectors provide effective transgene
expression in the eye
M G Toscano1 F J Diaz-Corrales2 D Rodriguez-Martinez2
R J Camacho-Garcia2 V Bhatia2 I Herrera-Gomez2
L Valdez-Sanchez2 J van der Velden1 S van der Werf1
I Mancini1 B Gauthier2 D Pozo2 S Bhattacharya2 P de Haan1
1: Amarna Therapeutics 2: CABIMER
The treatment options for neurodegenerative eye diseases are
limited. Gene therapy is an attractive option to treat this severely
debilitating group of diseases. Because of their presumed nonimmunogenicity and capacity to induce immune tolerance to the
transgene products in humans, replication-defective recombinant
Simian Virus 40 (SV40)-based gene delivery vectors hold a great
potential for clinical applications. We here studied the feasibility
of SV40 vectors for use in ophthalmology gene therapy. An SV40
vector encoding the jellyfish green fluorescent protein (SVGFP)
was injected subretinally and intravitreally to the eyes of mice and
GFP expression in the retina was monitored up to one year after
administration. Subretinal administration results in the efficient
transduction of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells, whereas
intravitreal administration results in the transduction of ganglion
cells and microglia. The transduction with SV40 vectors does not
result in visual impairment. The injected SV40 vector particles do
not induce humoral immune responses to the capsid proteins in the
treated animals. In transduced target cells SV40 vectors exclusively express the transgenes and not the viral capsid proteins. The
injected vector particles remain in the eye compartment and do not
spread to other organs/tissues. Our study demonstrates that
replication-defective SV40 vectors are highly efficient gene delivery vehicles for the treatment of ophthalmological diseases.

P217
Safety and efficacy of AAV2tYF-GRK1-hRPGR vectors
in a canine model of RPGR-XLRP
G J Ye1 W A Beltran2 V L Dufour2 A V Cideciyan2
L F Marinho2 S Iwabe2 G S Ying2 C Song1 P Robinson1
D R Knop1 A Timmers1 S G Jacobson2 G D Aguirre2
J D Chulay1 M S Shearman1
1: AGTC 2: University of Pennsylvania
Purpose: To evaluate the safety and efficacy of
rAAV2tYF-GRK1-hRPGRco in RPGR mutant dogs.
Methods: Sixteen XLPRA2 dogs at *6 weeks of age received a subretinal injection of vehicle or rAAV2tYF-GRK1hRPGRco vector (70lL at 1.2 · 1011, 6 · 1011 or 3 · 1012 vg/mL)
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in one eye. Safety assessments included mortality, clinical &
ophthalmic examinations, ERG, clinical pathology, and histopathology. Efficacy assessments included ERG responses and
ONL thickness analysis by OCT and histology.
Results: During the 20 week study there was no systemic
toxicity or test article-related effects on body weight, IOP,
clinical pathology parameters, organ weights, or macroscopic
findings. Mild to moderate post-operative conjunctival hyperemia and chemosis was observed in animals across all
groups. Ocular histopathology showed no significant test
article-related histological lesions in the mid- and low-dose
groups. Mild to moderate perivascular infiltrates within the
retinal ganglion cell layer and optic nerve head were noted in
all eyes in the high-dose group, with chorioretinitis and photoreceptor loss in the treated area in 1 of these eyes. Improvement of rod and mixed rod-cone ERG responses and
preservation of ONL thickness was achieved in vector-treated
eyes at all dose levels compared to the untreated or vehicle
treated eyes.
Conclusions: Subretinal injection of AAV2tYF-GRK1hRPGRco was efficacious and well tolerated at all doses, with no
severe adverse effects at the low and mid doses but chorioretinitis
and photoreceptor degeneration at the high dose. These results
support the use of AAV2tYF-GRK1-hRPGRco in clinical studies
in XLRP patients caused by mutations in RPGR.

P218
Efficacy assessment and pre-clinical toxicology of AAV2/8hCARp.hCNGB3, a CNGB3 gene therapy vector
J Telfer1 A Georgiadis1 2 Y Duran2 J Ribeiro2 L Abelleira2
S Naylor1 A J Smith1 2 J WB Bainbridge1 2 3 R R Ali1 2 3
1: MeiraGTx 2: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
3: NIHR Biomedical Research Centre at Moorfields Eye
Hospital and UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
Achromatopsia is an autosomal-recessive retinal condition
characterised by intact rod function and absent cone function.
CNGB3 mutations are the leading cause of achromatopsia. We
developed AAV2/8-hCARp.hCNGB3, an AAV2/8-based vector,
carrying A human CNGB3 gene driven by a fragment of human
cone arrestin promoter that leads to rescue of cone function in
Cngb3-deficient mice at wild type levels (1). In preparation for a
Phase I/IIa clinical trial, we assessed the efficacy of AAV2/8hCARp.hCNGB3 to improve cone function at escalating titres that
mirror those planned for the clinical trial. The safety of GMP grade
AAV2/8-hCARp.hCNGB3 was also assessed in three toxicology
studies. To determine ocular and systemic toxicity, we performed
eye examinations, measured retinal function and structure, biodistribution, and anti-AAV2/8 immune responses for 9-months
after subretinal administration in wild type mice. Similar assessments, as well as clinical chemistry and haematology, were performed in wild type rabbits for up to 8-weeks. Administration
of AAV2/8-hCARp.hCNGB3 resulted in improvements in cone
function in Cngb3-/- mice at all titres planned for the clinical trial,
showing an improved therapeutic response in line with increasing
dosage. In toxicology studies using wild type mice and rabbits,
AAV2/8-hCARp.hCNGB3 did not adversely affect retinal structure
or function. Vector dissemination was detected to the liver, kidneys
and adrenal glands without pathological changes. We detected some
immune responses against the vector capsid, but there was no associated pathology. We conclude that subretinal administration of
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AAV2/8-hCARp.hCNGB3 is safe for use in clinical trials. 1. Carvalho, LS. et al, (2011), Hum Mol Genet. 20(16): 3161-3175.
P219
Sustained gene therapy of the corneal epithelium through
AAV and lentiviral transduction of limbal epithelial stem
cells
M Basche1 D Kampik1 S J Robbie1 A J Smith1 R R Ali1
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1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: NIHR Biomedical
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital and the UCL
Institute of Ophthalmology
Efficacious and sustained gene therapy of the corneal epithelium in situ is challenging due to the tissues high rate of cellular
turnover and its innate functionality to exclude foreign material.
To date only very limited gene transfer to the epithelium lasting
*6 weeks has been shown. We aimed to achieve a more substantial and sustained gene therapy of the epithelium by targeting
the limbal epithelial stem cells (LESCs) with both AAV and
lentiviral vectors. The daughter cells of LESCs constitute the
entire corneal epithelium, thus if genomic change could be mediated within sufficient LESCs it would eventually be inherited
the majority (potentially the entirety) of the tissue. We first investigated gene supplementation of murine (C57/Bl6j) LESCs
via injection of an integrating lentiviral vector (encoding GFP)
around the circumference of the basal corneoscleral junction
using an ultra-fine glass needle. Our second approach was to
mediate genomic recombination within LESCs via intrastromal
injection of an AAV vector encoding Cre recombinase in the
Ai9(RCL-tdT) mouse. Both approaches resulted in substantial
reporter gene expression in the epithelium (assessed by in vivo
imaging and histology) in expanding streak-like patterns extending from limbal to central cornea (indicative of LESC lineage
labelling) that were sustained until the end of the experiment (4
or 12mo). These results constitute the first convincing demonstration of an extensive and potentially lifelong gene therapy of
the corneal epithelium, a technique of potential utility is the
treatment of inherited epithelial dystrophies via either sustained
gene supplementation or more transient genome editing.

P220
Pre-clinical toxicology of AAV2/5-OPTIRPE65, an optimised
RPE65 gene therapy vector
A Georgiadis1 3 Y Duran1 J Ribeiro1 L Abelleira1 S Naylor3
A J Smith1 3 J WB Bainbridge1 2 3 R R Ali1 2 3
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: NIHR Biomedical
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital and the UCL
Institute of Ophthalmology 3: MeiraGTx Ltd
Over the past 10 years, Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA), a
childhood retinal dystrophy caused by mutations in the RPE65
gene has been the focus of various gene therapy clinical trials.
Most trials showed modest improvements in (night) vision that
were generally not sustained, most likely due to an insufficient
level of RPE65 expression in the human RPE. We developed
AAV2/5-OPTIRPE65, an AAV2/5-based vector, carrying an
optimised expression cassette comprising a stronger promoter,
intron and codon-optimised transgene, which produces 300-fold
higher levels of RPE65 than first generation vectors (1). In
preparation for a Phase I/IIa clinical trial, the safety of GMP

grade AAV2/5-OPTIRPE65 was assessed in four toxicology
studies. To determine ocular and systemic toxicity associated
with high levels of RPE65 protein, we performed eye examinations, measured retinal function and structure, biodistribution of
vector particles, and anti-AAV and anti-RPE65 immune responses for up to 9-months after subretinal administration in wild
type and RPE65-deficient mice. The same assessments, as well as
clinical chemistry and haematology, were performed for 8-weeks
in wild type rabbits. Administration of AAV2/5.OPTIRPE65 did
not adversely affect retinal structure or function. Low level vector
dissemination to the liver, draining lymph nodes and to the tissues of the optic tract was detected without pathological changes
in these tissues. As expected after subretinal AAV administration,
we detected some immune responses against the vector capsid,
without concomitant pathology. We conclude that subretinal
administration of AAV2/5-OPTIRPE65 is safe for use in clinical
trials. 1. Georgiadis, A. et al, (2016), Gene Ther. 23: 857-862.

P221
AAV-CYP46A1 is beneficial in Alzheimer’s disease: from
mice to non-human primates
S Alves5 K Michaelsen-Preusse4 M Audrain1 R Aron-Badin2
A Lamazière3 E Rey1 R Fol1 J Braudeau1 G Despres3 F Fouquet1
M Korte4 P Hantraye2 P Aubourg1 N Cartier1
1: INSERM U1169, Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, MIRCen CEA
and Université Paris Sud, Université Paris Saclay, 91400 Orsay,
France 2: CEA, DSV, I2BM, MIRCen, Fontenay-aux-Roses
92265, France 3: Laboratory of Mass Spectrometry, INSERM
ERL 1157, CNRS UMR 7203 LBM, Sorbonne Universités, Pierre
et Marie Curie- Paris6, Paris, France 4: Division of Cellular
Neurobiology, Zoological Institute, TU Braunschweig,
Brunswick, Germany 5: Brainvectis Therapeutics, Fontenayaux-Roses 92265, France
There is a link between cholesterol and Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) progression. Brain cholesterol is almost exclusively synthesized in situ and cannot cross the blood-brain-barrier. To be
evacuated out of the brain and maintain cholesterol homeostasis,
superfluous cholesterol is converted into 24S-hydroxycholesterol
(24-OHChol), step mediated by the neuronal cholesterol 24hydroxylase enzyme (CYP46A1). It thus represents the main
mechanism by which excess of cholesterol is eliminated from
the brain. In a therapeutic perspective we transduced the hippocampus of APP23 AD mice with AAV9-CYP46A1 before the
onset of plaque load and demonstrated that AAV9-CYP46A1
increased hippocampal 24-OHC levels, toughly prevented amyloid plaque accumulation, decreasing Aß peptides and improved recovery of memory defects, as proven in the Morris
water maze. Amazingly, APP/PS1 knock-in mice with early
severe AD pathology treated with AAV9-CYP46A1, not only
exhibited reduced amyloid plaque load, but also broad rescue
of impaired electrophysiological and spine deficits. In order to
optimize the dose that will be transposable into clinics, we
additionally performed a dose-responsive study of AAV9CYP46A1 in a third AD mouse model (APPPS1DE9). Several
parameters including behavioural studies, amyloid plaques load
and biochemical analysis of Aß peptides will be presented. Finally, we assessed the efficacy, tropism and tolerance of AAV9CYP46A1 transduction in the non-human primate hippocampus.
Altogether, our data suggest AAV-CYP46A1 brain delivery as a
promising therapeutic strategy to counteract early severely affected Alzheimer’s disease patients.
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Non-invasive foveal gene therapy for vision restoration:
making the blind see again
H Khabou1 M Garita1 A Chaffiol1 S Reichman1 C Jaillard1
E Brazhnikova1 S Bertin3 V Fradot1 M Desrosiers1 C Winckler1
O Goureau1 S Picaud1 J Duebel1 J A Sahel2 D Dalkara1
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Paris, France 3: CHNO des Quinze-Vingts, Paris, France
As primates, the fovea is crucial for our high acuity vision,
such as reading or recognizing faces. Foveal cone photoreceptors dysfunction or degeneration causes irreversible
blindness. Currently, the only strategy to treat disorders affecting the fovea consits of a subretinal AAV injection under
the fovea. Despite success in several patients in clinical trials
for Leber’s congenital amaurosis and choroideremia, detachment of the fovea has also been associated to complications such as holes or thinning that can severely compromise
therapeutic benefits. We sought to develop AAV vectors capable of cone transduction without foveal detachment. Since
mouse do not have fovea, we used non-human primates. We
first show that an AAV9 variant provides efficient foveal cone
transduction when injected subretinally several millimeters away
from the fovea. Moreover, we used an engineered AAV2 variant
to target foveal cones with a well-tolerated dose administered
intravitreally. Both delivery modalities rely on a cone-specific
promoter and result in high-level transgene expression. We
demonstrated the efficiency of both delivery strategies in the
context of Retinitis Pigmentosa. Transfer of optogenetic light
sensitive proteins into cones restored foveal cone light sensitivity in macaque retinas, as shown by electrophysiology. We
characterized amplitude of cone light responses, spectral activity, and temporal resolution. Lastly, we validated the efficacy of
these vectors on human cones, using retinal organoids derived
from human iPSCs and post-mortem human retinas. Collectively, these data support proof of concept for therapeutic potential of our gene therapy products for the treatment of retinal
diseases like retinitis pigmentosa or achromatopsia.

P223
AAV5-miHTT gene therapy demonstrates sustained
huntingtin lowering and functional improvement
in Huntington disease mouse models
E A Spronck1 A Valles-Sanchez1 T Heikkinen2 M de Haan1
H Petry1 P Konstantinova1 M M Evers1
1: uniQure biopharma B.V. 2: Charles River Laboratories
Huntington disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant neurodegenerative disorder caused by a CAG trinucleotide repeat
expansion in the HTT gene. The translated expanded polyglutamine repeat in the huntingtin protein is known to cause
toxic gain-of-function, affecting numerous cellular processes.
Our approach involves lowering huntingtin using gene transfer of
a cassette encoding an engineered microRNA targeting human
HTT, delivered via adeno-associated viral vector serotype 5
(AAV5-miHTT). We previously showed strong reduction of
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huntingtin in the brain of humanized HD mice and prevention of
neuronal dysfunction in lentiviral HD rats after single intracranial
injection of AAV5-miHTT. To evaluate long-term efficacy,
knock-in Q175 HD mice were injected bilaterally into the striatum with AAV5-miHTT and sacrificed 12 months post-injection.
AAV5-miHTT caused a dose-dependent sustained huntingtin
protein reduction with subsequent suppression of mutant huntingtin aggregate formation in the striatum and cortex of the
knock-in Q175 HD mice. Mechanistic proof-of-concept was assessed in transgenic R6/2 HD mice, which display rapid onset
of disease symptoms. Mice were injected with AAV5-miHTT
at five weeks of age. At twelve weeks of age, a significant
improvement in motor-coordination on the rotarod after AAV5miHTT treatment was observed. Interim analysis showed that
single AAV5-miHTT treatment resulted in a significant 28 day
increase in median survival compared with vehicle-treated R6/2
HD mice. Thus, the combination of long-term huntingtin
lowering, reduction of aggregation, prevention of neuronal
dysfunction, improvement of HD-like symptoms and survival
observed in HD rodents treated with AAV5-miHTT support
the continued preclinical development of HTT-lowering gene
therapy for HD.

P224
Preclinical evaluation of rAAV.CNGB1 in the Cngb1
knockout mouse model of retinitis pigmentosa
J E Wagner1 C Schön1 C R O’Riordan2 A Scaria2 S H Cheng2
M Biel1 S Michalakis1
1: Center for Integrated Protein Science Munich CiPSM at the
Department of Pharmacy – Center for Drug Research, LudwigMaximilians-Universität München, Munich, Germany 2: Gene
Therapy, Rare Diseases, Sanofi, Framingham, MA
Mutations in the cyclic nucleotide-gated channel beta 1
subunit (CNGB1) gene are known to cause Retinitis pigmentosa type 45 (RP45) – an incurable blinding disease.
Here, a novel recombinant adeno-associated virus vector for
gene supplementation therapy of CNGB1-linked RP was developed and tested for efficacy in the preclinical Cngb1
knockout (KO) mouse model of RP45. A recombinant AAV
vector optimized for efficient expression of full-length human
CNGB1 under control of a short human rhodopsin promoter
was designed and used for packaging of AAV5-pseudotyped
vectors (rAAV.CNGB1). rAAV.CNGB1 was tested for efficacy
after subretinal delivery in Cngb1 KO mice of different ages
with short-term and long-term follow-up analysis. Expression
of human CNGB1 protein was evaluated by immunohistochemistry using a CNGB1-specific antibody. Efficacy was assessed in vivo by electroretinography (ERG) and by measuring
morphological preservation using optical coherence tomography (OCT). The transgene expression assay of rAAV.CNGB1
confirmed efficient and specific human CNGB1 protein expression in rod photoreceptors. Moreover, ERG confirmed a
beneficial effect of the treatment at all observation time points
and at early and advanced disease stages. Furthermore, we
found preservation of rod outer segment structure and prolonged survival of cone photoreceptors which normally degenerate secondarily to rods in a non-cell autonomous fashion.
In conclusion, the novel rAAV.CNGB1 vector supports efficient and specific transgene expression and biological activity
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in the preclinical Cngb1 KO mouse model of RP45 at early-,
mid- and later stage of the disease.
P225
Preclinical validation of a novel tissue engineered product
consisting in RPE derived from human embryonic stem cells
disposed on human amniotic membrane
K Ben M’Barek1 A Plancheron2 M Jarraya3 F Régent1 A Terray4
Y Yang4 L Chatrousse2 S Domingues2 Y Masson2 J A Sahel4
M Peschanski1 O Goureau4 C Monville2
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Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and age-related macular degeneration (AMD) are the main causes of blindness in the developed world. The Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE) is a
continuous monolayer of cuboidal epithelial cells, localized
between the photoreceptors and the fenestrated choroid
capillaries. The RPE interact with the photoreceptors for the
maintenance of visual function. Maintaining the epithelial
morphology of RPE cells is a crucial parameter to consider in
order to restore some visual function by cell therapy. Replacement of defective RPE by new RPE cells derived from
human pluripotent stem cells provides a novel rational approach for treating forms of blindness that affect the RPE. First
attempts in clinical trials demonstrated safety for the delivery
of such cells as a suspension. Transplanting a more physiologically functional epithelium of RPE cells is the next challenge to effectively cure patients. We have developed, under
clinically compatible conditions, a tissue-engineered product
(TEP) consisting of RPE cells derived from human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) disposed on a biocompatible substrate: the
human amniotic membrane. Through a new surgical approach
to engraft the TEP into the subretinal space of Royal college of
Surgeons (RCS) dystrophic rats, we demonstrated that TEP
transplantation improved photoreceptor rescue and the visual
function compared to RPE injected as a simple cell suspension.
These results are supportive for the initiation of our phase I/II
clinical trial to treat Retinitis Pigmentosa patients.
P226
Efficacy and safety of AAV2/5-hRKp.RPGR to treat
X-linked retinitis pigmentosa
A J Smith1 3 A Georgiadis1 3 J D Hoke1 J Ribeiro1 M Basche1
S J Robbie1 A Gonzalez-Cordero1 P Ovando-Roche1
S Naylor3 J WB Bainbridge1 2 3 R R Ali1 2 3
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: NIHR Biomedical
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital and the UCL
Institute of Ophthalmology 3: MeiraGTx Ltd
X-linked retinitis pigmentosa caused by mutations in the
RPGR gene is the most common form of severe retinal dystrophy affecting around 1 in 15,000 males. Recently, we developed an AAV2/8-based gene therapy protocol delivering
the RPGR-ORF15 gene that slowed the loss of photoreceptors
and vision in Rpgr-deficient mice (1). In this CTA-enabling
study, we examined the ability of AAV2/5-hRKp.RPGR, a
similar AAV2/5-based vector, to rescue a disease phenotype in
Rpgr-/- mice and in RPGR-deficient iPSC-derived retinal organoids. In addition, GMP grade AAV2/5-hRKp.RPGR was
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used to assess the ocular and systemic toxicity associated with
subretinal delivery of the vector, through eye examinations,
measurements of retinal function and structure, biodistribution
of vector particles, and anti-AAV immune responses in wild
type mice (up to 6 months) and rabbits (up to 8 weeks). At
titres equivalent to those to be used clinically, AAV2/5hRKp.RPGR corrected opsin mislocalisation, the earliest disease phenotype in the Rpgr-/- mice, as effectively as the
AAV2/8 vector used previously. In human iPSC-derived retinal organoids, AAV2/5-hRKp.RPGR restored localisation of
RPGR and of glutamylated tubulin at the connecting cilium. In
WT mice administration of AAV2/5-hRKp.RPGR did not affect retinal structure or function. Dissemination of some vector
to the liver, spleen, kidney and the optic tract did not lead to
pathological changes in these tissues. Low level immune responses against the vector capsid did not correlate with pathology. We conclude that subretinal administration of AAV2/
5-OPTIRPE65 is effective and is safe for use in clinical trials.
1. Pawlyk, B. S. et al, (2016), Gene Ther.23:196-204.
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Brain-directed gene therapy prolongs survival and
attenuates the disease phenotype in a mouse model
of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis
S M kleine Holthaus1 2 S Herranz-Martin3 G Massaro3
M Aristorena1 2 R Maswood1 O Semenyuk1 J Hooke1 A J Smith1
S E Mole2 4 A A Rahim3 R R Ali
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: 2MRC Laboratory
for Molecular Cell Biology, University College London
3: 3Department of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy,
University College London 4: UCL Institute of Child Health
The neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCLs) are inherited lysosomal storage disorders characterised by neurodegeneration,
early vision loss and premature death. NCLs can be classified
based on the solubility of the affected proteins with mutations
either in soluble, lysosomal enzymes or transmembrane proteins.
The development of treatments for transmembrane protein defects is more challenging as – unlike for lysosomal enzyme
defects – the process of lysosomal cross-correction does not
occur. In the past, we showed that gene supplementation therapy
is an effective approach to treat the photoreceptor degeneration
in Cln6nclf mice, an NCL model with a deficiency in the
transmembrane protein Cln6. Cln6nclf mice present with vision
loss before the onset of neurological symptoms. Based on the
successful rescue of the ocular phenotype, we hypothesized that
gene therapy could also be used to treat the brain in NCLs
caused by mutant transmembrane proteins. Therefore, we set out
to develop an AAV-mediated gene therapy targeting the brain to
ameliorate the neurodegeneration in Cln6-deficient mice. To
exclude that the overexpression of CLN6 had detrimental effects, we delivered AAV9.CLN6 via intracerebroventricular
administration to wild type animals and observed a widespread
transgene expression without severe astrocytosis or microglial
activation. Early postnatal mutant mice received injections with
the same virus. Our preliminary data demonstrate that treated
Cln6nclf mice performed better in a locomotion and motor coordination test than untreated animals. Most importantly, mutant
mice lived longer following the treatment. The assessment of the
mice is currently ongoing to determine how effective the treatment is long-term.
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Long-term functional delivery of the human L-opsin cDNA
via intravitreal administration of an AAV vector
in Mongolian gerbils
S Vijay1 J N Ver Hoeve2 3 M Ni1 S Tobia1 A Bauer1
A Keravala1 K Woodburn1 T W Chalberg4 M Gasmi1
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Enterprises, LLC
Adverum is developing ADVM-042 as an intravitreal gene
therapy vector to treat blue cone monochromacy (BCM), an
X-linked visual disorder resulting from the deficiency in
the long-wave (L) and medium-wave ( M) opsin pigments.
ADVM-042 is an AAV.7m8 capsid vector which allows efficient intravitreal transgene delivery to the retina. It carries
the human L-opsin cDNA under the control of pMNTC, an L
and M cone photoreceptors specific expression cassette.
Mongolian gerbils were used as a model for BCM in that
their retina contains 11-14% cone cells with peak light absorbance in the short and medium wave (UV-blue/green)
spectral regions. Animals were injected intravitreally with
3E11 vg of ADVM-042 or formulation buffer in both eyes
(n = 4 animals). Functional expression of human L-opsin was
evaluated using full-field color electroretinogram (cERG)
with light emitting diodes of different colors: blue (440 nm),
green (513 nm), red (630 nm) and far-red (660 nm), at different intensities and frequencies, every 4 weeks up to week
22, and thereafter at 32, 39, 54 and 67 weeks. General safety
assessment (body weight) and color fundus imaging showed
that the vector was well tolerated. Functional expression of
human L-opsin was evidenced by increased cERG response
to the long wavelength red and far-red light sources in dosed
animals in comparison to controls, for over one year. These
results warrant further exploration of behavioural responses
to long wavelength light sources in gerbils in parallel to INDenabling development studies

P229
AAV gene delivery of an anti-Tau antibody using a novel
blood brain barrier penetrant capsid in wild type and P301S
tauopathy mice
T A Carter1 W Liu1 G Murlidharan1 Y Shu1 M Paranjpe1
C Huang1 A Mazzarelli1 P Pechan1 E Horowitz1 Q Chen1 J Hou1
D Sah1 S Paul1
1: Voyager Therapeutics
Anti-tau immunotherapy has been proposed as a promising
therapy for various tauopathies including Alzheimer’s disease
(AD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP). Here, we describe studies using vectorized
PHF1 antibody with a novel blood brain penetrant AAV capsid
in wild type (WT) and P301S mice (a model showing robust tau
pathology in an age- and brain region-dependent manner) to
evaluate the potential of intravenous (IV) administration to
deliver therapeutically relevant levels of antibody to the CNS
for the treatment of tauopathies. An AAV vector comprising a
novel capsid and a transgene encoding the anti-tau monoclonal
antibody PHF1 was administered by IV bolus to WT mice and,
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1 month later, gene transfer was assessed. Biodistribution and
cellular tropism were evaluated by ELISA and immunostaining, whereas vector genome levels were quantified with digital
PCR. Significant gene transfer of vectorized antibody to the
mouse CNS was observed, including regions such as hippocampus, brain stem, cortex, striatum, and thalamus. Importantly, brain levels of PHF1 were substantially higher than
those measured after passive immunization. Subsequently,
AAV.PHF1 vector was administered by IV bolus to 2-monthold P301S mice. Three months after dosing, mice were sacrificed to measure gene transfer and to evaluate effects of
treatment on tau pathology in several brain regions using
ELISA and immunohistochemistry. These studies in WT and
P301S mice suggest that IV dosing of vectorized anti-tau
antibody with a novel AAV capsid may represent a new
single-dose therapeutic strategy for treating various tauopathies, including FTD, PSP and AD.

P230
Inverted quasi-spherical three-dimensional cell culture
systems for ex vivo gene-cell therapy
S Kim1 M Cho1 J Jang1
1: Yonsei university
In the field of gene-cell therapy, the efficiency of viraldelivery and gene expression is important steps to increasing the
therapeutic effects. Herein, the inverted quasi-spherical (iQS)
there-dimensional suspending cell culture systems were fabricated to provide the steep curvature of inverted droplets with
sub-micron hydrophilic patterned on the superhydrophobic
TiO2 substrates. This inverted droplets, which could be adjusted
droplet morphology using hydrophilic pattern sizes, was utilized
for enhanced cell-cell and cell-gene interactions microenvironments. Compared with conventional hanging-drop culture
systems were showed the low contact angle, this iQS 3D culture
systems showed the increased gene delivery efficiency and gene
expression levels of therapeutic proteins with the neural stem
cells. Furthermore, this iQS 3D culture systems were provided
the suitable suspending cell culture conditions without the
hypoxia conditions of media. This iQS 3D culture system has
high potential of ex vivo gene-cell therapy.

P231
Ocular tolerability of AAV2.7m8-ChrimsonR-tdTomato
(GS030-DP) gene therapy product on blind rd1 mice injected
intravitreously and exposed to 595 nm LED light
C Bouquet1 A Douar1 J Chavas1 D Pruneau1 C Cancian1
N Thomasson1
1: GenSight Biologics
GS030-DP, AAV2.7m8 encoding ChrimsonR, an algal lightsensitive opsin, fused to tdTomato, converts retinal ganglion
cells into photoactivable cells and is intended to restore vision
in retinitis pigmentosa patients. Prior to first-in-human trial, a
GLP study was performed in rd1 blind mice to evaluate the
ocular toxicity of GS030-DP combined to the 595 nm LED
light required for opsin activation. Mice received a single bilateral intravitreal injection of vehicle or GS030-DP (7.84E9
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vg/eye). Five weeks post-injection, mice were anesthetized and
exposed during 2 hours to room light or pulsed (0.81 Hz) LED
light at 1.4x10e16 or 1.7x10e17 photons/cm2/s (using an inhouse illumination device). Mice were then evaluated 2 weeks
later for any ocular effects. No sign of ocular inflammation
related to GS030-DP injection was observed on slit-lamp
biomicroscopy and indirect ophthalmoscopy examinations.
Histopathology showed no GS030-DP-related microscopic
findings and no LED light-related damage to the retina whatever the light intensity. Cataract and corneal findings (edema,
inflammation and/or erosion/ulcer) were documented in all
animals including controls as well as animals exposed to room
light, suggesting anesthesia/pupil dilation procedure-related
findings. Minimal-to-marked ChrimsonR immunolabeling was
demonstrated in retinas of all GS030-DP animals, and generally characterized by multifocal staining of cell processes in
the inner plexiform and nerve fiber layers and perikarya in the
ganglion cell layer. A minimal-to-moderate ChrimsonR staining was also observed in axons of optic nerves. Overall,
GS030-DP was well-tolerated in rd1 mice and its expression
combined with 595 nm light exposure was not associated with
toxicity in retina and optic nerve.

P232
Transplantation of mouse ESC-derived photoreceptor
precursors into AIPL1-/- mouse model of retinal
degeneration
J Ribeiro1 M Kloc1 D Goh1 R D Sampson1 L Abelleira1
J D Hoke1 A J Smith1 R A Pearson1 A Gonzalez-Cordero1
R R Ali1
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
Cell transplantation therapy offers a treatment for eye pathologies due to photoreceptor cell loss. Several studies have
demonstrated the differentiation of photoreceptor cells from
pluripotent stem cells and their transplantation into mouse
models of inherited retinal degeneration. In this study we aim
to establish the optimal developmental stage of mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)-derived photoreceptors to allow
integration into the advanced degenerated AIPL1-/- retina. To
characterise the AIPL1-/- retinal phenotype, eyes were collected at different stages and analysed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) and TEM. Mouse ESC-derived Crx.GFP
photoreceptor precursors were isolated at different stages
in vitro and transplanted into 3 months old AIPL1-/- mice.
Visual function was assessed by ERG and behavioural tests
and eyes were analysed post-mortem by IHC. Advanced
photoreceptor degeneration was already evident by post-natal
stage 18 (P18) with the ONL reduced to a single row of
photoreceptors, although some cone photoreceptors were still
present in 6 months old mice. In the INL rod bipolar cells
were displaced and their axon process appeared retracted.
Following transplantation of Crx.GFP photoreceptors at different developmental stages, day 28 cells were able to mature
and express phototransduction markers, whereas day 16 and
33 did not mature. However, no visual function was detected
at any of the time points examined. This data shows that
mESC-derived photoreceptors equivalent to the early postnatal stage mature following transplantation into a completely
degenerated retina. The establishment of the optimal donor
cell age for transplantation into the advance degenerated
retina will aid the development of future clinical studies.
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P233
The inhibition of microRNA 466b facilitates neurological
recovery in a rat intracerebral haemorrhage model
by activating insulin-like growth factor pathway
K Jeong-Min1
1: Chung-Ang University Hospital
Background: Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a devastating
stroke subtype with a grave prognosis, but effective treatment
strategy is still illusive. We tried to derive the potential therapeutic
target based on microRNA (miRNA) expression and pathway
analysis after ICH.
Method: Hemorrhagic brain was harvested after 24 hours
from a collagenase-induced rat ICH model and microarray
analysis was performed to compare the miRNAs expression
pattern between hemorrhagic and contralateral hemispheres.
Potential target miRNA was selected from target gene databases
and pathway analysis. The antagonistic sequence of the selected
miRNA (antagomiR) was applied to evaluate the therapeutic
potential from in vitro thrombin toxicity and in vivo ICH models.
Results: The microarray expression analysis disclosed that
miR-466b was the most significantly elevated miRNA, among 8
elevated ones out of 1088 miRNAs analyzed. The target gene and
pathway analysis showed that rno-miR-466b controls insulin-like
growth factor receptor 1 and 2, which are involved in cell survival
and memory facilitation. The treatment of miR-466b antagomiR
increased cell survival from in vitro thrombin injury. The intranasal
delivery of miR-466b antagomiR facilitated neurological recovery
from 15 days after ICH, with decreased peri-haematoma apoptotic
cell death and elevated insulin-like growth factor receptor 1
(IGF1R), IGF2R, and phosphorylated serine threonine kinase.
Discussion: The inhibition of miR-466b improves neurological recovery in a rat ICH model by activating the IGF1R and
IGF2R related neuroprotective pathway.
P234
Exploring the potential of AAV-delivered CRISPR/Cas9 and
iPS cells as a therapy for LCA-CEP290
L Agundez1 A Gonzalez-Cordero1 M Fernando1 M Kloc1
A Georgiadis1 A J Smith1 J W Bainbridge1 R R Ali1
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
Mutations in the centrosomal protein CEP290 gene have been
associated with several conditions including Leber congenital
amaurosis (LCA), the most severe form of inherited retinal
blindness. In the retina, CEP290 localizes at the base of the sensory cilium of photoreceptors, presumably playing a central role
in ciliary transport and communication. The most common mutation is a deep intronic change (c.2291 + 1655A>G) in intron 26,
which renders a truncated protein due to aberrant splicing. AAVmediated delivery of the *7.5 kb CEP290 gene does not represent
a potential therapy due to the limiting AAV cargo size. In this
study, we combine induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)-derived
LCA retinal organoids with AAV-mediated gene editing to develop
possible future treatments. Here we use a 2D/3D differentiation
protocol to generate CEP290-LCA retinal organoids. Photoreceptor
development and ciliogenesis characterization showed that these
cells develop normally. Next, we designed guide RNAs (gRNAs)
for both S. pyogenes and S. aureus Cas9, to target and remove the
intronic mutation in CEP290 by generating double strand breaks.
We measured the efficiency of gene editing in vitro in 293T cells.
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Then, we engineered expression cassettes containing Cas9 and the
most efficient gRNAs candidates for AAV-mediated delivery to
retinal CEP290-LCA organoids. Preliminary results show gene
editing at low frequency in retinal cells, which could be due to low
transduction efficiency when compared to in vivo experiments. The
strategies developed in this work show that iPSCs technology
combined with CRISPR/Cas9 system represent a powerful approach to study inherited retinal degeneration diseases, including
CEP290-LCA pathology.
P235
Structural and functional features of the injured spinal cord
tissue after transplantation of microglia genetically modified
with GDNF
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between 2 and 4 years old. Visual loss follows by 5-6 years and
progression to early death. Currently there is an enzyme replacement treatment available to counteract the deficiency of the
enzyme in the brain but there is no therapy to treat the loss of
vision. Therefore, we are using the recently described R207X
CLN2 mouse model to develop an AAV (AAV8, AAV5, 7m8)
based gene therapy in the retina. As the R207X mice shows a
weak ocular phenotype at early stages (2-4 months old) and a
more severe brain phenotype, we are performing dual injections
to the brain and eye. None of the virus injected in the retina or
the brain showed a toxic effect in a wild type control mice.
Preliminary results of the brain treatment in the R207X mice
suggest that AAV9-CLN2 administration to the brain can prolong the life span of the KO mice, which should allow us to see
retinal degeneration and provide an opportunity to test the effect
of treatment into the eye. This gene therapy approach could
provide a prolonged treatment effect without the need for repeated injections of a therapeutic agent.

1: Kazan Federal University, Russia
Spinal cord injury (SCI) leads to neuronal and glial cell death
accompanied by degeneration of nerve fibers. Unfortunately, effective treatment for SCI still do not exist. Recently, the increased
interest of researchers in SCI is directed to microglia. As a result of
neurotrauma microglia activates, digests cell debris and produce
neuroprotective factors. But a variety of factors and cytokines may
modulate microglia functions. In our previous study it was shown
that glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), a wellknown neuroprotective molecule, decreases phagocytic activity of
microglia in in vitro model of SCI [Zhuravleva et al., BioNanoScience 2016, 6(4), 379-383]. In this study we investigated
structural and functional features of the injured spinal cord tissue
after transplantation of microglia genetically modified with adenovirus encoding GDNF gene (MG-Ad5-GDNF). The groups
were: 1) SCI + saline (control group), 2) SCI + microglia genetically modified with EGFP gene (MG-Ad5-EGFP), 3) SCI + MGAd5-GDNF. Our results showed that transplantation of MG-Ad5GDNF in rats with acute SCI reduces tissue sparing and does not
attenuates behavioural deficits. On the contrary, in group with
transplantation of MG-Ad5-EGFP we observed structural parameters improvement. Intrerstingly, functional parameters improvement in MG-Ad5-EGFP and MG-Ad5-GDNF groups were similar.
Study was supported by RFBR grant 15-04-07527. Obtained results confirm that the increase of microglia phagocytic activity
(increase number of active phagocytic microglia MG-Ad5-EGFP
in the area of SCI) contributes to earlier resolution of primary
traumatic processes in the spinal cord.
P236
AAV mediated gene therapy to treat loss of vision in CLN2
(Batten disease)
M Aristorena1 S M kleine Holthaus1 R A Pearson1
A A Rahim2 A J Smith1 S E Mole3 R R Ali1
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: UCL School of Pharmacy
3: UCL MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology
CLN2 disease is one type of a group of diseases known as
neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses, paediatric neurodegenerative
disorders. The mutations in the CLN2 gene lead to an enzymatic
deficiency in tripeptidyl-peptidase1, and the accumulation of
lipofuscin, an auto-fluorescent material, in lysosomes. The
clinical features of this classic late infantile type are normal
development until the onset of seizures, ataxia and myoclonus

P237
Evaluation of iPS-derived retinal pigment epithelium
as a model for in vitro lentiviral-based gene therapy
F Udry1 S Decembrini1 C Kostic1 D Gamm2 Y Arsenijevic1
1: Université de Lausanne 2: University of Wisconsin School
of Medicine
Deficiencies in retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) functions give
rise to several diseases, of which most of them result in visual
impairments or blindness. The ability to generate hRPE for disease
modelling, drug screening or transplantation is particularly worth to
answer these important challenges. Here, we evaluate the suitability
of iPS-derived RPE as an in vitro model for lentiviral (LV)-based
gene therapy (GT). Mature iPSCs-derived RPE cells (RPECs) expressed typical markers such as RPE65, ZO-1 or OTX2, whose
correct localization was assessed by immunohistochemistry. Phagocytosis assay showed slow kinetics of POS internalization, electron microscopy revealed polarized RPECs, and PEDF and VEGF
secretion level ranged in commonly reported values. RPECs were
transduced with LVs bearing diverse promoters in eGFP constructs
to assess their activity and specificity. Promoters were chosen to
challenge a potential leakiness of our model to neural (hSYN1 &
rNsmce), glial (hGFAP) or retinal (hRHO) promoters compared to
specific (hRPE65) or ubiquitous (hEFS) promoters. FACS revealed
no eGFP expression for RPECs transduced with constructs bearing
aspecific promoters despite LV genome integration. Moreover,
positive correlations were found between RPE65 and EFS constructs integration and eGFP expression. Finally, RPECs were
transduced with an R0.8-hRPE65 construct to study LV integration
and RPE65 mRNA & protein expression. In conclusion, iPSderived RPECs revealed to be a suitable in vitro model to test GT
constructs. By combining a CRISPR approach to mutate hiPSCs
and our RPE differentiation protocol, we aim at producing an
in vitro model for RPE deficient-induced retinal diseases.

P238
Preclinical studies of LentiVIP transduced mesenchymal
stromal cells for the treatment of multiple sclerosis
M Cobo1 2 D Abril1 M Delgado3 E Gonzalez-Rey3 P Menendez5
P Anderson1 R Rodriguez6 F Martin1
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1: GENyO- Centro de Genomica e Investigacion Oncologica:
Pfizer / Universidad de Granada / Junta de Andalucia
2: LentiStem Biotech 3: IPB Lopez Neyra 4: Cardiocentro Ticino
5: Josep Carreras Leukaemia Research Institute 6: Instituto de
Investigación Sanitaria del Principado de Asturias, Oviedo,
Asturias

such as residual AAV r3.45 of AAV-hNSCs solution, proliferation,
apoptosis, gene expression level, gene expression duration, and
gene insertion were analyzed. This research ultimately could
provide the new standard for the preparation of industrial clinical
trials of AAVs and AAV-mediated gene/cell therapies.

Mesenchymal Stromal Cells (MSCs) have great potential for
treatment of pathologies due to their immunomodulatory and/or
regenerating tissues properties (directly or indirectly). Although
MSCs have shown therapeutic potential in animal models of
multiple sclerosis, their application in clinic are less promising.
We have demonstrated previously that gene modified mouse
MSCs expressing vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) (MSCs/
VIP) have increased therapeutic properties in a mouse models of
multiple sclerosis. However the overexpression of VIP and/or
the retroviral integration could alter the normal expression profile of the MSCs and, in some cases, induce cellular transformation. In this work, we have analyzed the potential alterations
of MSCs after their transduction with lentiviral vectors expressing VIP (LentiVIP). Microarray analysis showed no mayor
differences between the primary hMSCs and hMSCs/VIP in
terms of expression of genes involved in proliferation, cellular
transformation or differentiation. We next used pre-transformed
mouse and human MSCs (mASC-p21-p53 and hBMC-4H, respetively) as cellular models to analyzed the potential transformation effects of LentiVIP transduction of MSCs. We
transduced mASC-p21-p53 and hBMC-4H with high doses of
LentiVIP and analyzed their tumourogenicity in vitro (colony
formation) and in vivo (tumour development in NSG mice).
LentiVIP-transduced mASC-p21-p53 showed no differences in
colony formation or tumour development compared to untrasnduced mASC-p21-p53. Interestingly, LentiVIP-transduced
hBMC-4H had a reduced capacity of tumour formation compared to non transduced hBMC-4H. In summary these experiments indicate that transduction of MSCs with high doses of
LentiVIP do not exert any adverse events on these cells and, in
particular, do not enhance their tumourogenicity.

P240

P239
Characterisation of AAVr3.45 Variant in safety and efficacy
aspects for preparing human neural stem cell-based
therapeutics
M Cho1 S Kim1 I Kim1 K I Park1 J Jang1

Combined application of induced neural stem cell, valproic
acid and gene therapy in neurologic model
D Y Baek1 Y M Yun1 J S Oh1 J H Kim
1: Yonsei university 2: Korea Research Institute of Bioscience
and Biotechnology
Objective: Recently, neural stem cell which is directly converted from human epidermal cell takes advantages in several ways.
In addition to potential therapeutic effect of neural stem cell, gene
therapy was combined to improve synergic effect on neurologic
disease. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapeutic
gene under neuron-specific promoter can be inducible in induced
neural stem cell (iNSC). Also valproic acid (VPA) improves gene
expression in iNSC.
Methods: After confirm the neural differentiation potential
using several small molecules, plasmid containing neuron-specific
enolase (NSE) promoter was transfected and cultured under normoxia or hypoxia conditions. VPA was treated in cultured iNSC.
After promoter activity was measured using luciferase, gene was
replaced to VEGF.
Results: Induced neural stem cell from human epidermal cells
was differentiated into neuron. Luciferase assay revealed that
neuron-specific promoter showed strong gene expression in iNSC.
Moreover, iNSC transfected pNSE showed higher gene expression
under hypoxia conditions mimic neurologic disease in vitro. In
addition VPA enhanced gene expression. Replaced VEGF gene
also showed high gene expression level under hypoxia conditions
and with neuron-specific promoter and VPA in vitro and in vivo.
Conclusion: iNSC has a great potential in cell therapy to treat
neural degeneration disease. According to gene expression level,
neuronal promoter showed strong activity in iNSC. Moreover,
NSE promoter enhanced gene expression under hypoxia conditions. Also VPA made synergic effect on improving gene expression. It indicates that applied cell and gene therapy with VPA
represent a promising combined treatment in neural disease.

1: Yonsei university

P245

Nowadays, gene therapy has been extensively researched in
various fields due the growing interest and market needs. Especially, it is useful for the therapy of incurable disease not only as
therapeutics itself but also as gene carriers, broadening the spectrum of cell therapies. Human neural stem cells (hNSCs) were
known to exhibit therapeutic effects on neuronal diseases, however, in terms of therapeutic efficiency, hNSCs alone were not
enough due to their low rate of engraftment, migration and differentiation in host tissues. In this study, we evaluated the safety
and efficacy of a recombinant adeno-associated virus derivative,
AAV r3.45 for preparing interleukin-10 (IL-10) secreting hNSCs
to improve the therapeutic effects on ischemic injuries or neurodegenerative diseases. First, the safety of AAV r3.45, (i.e. replication competent AAV assay, mycoplasma contamination assay)
was evaluated by comparing with traditional AAV serotypes.
Second, in vivo biodistribution of AAV r3.45 in mice were examined. Finally, the characteristics of AAV r3.45 infected hNSCs,

Stepwise maturation of human iPSC into clonogenic
immunosuppressive mesodermal stromal progenitors
identifies key immunomodulatory pathways
C Scharler1 N Ketterl1 K Jürchott3 G Brachtl1 K Schallmoser2
H D Volk3 D Strunk1
1: Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy Institute, Spinal Cord
Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center, Paracelsus Medical
University, 5020 Salzburg, Austria 2: Department of Transfusion
Medicine, Spinal Cord Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center,
Paracelsus Medical University, 5020 Salzburg, Austria 3: BCRT
& Institute of Medical Immunology, Charite Univeritätsmedizin Berlin, Germany
Stromal cells are important components of all mammalian tissues contributing to vascular stability (as pericytes) and organ integrity (as fibroblasts/stroma). Their inherent immunomodulatory
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capacity has recently attracted particular attention resulting in the
initiation of hundreds of clinical trials mainly testing their immunomodulatory potency. Key stromal immunomodulation mechanisms are still not completely understood. Here we show that
mesodermal stromal progenitor cells (MSPC) derived from
Brachyury-expressing iPSC progeny undergo a stepwise maturation eventually re-acquiring phenotype, clonogenicity and
function of their parental stromal cells. Induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSC; Sendai/OKSM) were generated from healthy bone
marrow and umbilical cord blood-derived fibroblasts. After
mesodermal induction stromal differentiation was induced by
platelet-derived growth factors. Small molecules targeting signaling pathways involved in stem cell self-renewal, oxygen
sensing, immune modulation and cell adherence did not sufficiently promote further differentiation into functional iMSPC.
Immune phenotype, clonogenicity, differentiation capacity and
immune modulatory potential of iMPC were compared to their
parental MSPC. Under feeder-free conditions, iPSCs differentiated into expandable and cryo-preservable CD73+/CD105+/
Tra-1-81- early iMSPC lacking immunosuppressive potential.
Successive passaging was required for reaching a mature phenotype, clonogenicity and full immunosuppressive competence
comparable to parental MSPCs. Mature iMSPC were found to
resemble parental MSPC in RNAseq principle component analyses, whereas iPSC and early passage iMSPC displayed separate clusters. 527 out of 889 genes differentially expressed in
late vs. early iMSPC (false discovery rate <0.05, abs(log2foldchange)> = 1) were also significantly different in parental
MSPC vs. early iMSPC comparison. We currently perform
functional analyses delineating a hierarchy of key stromal immunomodulation payers.
P246
Phase I feasibility and safety study of ex vivo lentiviral genemodified epidermal grafts for Netherton syndrome
W L Di1 S M Lwin2 A Petrova1 C Bernadis3 F Syed1
F Farzaneh4 J I Harper1 J A McGrath2 A Thrasher1 J E Mellerio2
W W Qasim1
1: UCL GOS Institute of Child Health 2: St John’s Institute of
Dermatology, King’s College London 3: Plastic Surgery Unit,
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust 4: Rayne Cell
Therapy Suite, King’s College London
Netherton syndrome (NS) is a rare autosomal recessive skin
disease caused by null mutations in SPINK5, resulting in loss of
function of its encoded protein Lympho-epithelial Kazal-typerelated inhibitor (LEKTI). Patients with NS have congenital ichthyosiform erythroderma, trichorrhexis invaginata and atopic
manifestations. There is high mortality and morbidity in the first
year of life due to hypernatraemic dehydration secondary to severe
water loss through the defective skin barrier. There is no curative
treatment, although emollients may improve compromised skin.
Lentiviral delivery of codon-optimised SPINK5 to primary NS
keratinocytes was used to generate gene-modified autologous
keratinocyte sheets. A 750bp promoter element from human involucrin was included to support compartmentalised expression of
SPINK5 gene in the epidermis. Procedures were established for the
production of lentiviral-engineered epithelial skin sheets under
Good Manufacturing Practice conditions using irradiated 3T3
feeder cell lines and specialised media conditions. Five NS adults
were enrolled and epithelial sheets were successfully generated in
three cases but one failed to reach maturity. One subject went on to
receive a gene-modified graft on the anterolateral aspect of left
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thigh following surgical de-epidermalisation. There were no adverse complications, although vector copy and LEKTI expression
were only transiently detectable in serial biopsy samples, indicating probable non-engraftment of critical long-lived keratinocyte
stem cell populations. Overall, the approach, although feasible, is
likely to require additional strategies to identify, target and foster
engraftment of gene-modified stem cell populations required for a
more durable efficacy.
P247
No identical stromal cells: Human stromal progenitors from
non-skeletal sources display limited chondrogenic potential
S Hochmann1 C Scharler1 M Textor2 M Mittermeir1
G Brachtl1 P Föttinger1 A Hochreiter1 K Schmidt-Bleek2
A Ellinghaus2 S Geissler2 G Duda2 D Strunk1
1: Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy Institute, Spinal Cord
Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center, Paracelsus Medical
University, Salzburg, Austria 2: Julius Wolff Institute
& Berlin-Brandenburg Center for Regenerative Therapies,
Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany
Stromal cells from multiple tissues are currently used in clinical
trials for bone/cartilage regeneration despite lack of evidence for
robust engraftment. We hypothesized that direct comparison of
established positive and negative control samples combined with
stringent application of molecular and histo-morphological analyses is sufficient to qualify chondrogenic potential of different
stromal progenitors. Clinically tested cell sources of mesenchymal
stem/progenitor cells (MSPC) from adult bone marrow (BM),
white adipose tissue (WAT) and umbilical cord (UC) were compared to mature chondrocytes (hCh) and fibroblasts in cartilage
organoid assays. Cell identity, purity and viability were tested by
flow cytometry and differentiation by histochemistry, marker gene
RT-qPCR and cartilage protein expression. All cells tested displayed the canonical ‘mesenchymal’ phenotype. Purity was >98%
and viability >90%. BM-MSPC & hCh showed 100% cartilage
disk formation rate vs. 0% in WAT-, UC-MSPC and fibroblasts.
BM-MSPC and hCh formed significantly larger cartilage templates, built significantly more proteoglycan and showed significantly higher chondrogenic gene expression compared to all other
cell types. BM-MSPC showed strong collagen-X expression.
WAT-MSPC expressed more aggrecan and collagen-II compared
to UC-MSPC and fibroblasts, but significantly less than BMMSPC and hCh. Bern scoring correlated with these results. These
results support the notion that natural skeletal regeneration potential appears to be restricted to skeletal progenitors and their
mature progeny. Our data may favor collagen II-forming hCh for
cartilage and collagen X/II-forming BM-MSPC for bone regeneration. Clinical trials testing non-skeletal cells (e.g. WAT, UC)
for skeletal regeneration should be evaluated with particular caution regarding efficacy and safety.
P248
MSCs modulate the inflammatory response after surgical
meshes implantation
R Blázquez1 F M Sánchez-Margallo1 V Álvarez1 A Usón1
J G Casado1
1: Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesus Uson
Surgical meshes are widely used in clinics to reinforce soft
tissue’s defects, and to give support to prolapsed organs. However,
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their implantation often induces fibrosis and a strong foreign body
reaction having a greater impact in pain and patient discomfort,
being difficult to eradicate without removing the mesh. Here we
hypothesize that Mesenchymal Stem Cells ( MSCs) could be a
useful tool to reduce the inflammatory reaction secondary to
mesh implantation, favoring the biocompatibility of the material. The aims of this work were to analyze the in vitro and
in vivo immunomodulatory and extracellular matrix remodelling potential of MSCs-coated meshes. In vitro determinations
of viability, metabolic activity and immunomodulation assays
were performed on MSCs-coated meshes. To elucidate the
in vivo mechanism of action of MSCs-coated meshes flow
cytometry and qRT-PCR were used. Finally, MSCs-coated
meshes were evaluated in a murine model with or without incisional hernia. Our results demonstrated the feasibility to
obtain MSCs-coated surgical meshes and their cryopreservability to be used as an ’off the shelf’ product. In vitro, MSCscoated meshes exerted a regulatory effect on T cell proliferation and IFN-c production. Moreover, in vivo studies evidenced
a local immunomodulation, as well as changes in the extracellular matrix and hernia-related genes expression, which are
mediated by a macrophage polarization towards an antiinflammatory phenotype. In conclusion, the combined usage of
surgical meshes with MSCs fulfills the safety requirements for
a future clinical application, providing an anti-inflammatory
environment that could reduce the inflammatory processes
commonly observed after surgical mesh implantation.
P249
Addressing skin with in vitro transcribed mRNA
S Hochmann1 M Mittermeir1 R Santic2 C Scharler1
S Scheiblhofer3 E Russe4 R Weiss3 M Mandler2
A Schneeberger2 D Strunk1
1: Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy Institute, Spinal Cord
Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center, Paracelsus Medical
University, Salzburg, Austria 2: Accanis Biotech, Vienna
Biocenter, Vienna, Austria 3: Dept. of Molecular Biology,
University of Salzburg, Austria 4: Dept. of Plastic, Aesthetic
and Reconstructive Surgery, Hospital Barmherzige Brueder,
Salzburg, Austria
Directed expression of in vitro transcribed (IVT) messenger
ribonucleic acid (mRNA) is a novel strategy to transiently
express selected proteins in a tissue/organ of choice. Clinical
applicability still faces several challenges such as availability
of custom-tailored delivery systems, well-tolerated formulations and absence of immunogenicity for gain of function
applications outside the field of immunotherapy. We hypothesized that primary human cells combined with tissue explant
technology can be useful tools to evaluate IVT-RNA strategies
ex vivo. Here we demonstrate up to >95% transfection efficiency of reference GFP-coding mRNA formulations in primary skin fibroblasts using representative polymer and lipid
transfection reagents. Sensitive video microscopy confirmed
protein expression after <3h. Flow cytometry revealed maximum protein expression after 24h lasting with a moderate
decline for at least 148h. Next, GFP and target protein-coding
mRNA formulations were injected i.d. into whole skin explants and cultured for 6-148h before quantitative mRNA and
protein expression analyses. Whole skin was found to be viable and intact for up to seven days based on histological
analysis. ELISA control experiments demonstrated retrieval of
80-90% of injected native target protein. Biolistic mRNA
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delivery (Gene Gun) was used for comparison, showing successful protein expression in human whole skin explants ex
vivo. We propose that using primary human cells combined
with whole skin explant technology for optimizing key parameters for mRNA transfection can help to significantly
shorten duration and costs of development cycles from creating an IVT-mRNA-based therapeutic strategy to initiate clinical trials with this new class of drugs.
P250
TGF-b mediated immunomodulatory activity of exosomes
derived from endometrial mesenchymal stem cells
V Álvarez1 F M Sánchez-Margallo1 B Macı́as-Garcı́a1
J G Casado1 R Blázquez1
1: Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesus Uson
Endometrial Mesenchymal Stem Cells (endMSCs) reside in the
basal and functional layer of human endometrium. They participate in tissue remodelling which is required for maintaining the
regenerative capacity of the endometrium, and also exhibit immunomodulatory effects. Considering that the therapeutic effect
of MSCs is mediated, at least in part, by a paracrine effect, the
released exosomes from MSCs have become a promising therapeutic tool for the treatment of inflammatory-related diseases.
This work aimed to study the immunomodulatory effects of
exosomes from endMSCs (exo-endMSCs) in the setting of T cell
activation. In vitro stimulations of lymphocytes were performed in
the presence of exo-endMSCs. These in vitro stimulated lymphocytes were characterized by flow cytometry to distinguish
different T cell differentiation subsets. Moreover, an inhibition of
the TGFb signaling was performed using neutralizing antibodies,
in order to determine its implication in the regulatory activity. The
characterization of exo-endMSCs demonstrated that they are
similar in terms of size distribution to other MSCs-derived exosomes. The in vitro T cells differentiation assays showed that
these vesicles counteracted the activation of T cells. Finally, the
neutralization of TGFb significantly attenuated the immunomodulatory activity of these exosomes. In conclusion, here we show
that exo-endMSCs exerted an inhibitory effect counteracting
T cell activation. More importantly, these exosomes showed a
large quantity of active TGFb, which has been experimentally
proved to be associated with their immunomodulatory activity.
P251
A potency assay for monitoring the immunomodulatory
potential of stromal cell-derived extracellular vesicles
N Ketterl1 K Pachler2 A Desgeorges2 Z Dunai2
S Laner-Plamberger3 D Streif2 D Strunk1 E Rohde3 M Gimona2
1: Institute of Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy, Spinal
Cord Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center Salzburg,
Paracelsus Medical University (PMU), Salzburg, Austria
2: GMP Laboratory, Spinal Cord Injury and Tissue
Regeneration Center Salzburg, Paracelsus Medical University
(PMU), Salzburg, Austria 3: University Clinic for Blood Group
Serology and Transfusion Medicine, Paracelsus Medical
University (PMU), Salzburg, Austria
Objective: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are gaining increased
attention as non-cellular therapeutics for a variety of diseases. The
lack of suitable potency assays to monitor the therapeutic potential
of EVs restricts their purposeful application in clinical studies.
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Recently we established a dual in vitro immunomodulation potency assay to reproducibly monitor the inhibitory effect of various
stromal cell types on T-cell mitogenesis compared to allo-antigendriven mixed leukocyte reaction (MLR). This study compared
immunomodulatory effects of stromal cells versus cell-derived
EVs in this standardized potency assay.
Methods: EVs derived from three bone marrow and umbilical
cord stromal cell strains were generated by differential ultracentrifugation and filtration. EV preparations were characterized by
nanoparticle tracking analysis, Western Blot and RNA profile
analysis. For in vitro T-cell proliferation assays, pooled PBMCs
were co-cultured with different amounts of stromal cells or their
corresponding EVs. T-cell proliferation was examined either in the
presence of phytohemagglutinin (PHA) after four days or due to
90-fold multiplex-MLR by pooling 10 independent leukocyte donors without additional stimulation after seven days. Proliferation
rates were analyzed by flow cytometry.
Results: Mitogen-induced T-cell proliferation was inhibited
by both stromal cell types and their EVs, but 10 times the relative
amount of EVs was needed to inhibit PHA responses compared
to parental cells. Only stromal cells inhibited MLRs but not EVs.
Conclusions: Applicability of this potency assay for immunomodulatory EV quality monitoring may help to better stratify relevant applications and select cell-derived products accordingly.
P252
Adipose mesenchymal stromal cell sheets accelerate healing
in rat model of deep wound
N A Alexandrushkina1 O A Makarevich1 P P Nimiritskiy1
A YU Efimenko1 N V Danilova1 Y V Parfyonova1 2
P I Makarevich1 V A Tkachuk1 2
1: Lomonosov Moscow State University 2: Russian cardiology
research and production complex
Objective: Cell sheet (CS) technology has advantages for
application in wound healing. Mesenchymal cells ( MSCs) are
widely applied in CS engineering due their high regenerative
potential and ease of isolation. The aim of this study was to
investigate effects of transplantation CS from adipose-derived
MSCs in wound healing.
Methods: MSCs isolated from adipose tissue of Wistar rats
were characterized for adhesion, surface markers and colony
formation. In narcotized animals skin, fascia and fat were excised to create a defect of trapezoid muscles. MSCs were administered by microinjections or as CS. Wound healing was
analyzed by closure rate and histology of granulation tissue area,
collagen deposits and capillary number.
Results: CS were easily removed from dishes by treatment
by EDTA and included collagen I, laminin and fibronectin.
Transplantation of both -MSC suspension and CS significantly
accelerated wound healing compared to control. Closure of defect in the CS group was observed by day 28 after surgery, in
suspension group by day 35 and in control by day 49. Histology
and immunological staining demonstrated quick formation of
granulation tissue, rapid onset to the fibrosis stage and active
angiogenesis after MSC delivery.
Conclusion: In a rat model of deep wound CS from adiposederived MSCs showed high efficiency in tissue repair, which makes
it possible to consider this approach as a promising method in
wound healing Study was supported by RFBR grant #17-04-01452
(cell culture and in vitro assays), partially by RSF grant #16-4503007 (animal test) and by Presidential grant #MK-2422-20177_151622 (histology and pathology)
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P253
Engineered extracellular vesicles derived from human
mesenchymal stromal cells expressing CD9, show enhanced
immune supresion effects on inflammatory T cells
M Cruz-Barrera2 K O Böker1
B Camacho2 G Salguero2

3

N Lemus-Diaz1 J Gruber1

1: Medical RNA Biology, German Primate Center, Goettingen,
Germany 2: Cell Therapy Unit, Instituto Distrital de Ciencia
Bioetecnologı́a e Innovación en Salud, Bogota, Colombia
3: Department of Trauma Surgery and Reconstructive Surgery,
University Medical Center Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany
Extracellular vesicles (EV) play pivotal roles in intercellular
communication, transferring proteins and regulatory RNAs to
target cells. CD9 participates in biosynthesis, stability and secretion of EVs. Since EVs-derived mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSC) exert anti-inflammatory responses by inducing downregulation of immune cells upon stimulation, we explore the
impact of CD9 expression in MSC on the production and antiinflammatory effect of MSC-EVs. MSCs were obtained from
Wharton’s Jelly umbilical cord. For EV production, supernatants
(SN) were collected from MSC cultures after 48h of serum
starvation and centrifuged to obtained MVs and Exos. The
fractions were evaluated by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
method. Nanoparticles diameters were of 110-150 nm for Exos
and 350-420 nm for MVs. MVs and Exos displayed EV membrane markers CD81, CD9 and CD63 and exhibited concentrations of 2.4 – 0.4x106 and 29.1 – 5.9x106 particles/mL (Exos and
MVs respectively). In vitro immune assays were performed using peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNC) stimulated
with PHA and exposed to different concentrations of MVs and
Exos. MVs were able to inhibit 29 – 2% of PHA-induced proliferation of CD3 while Exos induced up to 25 – 2% inhibition.
Lentivirus-transduced MSC encoding CD9 were generated to
isolated MVs. CD9 expression enhanced the production of MVs
by 1.85 fold and significantly inhibited (up to 75%) the proliferation of PHA-stimulated CD3 lymphocytes as compared to
control MVs. Together these data show that CD9 over-expression
boosted the release of MSC-derived EVs and significantly enhanced their inhibitory effect on PHA-stimulated-CD3 cells. This
novel strategy improves the potential application of MSC-derived
EVs in inflammation and autoimmunity.

P254
Development of combined biomaterial based on human
mesenchymal stem/stromal cell secreted products
for spermatogenesis recovery
G D Sagaradze1 2 A YU Efimenko1 V I Kirpatovsky1 3
D A Ohobotov1 2 P I Makarevich1 2 O A Makarevich1
P P Nimiritsky1 2 N A Basalova2 D M Kamalov1 E O Osidak4
S P Domogatsky4 5 Z A Akopyan1 2 A A Kamalov1 2
V A Tkachuk1 2
1: Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Medical Research
and Education Center, Lomonosov Moscow State University,
Moscow. 2: Faculty of Medicine, Lomonosov Moscow State
University, Moscow. 3: Research Institute of Urology named
N.A. Lopatkin - branch FGBU ‘‘Federal medical research center
named after P.A. Herzen’’, Moscow. 4: ‘‘IMTEK’’ Ltd., Moscow
5: Russian Cardiology Research and Production Complex of the
Russian Federation Ministry of Health, Moscow.
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Couple infertility is a severe medical condition often caused by
male infertility. Development of novel approaches to recover
spermatogenesis is actual due to the lack of effective therapeutics.
Multipotent mesenchymal stem/stromal cells(MSC) could be a
promising source for cell therapy, as they play important role in
reparation and regeneration processes in an organism, partially by
secreting many bioactive molecules stimulating angiogenesis, neurogenesis, activating tissue-resident stem cells, modulating immune
reactions along with other functions. Importantly, MSC secrete
molecules supporting functions and viability of spermatogonial stem
cells, Leydig and Sertoli cells. Thus, MSC-secreted products can be
used for spermatogenesis restoration. To enhance their effects prolonged release of MSC-secreted bioactive factors is crucial. Thus,
we developed combined drug based on human MSC-secreted
products and collagen. Rat cryptorchidism model of spermatogenesis failure was used. We revealed combined biomaterial containing
MSC-secreted products recovered spermatogenesis significantly and
comparably to cell therapy with MSC. Subtunical injection of
combined biomaterial led to hypotrophy recovery of testes, increase
of total and moving spermatozoa count. Using histologic analysis,
we found normalization of spermatogonial stem and progenitor cells
differentiation, recovery of Sertoli and Leydig cells. Using immunohistochemistry, we revealed cellular mechanisms involved in
regenerative effects we observed. Thus, using the combined biomaterial based on human MSC-secreted products and collagen gel
can be promising and even preferable to cell therapy with MSC
considering clinical effects, risks and ethical limitations. Study was
conducted using biomaterial collected under RSF grant#14-5000029 and using equipment purchased as a part of Moscow State
University Program of Development.
P255
Facilitated nerve regeneration by human adipose-derived
stem cell-attached micropatches of heparin-based hydrogel
in a sciatic nerve injury model
H Y Lee2 H L Lee2 Y Ha2
1: Yonsei university 2: Yonsei University College of Medicine
and Brain Korea 21 PLUS Project for Medical Science
Heparin-based hydrogel was reported to be excellent for adhesion and functions of human adipose-derived stem cells
(hASCs). In this study, we applied the micropatches of heparinbased hydrogel as a carrier of hASCs for the peripheral nerve
regeneration in a rat model. First, micropatterned heparin-based
hydrogels were formed and hASCs were seeded on the hydrogel
micropattern. After retrieving the hASC-attached micropatches,
they were applied to the damaged peripheral nerve by epineural
soaking after 1 week of injury. As control groups, PBS or hASCs
only was applied to the damaged peripheral nerve. Behaviour
test and evoked potential test showed the significantly enhanced
functional recovery of the damaged peripheral nerve by using
hASC-attached micropatches compared to the only cell delivery.
In histological analysis, by delivering hASCs using the hydrogel
micropatches, adhesion of hASCs on the peripheral nerve was
confirmed after 4 weeks of cell delivery as well as the enhanced
regeneration of axon and dorsal root ganglion compared to the
control groups. Immunostaining of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and macrophage showed minimal inflammation by
using the heparin-based hydrogel micropatches. Thus, hASC
delivery assisted by micropatches of heparin-based hydrogel
could facilitate the regeneration of damaged peripheral nerve by
improving the settlement and viability of hASCs on the defect
site, thus probably by the extended paracrine effects of hASCs.
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Evaluation of angiogenic properties of MSC conditioned
media combined with collagen
O A Makarevich1 A Y Efimenko1 G D Sagaradze1
P P Nimiritskiy1 P I Makarevich1 N A Basalova1
Z A Akopyan1 V A Tkachuk1
1: Lomonosov Moscow State University
Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) are widely used in regenerative medicine mainly due to their paracrine action. Conditioned media (CM) contained bioactive factors secreted by
MSC could be suggested as an alternative to cell therapy. As
angiogenesis is an essential stage of regeneration, we evaluated
the angiogenic properties of CM from human adipose-derived
MSC. Using ELISA we determined, that the concentration of
key pro-angiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) plateaued at
7 days of cell cultivation in serum-free media. Collected CM
performed chemoattractive properties towards endothelial
EA.hy926 cells in automated Boyden assay. We showed, that
chemoattractive effect of CM was increased along with tangential concentration, although the most outcome was observed
for 10-fold concentrated CM. Local administration of CM
in vivo is associated with rapid washout of growth factors, so we
combined CM with different forms of porcine collagen to increase the retention of MSC secreted products. In vitro assays
demonstrated, that 10-fold concentrated CM combined with
solid collagen membrane or collagen gel exhibited chemoattractive properties towards EA.hy926 cells and supported the
viability of HUVEC after deprivation. These data suggest, that
CM from MSC combined with collagen can be considered as an
effective pro-angiogenic tool and could be useful in stimulation
of local angiogenesis. Study was conducted using human biomaterial collected and preserved under a project ‘‘Scientific
basis for national bank-depositary of living systems’’ (RSF
agreement #14-50-00029) and using equipment purchased as a
part of Moscow State University Program of Development.
P257
Cytokine-induced interleukin-1 receptor antagonist protein
expression in genetically engineered equine mesenchymal
stem cells for osteoarthritis treatment
S Gabner1 R Ertl1 K Velde1 M Renner2 F Jenner1 M Egerbacher1
J Hlavaty1
1: University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna 2: Paul-EhrlichInstitute
A combination of tissue engineering methods employing MSCs
together with gene transfer takes the advantage of both innovative
strategies and highlights a new approach to target osteoarthritis
(OA) and other cartilage defects. Hence, the development of systems allowing transgene expression, particularly regulated by
natural disease-induced substances is highly desirable and represents a promising field for further research. Bone marrow-derived
equine MSCs were transduced with a lentiviral vector expressing
interleukin-1 receptor antagonist protein (IL-1RA) gene under
control of an inducible NFkB-responsive promoter. The IL-1RA
production was analysed in these cells (MSC/IL-1RA) upon proinflammatory cytokine stimulation (TNFa, IL-1b). An equine
chondrocyte culture-based cytokine model of osteoarthritis was
established and quantitative real-time PCR analysis was used to
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detect disease-specific gene expression. The biological activity of
the produced IL-1RA protein and moreover, the therapeutic effect
of IL-1RA-expressing MSCs was assessed in this in vitro model. A
dose-dependent increase in IL-1RA expression was found in MSC/
IL-1RA cells upon TNFa administration, whereas stimulation using IL-1 b did not lead to IL-1RA production above the basal level
observed in non-stimulated cells due to the existing feedback
loop. Repeated cycles of induction allowed on/off modulation of
the transgene expression. In vitro analyses revealed, that IL-1RA
protein present in conditioned medium from MSC/IL-1RA
cells blocks OA onset in cytokine-treated equine chondrocytes and
co-cultivation of MSC/IL-1RA cells with osteoarthritic spheroids
alleviates the severity of the osteoarthritic changes. Thus, proinflammatory cytokine induced IL-1RA protein expression from
genetically modified MSCs might represent a promising strategy
for osteoarthritis treatment.
P258
Reducing stem cell conditioning for SCID gene therapy
L Garcia Perez1 L van Roon1 M W Schilham1 A C Lankester1
K Pike-Overzet1 F J.T. Staal1
1: Leiden University Medical Center
Conditioning of SCID patients prior transplantation is required
for successful treatment. However, conditioning regimens used in
the clinic are associated with mortality as well as with short and
long-term side effects on extramedullary tissues. Importantly in
SCID, where patients are generally less than 1-year-old at the time
of treatment and suffering from existing co-morbidities, there is a
pressing need for developing alternative, less toxic conditioning
regimens. Hence, we aim to improve chemotherapy protocols used
in the clinic by combining busulfan with stem-cell niche-directed
therapeutic agents (G-CSF or Plerixafor) that are clinically approved for other purposes, e.g., stem cell mobilisation. T, B and
myeloid cell recovery was analysed in humanized NSG mice after
different conditioning regimens. Increasing human chimerism was
observed with increasing doses of busulfan, showing comparable
immune recovery as with total body irradiation. Notably, a better
T cell reconstitution was observed after busulfan conditioning not
only in NSG mice but also in SCID mouse models. Direct effects
on the stem cell compartment in the bone marrow was observed after G-CSF and Plerixafor administration, as well as in
combination with low doses of busulfan. Finally, immune recovery
in humanized NSG mice was improved with combined preconditioning, presumably due to lower thymic toxicity. Concluding, these proof-of-principle studies indicate that combining much
lower dosages of busulfan with G-SCF or Plerixafor leads to excellent stem cell engraftment with improved immune reconstitution of human CD34+ cells in NSG mice. These results indicate
the possibility of reduced conditioning regimens for clinical use.

P259
Development of cost efficient platforms for the industrial
manufacture of pluripotent stem cell-derived products
for cell therapy
R Macown1 D Popova1 J Hasan1 E Rologi1 M Bell1
S Senderovich1 N Nicholas1 M Francois1 D Grandolfo1
M Smart1 M Mata1 I Schena1 B Sumarcz-Cordle1 S Callens1
D Marshal1 J Kerby1 S Ward1 R P Baptista1
1: Cell Therapy Catapult
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The commercialization of allogeneic stem cell derived medicines is committed to the development of cost-effective processes able to generate consistent large amounts of pluripotent
stem cells (PSCs) to be further differentiated to target somatic
cell products. Here we propose a strategy for the development of
closed, scalable, and controlled processes to generate large
quantities of PSCs. Research-grade cell banks of PSCs adapted
to commercially available culture systems were established and
characterized to industry standards. A proprietary iPSC line has
been established from a pre-seed lot of the cell line CGTRCiB10
generated to GMP standards. The ambr15 tool along with
Design of Experiment methodology have been employed to
support the establishment of a baseline process for the expansion
of PSCs in stirred tank reactor (STR). We are currently exploring
strategies for intensification of the cell expansion process by
automation of enzymatic dissociation of PSC-aggregates in the
vessel. We also propose a strategy for using a Quantum hollow
fibre bioreactor to generate large numbers of PSCs in a semiautomated 2D adherent expansion process, with concentrate and
wash steps utilising fluidised-bed centrifugation technology
(kSep) in a single, closed unit operation. Bioreactor cultures
(n = 5) yielded >200,000 pluripotent cells/cm2 with viability
>80%, which corresponds to a cost reduction of >20% compared
to conventional adherent cell culture processes. This work shows
bioengineering approaches to develop scalable automated processes for the controlled growth of PSCs and strategies of coupling upstream and downstream operations for the design of
cost-efficient processing platforms for allogeneic manufacturing.

P260
Use of the active 3D matrix in combination with gene and cell
therapy to stimulate skin regeneration
E Zakirova1 M Zhuravleva1 E Garanina1 A Salmakova1
A P Kiassov1 A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Russia
A model of a bioactive matrix based on fibrin glue Tissucol
(Baxter) was developed. In the first case the matrix contained
multipotent mesenchymal stem cells (MMSC) modified by
combination of adenoviral constructs encoding vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF165) and basic fibroblast
growth factor (FGF2) genes (MMSC-Ad-VEGF165-FGF2). In
the second case the matrix contained only combination of
adenoviral constructs encoding VEGF165 and FGF2 (AdVEGF165-FGF2). In vitro studies showed an increase of
mRNA VEGF165, FGF2 synthesis and enhanced formation of
capillary-like structures on Matrigel (extracellular matrix) in
MMSC-Ad-VEGF165-FGF2 group. Biologically active 3D
matrix was tested in vivo in 2 dogs with two morphologically
similar non-healing bitten wounds with 30 cm2 surface area.
Effect of surgical and conservative therapy was inadequate. To
promote regenerative processes in the skin defects a biologically active matrix containing MMSC-Ad-VEGF165-FGF2
was applied onto one wound, and a matrix with Ad-VEGF165FGF2 – onto the second. After 2 weeks, the wound treated
using of MMSC-Ad-VEGF165-FGF2 healed with formation of
delicate scar. The wound treated with the adenoviral constructs was healed at 3 weeks. The difference in the rate of
epithelialization of wounds can be explained by the difference
in the location and form of the wounds, secretion by MMSC of
various biologically active substances, which have stimulating
effects on the regenerative processes in the wound. Thus, our
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data suggest that biologically active 3D matrixes are promising for treatment of non-healing wounds and ulcers of various
etiologies.
P261
Epicardial cardiac progenitor cell sheets results in better
structural integration and neovascularisation
than intramyocardial injections
K Dergilev1 P Makarevich2 Z Tsokolaeva1 I Beloglazova1
E Zubkova1 M Boldyreva1 M Menshikov1 Y Parfyonova1
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1: Russian Cardiology Research and Production centre
2: Lomonosov Moscow State University
Poor cell survival after transplantation remains a key problem
in cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) based cell therapy of myocardial infarction and heart failure. The aim of the present study is to
compare the efficacy of transplantation of CPCs into the infarcted
myocardium by conventional needle injection and CS epicardial deposition. After ligation-induced myocardial infarction, rats
were randomly allocated to receive intramyocardial injections of
c-kit(+)CD45(-) CPCs marked with CM-DIL or control medium
or epicardial implantation of scaffold–free CS. Heart remodelling,
cell engraftment, CPC survival/apoptosis/differentiation, myocardium fibrosis and angiogenesis were analyzed by immunostaining.
Quantitative analysis showed that at 2 weeks after transplantation
the number of engrafted CPC in injection group was significantly
lower compare with CS group. No significant differences in the
number of cells expressing the proliferation and apoptosis markers
have been identified. CPC transplanted in CS had a more pronounced migration ability compared to injected cells The area of
infarction contained labeled CPC was 2.5 times greater at epicardial delivery method than injection. Histological analyses of
heart frozen sections revealed that on day 14 the CPC CS grafts
had produced thick tissues, with a high-cell density, and promoted
pronounced vascularization, compared with injected cells. Part of
transplanted CPC in both groups showed signs of differentiation to
cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells. Compare with injections,
delivery of CPC based CS in the infarcted area is associated with
better graft functionality, structural integration and myocardial
neovascularization, which supports the concept of an epicardial
delivery of CPC sheets (Supported by RSF grant No16-15-00181).
P262
Application of nanostructural granules ‘‘nitigran’’
with mesenchymal stem cells in dentistry
F A Khafizova1 A R Khairutdinova1 I R Khafizov1
A A Rizvanov1 E Y Zakirova1 V E Gunter1 M Z Mirgazizov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008 Russia
The complexity of clinical application of mesenchymal stem
cell (MSC) suspension is that it spreads into surrounding tissues
in the absence of any carrier substance. In this study, an experiment was performed on dogs where MSC were isolated from
adipose tissue in combination with biocompatible fine-grained
porous titanium nickel alloy with the pore size of 0.1-1000lm
obtained by self-propagating high-temperature synthesis. This
material is characterized by unique properties: porous permeable
structure with high degree of pore openness; significant wettability with tissue fluids; high biological, biomechanical, and
biochemical compatibility at the cellular level. The optimal
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porous effect in combination with the maximized structure surface ultimately corresponded to the properties of human bones.
Under the influence of the capillary effect, the granules were
glued together, coming into contact with MSC suspension. For
control, X-rays and histological preparations were studied after
1, 3, and 6 months to trace the dynamics of bone growth. Histological examination of the bone after 1 month showed the
formation of a mature fibrous connective tissue in the submembrane space. After 3 months, the coarsely fibrous bone was
reorganized into a mature compact structure, lamellar bone
structure was observed. After 6 months, a submembrane mature
lamellar bone tissue with Haversian channels and blood vessels
was detected in the space. Thus, porous permeable beads of
titanium nickelide is the unique biocompatible carrier of cell
cultures and can be used to create artificial tissue engineered
constructs for increasing the volume of bone tissue in dentistry.
P263
In vitro demonstration of antibacterial effect of expanded
adipose stem cells (eASC)
P Mancheño-Corvo1 B del Rı́o1 C Ramı́rez1 W Dalemans1
O DelaRosa1 E Lombardo1
1: Tigenix SAU
Sepsis is a leading cause of mortality in non-coronary ICUs in
the developed world, characterized by a systemic infection due
to microbial organisms and to chronic activation of immune
cells. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) have shown antimicrobial
capacities, however little is known about the modulatory role of
is expanded human adipose stem cells (eASC) in sepsis. The
goal of this study is to understand the action of eASC in the
bacterial growth. Conditioned supernatants of eASC were generated to be further used as a culture media for pathogen’s
growth. IFN-c and LPS were selected for pre-activation of
eASC. E.coli and K.pneumoniae were the bacteria selected for
the study. CNS from non-activated, LPS activated and IFN-c
activated eASC were added to E.coli and K.pneumoniae culture
and the colonies forming units were evaluated. Results showed
that CNS from non-activated eASC did not inhibit bacterial
growth. Interestingly CNS from LPS-activated eASC significantly inhibited K.pneumoniae growth. Nevertheless, in contrast
for what was described for bone marrow MSC, the evaluation of
antimicrobial peptides showed absence of LL-37 in CNS from
LPS activated eASC, indicating that other factors might be involved in the mechanism for antibacterial activity of eASC.
Finally, although CNS from eASC didn’t block bacterial growth,
the direct contact between bacteria and eASC showed a reduction of the bacterial growth without the need of pre-activation of
eASC. Altogether the above data support that eASC could exert
an antibacterial effect in sepsis.
P264
Regenerative potential of periosteum-derived stromal cells
G Brachtl1 A Hochreiter1 S Hochmann1 M Mittermeir1
A Raninger1 K Schallmoser2 J Wittig3 A Gaggl3 D Strunk1
1: Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy Institute, Spinal Cord
Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center, Paracelsus Medical
University, 5020 Salzburg, Austria 2: Department of Blood
Group Serology and Transfusion Medicine, Spinal Cord Injury
and Tissue Regeneration Center, Paracelsus Medical University,
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5020 Salzburg, Austria 3: Department of Oral and Maxillofacial
Surgery, Paracelsus Medical University, 5020 Salzburg, Austria
There is an urgent need for efficient regeneration of missing
bone structures limiting the effectiveness of dental reconstruction
and implants. Combining stem cell strategies with material-based
technologies may provide efficient state of the art tissue engineering. We aimed to explore regenerative potential differences of
human periosteum-derived stromal/progenitor cells (PDSCs) generated from different anatomic locations (jaw vs. fibula/femur/
pelvic bone) by analyzing cell expansion, colony-forming (CFU-F)
potential and 3D-cartilage organogenesis in the absence/presence of
porcine-derived collagen membranes. Periosteum from two different locations/patient (n = 5) was dissected and PDSCs propagated in
xeno-free platelet lysate-supplemented clinical-grade cultures from
all periosteum samples (mean cell product: 80.7x106 (range = 53.7124.0x106). PDSCs showed uniform stromal immunophenotype
expressing ‡95% CD73/90/105 and £2% CD45/14/19/HLA-DR.
CFU-F potential was ranging from 25.7%-113.1% independent of
periosteum location. Five of 10 PDSC strains formed 3D-cartilage
organoids on collagen-coated inserts with a disk weight >10mg.
PDSCs from non-jaw locations showed a higher chondrogenic
differentiation potential corresponding to their endochondreal regenerative potential. Interestingly all PDSCs from non-jaw location
formed 3D-cartilage disks on xenogeneic porcine-derived collagen
membranes (mean disk weight: 14.7mg, range = 8.8–23.6mg). Only
1/5 jaw-derived PDSCs formed 3D cartilage >8mg perhaps corresponding to their intramembranous osteogenic potential. PDSCs
from different anatomical locations show no differences in cell
expansion or clonogenicity. Differences in chondrogenic potential
cannot be circumvented by culturing jaw-derived PDSCs on a
porcine-derived collagen membrane.
P265
Understanding allo-sensitisation after local administration
of allogeneic adipose derived stem cells (eASC)
C Martı́n2 C Ramı́rez1 B del Rı́o1 P Mancheño-Corvo1
E Lombardo1 J L Castañer2 W Dalemans3 O DelaRosa3
1: Tigenix 2: RAMON Y CAJAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3: Tigenix NV
Adipose derived Stem cells (ASCs) are considered immune
privileged, since they have low expression of HLA class I and
lack of HLA class II. Several clinical trials indicate that allogeneic ASCs are an effective clinical approach and are not causing
overt immunological rejection. Here we show a depth study on
the allosensitization of a group of patients treated with ASCs
in a clinical trial (NCT 20100606443). Plasma was collected
at baseline and 12 weeks after eASC administration, tested by
Luminex technology and analysed with HLA fusion software.
Positive sera were confirmed by Labscreen single antigen and
cross-compared with FCXM (flow cytometric conjugation assay).
Functional activity of anti-HLA antibodies was tested by CDC
(complement dependent cytotoxicity) assay, 36.5% of the eASCtreated patient population generated anti-HLA antibodies. The
proportion of patients allosensitized was higher in the subgroup
of patients who were pre-sensitized (60.0%) compared to the
subgroup of patients who were not pre-sensitized (32.1%). No
anti-HLA-II specific antibodies were detected. All Anti-HLA
antibodies present were able to bind HLA-I molecules of the
eASC administered. The capacity of complement mediated toxicity was also confirmed. Despite this, the concentration of HLA
antigen found in eASC was not apparently sufficient to induce a
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potent complement mediated cell killing. Additionally, no link
towards safety and efficacy was detected. Results demonstrated
that allosensitization after allogeneic eASC treatment was 36.5%.
Those anti-HLA antibodies were able to bind eASC, but not
capable to generate efficient complement mediated killing
P266
The study of interaction between barrier membranes
and soft tissues in the oral cavity of dogs
F A Khafizova1 A K Zhitko1 R M Mirgazizov1 I R Khafizov1
D E Tsyplakov2 A A Rizvanov1 R G Khafizov1
M Z Mirgazizov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: Kazan
State Medical University, Kazan, 420012, Russia
To date, the interaction of barrier membranes with soft tissues
of the oral cavity in dental implantology remains insufficiently
studied. In order to investigate the interaction of barrier membranes with soft parts of the oral cavity, a comparative research on
the relation between the braided nickel-titanium membrane with
shape memory and the movable and fixed gum mucosa was performed on dogs at different time points (1, 2, 3 weeks and 1
month). The comparative experimental-morphological study on
the interaction of the movable and fixed gum mucosa with a
woven membrane made of superfine fibers of nickel-titanium alloy
showed that the epithelial lining was fully restored after 2 weeks in
most cases with the fixed tissue. The histological structure of soft
gingival tissues was generally consistent with the norm: a multilayer, flat, non-coronary epithelium with clearly discernible layers
and the underlying connective tissue, which at the site of contact
with the membrane filled with cells. In the group with the movable
mucosa, the formation of the normal histological structure of the
gum was achieved after 1 month in most cases. It was probably
caused by inflammation of the surrounding soft tissues due to the
exposed edges of the wound and exposure of the membrane due to
the mobility of the mucous membrane of the gums. However,
despite this, the histological structure was completely restored 1
month later in non-exposed areas of the membranes surrounding
the movable soft tissues, which again proves the high biocompatibility of nickel-titanium material.
P267
Nanomodified biopolymer matrices as carriers of stem cells
for the regeneration of tissue defects
E A Naumenko1 I D Guryanov1 E Y Zakirova1 R F Fakhrullin1
1: Kazan Federal (Volga Region) University
Recently a lot of research has been devoted to the development
of nanomodified biopolymer composites. In particular, biodegradable materials find their application in tissue engineering for the
regeneration of tissue defects. The modification of such materials
by nanoparticles increases their mechanical strength, adhesive
properties, and also allows to change the thermal stability. Modification of nanoparticles allows creating materials with different
characteristics. Ceramic nanoparticles, in particular, halloysite nanotubes, have become widespread for the modification of materials
for tissue engineering due to lack of toxicity and wide modification
possibilities. The introduction of 3-6 wt % of halloysite into this
composite resulted in the increase of its mechanical strength and
thermal stability. Biopolimer material was studied using cell cultures, as well as in rats. Both porous and non-porous material
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supported the growth of cells, and also did not cause inflammatory
reactions during implantation. A complete resorption of the material
occurred in 6 weeks. Within 3 weeks, blood flow was restored in
the implantation area. We used this material as a carrier for stem
cells in the regeneration of the skin defect, as well as to restore the
bone defect in dogs. In the case of a skin defect, wound healing was
accelerated. The use of biopolymer matrices in combination with
stem cells promoted normal regeneration of bone tissue. There were
no manifestations of the rejection reaction in both cases. This work
was partially supported by RFBR grant 15-04-99660 and performed
according to the Russian Government Program of Competitive
Growth of Kazan Federal University.
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Hypoxia-specific VEGF-expressing system
using erythropoietic enhancer lead to recovery
of neuropathic pain
H L Lee2
1: Yousei University 2: Yonsei University College of Medicine
and Brain Korea 21 PLUS Project for Medical Science
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is an angiogenic cytokine that stimulates the differentiation and function of vascular
endothelial cells. VEGF has been implicated in improving nervous
system function after injury. However, uncontrolled overexpression
of VEGF increases the risk of tumour formation at the site of gene
delivery. For this reason, VEGF expression needs to be strictly controlled. In this study, we used the erythropoietin (Epo) enhancer-SV40
promoter system (EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs) for hypoxia-specific VEGF
expression. We used three types of NSCs: DsRed-NSCs as controls,
SV-VEGF-NSCs as uncontrolled VEGF overexpressing NSCs, and
EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs. For comparison of VEGF expression at normoxia and hypoxia, we measured the amount of VEGF secreted.
VEGF expression decreased at normoxia and increased at hypoxia for
EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs; thus, EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs controlled VEGF
expression, dependent upon oxygenation condition. To demonstrate
the therapeutic effect of EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs, we transplanted each
cell line in a neuropathic pain sciatic nerve injury rat model. The
transplanted EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs improved sciatic nerve functional
index (SFI), mechanical allodynia, and re-myelination similar to the
SV-VEGF-NSCs. Additionally, the number of blood vessels increased to a level similar to that of the SV-VEGF-NSCs. However, we
did not observe tumour generation in the EpoSV-VEGF-NSC animals
that were unlikely to have tumour formation in the SV-VEGF-NSCs.
From our results, we determined that EpoSV-VEGF-NSCs safely
regulate VEGF gene expression which is dependent upon oxygenation status. In addition, we found that they are therapeutically appropriate for treating sciatic nerve injury.
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Implantation of gene-activated osteoplastic materials is one of the
promising approaches in such cases. Plasmid DNA pBud-VEGF165BMP2 gene-activated collagen-hydroxyapatite (KP-3) and octacalcium phosphate (OCP) scaffolds (‘‘Polystom’’, Russia) were
implanted at the site of 3-mm femur defect of Wistar rats. Histological examination was performed 30 and 60 days after operation and
revealed normal callus formation in collagen groups while OCF
groups showed hampering of reparation. In the gene-activated KP-3
group a significant increase (3.3 times vs non-modified material) in
the cartilage and bone tissue content in callus was observed at 30 day
time point. At 60 day-time point there were no significant differences.
The average vascularization in the gene-activated KP-3 group was
higher than in the group with non-modified material, although the
difference was not significant (31.7 – 12.82 vs 18.7 – 3.83 for 30 days
and 26.46 – 10.41 vs 13.97 – 6.75 vessels/mm2 for 60 days). At the
same time, vascularization in the gene-activated collagen group was
significantly higher than in the group with an empty defect (2.7 times
for 30 days and 4.2 times for 60 days). Neither OCP, nor geneactivated OCP enhanced osteogenesis or vascularization at the site of
defect. In conclusion gene-activated Kolapol-KP3 is a promising
scaffold for stimulation of bone regeneration. At the same time OCP
did not show efficacy in the used rat femur fracture model. Study
supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7 of Ministry of
Education and Science.
P270
Expression of human UBE3a Via AAV5 recovers spatial
learning and synaptic plasticity deficits in a model
of Angelman syndrome
K R Nash1 P M Peters1 R L Cook1 K Magolan1 M E Limia1
B M Capraro1 G Robinson2 J Cook2 M Pykett2 E J Weeber1
1: University of South Florida 2: Agilis Biotherapeutics
Angelman syndrome (AS) is a rare neurological disorder that
results in global developmental delay, severe cognitive disruption,
limited speech, seizures, tremors, and ataxic gait at a prevalence
of 1: 10,000-20,000 live births. The gene responsible for AS is
UBE3A, which undergoes maternal imprinting in the brain in a
neuron-specific manner such that the paternal copy is silenced and
the active copy is maternal. Maternal Ube3a deficient mice recapitulate many of the phenotypes seen in the human disorder. Using
adeno-associated virus type 5, we delivered human Ube3a gene
via an intracerebroventricular injection to demonstrate efficacy
of the human gene preclinically. Using AAV5-hUbe3a, we rescued the LTP deficits seen in this model and observed reductions
in the cognitive deficits in the Morris water maze, which are
associated with the mouse model for AS.
P271
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The generation of therapeutic iPSC banks: GMP iPSC lines
from common HLA haplotypes

Gene activated scaffolds promote reparative osteogenesis
in vivo

A Mack1 E Faust1 K Monroe1 R Wachowiak1 P Berthet1 D Hei1
W B Wang1

M R Khaliullin1 M N Zhuravleva1 R F Masgutov3 R V Deev2
A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: Ryazan
State Medical University, Ryazan, 390026, Russia 3: Republican
Clinical Hospital, Kazan, 420064, Russia
Fracture nonunion or delayed union comprise nearly 5% of all the
fractures, with number rising up to 20% due to concomitant illnesses.

1: Cellular Dynamics International – a FUJIFILM Company,
Madison, WI USA
Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are powerful tools capable of supporting the treatment of human disease through an
ability to differentiate into cell types specific for key indications.
Cellular Dynamics International has pioneered industrial human
cell production platform for manufacturing induced pluripotent
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stem cells (iPSCs) and differentiating them into functional human
cells. FCDI aims to establish a bank of HLA-matched iPSCs
spanning >95% of the US population and, by extension, establish
banks that match against global populations. Historical work with
cord blood and solid organ transplantation indicate that a hemizygous recipient match at specific HLA loci reduces incidence of
allograft rejection. Therefore, blood from individuals possessing
these desirable HLA types along with additional criteria to minimize risk of rejection will be used in the manufacture of banks using
FCDI’s proprietary, plasmid-based reprogramming technology.
P272
Application of combined gene and cell therapy
within an implantable therapeutic device for the treatment
of severe haemophilia A
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C Olgasi1 S Merlin1 T Bergmann2 C Borsotti1 D M Mazzuca3
A Stolzing4 M Zierau5 P Toleikis3 J Braspenning2 A Follenzi1
1: University of Piemonte Orientale 2: University of Wuerzburg
3: Sernova Corporation 4: Loughborough University 5: IMS
Integrierte Management Systeme e. K., Heppenheim, Germany
New regenerative medicine approaches to treat haemophilia A
require insights into cell compartments capable of producing factor
VIII (FVIII). Haemaphilia A (HA) is an X-linked bleeding disease
due to FVIII deficiency. We and others previously demonstrated
that FVIII is produced specifically in endothelial cells. The main
objective of our work is to develop the tools and technologies for a
novel ex vivo cell-based therapy to treat HA that should ultimately
lead to improved patient quality of life. We isolated blood outgrowth endothelial cells (BOECs) from healthy and patients’ blood.
BOECs were efficiently transduced by lentiviral vectors (LVs)
containing the B domain deleted form of human FVIII under the
Vascular Endothelial Cadherin promoter (VEC). BOECs were
characterized by FACS analysis for endothelial phenotype and
FVIII evaluated by APTT and ELISA. The number of integrated
LV copies/cell was *3 for LV-VEC.hFVIII transduced cells.
We demonstrated by FACS that FVIII was expressed by 70%
of transduced cells. Ten million LV-VEC.hFVIII-BOECs were
transplanted intraperitoneally in association with cytodex 3
microcarrier beads in NOD/SCID c-null HA (NSG-HA) mice
(n = 3). BOECs survived and secreted FVIII at therapeutic
levels (with a peak of 15% FVIII activity) for up to 12 weeks.
As next steps, LV-transduced haemophilia patient BOECs will
be transplanted into an implanted prevascularized, scalable
medical device (Cell Pouch, Sernova Corp.) and optimized
for sustained secretion of FVIII in the NSG-HA mice. This is in
preparation for future human clinical testing within the device
in haemophilic patients by transplantation of GMP produced
autologous gene corrected BOECs.
P273
The use of adipose derived stromal vascular fraction
in complex non-healing wounds of soft tissues and bone
defects in maxillofacial surgery in dog
D A Azizova1 E Y Zakirova1 F A Khafizova1 A K Zhitko1
R F Masgutov1 2 A A Rizvanov1 V E Gunter1 R G Khafizov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia
2: Republican clinical hospital, Kazan, 420064, Russia
Tissue regeneration at the site of non-healing oroantral fistula
with simultaneous plastic surgery reconstruction of soft tissues
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was carried out. Adipose tissue derived stromal vascular fraction
(SVF) in combination with nickel-titanium granules (nitigran)
was used as an osteoinductive material. We performed excision
of the altered mucosa in the fistula. The granulations from the
sinus cavity were taken out. The sinus cavity was repeatedly
washed with antiseptic solutions. The bone surface was treated
with milling cuts along the entire length of the fistulous course.
The bottom of the defect was covered with a membrane, and the
defect was filled with nickel-titanium granules saturated with
SVF. The top was covered with a collagen membrane. Then the
plastic surgery of the fistula with soft tissues was performed. The
edges of the wound were stitched with Vicryl and additionally
covered with Tissucol fibrin glue mixed with SVF. In the course
of the wound healing, fibrin glue dissolved completely, releasing
the cells enclosed in it, which stimulated regeneration processes.
The dog was prescribed to undergo the antibiotic therapy with
Maxipime at a dose of 250 mg given intramuscularly once a day
for 5 days. Subsequently, dynamic X-ray examination of the
animal and external examinations were carried out. As a result of
the operation, the full closure of the oroantral fistula in the dog’s
jaw was achieved, which demonstrates the effectiveness of nitigran granules in comvination with adipose derived SVF in
complex non-healing wounds of soft tissues in maxillofacial
surgery.

P274
Hypoxia pre-conditioning enhances cardiac differentiation
ability of human iPSCs
S Bobis-Wozowicz1 K Kmiotek-Wasylewska1 Z Madeja1
E Zuba-Surma1
1: Jagiellonian University
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) hold great
promise for regenerative medicine, particularly for development of personalized therapies for human patients. One of the
most common life-threatening diseases in developed countries nowadays are related to the cardiovascular system, despite available modalities. Thus, it is of immense importance
to develop new treatment options for affected patients, including standardized and robust protocols for cardiomyocytes
generation from patients’ own samples, with or without the
iPSC-stage. Knowing that reduced oxygen level (hypoxia)
plays an important role in normal cardiomyogenesis in vivo,
we hypothesized, that low oxygen condition may also influence cardiomyocytes generation from hiPSCs in vitro. In this
study we performed cardiomyogenic differentiation from
isogenic hiPS cell lines cultured continuously in hypoxia and
normoxia. We found that hiPSCs cultured in hypoxia differentiated faster into mature cardiomyocytes, in comparison to
their counterparts derived from normoxic cultures. The differentiation was indicated by increased levels of expression of
pro-cardiomyogenic genes, including GATA4, NKX2.5 and
TNNT2 and also higher mRNA levels for calcium, potassium
and sodium ion channels, an indicator of mature cardiomyocytes. We conclude, that hypoxia preconditioning increases
the ability of hiPSCs to differentiate into mature cardiomyocytes. Our findings might be implemented into protocols
for cardiac myocytes generation in a more robust and physiological way. These data can further be exploited for preparation of drugs screening platforms and ultimately, for
development of novel therapies for human patients based on
iPS-derived allogeneic cardiac cells.
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P275
A novel automated, closed system solution for simple,
de-risked and cost-effective autologous ATMP
manufacturing: the NANT 001 bioreactor
G Detela1 G Cattaruzzi1
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1: VivaBioCell S.p.A.
Manufacturing of autologous therapy products presents a
number of challenges associated to product quality demonstration and cost-effectiveness of the scale-out production. VivaBioCell has developed the NANT 001 bioreactor, an automated,
closed system with an integrated process control strategy and
traceability tools for improved manufacturing processes which
are easy to run and more profitable than traditional alternative
methods. NANT 001 bioreactor features in-process control of
temperature, pH, cell morphology and cell confluency through a
web-based monitoring system. The integrated imaging system,
based on liquid-lens microscopy, periodically takes representative culture images used to automatically estimate confluency.
At the end of each run, NANT 001 bioreactor provides a cell
culture report with a summary of operations, users involved, inprocess controls and growth curve, allowing the operators to
trace all events and assess process compliance. Although it is
designed to process a variety of cell types, NANT 001 bioreactor
has been validated for the automated expansion of both adiposederived and bone marrow-derived MSCs according to an optimised, pre-loaded set of instructions. The cultures, automatically
harvested in less than 15 minutes, always yielded improved cell
number, viability, identity markers and processing times than the
manual control performed in parallel, indicating suitability of
NANT 001 for automated bioprocessing of autologous MSC
products. Due to all this, NANT 001 is currently employed in a
comparability study for the manufacture of an autologous ATMP
for the treatment of osteoarthritis, with the aim to improve
manufacturing capacity and meet the patient demand.

P276
Enhanced dark-field microscopy for visualization
of magnetic nanoparticles in multicellular spheroids
E V Rozhina1 A A Danilushkina1 E A Naumenko1
R F Fakhrullin1
1: Kazan Federal University
The use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) is very promising
for the labeling of cells and subsequent monitoring of transplanted MNPs-cells in regenerative medicine. At present, 3D
structures are considered more promising models in vitro than
monolayer cultures. We investigated the distribution of magnetic
nanoparticles in a three-dimensional spheroid from A549 (human lung carcinoma), Hep3B (human hepatoma), PC3 (human
prostate cancer) cell lines using enhanced dark-field microscopy.
Using one-step coating of nanoparticles with polyelectrolyte, the
surface charge of the magnetic nanoparticles was changed from
-24.5 – 0.5 mV to +52 – 0.6 mV. After functionalization, cells
with magnetic nanoparticles acquired a brown color, which was
clearly seen with the use of a phase-contrast microscope. The
distribution of magnetic nanoparticles in cells and the intercellular space of spheroids in all types of cell lines was visualized
using enhanced dark-field microscopy. Seven days after cultivation the spheroids were transferred to the culture dish; during
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24 hours the spheroids were attached and after 7 days a typical
monolayer was formed. The monolayer growth of magnetic
clusters on the surface of culture dish allowed to conclude that
MNPs-PAH are nontoxic for human cells and can be successfully used for nano-labeling cells in regenerative medicine.
Enhanced dark-field microscopy can be used to visualize the
distribution of nanomaterials both in individual cells and in
three-dimensional clusters. The work was performed according
to the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth of
Kazan Federal University. This work is supported by Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (grant 15-04-99660).
P277
Glucagon like peptide-1 as an antidiabetic gene therapy
agent inducing transdifferantiation of pancreatic
endocrine cells
H M Tasyurek1 H A Altunbas2 S Sanlioglu1
1: Akdeniz University Center for Gene and Cell Therapy
2: Akdeniz University Department of Internal Medicine, Division
of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
New therapy strategies for Type 2 diabetes(T2DM) should be
considered to stimulate glucose induced insulin secretion(GSIS);
beta cell replication and islet neogenesis and as well as protect
islet cells from apoptosis. Previous studies suggested that 50%
decrease in incretin (GLP-1) gene expression was detected in
T2DM patients[1][2]. Therefore; we aimed to overcome incretin
deficiency via lentiviral GLP-1 gene transfer by providing a
prolonged GLP-1 expression in a rat model of T2DM. High
titered lentiGLP-1 were produced in roller bottles, by CaPO4
transfection to 293T cells. In vitro functionality of LentiGLP-1
vector was proved by an increase in cAMP production and GSIS
in transduced MIN6 cells. Previously hyperglycemic diabetic
rats exhibit lowered blood glucose levels following in vivo administration of LentiGLP-1. Besides; improved insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance were observed in treated rats; while
triglyceride levels were normalised. Islet cell mass and insulin
positive cell assessments revealed 45% increase in islet mass
after GLP-1 gene delivery. Additionally, detection of insulin
positive cell clusters in aciner regions of pancreatic sections
should be considered as an indication of transdifferantiation
potential of GLP-1 peptide. TUBITAK-112S114 1. Tasyurek,
H.M., et al., Incretins: their physiology and application in the
treatment of diabetes mellitus. Diabetes Metab Res Rev, 2014.
30(5): p. 354-71. 2. Tasyurek, M.H., et al., GLP-1-mediated
gene therapy approaches for diabetes treatment. Expert Rev Mol
Med, 2014. 16: p. e7.

P278
Cytochlasin B-induced membrane vesicles as vector
for the bioactive molecules delivery
M O Gomzikova1 S V Kurbangaleeva1 V G Evtugin1
A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia
Background: The cell-free therapy concept was developed
due to the risk of oncotransformation and uncontrolled proliferation of stem cells. As soluble factors are subjected to destruction by hydrolytic enzymes, extracellular vesicles (EVs)
from human cells are a promising tool for cell-free therapy.
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However, the amount of EVs is not sufficient for therapeutic use.
It is known that membrane vesicles induced in a large quantity
by cytochalasin B treatment of cells retain cell surface receptors
and cytoplasmic signaling of parental cells.
Results: The aim of our work was to characterize the biological and vector properties of cytochalasin B-induced membrane
vesicles (CIMVs) of human cells (SH-SY5Y, Hek293T cell lines).
According to the data obtained using laser confocal microscopy
and immunoblotting, the CIMVs contained fragments of actin
microfilaments similar to the natural microvesicles of human cells.
We showed that CMIVs mostly were 200-800 nm in diameter
which is comparable with natural microvesicles. By differential
cytoplasmic membrane staining we investigated the molecular
mechanism of CIMVs and recipient cell interaction. We found that
95.88% of the recipient cells included the membrane of the
CIMVs. The membrane components of the CIMVs were included
into cytoplasmic membrane and captured into endocytic vesicles
of recipient cells. Finally, we demonstrated pro-angiogenic properties of CIMVs in vitro and in vivo similar to that of parental cells.
Study supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7 of Ministry
of Education and Science.
Conclusions: This data suggests that CIMVs have similar
biological properties closely resembling that of natural microvesicles and are suitable for biomedical applications.
P279
The effect of PEGylated hollow gold nanoparticles on stem
cell migration: Potential application in tissue regeneration
M Sancho-Albero1 M M Encabo-Berzosa1 A Crespo-Barreda2
V Andreu1 V Sebastián1 S Irusta1 M Arruebo1 J Santamaria* 1
P Martin-Duque* 3
1: Department of Chemical Engineering. Aragon Institute of
Nanoscience (INA)// University of Zaragoza// Networking
Research Center on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and
Nanomedicine, CIBER-BBN 2: Universidad Francisco de
Vitoria 3: Universidad Francisco de Vitoria/ Instituto Aragones
de CC de la Salud// Fundación Araid
Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have attracted the interest of recent research because of their biomedical potential as drug
carriers, gene vectors and therapeutic agents. Their biological
effects are highly dependent on their size, surface functionalization and net electrical surface charge. In addition, the understanding of how they can modify cell status in therapeutic
applications is of paramount importance. On the other hand, in
the field of the regenerative medicine, mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) not only can be differentiated into different cell types
but also they show tropism towards injured or inflamed tissues
serving as repair cells to restore biological functions. In this
study we have observed that MSCs containing GNPs show accelerated cell migration and successful scaffold colonization,
from the cellular to the molecular level. Therefore, a fast celular
colonization on any artificial scaffold would promote a rapid
healing and would restore function. We report the impact of
GNPs on the migration (by the wound healing assay) and proliferation (by flow-cytometry analysis and by the detection of
metabolic mitochondrial activity) on the behaviour of different
cell lines including MSCs, HeLa cells, and human dermal fibroblasts. We demostrate that GNPs are easily internalized by
MSCs causing an increase in their migration rate, mediated by
actin and tubulin overexpression. We also demonstrate that
MSCs containing GNPs are able to successfully colonize fibrin
and PCL-based scaffolds. Those results highlight the potential
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use of nanoparticle-loaded MSCs as therapeutic carriers in cellular therapy and tissue repair
P280
A concept of biocontainment for GMP cell production
applied in a public hospital
L Mustapha1 3 F Gomri1 L Waselle1 L Tissot1 F Sadeghipour2
J M Dubaele3 J F Brunet
1: Cell production center, Lausanne University Hospital,
2: Service of Pharmacy, Lausanne University Hospital
3: Pharmacie Centrale, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Amiens
Advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMP) including cell,
gene therapy medicines and tissue-engineered products face
enormous translating challenges in order to produce new treatments for severe diseases. These challenges need a multidisciplinary approach from cell biology to human clinical trials by
considering good manufacturing practices, regulatory affairs, risk
and quality assessments. To ensure safety and high quality of
ATMP, appropriate GMP production management and quality
control are essential in a dedicated structure. The context of a
public university hospital facilitates links between academic research and human clinical trials to offer great possibilities for
innovation in the field. To continue productions of autologous
skin cells and develop new therapeutic tools in orthopedics and
clinical neurosciences in our institution, Cell Production Center
to encounter GMP rules has been built to obtain national agency
authorization. To limit the risk of contamination and expensive
costs, the concept of biocontainment was put in place by implementing isolators, computerized production monitoring and
quality control activities. Isolators allow all manipulations for
GMP cell production: seeding, media change, growing, microscopy observations and harvest. The computerized monitoring
ensures the traceability of all the activities from raw materials
data to final product information including physical parameters.
Through training and qualification of specialized personnel, our
accredited GMP facility offers the possibility to develop new
clinical trials such as cartilage repair or neurorehabilitation. For
the future and the professionalization of ATMP production,
sharing of competencies and expertise between this type of facilities and hospital pharmacy experiences would facilitate personalized medicine treatment.

P281
Development of consistent GMP-grade growth factors
and cytokines for cellular therapeutics
R Chan1 J Wells1 T Manning2
1: Bio-Techne 2: R&D Systems
Cell and gene therapies show incredible promise as next generation treatments for a range of pathologies including cancer, neurodegenerative disease, and cardiovascular disease. Using live cells as
an ATMP introduces a level of complexity not seen in more traditional therapies. The open systems and manual manufacturing processes often used are prone to mistakes. In addition, a reliance on
biological processes is inherently susceptible to variability. This includes biologically-derived growth factors and cytokines used to
maintain, expand, or differentiate therapeutic cells. To reduce this
risk, most utilize proteins classified as Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) grade. In this context, this means ancillary/raw materials
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manufactured using guidelines e.g. U.S Pharmacopeia Chapter
<1043> or EU Pharmeuropa 26.4 < 5.2.12>. However, direct regulatory oversight is limited and cell therapy manufacturers must ensure for themselves that a supplier can meet their needs. This can
mean having a good understanding of quality management systems,
protein biochemistry, analytical testing methods, and manufacturing
processes. R&D Systems’ has developed extensive experience in
protein development and manufacturing over the last 30 years. We
show how development of proprietary cloning, expression, purification, conjugation, and formulation processes are important to ensuring a product that meets our industry-leading specifications.
Extensive quality control processes results in industry leading lot-tolot consistency and bioactivity; exemplified by the development of
over 900 validated bioassays to evaluate protein biological potency.
P282
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Cell surface modification with polyelectrolyte and nanoclay
E V Rozhina1 I R Ishmuhametov1 R F Fakhrullin1
R F Kamalieva1 R F Fakhrullin1
1: Kazan Federal University
It is known that both microbial cells and bacteria have a protection layer on their surface (Xiong W. et al. (2013) Chem.
Commun., 49, 7525-7), which guards them against environmental
conditions. This paper describes the effect of modification of the
outer human adenocarcinoma cells surface (A549) with poly
(acrylamide-co-diallyldimethyl-ammonium chloride) 10 wt% in
H2O (P (AAm-co-DADMAC) Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, USA) solution and halloysite nanotubes (China) in various
concentrations on the cell proliferative activity and viability.
Three concentrations of halloysite minerals 2.5, 5 and 10 lg of
nanoclay per 100 thousand cells were tested. The viability of
mammalian cells was assessed using a colorimetric MTT-test and
the laser confocal microscopy with staining of cells with a specialized kit (Invitrogen). The obtained results indicate an insignificant effect of all investigated concentrations of halloysite
nanotubes on the proliferative and respiratory activity of cells (the
decrease in activity was within 20%). Thus, the functionalization
of cells surface by the nanoframe can be used to protect the cells
from lethal factors, as well as for targeted drugs delivery. The
work was performed according to the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth of Kazan Federal University. This
work was funded by the subsidy allocated to the Kazan Federal
University for the state assignment in the sphere of scientific
activities (project 16.2822.2017/4.6). This work is supported by
Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant 16-34-00196).
P283
Structural and functional effects of adipose derived
mesenchymal stem cells in a fibrin matrix application in pigs
with subacute spinal cord injury
Y O Mukhamedshina1 E Y Zakirova1 A A Kostennikov1
S V Ogurtsov2 I A Shulman2 R F Masgutov2 A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Russia 2: Republic Clinical
Hospital, Kazan, Russia
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of the important medical and
social problems. Cell-based technologies are promising approach
for CNS post-traumatic disorders treatment. However, the translation of current biomedical research into the clinical practice is
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slow because of safety concerns and low efficiency of cell therapy
in human clinical trials. So, cell therapy research on the large
animal models are necessary for successful translation from the
lab bench to the patient bedside in a clinic. We investigated the
efficiency of application of adipose-derived mesenchymal stem
cells (AD-MSCs) enclosed into a fibrin matrix (Tissucol, Baxter)
into the SCI area in a subacute period in pigs. Ten female adult
Vietnamese Pot-Bellied pigs (9-12 kg weight, 3-4-month-old)
were used. Under anesthesia the laminectomy of the Th11 vertebrae was performed. The dosed contused SCI was achieved by
weight-drop device ensured falling of the 50-g weight from the
20 cm height on the spinal cord with the subsequent compression
by the same weight for 10 minutes. Six weeks after the surgery 8
million of autologous AD-MSCs enclosed in Tissucol (150 lL)
were applied on top of the SCI area. The control animals received
Tissucol application only. The study was supported by RFBF
grant 16-34-60101. The obtained results demonstrated that application of AD-MSCs in fibrin matrix onto the area of SCI effectively stimulates the post-traumatic neuroregeneration. It is
manifested as improvement of Porcine Thoracic Injury Behaviour
Scale (PTIBS) index, as well as the increase of the tissue sparing
and the reduction of the posttraumatic cavitation.

P288
Clonal tracking of haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
In vivo in humans
S Scala1 L Basso-Ricci1 F Dionisio1 D Pellin1 4 F A Salerio1
S Giannelli1 L Leonardelli1 M P Cicalese2 F Ferrua2 3
A Aiuti1 2 3 L Biasco1 4
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SRTIGET), Milan, Italy 2: Pediatric Immunohaematology and
Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit, San Raffaele Scientific
Institute, Milan, Italy 3: Vita Salute San Raffaele University,
Milan, Italy 4: Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s Cancer and
Blood Disorders Center, Boston, MA
Haematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPC) are widely
exploited in clinical gene therapy (GT) but the contribution of each
progenitor to engineered haematopoiesis after transplant remains
unknown. Combining phenotypic characterization and integration
sites (IS) tracking we studied in humans the dynamics after GT of 7
HSPC subtypes including haematopoietic stem cells (HSC), multipotent progenitors (MPP) and lymphoid- or myeloid-committed
precursors. We performed an in depth phenotypic characterization of HSPC collected at different time points after GT in
12 Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) patients treated with autologous lentiviral transduced bone marrow (BM) and/or mobilized peripheral blood (MPB) CD34+ HSPC (1 patient received
BM+MPB, 5 BM and 6 MPB). Our analyses unveiled an early
recovery driven mainly by committed progenitors both in BMand MPB-GT patients followed by stabilization of HSPC composition starting from 1-2 years post-GT. Notably, MPB-GT patients showed a faster myeloid reconstitution as compared to BMGT in most patients. Molecular analyses unveiled that the selective advantage for gene-corrected cells occurs already at early
stages of cell differentiation both in lymphoid and in myeloid
compartment. We retrieved >10.000 IS from 7 HSPC subpopulations sorted at early and steady-state reconstitution phases postGT which were cross-analyzed with >180.000 IS from BM progenitors and PB mature cells up to 5yrs after GT. Our data suggest
that HSC are on top of haematopoietic hierarchy, resilient and
acting in two temporally distinct clonal waves. Overall, this study
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provides unique information on HSPC subpopulations behaviour
after transplant in vivo in humans.
P289
Alterations of mesenchymal stromal cells isolated
from the bone marrow of beta-thalassemia patients
S Crippa1 V Rossella1 L Silvestri2 A Aprile1 S Scaramuzza1
S Marktel3 F Ciceri3 A Aiuti1 G Ferrari1 M E Bernardo1
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1: San Raffaele Telethon Insitute for Gene Therapy (HSRTIGET), Milan, Italy 2: Regulation of Iron Metabolism Unit,
Div. Genetics and Cell Biology, San Raffaele Scientific Institute,
Milan, Italy 3: Haematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation
Unit, San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy
Bone marrow (BM) contains a population of mesenchymal
stromal cells (MSCs) that, together with endothelial cells and
osteoblasts, provide a specific microenvironment to support
haematopoietic stem cell homeostasis. Beta-thalassemia (BT) is
an hereditary blood disorder characterized by reduced or absent
synthesis of hemoglobin beta-chains. Data on the mesenchymal
compartment in BT patients are scarce. We isolated and characterized MSCs from BT and healthy donor (HD) BM samples.
BT-MSCs showed a reduced clonogenic capacity, delay in colony formation, lower numbers of CFU-Fs and longer population
doubling time. Similarly, we observed an altered differentiation
capacity into adipocytes and osteoblasts. Both HD- and BTMSCs express the canonical mesenchymal markers. On the
contrary, the expression of CD146 and CD271 was extremely
reduced in BT-MSCs, indicating a pauperization of the most
primitive stem cell pool. We analyzed the expression of genes
involved in the crosstalk between MSCs and HSCs and found a
reduced expression of Cxcl12, SCF and Angp1 in BT-MSCs.
Several genes relevant for MSC functionality were also downregulated in BT-MSCs. We demonstrated that MSCs are able to
uptake and store iron. ROS levels were increased in BT-MSCs
possibly due to altered anti-oxidant response and iron overload
associated with blood transfusions. Importantly, higher level of
ROS and reduced expression of primitive markers were observed
in HD-MSCs cultured in presence of iron, underlying the importance of iron level for normal MSC function. In conclusion,
we showed an impairment in the mesenchymal niche of BT-BM
possibly associated with prolonged iron exposure.

P290
Biologically active composition of human W8B2+ cardiac
stem cell secretome
P Sivakumaran1 S Nie2 X Wang3 T Karnezis1 N Bandara1
C Nowell4 S Wilcox5 A F Hill6 M Shambrook6 N C Harris1
A E Newcomb7 P Strappe8 R Shayan1 D Hernández10
J Clarke1 G J Dusting10 K Takov9 S Davidson9 E Hanssen2
A Pébay10 J WK Ho3 N Williamson2 S Y Lim1
1: St Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research 2: University
of Melbourne 3: Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute
4: Monash University 5: Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research 6: La Trobe University 7: St. Vincent’s Hospital
Melbourne 8: Central Queensland University 9: University
College London 10: Centre for Eye Research Australia
The cardioreparative effects of adult stem cells have been
attributed to their salutary paracrine activity. Human W8B2+
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cardiac stem cells (CSCs) isolated from adult atrial biopsies
have been shown to exert powerful paracrine effects on endothelial cells and cardiomyocytes that are indicative of cardiac
repair and regeneration. Here, the complexity of the W8B2+
CSC secretomes was characterised and examined with mass
spectrometry, RNA and small RNA sequencing coupled with
three in vitro functional bioassays – survival of endothelial cells
and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes against simulated ischaemia,
endothelial cell tube formation angiogenesis assay, and proliferation of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. Using ion exchange
chromatography to separate soluble proteins based on their net
surface charge, we demonstrated that the secreted factors responsible for the pro-survival activity of W8B2+ CSCs are
within the low and medium cation fractions. Mass spectrometry analysis of these fractions identified a total of 58 proteins.
In addition to the soluble proteins, extracellular vesicles
secreted from W8B2+ CSCs also exhibited pro-survival and proangiogenic effects, as well as promoted proliferation of cardiomyocytes. W8B2+ CSC-derived extracellular vesicles contain
a cargo of proteins, mRNA and miRNA that are enriched in
exosomes and collectively are capable of modulating cellular
pathways involved in protein metabolism, cell growth and
maintenance, cellular responses to stress and extracellular matrix organisation. Our study demonstrated that W8B2+ CSC
secretomes contain bioactive paracrine factors that can be harnessed for therapeutic use in cardiac repair and regeneration.
P291
A novel in vitro model to decode human cardiac stem cells
role in myocardial ischemia reperfusion injury
M J Sebastião1 M Serra1 R Pereira1 I Palacios2
P Gomes-Alves1 P M Alves1
1: iBET/ITQB-NOVA 2: Coretherapix/Tigenix
After an Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI), IschemiaReperfusion (I/R) injury is responsible for a critical decrease in
the number of viable cardiomyocytes (hCMs). Human myocardium harbors a population of endogenous cardiac stem cells
(hCSCs) that is activated upon I/R injury, contributing to myocardial repair through the establishment of an auto/paracrine
molecular crosstalk between hCSCs and hCMs in stress. Clinical
trials involving transplantation of hCSCs into the infarcted
myocardium have demonstrated the potential of these cells. Using
the same cells currently employed in the allogenous hCSCs
transplantation clinical trial CAREMI (NCT02439398), our work
aims at setting up the first in vitro human I/R injury model in order
to better decipher the mechanisms of action of hCSCs upon AMI.
Donor derived hCSCs and cardiomyocytes derived from human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC-CMs) were subjected to
I/R injury. The effect of I/R injury in hCSCs was accessed by total
proteome analysis (LC-MS/MS). hCSCs growth factor secretion
capacity, viability, and proliferation were also monitored. More
than 2000 proteins were identified in hCSCs exposed to injury
including proteins associated with mitochondrial dysfunction and
oxidative stress. Important features of I/R injury were successfully captured, namely hCSCs proliferation activation upon insult, increase in key growth factors secretion, and the protective
effect of hCSCs on hiPSC-CMs. This system will allow further
understanding on the molecular landscape of the myocardium
during AMI, namely regarding hCSCs regenerative response. The
knowledge generated in this work will hopefully potentiate the
comprehensive design of novel molecular and cell-based therapies for myocardium regeneration.
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Low risk of allo-sensitization after intravenous
administration of allogeneic adipose derived stem cells
(ASCs)
C Ramı́rez1 C Martı́n3 B del Rı́o1 P Mancheño-Corvo1
E Lombardo1 J L Castañer3 O DelaRosa1
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1: Tigenix 2: Tigenix NV 3: Hospital Ramon y Cajal
Adipose derived Stem cells (ASCs) are considered immune
privileged, since they have low expression of HLA class I and
lack of HLA class II. Several clinical trials indicate that allogeneic ASCs are an effective clinical approach and are not causing
aggressive immunological rejection. Here we show an in deep
study on the allosensitization of a group of patients treated with
ASCs in a clinical trial (NCT01663116). Plasma was collected at
baseline and 15 days after eASC, tested by Luminex technology
and analyzed with HLA fusion software. Positive sera were
confirmed by Labscreen single antigen and cross-compared with
FCXM (flow cytometric conjugation assay). Functional activity
of HLA antibodies was tested by CDC (complement dependent
cytotoxicity) assay, 53% of the treated patients were presensitized
against HLA. Only 9 of the 46 treated patients (19.6%) showed a
generation of anti-ASC specific antibodies post-treatment. This
response was against HLA-I, no anti-HLA-II specific antibodies
were detected. Anti HLA antibodies present both in presensitized
and in patients generating de novo response were able to bind
HLAI molecules of the eASC administered. The capacity of
complement mediated toxicity was also confirmed. Interestingly
the concentration of HLA antigen found in eASC was not sufficient to induce a potent complement mediated cell killing. Results
demonstrated that the risk of allosensitization after allogeneic
eASC treatment is low (comparable to blood transfusions). The
anti HLA antibodies generated are able to bind eASC, but insufficient to fully eliminate the eASC in vitro.

P293
Generation of inner ear organoids from pluripotent
stem cells
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further differentiated into PAX2, PAX8, ECAD-positive otic
placode regions. In turn, these regions generated otic vesicle-like
structures expressing SOX10, SOX2, and JAGGED1. Together,
these data suggest that our current differentiation protocol generates otic progenitor cells. Further manipulation will determine
whether mature inner ear sensory cells can be obtained in vitro.
This culture system represents a promising tool to investigate
inner ear development, model human inner ear diseases as well as
new therapeutic approaches.
P294
iPSC generation and redifferentiation into satellite cells
is dependent on cell type of origin?
E Metzler1 H Escobar1 A Marg1 S Diecke2 S Spuler1
1: Experimental and Clinical Research Center (ECRC) – a joint
cooperation of the Charité Medical Faculty and the Max
Delbrück Centre for Molecular Medicine, Berlin, Germany
2: Berlin Institute of Health (BIH) / Max Delbrück Centre
for Molecular Medicine, Berlin, Germany
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are a keystone to unrestricted cell numbers that are necessary for gene
correction and repopulation in many genetic disorders. Several
protocols of how to derive muscle cells or dedicated muscle stem
cells, i.e. satellite cells, from hiPS cells have been established.
Still, therapeutic capabilities of these cells remain unclear as
well as the influence of the tissue of origin of hiPS cells on their
myogenic differentiation capacity. We compared peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and primary myoblasts derived from the same donors (n = 4) in regard to their ability to
dedifferentiate into hiPS cells. We further characterized the resultant hiPSCs phenotypically and aim to compare their efficacy
to redifferentiate into myoblasts using the transgene-free myogenic differentiation protocol published by Chal et al. We found
considerable differences in the ability of primary myoblasts and
PBMCs to reprogram into hiPSCs with better success for myogenic cells. Further differences will be discussed. Human induced myogenic cells derived from patient- and tissue- specific
hiPS cells equipped with properties of primary myogenic cells
may represent the key element for future cell based therapies.

I O Shum1 M Kloc1 M Fernando1 A Naeem1 R Ali1
A Gonzalez-Cordero1 2
1: UCL Institute of Ophthalmology 2: UCL Ear Institute
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Hearing loss affects 5% of the world’s population. While
pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) represent a renewable source of
cells for cell therapies, disease modelling, and to evaluate pharmaceuticals or gene therapies, no effective protocols to generate
human hair cells and auditory nerve cells are available. Here, we
attempt to develop an efficient 3D floating method to differentiate
human inner ear sensory cells from PSCs. We have adapted a
mouse ESC differentiation protocol to generate inner ear organoids. Using a stepwise differentiation method with small molecules, we can generate cells involved in mouse inner ear
development. These organoids gave rise to hair and supporting
cells as well as sensory neurons. Hair cells contained typical hair
bundles and kinocilia and appeared to form synapses with sensory
neurons. Next, we attempted to translate these findings to human
ESC cultures. We utilised similar developmental pathways to the
mouse differentiation cultures to promote the differentiation in
human 3D organoids towards the otic fate. Our results demonstrated the differentiation of hESCs into non-neural ectoderm that

Selection of tissue factor-deficient bone marrow stromal cell
transplants as a novel strategy to improve therapeutic
applicability
M Oeller1 2 S Laner-Plamberger1 2 N Ketterl1 3 M Feichtner1
A Raninger1 3 A Hochreiter1 3 G Brachtl1 3 Z A Dunai1 E Russe4
M Schulte2 E Rohde1 2 K Schallmoser1 2 D Strunk 13
1: Spinal Cord Injury and Tissue Regeneration Center,
Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria 2: Department
of Transfusion Medicine, Paracelsus Medical University,
Salzburg, Austria 3: Experimental and Clinical Cell Therapy
Institute, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria
4: Department of Plastic, Aesthetic and Reconstructive Surgery,
Hospital Barmherzige Brueder, Salzburg, Austria
Intravascular transplantation of tissue factor (TF)-bearing
cells elicit instant blood-mediated immune reaction (IBMIR)
resulting in thrombotic complications and reduced engraftment.
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Common use of human platelet lysate (HPL) in cell transplantation might further deteriorate hemocompatibility via plateletderived factors. We studied TF expression and hemocompatibility
of human stromal cells from bone marrow (BMSC), white adipose
tissue (WAT) and umbilical cord (UC) propagated with HPL or
fetal bovine serum (FBS). Cell identity, purity, and TF expression
were tested by qRT-PCR, flow cytometry and immunocytochemistry, pro-coagulant activity by rotational thromboelastometry. TF impact was verified using factor VII-deficient plasma
and by sort-depleting TF-expressing BMSC before testing their
pro-coagulatory and immunomodulatory effects. We found significantly lower TF expression on BMSC and reduced procoagulant activity compared to broad expression on UC- and WAT
stromal cells. HPL culture did not change BMSC TF expression or
hemocompatibility but showed contrary effects on UC- and WAT.
Clot formation was dependent on coagulation-factor VII-TF interaction. Higher cell numbers significantly increased IBMIT.
Depleting TF/CD142+ cells significantly ameliorated BMSC hemocompatibility without affecting immunomodulation. Selecting
TF-deficient BMSC is a novel strategy improving cell therapy
applicability. Plasma-based thromboelastometry provides a reliable tool to classify pro-coagulant risk of therapeutic cells. We
urgently need to better understand stromal cell heterogeneity and
source/dose-dependent IBMIR risk. Absolute cell number and
relative dose (infusion rate) represent clinically relevant safety
measures. The particularly strong pro-coagulant activity of UC
and WAT stromal cell preparations sets an additional note of
caution regarding uncritical systemic application of stromal cells
particularly from non-haematopoietic extravascular sources.
P296
Cost of goods modelling for large scale mesenchymal stem
cell expansion
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Cdkn2a-/- cells for in vitro genotoxicity assays
M Rothe1 B Weigel1 A Selich1 A Schwarzer1 S R Talbot1
M Volpin2 D Cesana2 E Montini2 A Schambach1
1: Hannover Medical School 2: San Raffaele Telethon Institute
for Gene Therapy (HSR-TIGET)
The in vitro immortalization assay (IVIM) can assess the risk of
integrating retroviral vectors. Insertional mutants grow on 96-well
plates at low seeding density after vector-mediated upregulation of
proto-oncogenes. In contrast, non-transduced controls are not able to
grow. The incidence of this phenotype is used to assess the relative
risk of new vector designs compared to LTR-driven gammaretroviral vectors with known mutagenic potential. We recently developed the surrogate assay for genotoxicity assessment (SAGA).
Instead of identifying growing mutants microscopically or by enzymatic assays, SAGA scores the relative deregulation of a core set
of genes implicated in cellular transformation. To increase sensitivity of both IVIM and SAGA, we replaced the primary starting
material from normal C57BL/6J mice with cells from a tumour
suppressor deficiency model. The only in vivo model sensitive enough to screen for the genotoxic potential of retroviral vectors
employs Cdkn2a-/- mice. These animals lack a crucial tumour
suppressor and develop neoplasias over time. Onset of tumour development and thereby the overall survival time can be reduced by
insertional mutagenesis. In this project, we aimed to combine the
advantage of this sensitive mouse model and our established in vitro
test platform. We transduced lineage negative cells from Cdkn2a-/mice with mutagenic and safety-optimized vectors. We analyzed the
replating phenotype with the IVIM protocol and showed the gene
expression deregulation pattern with SAGA. Additionally, we developed a customized NanoString platform (SAGA-nano) to quickly
assess the expression profile of the core set genes for new vectors.

C Cesari Mathieu1 S Splan Dave1 S Szczypka Mark1
G Glover Clive1
1: Pall Life Sciences
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Manufacturing cost of goods (CoGs) is a key consideration in
the development of cell therapy products as COGs directly impact the price of the therapy and potential reimbursement from
healthcare providers. Here we present a system for the production of human mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (hMSCs) for use
in allogeneic therapies that allows significant reduction of CoGs.
The system relies on microcarriers in suspension in a single-use
bioreactor, followed by a process for separation of the cells from
the microcarriers and produces cells ready for further concentration. Experimental data were generated at 40L in a technology
scalable to 1200L, that would allow production of 500 billion
cells per batch. Experimental data was used to simulate process
in a virtual cGMP facility where single-use technologies are
used for manufacturing. CoGs was evaluated for batch scales
from 40 to 1200 L and compared bioreactor platform to traditional multi-tray vessel. This simulation provides a comprehensive assessment of capital (equipment, utilities and building)
and operational (raw material, consumables, QC and labor) expenses. Overall COGs decreases as manufacturing scale increases resulting in costs between 1 and 5 $ per million cells at
largest scale, 10-fold below CoGs calculated in classical flatware
vessels. The proposed model is flexible and constitutes a complementary tool for adoption, development and cost optimization
of a ready-to-use technology during a cell therapy product’s
developmental life cycle from process development activities
through to commercialization.

Glycoprotein A repetitions predominant (GARP) is a key
molecule for the proliferation and survival of multipotent
mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC): A potential role in the
DNA damage response
A B Carrillo-Gálvez1 S Gálvez-Peisl1 V Ayllón1
V de Araújo Farias2 S Cuevas-Ocaña3 M de Haro Carrillo4
P Carmona1 V Ramos-Mejı́a1 F Martı́n1 P Anderson1
1: GENyO- Centro de Genomica e Investigacion Oncologica:
Pfizer / Universidad de Granada / Junta de Andalucia 2: Centro
de Investigación Biomédica (CIBM), Universidad de Granada,
Spain 3: Newcastle Medical School, Newcastle University, UK
4: Aglarins Cell S.L., Madrid, Spain
Human multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells (hMSCs) represent a promising therapeutic strategy in regenerative medicine,
transplantation and autoimmune diseases. However, the required
expansion of MSCs in vitro reduces their therapeutic potential and
puts in question their future success in therapy. We recently identified glycoprotein A repetitions predominant (GARP)/leucine rich
repeat containing 32 (LRRC32) as a key molecule in adipose tissuederived MSCs (hASCs) biology that is involved in their
immunomodulation and proliferation. In this work we have investigated whether the role of GARP in proliferation is extensive to MSCs derived from different origins and the potential
mechanisms involved. Silencing of GARP in MSCs from different
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sources severely reduced their proliferation, indicating a general
role for GARP in MSC proliferation. A bioinformatic analysis of
the differential gene expression profile in GARP-/lowhASCs
predicted that suppression of GARP causes an activation of
signaling pathways related to G2/M cell cycle block, induction of
apoptosis and a defect in DNA repair. Functional analysis
showed that GARP-/lowhASC were blocked in the G2/M-phase
of the cell cycle and showed increased levels of DNA damage
and apoptosis. Re-expression of GARP in GARP-/lowhASCs
normalized all these defects showing that they were GARPspecific. Moreover, over-expressing GARP in hASCs rendered
them more resistant to apoptosis and to etoposide-mediated DNA
damage without affecting their proliferative capacity. We propose that GARP is an important molecule involved in maintaining the integrity and proliferative capacity of MSCs in
culture, by participating in their protection from DNA damage.

hormones. Moreover, it is widely used (i) as a reporter gene for
molecular imaging (when the positron emitter isotope is I124 for
PET) or (ii) as a therapeutic gene for cancer therapy, mediated by
the accumulation of I131. An unresolved challenge is how to direct
this gene specifically to the tumoural area. Previously, our group
demonstrated the migratory capacity of placental mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) carrying an adenovirus expressing hNIS to
tumours, with good results as a theragnostic tool. However, as
hNIS is expressed at the placental tissue (because it transfers iodine to the foetus from the maternal blood), in this work we decided to study whether placental MSCs and their derivatives
(microvesicles) (1) express hNIS endogenously (2) are capable to
reach the tumoural areas when they are intravenously injected.
Here we show the capacity of those vectors isolated from placental
tissue for cancer therapy and imaging. Funding: This work has
been funded by Universidad Francisco de Vitoria
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Counteracting roles of epigenetic modifiers in stem cell
differentiation into the adipogenic lineage

The anti-apoptotic role of adipose mesenchymal stem cells
(eASC) in PBMC

A T El-Serafi1 D Sandeep1 Y Lozansson1 S Abdallah2
A Khan2

B del Rı́o2 P Mancheño-Corvo2 C Ramı́rez2 E Lombardo2
W Dalemans1 O DelaRosa2

1: Sharjah Institute for Medical Research 2: Research Institute
for Science and Engineering, University of Sharjah

1: Tigenix NV 2: Tigenix

Mesenchymal stem cell differentiation into fat is an attractive
goal for reconstruction of the breast after mastectomy as well as
depressed scars following severe burns. We investigated the effect of the epigenetic modifiers 5-Aza-deoxycytidine (5-Aza-dC),
a DNA methylation inhibitor, as well as Suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), a histone deactylase inhibitor, on the adipogenic differentiation potential. The cells pretreated with SAHA
showed enhanced expression of the adipogenic master gene
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-c, the accumulation of
intracytoplasmic fat by oil red and Nile red stains and the production of adiponectin and other protein markers into the media.
On the other hand, 5-Aza-dC inhibits all these markers. In conclusion, inhibition of histone deacetylases by SAHA could be an
additional step to the classical differentiation protocols and may
help in the progress of regenerative fat development programs.

P300
Placental MSCs and their derivatives as vehicles for the Na/I
symporter (hNIS): A new antitumoural therapy
A Crespo-Barreda1 M Iglesias1 M Quintanilla2 M Desco3
L Cussó3 A de la Vieja (*co-corresponding author)4
P Martin-Duque* 5

MSC have been shown to interact with the cells of the immune
system, inducing anergy and modulating their functional activities in vitro. It has been proposed that MSC-mediated immunomodulation represents an important defense mechanism
against immune activation in vivo. The immunosuppressive activities of MSC have been exploited for the treatment of immune
mediated diseases. Nevertheless it remains unclear whether the
lymphocyte apoptosis is susceptible to be modulated by adipose
derived stem cells (eASC). The goal of this study is to understand
the functional role of eASC in PBMC induced apoptosis. Here,
we provide evidence that eASC inhibit in vitro apoptosis of
resting and hydrogen peroxide treated lymphocytes in a dose
dependent manner and this inhibition is increasing from baseline
to 72 hours, indicating that some time is required for eASC to act.
To identify the mechanisms underlying the eASC-mediated
protective effect on PBMCs apoptosis, transwell experiments
were performed in which resting and hydrogen peroxide pretreated PBMCs, were physically separated from eASC and cultured during 72 hours. Results indicated that eASC exerted a
significant antiapoptotic effect both on resting and hydrogen
peroxide treated PBMCs in a dose dependent manner. Altogether
the above data support the antiapoptotic effect of eASC not only
through cell contact but also through paracrine factors.
P302

1: Universidad Francisco de Vitoria 2: Instituto de
Investigaciones Biomedicas Alberto Sols (CSIC 3: Instituto de
Investigación Sanitaria Gregorio Marañón. Centro de
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Universidad Carlos III de Madrid// Centro Nacional de
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Lentiviral vector gene therapy rescues bone resorption
activity of TCIRG1-defective osteoclasts

The Na/ I symporter gene (hNIS) is expressed in the thyroid and
allows the accumulation of iodine from the diet, to form T3 and T4

Autosomal recessive osteopetrosis (ARO) are rare genetic
diseases caused by defects of osteoclasts. Around 50% of ARO

V Capo1 S Penna1 L Sergi Sergi1 E Palagano2 3 E Zonari1
F Ficara2 4 C Sobacchi2 4 B Gentner1 A Villa1 4
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (SR-TIGET)
2: Humanitas Clinical and Research Center 3: Department of
Medical Biotechnologies and Translational Medicine, University
of Milan 4: Milan Unit, Istituto di Ricerca Genetica e
Biomedica, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
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patients carry mutations in TCIRG1 gene, encoding for the
osteoclast-specific a3 subunit of V-ATPase, necessary for the
acidification of the resorption lacunae. Symptoms include dense
and brittle bones, anemia and progressive deafness and blindness, leading to death in the first decade of life. Bone marrow
transplantation has to be performed before compression of
nerves occurs, but compatible donors are readily available only
for a minority of patients. Thus, gene therapy (GT) may represent a valid option for these patients. We developed two lentiviral vectors, driving TCIRG1 expression under the control of
the PGK promoter, with or without the dNGFR marker gene. We
transduced Lin- cells isolated from the spleen of 12-day-old
TCIRG1-mutated (the oc/oc spontaneous model) mice and then
differentiated them into osteoclasts. As expected, we observed
the formation of TRAP-positive osteoclasts from both WT and
oc/oc cells on dentin slices. After GT, transduced oc/oc osteoclasts showed the partial rescue of their resorption capacity.
Moreover, we transduced CD34+ cells isolated from the peripheral blood of an ARO (TCIRG1-mutated) patient and induced them to differentiate in vitro towards the myeloid lineage
and then into osteoclasts. Osteoclasts formed from both transduced and untransduced cells, as expected, but bone resorption
capacity was observed only in transduced cells. In summary, our
preliminary results suggested the feasibility of the gene therapy
approach in correcting the osteoclast resorption defect in vitro.

P303
Evaluation of mechanisms underlying regenerative potential
of cell sheets from human mesenchymal stromal cells
P P Nimiritsky1 O A Makarevich1 G D Sagaradze1
A Y Efimenko1 R Y Eremichev1 P I Makarevich1 V A Tkachuk1
1: Lomonosov Moscow State University
Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) is a candidate for application in regenerative medicine due to their differentiation capacity and paracrine activity. Practical investigations of their
application showed positive results, but it was found that the
primary way for MSC to promote regeneration is paracrine activity. It was found that application of living cell-and-matrix
constructs known as cell sheets (CS) may be more effective than
injection of suspended cells. Several layers of cells and extracellular matrix (ECM) form a material with mechanical properties sufficient for manipulation. Our work was focused on
evaluation of paracrine factors secretion in MSC cultured in
monolayer or as CS. Using ELISA we found increased production of VEGF165 and HGF in CS-cultured MSC. Besides the
fact that increase is therapeutically important it is interesting in
stem cell research. Recent studies suggest that adequate nichelike environment essential for stem cell activity. We suggested
that CS may imitate a closer resemblance to niche conditions for
MSC and evaluated expression of stemness factors and found
Oct4 and Nanog increase in MSC cultured in CS compared to
monolayer indicating changes mimicking ‘‘increased stemness’’.
We investigated the composition of ECM in CS and tested decellularization techniques to isolate this microenvironment factor itself. Finally we assessed influence of local hypoxia and
oxygen partial pressure which are ubiquitous microenvironment
factors completely ablated in monolayer culture. Study was
supported by RFBR grant #17-04-01452 (cell culture and assays)
and by Presidential grant #MK-2422-2017-7_151622 (decell
experiments). Human material was obtained from Depository
created under RSF grant #14-50-00029.
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P304
A protocol for production of functionally active
hepatocyte-like cells from human adipose tissue
derived stem cells
N Davoodian1 S Rouzbehan2 Z Shabani2
1: Molecular Medicine Research Center, Hormozgan Health
Institute, Hormozgan University of Medical Sciences, Bandar
Abbas, Iran 2: Department of Clinical Biochemistry, Faculty of
Medicine, Hormozgan University of Medical Sciences, Bandar
Abbas, Iran
Human adipose tissue derived stem cells (hADSCs) are considered as a promising candidate for cell therapy of end-stage
liver diseases. They possess the special affinity to acquire hepatocyte functions alongside of longer culture period and higher
proliferation compared to mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) derived from other sources. So far, wide varieties of strategies have
been used for in vitro stem cell differentiation toward hepatocytelike cells. However, hepatic differentiation status of these cells
has not been sufficient for clinical use, mainly because their
metabolic activities are not fully induced. The aim of the present
study was to explain a new protocol for the efficient hepatic
differentiation of hADSCs. hADSCs were obtained from human
adipose tissue and were cultured in hepatic differentiation medium containing fibroblast growth factor 4 (FGF4), hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF), dexamethasone and oncostatin M up to
21 days. Afterwards, the hepatic functionality of differentiated
cells was evaluated by analyzing specific hepatocyte genes and
biochemical markers at different time points of differentiation
induction. qRT-PCR analysis revealed significant up regulation
of ALB, AFP, CK18, CK19 and HNF4a expressions in differentiated cells. Moreover, positive staining was detected for ALB
and AFP using immunocytochemistry assay whereas negative
control stained negatively. Also, the finding of glycogen deposits
in differentiated cells and urea production suggested that most of
cells differentiated into hepatocyte-like cells. Conclusion: Summing all, our present report has provided a simple protocol for
differentiation of hADSCs into functional hepatocyte-like cells.
Human adipose tissue derived stem cells (hADSCs), Hepatic
differentiation, Hepatocyte-like cells.

P305
Quantitative tools for assessing the RT-PCR for cell therapy
products
Y Cho1 Y Kang1 H Chung1 H Nam1
1: Osong Medical Innovation Foundation
Tight safety evaluation is required for developing cell therapy
(CT) products. Bio-distribution test is one of the most important
aspects of safety evaluation to secure unwanted homing of CT
products in patient organs. Various applications, such as imaging modalities, real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
analysis and immunohistochemistry, have been adopted for the
bio-distribution test. Among those applications, RT-PCR analysis is mainly used because it has a couple of advantages, determining donor cells without modification of CT products and
the lowest detection limit. In RT-PCR analysis, intronic Alu
repeats have been tested as a human-specific probe by multiple
groups. However, measurement of donor cells by Alu repeats is
confounded by its extensive representation in the genome. On
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the effort of developing novel human-specific probes for biodistribution test, we examined human mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) that is widely used for species identification because
of its interspecies variations. Using human Alu and human
mtDNA genes as an indicator of human specific gene in RTPCR, we compared gene level between Alu and mtDNA genes.
In addition, we determined linearity, upper- and lower limit of
quantification (ULOQ, LLOQ), limit of detection (LOD), accuracy, precision and specificity of the method using human adipose derived-stem cells (hADSC) as a CT product, based on the
Korean FDA guideline. Furthermore, the bio-distribution of
hADSC injected into the tail vein of Athymic NCr-nu/nu mice,
was examined.
P306
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Evaluation of Asymptote’s VIA Thaw for cryovials
to achieve automated thawing of cryopreserved TF-1 cells
M Pianella1 R Zajicek1
1: GlaxoSmithKline
In addition to the freezing process, the thawing process of
cryoformulated drug products may have a large impact on cell
viability, recovery and function. The current practice is to use a
water bath set at 37C to thaw the drug product. Asymptote’s
VIA Thaw technology works without using water or any other
fluid to avoid contamination risks and it also tightly controls the
thawing process to remove operator variability. An experiment
was designed to evaluate the capability of this new system to
thaw 2 mL cryovials (Nalgene) containing 0.5 ml cell formulation of 10x106 cells/ml cryopreserved TF-1 cells in gentle and
rapid thaw modes. The thawing with a water bath set at 37C
was included in the experiment as control. Post-thaw cell
counts, viability and onward growth using a colony forming unit
assay were determined. The automated thawer demonstrated
equivalent performance to a tightly controlled water bath process in both user-selectable thawing modes (Gentle, Rapid). In
Rapid mode thaw times were also comparable with the water
bath control. Results showed greater than 90% viability and
approximately 100% recovery with low intra- and inter-assay
variability.

P307
Tescalcin overexpression influences mesenchymal stem cell
differentiation
K G Kolobynina1 V V Solovyeva1 A Ataei1 V Z Slepak2
A A Rizvanov1
1: Institute of Fundamental Medicine and Biology, Kazan
Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: Miller School
of Medicine, University of Miami, Miami, FL 33136, USA
In previous studies EF-hand Ca2+ binding protein tescalcin
was shown to act as potential agent of various processes in
human organism. Some researchers demonstrated that tescalcin
expression contributes to megacaryocyte development and
mechanism of differentiation switch in some cell lines. Considering this information it can be potentially used in biomedical applications. Here we investigated how modulation of
tescalcin expression in human adipose derived mesenchymal
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stem cells (hADSCs) affects their differentiation into adipogenic and osteogenic lineages. As native hADSC cells do
not express tescalcin protein, stem cells with ectopic expression were created using lentiviral transduction with tescalcin
(hADSC-TESC). Cells were incubated in StemPro Osteogenesis
and Adipogenesis Differentiation media for 18 and 14 days
respectively. Oil Red O and von Kossa stainings indicated that
more hADSC-TESC cells differentiated to both lineages compared to control hADSCs and hADSC with shRNA TESC knock
down. To elucidate protein function and predict new potential
targets as well as regulators of TESC we performed comparative transcriptomic analysis. hADSC-TESC had highly functional clustered group of down regulated genes as compared
with control. It was shown that tescalcin can be related to
several diseases pathways, such as Chagas disease, rheumatoid
arthritis, amoebiasis etc. Moreover, there are neuroactive
ligand-receptor and cytokine-cytokine receptor interactions, cell
adhesion molecules clusters. Chemokine signaling pathway
genes cluster shows that tescalcin might have relation to immune system. Project is supported by RFBR grant 15-44-02509.
In conclusion, our study proposes that ectopic expression of
tescalcin can potentially modulate stem cell differentiation.

P308
Modulation of the umbilical cord blood cells secretome using
recombinant adenovirus encoding VEGF165
E E Garanina1 D Z Gatina1 E V Martynova1 S F Khaiboullina2
A A Rizvanov1 I I Salafutdinov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Russia 2: University of Nevada,
Reno, USA
Gene-cell therapy is considered to be a promising strategy for
a wide range of human diseases. One of the critical aspects in
gene therapy is selection of optimal cell carrier and vehicle for
achievement of sufficient therapeutic effect. Umbilical cord
blood (UCB) cells are suggested to be one of the versatile cell
types for genetic modification and further transplantation due to
their low immunogenicity, capacity to produce wide range of
cytokines, anti-apoptotic and growth factors. To increase UCB
cells therapeutic potential and reduce side effects we have proposed a strategy of genetic modification of human UCB cells
with recombinant adenovirus, expressing human vascular endothelial growth factor (Ad5-VEGF165). Current project is focused on investigation of effect of genetic modification of UCB
haematopoietic stem cells with Ad5-VEGF165 on secretome
profile and biosynthesis of chemokines and growth factors
in vitro. We used multiplex xMAP Luminex technology with
Bio-Plex Pro Human Cytokine 21- and 27-plex kits. Obtained
results revealed similarity in cytokine production in native UCB
cells and genetically modified with Ad5-EGFP UCB cells.
However, we observed significant differences in cytokine production in UCB cells, modified with Ad5-VEGF165. These cells
demonstrated increased synthesis of IL-8, IL-12, FGF-2, GMCSF, IP-10, IL-2Ra, IL-3, IL-16, IL-18, CTACK, GROa, IFNa2, LIF, MCP-3, MIF, b-NGF, TRAIL in comparison with
controls. Therefore we suggest that application of different genes
and their combinations can be used for modulation of UCB cells
secretome profile and therapeutic potency for in vitro and in vivo
applications. This work was supported by RFBR grant 16-0401567.
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microscopy, intracellular localization of nanoparticles was detected. Under the influence of permanent magnetic field, successful
localization of magnetically-functionalized progenitor cells was
carried out. Thus, IPMs are a promising tool in cell transplantology. The work was conducted according to the Russian Government’s Program of Competitive Growth of Kazan Federal
University. This work is supported by the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research (grant 15-04-99660).

The effect of cisplatin and paclitaxel on ultrastructure
of adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells
L G Tazetdinova1 E A Alekseeva1 Z E Gilazieva1
V V Solovyeva1 S S Arkhipova1 A A Rizvanov1
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1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have a tropism toward tumour sites and can be used as vectors to deliver anti-cancer
agents. The targeted delivery of anticancer drugs using MSCs
will allow to increase the efficiency of therapy and to reduce the
side effects of the drugs. We investigated the effect of cisplatin
and paclitaxel on ultrastructure of human adipose-derived MSCs
(hADSCs). Nontoxic concentrations of Cisplatin-Ebewe (CDDP)
and Paclitaxel-Ebewe (PTX) have been previously selected for
MSCs priming (DOI: 10.1007/s12668-016-0283-0). For electron
microscopy, hADSCs were primed with CDDP and PTX for 24 h.
Ultrastructure hADSCs were examined with transmission electron microscope Hitachi HT7700. Native hADSCs demonstrated
nucleus of irregular shape and cytoplasm rich in various organelles. The plasma membrane forms protrusions or small size
pseudopodia. hADSCs incubation with CDDP at the concentration of 2.5 lg/ml did not result in substantial changes in the
cell ultrastructure. Flattened EPR lumen and large number of
active Golgi complexes as well as numerous vesicles were
revealed in the cell cytoplasm similar to untreated cells.
hADSCs incubation with PTX at non-toxic concentration
(30 lg/ml) resulted in significantly increased number of the
cell pseudopodia. The cisterns of granular EPR became
roundish shape and the number of autophagic vacuoles in the
cytoplasm increased. In conclusion, it was shown that
hADSCs were not significantly affected by CDDP and PTX at
studied concentrations and these drugs can be used for MSCs
priming for potential use in targeted anti-cancer therapy. Study
supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7.

P310
Polymer-stabilised magnetic nanoparticles as the instrument
of cell transplantology
I D Guryanov1 E A Naumenko1 S A Konnova1 R F Fakhrullin1

P311
The use of the membrane dye DiD to study migration
of mesenchymal stem cells applied at the site of critical
bone defect in rats
F A Khafizova1 E Y Zakirova1 M N Zhuravleva1
M O Mavlikeev1 I R Khafizov1 A R Khairutdinova1
A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia
A promising technique for increasing bone volume in the
tissue-deficient regions of jaws is the use of osteoconductive
materials saturated with mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). In this
regard, the study of MSC participation in bone repair and MSC
migration in the recipient after transplantation is relevant. To
investigate these in vivo processes, we tested a method for
studying the migration of MSCs. This method consists in the
implantation of bone collagen containing allogeneic MSCs labeled with the membrane dye DiD into the critical defect of the
parietal bone of rats. In control group, bone collagen without
MSCs was implanted in the critical defect of the parietal bone of
rats. The IVIS Spectrum apparatus was used to track the migration of MSCs immediately after the operation, 3, 7, 14 and
30 days post operation. Characteristic luminescence, absent in
the control variant, was observed at the site of implantation of
the labeled cells at all studied time points. It is likely that the
migration of labeled MSCs could not be traced in vivo due to the
fact that the vital membrane dye DiD binds to lipids of the cell
membrane and, after the administration, partially binds to lipids
in bone collagen, thereby staining it. Alternatively, cells can
possibly transfer DiD to neighboring cells and tissues. Thus, to
identify the peculiarities of MSC migration in the process of
osteoregeneration with the help of the IVIS Spectrum apparatus,
an alternative cell dye must be used.

1: Kazan Federal University
Cellular therapy is the most promising direction in the treatment
of neurodegenerative diseases. At the heart of cell therapy is the
use of cells that have the ability to proliferate and at the same time
differentiate into somatic cells of a given type. These conditions
are met by mesenchymal stem cells and progenitor cells. However,
often their potential is not enough to form some types of cells. At
present, methods for obtaining induced pluripotent stem cells have
been developed. Their ability to differentiate is similar to embryonic stem cells, but manipulation with iPSC is not regulated by
ethical organizations. The migration and localization of cells in the
area of damage is possible to control using surface modification of
cells. One of the promising directions in this area is the use of
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). We have previously shown that
polymer-stabilized MNPs do not exhibit significant toxicity, giving
the cells a magnetic sensitivity. We carried out the preparation of
neuronal progenitors from iPSCs and their magnetic functionalization. Viability of magnetic neuronal progenitor cells and neurons
derived from them was screened. Using the enhanced dark field

P316
Successful repeated hepatic gene delivery in non-human
primates achieved with AAV5 by use of immune adsorption
D Salas1 K Kwikkers2 A Majowicz2 N Zabaleta1 H Petry2
V Ferreira2 G Gonzalez-Aseguinolaza1
1: Centro de Investigacion Medica Aplicada (CIMA) 2: uniQure
biopharma B.V.
A major challenge in AAV-based gene therapy is the presence
of circulating neutralizing antibodies (NABs) against AAV
vector that may prevent successful transduction. NABs can be
present in blood of patients prior to AAV treatment due to
naturally acquired infections with wild type AAV virus or after a
previous recombinant AAV treatment. Thus, there is a need to
develop strategies that would permit AAV-mediated gene delivery to these patients. To address these issues, we explored the
feasibility of immune-adsorption (IAD) procedure in non-human
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primates (NHPs). 6 NHPs (3 animals/group) testing negative for
the presence of anti-AAV5 NABs were first injected intravenously with AAV5-hSEAP. Four months later, the animals were
re-injected with AAV5-hFIX. One group was subjected beforehand
to IAD. The levels of anti-AAV5 NABs were determined
throughout the experiment. After the IAD, the levels of NABs were
decreased an average of 12-fold. Circulating hSEAP and hFIX and
the presence of AAV vector DNA in the liver served to evaluate the
transduction efficacy of both vectors. Sequential AAV5-based gene
delivery after IAD proved to be successful, as similar transduction
efficacies were achieved for both reporter transgenes. Furthermore,
hFIX levels obtained after re-administration were in the range of
the levels obtained after primary administration of AAV5-hFIX.
In contrast, the re-administration of AAV5-hSEAP followed by
AAV5-hFIX without IAD was unsuccessful due to the total inhibition of secondary AAV5 transduction by anti-AAV5 NABs. In
summary, our data demonstrates that the use of an IAD procedure
can enable a successful re-administration in AAV-based gene
therapy.

P317
Pre-clinical evaluation of an engineered AAV capsid
designed to mediate higher transduction of human
hepatocytes
A P Dane1 D Lee1 C Zhu2 J H McIntosh1 A Kia1 F Sonntag1
M Maginn1 I E Alexander2 5 A M Davidoff3 M Hörer1
A C Nathwani1 4 6
1: Freeline Therapeutics 2: Children’s Medical Research
Institute 3: St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 4: University
College London 5: University of Sydney 6: Katharine Dormandy
Haemophilia Centre and Thrombosis Unit, Royal Free NHS
Foundation Trust, UK
Recent early phase trials have demonstrated that liver directed
administration of adeno-associated virus (AAV) based vectors
leads to stable long-term expression of coagulation Factor IX in
subjects with haemophilia B, associated with an amelioration of
the bleeding diathesis. Extending this success to other diseases
with unmet treatment needs is hampered by the inefficient
transduction of the human liver following systemic administration of AAV vectors based on naturally occurring serotypes.
This is reflected by the need for large vector doses to achieve
therapeutic transgene expression, which is associated with AAV
dose-dependent liver toxicity. Here we describe a novel synthetic capsid, AAVS3, which has been engineered to mediate
higher transduction of human hepatocytes than that achieved
with AAV vectors pseudotyped with naturally occur serotypes,
such as AAV8. Gene transfer efficiency with AAVS3 was up to
10-fold higher in primary human hepatocytes and hepatocyte
cell lines, when compared to vectors pseudotyped with AAV
serotype 5 or 8 capsids. Furthermore, transduction of 3D human
hepatocyte cultures was *5 fold higher with AAVS3 than
AAV8. In a chimeric human-murine liver model AAVS3 was
6-fold more efficient at transducing human hepatocytes compared
with an AAV8 vector. Biodistribution studies with AAVS3 in
non-human primates showed strong liver tropism following peripheral vein administration with minimal distribution to other
organs. Collectively, these data support evaluation of AAVS3 in
humans with the aim of achieving transduction of a larger proportion of hepatocytes using a lower, potentially safer, dose of
vector than possible with current vectors based on naturally occurring serotypes.
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P318
A screening procedure identifying DARPins suitable
for the retargeting of lentiviral and AAV vectors
J Hartmann1 A Frank1 R Münch1 C J Buchholz1
1: Paul-Ehrlich-Institut
Delivering genes selectively to the therapeutically relevant cell
type is among the prime goals of vector development in the gene
therapy field. We have recently shown that designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) can be displayed on the surface of
lentviral (LV) and AAV vectors thereby restricting vector tropism
at the level of cell entry. The flexibility of this approach mainly
depends on the availability of receptor specific targeting domains.
In this context, we generated a novel combinatorial DARPin library covering more than 1012 variants from which DARPins can
be easily transferred to lentiviral (LV) as well as AAV vectors. For
selection, the extracellular domains of target receptors are expressed in mammalian cells, purified and immobilized. Then, high
affinity binders are identified from the DARPin library in several
rounds of ribosomal display selection. This way, we have generated DARPins specific for the glutamate receptor subunit GluA4,
the T cell marker CD8 and the NK cell marker NKp46. GluA4 is a
marker for a subpopulation of interneurons which are strikingly
diverse, constitute only a minority of all neurons in the brain and
are therefore difficult to target. Selected GluA4-DARPins proofed
to be specific for GluA4 and showed no cross-reaction to the
closely related GluA2 receptor expressed on excitatory neurons.
LV and AAV particles displaying GluA4-DARPins selectively
transduced GluA4 expressing CHO cells. Taken together, the
DARPin technology allows the generation of high affinity binders
distinguishing closely related receptors as well as the corresponding receptor-targeted viral vectors exhibiting high selectivity
for their target cells.

P319
Efficient gene-editing into primary T cells using a viral RNA
delivery tool based on a bacteriophage-lentivirus chimeras
P Bouillé1 R GAYON2 A Iché2 L Lamouroux2 C Duthoit2
1: FlashCell 2: Vectalys
Gene editing shows great promises for a wide range of therapeutic areas such as genetic disorders, cancer immunotherapy
and antiviral strategies. Nevertheless, the use of gene editing
systems must now face a number of challenges especially for
clinical development of in vivo/ex vivo programs. The transfer of
gene-editing systems, mediated by DNA delivery tools like viral
vectors or non-viral transfection protocols have been widely
used in R&D. But these tools entail a long-term nucleases expression that maximizes off-target gene editing in cells incompatible with clinical applications. As a game-changing RNA
carrier, LentiFlash overcomes DNA delivery issues since RNAs
are directly delivered and transiently expressed into the cytoplasm. LentiFlash technology is a bacteriophage-lentivirus chimeras that efficiently transfers RNA into cells and tissues
without any risk of integration. LentiFlash particles are able to
deliver non-viral RNA into any cell type such as T cells and
haematopoietic stem cells. Here, we demonstrate that LentiFlash
particles carrying the CRISPR/Cas9 technology allow an efficient disruption of targeted genes. In particular, LentiFlash was
successfully used to deliver CRISPR/Cas9 and knock-out the
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PD-1, TCRa or CXCR4 genes into human T lymphocytes. The
combination of genome-editing and immunotherapy approaches
that aims to design one-time therapies will be presented. Finally,
LentiFlash benefits from the same production process as lentiviral vectors. Hence, LentiFlash-mediated transduction preserves the viability and original cell phenotype and uses the
whole cell manufacturing platform validated in clinical settings.
These properties offer an important safety consideration for
clinical development and human use.
P320
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Identification and characterisation of novel liver-directed
AAV capsid variants exhibiting highly improved liver
transduction features
N Meumann1 2 J Schwäble3 J Lucifora4 A Piiper5 C Schmithals5
L Zhang2 M Odenthal6 U Koitzsch6 K Huber3 E Seifried3
H Büning1 2
1: Hannover Medical School 2: Center for Molecular Medicine
Cologne 3: Institute for Transfusion Medicine and
Immunohaematology Frankfurt/Main 4: Inserm 1052
5: University Hospital Frankfurt 6: University Hospital of Cologne
Adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors are extensively applied
in gene therapeutic approaches, while the liver represents one of
the main target organs in the field of gene therapy. However,
regarding hepatocyte transduction the efficacy of rAAV vectors
equipped with natural serotype capsids is hampered due to immunological and cellular barriers. Here, we aimed to improve
efficiency and selectivity of AAV-based in vivo gene transfer
into the liver. After performance of a high-throughput in vivo
selection of the AAV2-based AAV peptide display library we
identified two promising liver-directed AAV candidates MLiv1
and MLiv3, which bear a 7-mer peptide variant insertion at
amino acid position 587 of the AAV2 capsid. In vitro experiments in primary human hepatocytes revealed superior transduction efficiencies of rMLiv capsid variants compared to
rAAV8 (up to 15-fold) and the parental rAAV2 (up to 6-fold).
Moreover, in vivo characterization in mice showed greatly improved transduction efficiencies of rMLiv1 and rMLiv3 compared to rAAV2 (up to 26-fold). Notably, the novel capsid
variants were shown to exhibit liver tropism and transduction
efficiencies comparable to rAAV8 and a relatively low transgene
loss to the off-target tissues heart and lung. The development of
novel liver-directed AAV capsid variants, which may exhibit
low immunogenicity and high transduction efficiency, would
greatly enrich the available liver-directed AAV vector tool kit.
Therefore, in the present study the identification of novel capsid
variants with promising liver transduction features is a valuable
step to contribute to the field of liver-directed gene therapy.
P321
Use of an automated cell screening system for the generation
of stable HIV-1 packaging and producer cell lines
for the manufacture of lentiviral vectors
J S Boura1 L JE Pearson1 L Dunne1 E Burke1
K A Mitrophanous1 H J Stewart1
1: Oxford BioMedica
Large-scale production of lentiviral vectors (LV) for therapeutic applications in gene therapy is necessary to achieve the
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full potential of this technology. One way of achieving this is
through the development of packaging and producer cell lines
(PaCL/PCL) capable of producing large quantities of LV with
improved batch consistency and at reduced costs. To generate
PaCL/PCLs, clone isolation by limiting dilution cloning (LDC)
is required. However, current manual processes are time consuming and labour intensive, limiting the number of clones that
can be screened (*200). Oxford BioMedica has developed a
bespoke Automated Cell Screening System (ACSS) which uses
state of the art automation capable of high-throughput (HTP)
isolation, screening and processing of up to 3000 clones. The
ACSS was used to isolate and screen more than 1000 LV
packaging clones with the aim of isolating cell lines that can
produce high titre LV. Inducible packaging plasmids were stably
transfected into a HEK293T cell line stably expressing the TetR
protein. The ACSS was used to LDC the transfected cells in
96-well plates followed by monoclonality monitoring. HTP
screening was performed to assess LV productivity of the clones
from which a number of clones were selected for further analysis
at larger scale. The best clones demonstrated higher LV productivity than achieved using the current transient transfection
process. In conclusion, the isolation and screening of larger
numbers of clones (>1000) using the ACSS leads to the selection
of higher titre LV producing clones than previously achieved
when screening smaller numbers of clones manually.
P322
Analysis of the diversity of antibody response towards
AAV8 capsid protein over time following a single
administration of scAAV2/8-LP1-hFIXco in subjects
with severe haemophilia B
A P Dane1 C Rosales1 Y Tseng4 J H McIntosh1 R McKenna4
M Agbandje-McKenna4 A M Davidoff3 A C Nathwani1 2
1: Department of Haematology, UCL Cancer Institute UK
2: Katharine Dormandy Haemophilia Centre and Thrombosis
Unit, Royal Free NHS Foundation Trust, UK 3: Department of
Surgery, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, TN,
USA 4: Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
College of Medicine, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida,
USA
We have previously reported sustained (>4 years) therapeutic
expression of factor IX in patients with haemophilia B following
administration of an AAV8 vector, scAAV2/8-LP1-hFIXco.
Neutralising anti-AAV8 antibodies were produced within 3
weeks of vector injection and persisted at high titres in all 10
patients for >4 years. With the goal of defining critical elements
of neutralising immunity to AAV8 vectors in humans, a collection of 15-mer overlapping linear and loop peptides spanning
the AAV8 capsid were used to map AAV8 antibody epitope
maturation and diversity over-time. Each patient treated with
AAV8 vector showed distinct and variable antibody recognition
patterns. In samples collected 2-3 years post gene-transfer we
observed a degree of commonality in positive binding epitopes
across patients, although these were not absolute. Positive epitopes were located in the canyon surrounding the 5-fold axis, at
the 3-fold axis and protrusions, and in the 2/5-fold wall between
the depressions at the 2-, and 5-fold axes. Additional positive
peptides were mapped to sequences that are not located on the
capsid surface suggesting reactivity to disassembled capsids or
denatured capsid proteins. Antibodies present after AAV8 administration were cross-reactive with AAV5 and variant LK03.
Secondary in vivo transduction with AAV5 or LK03 was
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achievable in the presence of these antibodies, although antibody
titre dependent. The plasticity of the humoral response and its
polyclonality toward discrete epitopes contributes to our understanding of the antibody maturation process after administration of rAAV8 and may aid the design of approaches to
circumvent vector neutralising antibodies in humans.
P323
A super-enhancer mediates endothelial-specific gene
expression in the context of lentiviral vectors
N Laham Karam1 I Mushimiyimana1 H Niskanen1
M Kaikkonen-Määttä1 S Ylä-Herttuala1 2 3
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1: Molecular Medicine Group, A.I. Virtanen Institute, University
of Eastern Finland 2: Heart Center, Kuopio University Hospital
3: Gene Therapy Unit, Kuopio University Hospital
Gene therapy can often benefit from targeted expression depending on the treatment. To date, targeted expression has depended on the use of cell-type specific promoters or in the case
of viral vectors, which often have wide tropism, the use of different attachment domains targeting cell surface proteins. An
alternative strategy is the use of regulatory elements to induce
cell type specific expression. In recent years, clusters of enhancers, termed super-enhancers have been associated with
regulation of cell identity and disease. These super-enhancers
were characterised by high level binding of transcription factor
and RNA polymerase II, as well as enrichment of specific histone marks. The aim of this study was to identify and characterise a super-enhancer that could induce endothelial specific
gene expression in the context of a lentiviral vector. We
screened 32 putative super-enhancer regions and identified one
region (SE2) that was able to induce expression of a reporter
gene from a minimal promoter, specifically in endothelial cells
and not in a panel of other cell lines. In addition, located within
this enhancer is a Hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1a binding
site, accordingly hypoxia induced further expression of the reporter. Deletion studies of the lentivector cloned SE2 region
defined the required sequence for activity. Furthermore, Chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) data demonstrated the
genomic enhancer interactions that together with in vitro promoter analysis allowed us to identify the cellular promoter activated by this enhancer. In summary, lentiviral vector-mediated
gene expression can be targeted to endothelial cells via cell-type
specific enhancers.

P324
Enabling large-scale manufacturing of rAAV vectors
with the baculovirus/Sf9 production system
E Horowitz1 A Kells1 P Zhou1 M Goulet1 A Mazzarelli1
X Zhou1 H Wu1 P Hadaczek2 A Ciesielska2 K Bankiewicz2
M Nonnenmacher1 Y Shu1 T Carter1 S Cecchini1 M Scheel1
D Dismuke1
1: Voyager Therapeutics 2: University of California, San
Francisco
Recombinant adeno-associated viral (rAAV) vectors demonstrate great promise as the leading platform for in vivo gene
delivery to multiple tissues, including the central nervous system. For clinical and commercial drug requirements, a scalable
manufacturing platform capable of producing high quality rAAV
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vectors at high titers is required. Several upstream production
platforms for rAAV vectors are currently being employed, including the HEK293 transient-transfection (HEK/TT) system
and the Baculovirus/Sf9 (BV/Sf9) platform. We have developed
processes to produce rAAV in both the HEK/TT and BV/Sf9
platforms, and scaled these processes to 250 liters in single-use
bioreactors (SUBs). The characteristics of rAAV vectors produced in both platforms were evaluated to determine the preferable method for manufacturing vectors in support of clinical
and commercial demands. HEK293T and Sf9 cells were adapted
to, and maintained in protein-free media and grown in suspension in shake flasks and stir-tank SUBs. Analogous rAAV vectors were generated in the HEK/TT system and an optimized
BV/Sf9 platform, and then purified using identical downstream
steps. The final vector preparations were characterized with
multiple analytical, in vitro and in vivo assays to compare
quality, potency and yield. Multiple serotypes were assessed,
including AAV2 and AAV1. The matching rAAV vectors produced in the HEK/TT and the optimized BV/Sf9 systems were
found to have comparable quality across multiple parameters
and indistinguishable potency in vitro and in vivo. Notably,
however, the BV/Sf9 system generated approximately 10-fold
higher vector yield in a fully scalable platform, thereby providing a significant advantage for meeting clinical and commercial scale requirements.
P325
Improving the safety of lentiviral vector integration
with chromatin insulators
M Volpin1 A Calabria1 D Cesana1 G Spinozzi1 E Tenderini1
P Gallina1 F Benedicenti1 J Lenz2 G Stamatoyannopoulos3
E Montini1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy, Milan, Italy
2: Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, NY
3: University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Aimed at reducing the risk of oncogene-activation by SelfInactivating Lentiviral-Vector (SIN.LV) insertions (IS), we cloned
four human-origin Chromatin Insulators (CI) based on CCCTCbinding factor (CTCF), within the Self-Inactivating (SIN) LongTerminal-Repeats of a Lentiviral-Vector (LV) with a strong
enhancer-promoter (CI.SIN.LVs) and tested their safety in Cdkn2a-/and Cdkn2a+/- in vivo genotoxicity assays. In Cdkn2a-/- mice all
CI.SIN.LVs displayed slight, but not statistically-significant, improvement in the median survival-time, while in Cdkn2a+/- mice the
median survival-time for two CI.SIN.LVs was significantly improved vs. the uninsulated-SIN.LV one (p-values: 0.0135 and
0.0063) and comparable to mock-controls. We identified different
Common Integration Sites (CIS) from >1400 analyzed IS. In
Cdkn2a-/- mice, SIN.LV-induced tumours harbored predominantly
activating integrations targeting Map3k8-oncogene, while tumours
from mice treated with two CI.SIN.LVs significantly reduced the
frequency of tumours with Map3k8-activating insertions. The latter
was accompanied in one case by skewing towards inactivatingintegrations targeting Pten, as escape mechanism. In Cdkn2a-/+ mice
we identified different predominant CIS by the four CI.SIN.LVs, as
this model allows discriminating between subtle shades of genotoxicity. Interestingly, merging the results from both in vivo assays,
we observed one CI displaying superior safety profile with significant
improvement in survival kinetics and reduced oncogenic CIStargeting, validating a novel CI to block SIN.LV-genotoxicity in vivo.
We recently generated insulated-SIN.LVs with the two best performing CI and the moderate/cellular Phosphoglycerate Kinase-
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promoter, as gene-therapy prototypical LVs to evaluate GFPtransgene stability and expression levels in vivo, in NSG mice
transplanted with transduced CD34+ cells. These studies will bring
CI closer to future clinical applications.

P326
Selection of AAV capsid libraries in cellular subpopulations
within the liver
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2: Eli and Edythe Broad Center of Regeneration Medicine and
Stem Cell Research, University of California, San Francisco,
San Francisco, CA 94143, USA; Department of Surgery,
Division of Transplantation, University of California, San
Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94143, USA; Liver Center,
University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
94110, USA
Liver pathologies continue to represent a major cause for
world-wide human morbidities and mortalities, exemplified by
29 million people who suffered from a chronic liver condition in
2013 in Europe, and 438000 deaths from malaria in 2015.
Nonetheless, hope is provided by the rapid improvements in
gene therapeutic tools and technologies, as well as by the steady
advances in our understanding of liver pathophysiology. In
particular, it is becoming increasingly clear that cellular subpopulations other than hepatocytes are critically involved in liver
diseases as well, in particular non-parenchymal cells comprising
Kupffer, stellate and liver sinusoidal endothelial cells. Our aim is
therefore to create a new toolbox of Adeno-associated viral
(AAV) vectors that permit efficient transgene delivery to selected liver cell types, which will enable their targeted genetic
modulation for basic or translational research. To this end, we
created a comprehensive viral capsid library by shuffling the cap
genes from ten different AAV serotypes, AAV1 to 9 and rh.10.
This library was then subjected to four rounds of in vivo cycling
in adult mice, i.e., (i) tail vein injection, (ii) liver extraction, (iii)
cell isolation, (iv) PCR rescue of viral DNA, and (v) cloning,
production and injection of secondary libraries. Specifically, we
present our results from selection in stellate cells, which led to
the enrichment of new chimeric capsids that are mostly derived
from AAV1/6, and that - when further enhanced with cell typespecific promoters and miRNA biding sites - should represent
important new tools for fundamental or applied liver research.

P327
Specific gene delivery into interneurons in defined brain
areas
F B Thalheimer1 J Hartmann1 R T Freiling1 R Muench1
K Khodosevich2 3 H Monyer2 3 C J Buchholz1
1: Paul-Ehrlich-Institut 2: DKFZ 3: University of Heidelberg
Interneurons are inhibitory neurons that are responsible for establishing inhibitory circuits in the brain. Dysfunction is associated
with many cognitive diseases like schizophrenia, autism and intellectual disabilities. Interneurons constitute 20-25% of all neurons
in the cortex and are strikingly diverse. The parvalbumin-positive
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subtype is known to express the glutamate receptor subunit 4
(GluA4) on its surface. Recently, our group demonstrated receptor
dependent cell-type specific retargeting of AAV vectors upon incorporation of design ankyrin repeat proteins (DAPRins) into the
viral capsid. Here, we present newly generated AAV vectors targeted to GluA4. GluA4-AAV selectively transduced GluA4positive cell lines without any cross-reaction to the closely related family members GluA1-3. In vivo, upon injection of
GluA4-AAV into the motor cortex of mice wide-spread and selective gene transfer to interneurons was demonstrated with up to
90% selectivity for GAD-67- and up to 70% for parvalbuminpositive interneurons as revealed by costaining of consecutive
histological sections taken from several brain regions. Further
experiments with control particles revealed a major contribution
of the promoter to the observed interneuron specificity. The
spleen focus forming virus (SFFV) promoter which is known for
its broad activity in basically all cell types when used in lentiviral
vectors, was preferentially active in parvalbumin+ interneurons
upon injection of non-targeted AAV into the motor cortex of
mice. Taken together, these results show that a rare subpopulation of interneurons in the brain can be specifically transduced by
combining surface targeting and promotor selection possibly
enabling more-effective therapeutic interventions in the future.

P328
AAV vectors conjugated to exosomes guide to more
spreading and neuronal tropism; In vivo endomicroscopy
assessment
N S Orefice1 B Souchet2 E Hernandez3 J Braudeau3 S Alves5
F Piguet6 P Hantraye3 F Duconge4 N Cartier1
1: INSERM 1169 2: Université Paris sud 3: MIRCen, CEA
4: MIRCen, CEA 5: Brainvectis Therapeutics 6: Department of
Translational Medicine and Neurogenetics, Institut de Genetique
et de Biologie Moleculaire et Cellulaire (IGBMC), UMR 7104
CNRS/UdS, INSERM U964 7: MIRCen, CEA 8: MIRCen, CEA
This study establishes the first proof of concept that an endoscopic method can be used to track green fluorescent protein
(GFP)-labeled cells in brain tissue combining extracellular
vesicles (exosomes) with viral vector systems (adeno-associated
virus). Exosomes play an important role in cell-to-cell communications, and represent a promising drug delivery vehicle in the
field of gene therapy. However, this requires understanding how
and where exosomes distribute in vivo when exogenously administered. Using the adeno-associated virus (AAV) and a probebased Confocal Laser Endomicroscopy approach (pCLE), we
assessed in vivo the spreading in the brain of AAVs conjugated to
exosomes (exo-AAV) or not (std-AAV) and compared their
distribution in the brain following a single unilateral injection
into the mouse hippocampus. Two different AAV serotypes
(AAV6, AAV9) encoding the GFP under the control of the PGK
promoter were used and conjugated to exosomes. Three months
post-injection, in vivo pCLE imaging detected a significantly
increased diffusion of both exosome-AAVs serotypes in the brain
including the contralateral brain hemisphere compared to corresponding std-AAV. These in vivo data were further confirmed
post-mortem using additional molecular and immunohistochemical analyses. GFP expression was mainly detected in neurons
than in astrocytes. These data provide evidences that conjugation
of AAV vectors with exosomes allows larger and time persistent
diffusion of the vector away from the injection site, even after
single intraparenchymal delivery, and exosomes use native
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mechanisms (e.g., for internalization and trafficking) that may be
harnessed by using of exosome-AAV becoming an efficient and
safe delivery systems in gene therapy.
P329
Identifying and overcoming barriers limiting AAV-mediated
transduction of human dendritic cells: Effect on immune
responses and gene transfer efficiency
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in Biomedicine, University of Rouen, INSERM U1234, Rouen,
F-76000, France 5: German Center for Infection Research
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AAV-mediated gene transfer is associated with immune responses directed against the transgene product or the capsid that
can lead to the elimination of transduced cells. Dendritic cells
(DC) are key players for the control of immune responses and
AAV vectors have been shown to poorly transduce this cell type.
We aimed here to study the early events following AAV entry in
human monocyte derived DC (mo-DC), to better understand the
factors limiting transduction efficiency and their impact on immune responses. Using a cell fractionation assay, we found that,
despite being massively retained in the vesicular system, a significant fraction of AAV particles can successfully reach the nucleus of mo-DCs, suggesting that uncoating efficiency represents a
limiting step. By adapting an in vitro-directed evolution procedure,
we selected an AAV mutant showing improved transduction of
human mo-DCs. This correlated with a lower stability of the
capsid and an improved uncoating as compared to the parental
AAV2 serotype. Accordingly, the selected variant also displayed
improved transduction of other tested primary cells. Finally, when
engineered to express a cytoplasmic form of the immunogenic
ovalbumin (Ova) and intramuscularly injected in mice, the AAV
variant resulted in a higher level of expression of the transgene
compared to parental serotype, and differed regarding the immune
responses against Ova. Hence, this study suggest that transduction
can be significantly improved by capsid-engineering methods
aiming to improve uncoating steps, even in difficult to transduce
haematopoietic cells, paving the way for the development of AAV
variants with enhanced transduction efficiency.
P330
The impact of SAR- and HS4-based insulators on the titer
and transgene expression of non-integrating lentiviral
vectors
S Sánchez-Hernández1 A Gutierrez-Guerrero1 M Cobo1
L Sanchez1 J L Garcia-Perez1 M Martı́n-Guerra1 P Anderson1
A B Carrillo-Gálvez1 R Montes1 P Real1 F Martin1
K Benabdellah1
1: Fundación Progreso y Salud/GENyO
Lentiviral vectors (LVs) have proven to be highly successful
in several gene therapy protocols over the last twenty years.
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However transgene integration may not be required for all
application. In those cases, the integrative-defective lentiviral
vectors (IDLVs) have become a potent tool for delivery
transgenes into dividing, in which transient gene expression is
desired or in quiescent cells. Unfortunately, IDLVs show lower
transgene expression in comparison with the integrating
counterparts due, in part, to epigenetic transcriptional silencing. Several attempts were carried out in order to improve the
expression level achieved by IDLV, However, to date and
contrary to LV, a conclusive report related to the effect of
different insulators elements on transgene expression from
IDLV has not been published yet. Here, we analyze the effect of
the inclusion of SAR and HS4-based (IS2) elements in transgene
expression from IDLV. We found that the inclusion of the tested
insulator do not affect the viral assembly/packaging, but favour
the formation of 1 LTR circular forms, probably providing a
large template for homologous recombination. In conclusion, we
demonstrates the utility of IS2 sequence for achieving high-level
IDLV vector expression in cell lines, progenitor and induced
pluripotent cells, converting IDLV episome in a promising gene
delivery vehicle

P331
Engineering next generation BET-independent MLV-vectors
for safer gene therapy
D Van Looveren1 S El Ashkar1 F Schenk2 L Vranckx1
J Demeulemeester1 J De Rijck1 Z Debyser1 U Modlich2
R Gijsbers1
1: KU Leuven 2: Paul-Ehrlich-Institut
Retroviral vectors have shown their curative potential in
gene therapy clinical trials correcting severe blood and immune
disorders. However, therapeutic benefits were compromised
due to vector-induced dysregulation of cellular genes and
leukaemia development in a subset of patients. Bromodomain
and extraterminal domain (BET) proteins act as important
cellular cofactors that tether the Murine Leukaemia Virus
(MLV) pre-integration complex to the host chromatin via interaction with the MLV integrase (IN), thereby dictating the
typical gammaretroviral integration distribution in promoter
elements and active enhancer regions. Here, we generated next
generation BET-independent (Bin) MLV vectors to direct MLV
integration away from potentially unsafe chromosomal regions
by fusing different chromatin-binding peptides to BinMLV IN
carrying a W390A mutation. The addition of the chromodomain
of CBX1 to IN_W390A efficiently targets integration away from
typical MLV markers, with a 4-fold reduction in integration
frequency near transcription start sites (TSS) and CpG islands
compared to wild type MLV. Further analysis of the tumourigenic potential in a serial colony-forming assay revealed a
decreased outgrowth of replating clones for MLV IN_W390ACBX. Next to the retargeting effect, next generation BinMLV
vectors produce at high titers and efficiently transduce clinically
relevant cells such as human CD4+ T cells and CD34+ haematopoietic stem cells without any apparent transgene silencing.
Together, our findings underscore the potential of engineering
retroviral vectors with a reduced risk of insertional mutagenesis
without compromising transduction efficiency. Ultimately,
combined with other safety features in vector design, next generation BinMLV vectors can improve the safety of gammaretroviral vectors for gene therapy.
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up. Following this, suitable GMP scale bioreactors were identified
and appropriate scale down models of the various manufacturing
process steps were identified. Scale-up was first verified at 50 L
pilot scale and then at 200 L manufacturing scale. The applicability
of the resulting platform process has now been repeatedly demonstrated successfully at 200 L manufacturing scale with a variety
of lentiviral vector based products.

Assessment of anti-AAV T cell responses against AAV 2, 4, 5,
8, and 9 serotypes in the general human population
using the ELISpot-based technology
R Xicluna1 2 M Devaux1 2
C Vandamme1 2 O Adjali1
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Recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) is the most used
viral vector for in vivo gene therapy. Pre-existing T cell responses
to AAV capsid can hamper rAAV-mediated gene transfer efficiency and safety in patients. To our knowledge, few studies have
reported the prevalence of AAV-specific T cell responses in the
general population, particularly against serotypes that have recently emerged as promising tools for clinical applications. Furthermore, functional read-outs that could be correlated to clinical
outcome in patients remain to be found. In our study, we used
IFNc ELISpot assays to investigate the prevalence of circulating T
lymphocytes directed against AAV 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9 serotypes
among healthy human donors (n = 60 to 93). We evidenced that
responses directed against AAV9 were the most prevalent.
Moreover, we showed that for each serotype, IFNc responses were
observed for the same peptide pool in the majority of positive
donors, which could be related to a potential peptide dominant
immunogenicity. Interestingly, using CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
magnetic depletions, we found that positive responses were predominantly mediated by CD8+ T cells. To further investigate the
functionality of anti-capsid IFNc secreting T cells, fluorospotbased assays were proved to be potent tools. Overall, characterizing anti-AAV cellular responses in a multiparametric and
serotype-dependent way should prove to be the way to develop
optimal rAAV vector-based in vivo strategies. In addition, it could
improve clinical pre-screening and immune monitoring of patients
in AAV-based gene therapy clinical trials.

P333
GMP manufacturing of lentiviral vectors: Scale up
considerations
C Knevelman1 M McFarlane1 R Carter1 H Pardo1 P Jones1
K Mitrophanous1 J Miskin1
1: Oxford BioMedica
The number of high profile products based on cell and gene
therapies have increased dramatically over the past few years.
Consequently, advanced therapeutics now attract significant interest
from the wider Biotech/Pharma and investment communities. This
will result in increasing number of approved products based on
these therapies. For the past 20 years, Oxford BioMedica (OXB)
has been a pioneer in the development of products based on lentiviral vectors. OXB is using this broad CMC, clinical and regulatory experience and know-how to facilitate development of
lentiviral vectors for OXB pipeline products and for those of our
strategic partners. To support this, OXB has developed a suspension
cell culture manufacturing process capable of generating lentiviral
products with suitable quality attributes and at the capacity and cost
of goods required to provide security of GMP supply. Initial process
development in shake flasks was translated to 5 L laboratory scale
bioreactors in order to understand parameters that were important
for scale-up. Modelling methodologies were utilised at 500 mL and
5 L bioreactor scales to determine the limitations of the scale

P334
Large-scale production of lentiviral vectors
for use in therapeutic applications
Y Lad1 H Stewart1 D Farley1 C Knevelman1 P Jones1 S Ellis1
N Clarkson1 J Miskin1 K Mitrophanous
1: Oxford BioMedica
Large-scale production of lentiviral vectors (LV) for gene
therapy is necessary to meet clinical demand. Oxford BioMedica’s
platform incorporates a minimal LV system with key safety features such as SIN LTR and codon optimised gag/pol. Manufacture
has previously relied on an adherent, serum-containing process. To
improve the cost of goods and allow for the treatment of diseases
requiring large quantities of vector, we have now established a
suspension cell, serum-free process up to 200L leading to a significant increase in productivity. Further enhancements include
automation for the generation of LV packaging/producer cell lines;
this bespoke Automated Cell Screening System allows the isolation of clones (>1000) by automated limiting dilution cloning
utilising robotics. Furthermore, the system can perform routine
passage and high-throughput clonal LV production and evaluation.
This has generated stable cell lines that produce higher LV yields
than transient transfection processes. For most vector platforms
expression of therapeutic transgenes during production can often
adversely affect titres compared to maximal titres achieved with
‘inert’ transgenes e.g. GFP. The novel ‘Transgene Repression In
vector Production’ (TRiP) system minimises transgene expression
during production of both RNA- and DNA-based viral vectors
leading to recovery of production titres (Maunder et. al. Nature
Communications 2017). This represents a major step towards development of transgene-independent viral vector manufacture.
These advances applied in an industrial scale process bring significant improvements in potency, purity, yield and efficiency
which will set the benchmark for commercial LV manufacture.

P335
Chromatographic separation of full and empty AAV8
capsids
M Leskovec1
1: BIA Separations
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors of various serotypes are
considered to have high potential for gene therapy applications.
Currently, manufacturing of AAV vectors faces the challenge of coproduction of incompletely formed particles lacking a recombinant
viral genome. Empty capsids increase the dose of total AAV administered for efficient transduction and are thought to cause unwanted immunological reactions against the virus. Removal of
empty capsids during manufacturing, as well as analysis of empty/
full AAV particle content is therefore a critical requirement for any
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AAV production process. Poster demonstrates how CIMmultus
QA monolithic columns can be used to remove empty AAV capsids from the product chromatographically in a single step.

The assembly-activating protein is essential for capsid
assembly of AAV in insect cells

rently, manufacturing of AAV vectors faces the challenge of coproduction of incompletely formed particles lacking a recombinant viral genome. Empty capsids increase the dose of total AAV
administered for efficient transduction and are thought to cause
unwanted immunological reactions. Removal of empty capsids
during manufacturing, as well as analysis of empty/full AAV
particle content is therefore a critical requirement for any AAV
production process.
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Recombinant adeno-associated viral vectors (rAAV) have
proved to be excellent tools for gene therapy, but systemic
treatment of human diseases will require large amounts of
vector. Luckily, the baculovirus/insect cell (Sf9) platform
has been established as a highly scalable process for rAAV
vector production. It is thus surprising that to date, the role of the
assembly-activating protein (AAP) - expressed from an alternative
ORF of the AAV cap gene and described to be essential for AAV
serotype 2 (AAV2) particle assembly in mammalian cells - has
never been investigated in insect cells. Therefore, we knocked out
AAP expression in a baculovirus encoding AAV2 proteins. Akin to
data in mammalian cells, this resulted in a dramatic reduction in
AAV particle yields. Notably, vector assembly was fully restored
upon delivery of a trans-complementing baculovirus-AAV expressing AAP2. Additionally, we show that AAP over-expression does
not improve vector yields. Time-course experiments demonstrated
that (i) AAP is transiently detected at early stages of the production
process, and that (ii) in the absence of AAP, AAV2 capsids are
unstable and presumably ubiquitinylated prior to degradation.
Complementary cycloheximide chase assays revealed that the stability of free VP proteins remains unchanged regardless of AAP
expression. Collectively, our data confirm that functional AAP is
strictly required for AAV2 vector production in Sf9 insect cells. We
also demonstrate the feasibility of AAP trans-complementation in
this system, a useful strategy to efficiently produce AAV particles
based on engineered capsids that carry deleterious mutations in the
AAP sequence.
P337
Chromatographic downstream processing of viruses, viruslike particles and gene therapy vectors using CIM
monolithic columns
M Leskovec1
1: BIA Separations
Downstream processing of nanoplexes (viruses, virus-like
particles, bacteriophages) is characterized by complexity of the
starting material, number of purification methods to choose from,
regulations that are setting the frame for the final product and
analytical methods for upstream and downstream monitoring.
CIM (Convective Interaction Media) monolithic columns represent new generation of chromatographic media. Due to their
large inner channel diameters and enhanced mass transfer characteristics, methacrylate monoliths offer efficient and fast separation of large biomolecules like viruses, virus-like particles and
gene therapy vectors. High binding capacity (up to 1E14 vp/ml),
good product recovery and resolution are also benefits comparing
to other purification techniques. Removal of empty adenoassociated virus (AAV) from full virus capsids, containing therapeutic recombinant viral genome, will be demonstrated. Cur-

Identifiaction of supplementary capsid-like proteins
in various rAAV serotypes produced with the baculovirus/
insect cell expression system
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I Mushimiyimana2 A Jacob1 3 M Boutin-Fontaine1
M M van Oers4 P Moullier7 F Mavilio1 O W Merten1
1: Généthon 2: University of Eastern Finland 3: San Raffaele
Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy (HSR-TIGET)
4: Wageningen University 5: FinVector Vision Therapies Ltd
6: Synpromics Ltd 7: Inserm UMR 1089
The adeno-associated virus is a common non-pathogenic
virus commonly investigated in a recombinant form as an
in vivo gene therapy vector. Several production methods exist
and one easily scalable process is the production using the
baculovirus/Sf9 cells system. Analysis of rAAVs produced
with this system has shown that, first, capsid proteins stoichiometry in rAAAVs was not identical to the wild type virus
one, especially in rAAV8, second, in addition to VP1/VP2/
VP3, supplementary viral-like peptides could be revealed by
Western-blot. More detailed analysis demonstrated that, part
of these virus-like peptides observed in SDS-PAGE/WB was
due to codon optimizations performed during the adaptation of
AAV sequences to be expressed in the baculovirus/Sf9 cell
system. Another part was demonstrated to result from the
cleavage of vp1/vp2 by a baculoviral protease, the cathepsin.
Nevertheless, all rAAVs serotypes were not degraded by cathepsin. rAAV8 was found susceptible to cathepsin activity, as
were rAAV1 and rAAV6 but not rAAV2,9 and 10. Even
though the addition of an inhibitor (E64) prevented the
cleavage of VP1/VP2, the use of such tricks is not feasible at
large scale. Since the cleavage site was identified as L(189)G(190)-E(191), site-directed mutagenesis have been performed according to sequences harbored in cathepsin-resistant
serotypes. Both point mutations led to resistance towards
cleavage by cathepsin. Unfortunately, this strategy only postponed the problem to a ‘new’ more favorable cleavage site. A
second strategy has been used, a cathepsin knock-out baculovirus. This approach completely circumvented the problem,
resulting in rAAV preparations with a higher in vivo potency
in mice.
P339
A novel scalable production platform for lentiviral vectors
based on human suspension cell lines
K Hein1 M Grassl1 H Kewes1 S Fradin1 N Faust1
1: Cevec Pharmaceuticals GmbH, Cologne
The emerging number of clinical trials in the gene therapy
field poses the challenge to the industry to produce viral vectors
in a scalable, reproducible and cost-efficient manner. To address
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this issue, our CAP-GT platform comprises high density, serum
free suspension cell lines that enable reproducible transfection and high efficiency production of viral vectors. Attractive
features of recombinant lentiviral (LV) vectors as a gene
therapy vector are achievement of long-term expression of
transgenes by integration into the genome and efficient transduction of dividing and non-dividing cells. One major area of
application of LV based vectors is the CAR-T cell therapy
field. We applied a design of experiment approach to increase
the lentiviral titers achieved with the CAP-GT platform. In a
Box Behnken approach, parameters as cell density, DNA and
PEI amount were optimized in regard to yielding the highest
transducing units. In a further step, the addition of supplements, as sodium butyrate or lipid mix, was titrated and analyzed in regard to influence on viral production. We indeed
observed a significant increase of viral titers upon addition of
supplements as lipid mix. Using all the optimized conditions,
we could increase the lentiviral titers about 10 fold compared
to our previous standard protocol and also compared to adherent HEK293T cells. In addition, a scalable protocol for
transient transfection and lentiviral production in shake flasks
was shown to be yielding comparable titers over a range of
volumes.

P340
Combination of transduction enhancers with ecotropic-MLV
pseudotyped lentiviral vectors enables highly efficient
transfer of chimeric antigen receptors into murine T effector
and T regulatory lymphocytes
D Fenard1 M David1 T Abel1 I Marchetti1 H Asnagli1
L Zhou1 F Meyer1
1: TXCELL
Gene transfer of Chimeric Antigen Receptors (CARs) into
T regulatory (Treg) lymphocytes using HIV-1-based lentiviral
vectors (LVs) has several therapeutic applications ranging
from inflammatory diseases to autoimmunity. The development of these new therapeutic approaches requires the use of
murine animal models. However, the transduction of murine
lymphocytes with LVs pseudotyped with the broadly used
vesicular stomatitis virus envelope glycoprotein (VSV-G) is
known to be inefficient. To target more specifically murine
cells, it is possible to pseudotype LVs with the ecotropic
murine leukaemia virus envelope glycoprotein (Eco-LV).
Furthermore, numerous peptide derived-transduction enhancers have been developed to improve LV entry into target
cells, a rate limiting step. We have evaluated a combination of
these two technologies to improve the transduction of murine
T lymphocytes. Among the family of transduction enhancers
tested, Vectofusin-1 (also called LAH4-A4 peptide) and
Protransduzin-A (also called EF-C peptide) showed a very
significant improvement of murine T cell transduction (from
50 to 80%) with Eco-LVs. Under optimal transduction conditions, the viability of the target cells was not affected and
the expansion of the transduced cells was not reduced. In
conclusion, the strong increase of lentiviral transduction into
murine Teff or Treg lymphocytes, by 1) Ecotropic pseudotyping, 2) the use of high titers and 3) the use of transduction
enhancers, allowed us to bypass the strong lentiviral restrictions described in murine cells. It opens the way to the im-
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plementation of robust protocols for CAR lentiviral gene
transfer into murine animal models.
P341
Generation of a beta cell specific insulin gene therapy vector
for diabetes
E O Sahin1 F Erendor1 M K Balci1
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2: Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Endocrinology
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The most of the gene therapy trials dealing with recovering
insulin gene expression in Type 1 diabetes patients targeted nonpancreatic tissues to avoid T cell mediated autoimmune response.
However, the absence of proinsulin processing enzymes and
glucose-dependent insulin secretion in these tissues restricted the
success of gene therapy studies. To solve this problem, we aimed
to produce a new lentiviral vector (LentiINS) with insulin promoter hooked up to proinsulin gene sequence to provide pancreatic
beta cell-specific insulin gene expression and secretion. For this
purpose, Multisite Gateway Technology involving two different
entry vector one with minimal insulin promotor and the other with
proinsulin gene sequence and a destination vector carrying lentiviral backbone was employed to generate the transfer vector.
Following confirmation of the transfer plasmid by restriction enzyme digestion and DNA sequence analysis, high-titer LentiINS
vectors at a concentration of 10e9 TU/ml were successfully produced by CaPO4 cotransfection of 293T cells with packaging and
transfer plasmids. While transduction of NIT1 mouse pancreatic
beta cell lines produced 3 fold increase in insulin gene expression
compared to controls, no insulin expression was detected in 293T
kidney cell lines as expected. These results indicate that we successfully constructed an HIV-based lentiviral gene therapy vector
being capable of beta cell-specific insulin gene expression and
_
secretion. TÜBITAK-215S820
[1]: Sanlioglu, A. D., et al. (2012).
‘‘Insulin gene therapy from design to beta cell generation.’’ Expert
Rev Mol Med 14: e18.
P342
Comparison between qPCR and ddPCR for AAV vector
genome quantification
F Dorange1 J Alcindor1 J B Boucheteil1 C Luc1 L Nguyen1
F Mavilio1 C Le Bec1
1: Généthon
AAV vectors are highly promising tools for treating monogenic diseases and have been recently enrolled in a large number
of clinical trials. Concerning the analytical field, characterization
of the vector includes testing of purity, as well as strength,
identity and safety issues. Among all assays, the determination
of the genome titer drives the upstream and downstream process
development and is probably the most important assay, as a
critical parameter in batch release and as a reference value for
the patient administered dose. For genome quantification, RealTime quantitative PCR (qPCR) is the gold standard method,
meeting all regulatory validation parameters. The introduction of
a new technology, Droplet Digital PCR (ddPCR), which has
been designed for accurate DNA quantification, could improve
AAV VG titer determination. Comparison between these 2
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methods in terms of precision (intra-assay and inter-assay precision) accuracy, robustness, cost, ease of use, high throughput
will be presented. We also compared results obtained using
multitargeted regions on different AAV vectors and the impact
of localization of the amplified region will be discussed. The
overall workflow was also improved, including automatic extraction and sample dilution, the introduction of controls and
specifications were fixed for complete validation of the process
and increased results accuracy and quality insurance.
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The A1 chromatin insulator increases the safety of a b-globin
lentiviral vector
P G Papayanni1 2 P Christofi1 2 I Valianou1 E Athanasiou1
A Georgakopoulou1 2 G Karponi1 M Gounis1 M Yiangou2
A Anagnostopoulos1 M Sadelain3 G Stamatoyannopoulos4
E Yannaki1 4
1: Gene and Cell Therapy Center, Haematology-BMT Unit,
George Papanicolaou Hospital, Thessaloniki, 57010, Greece
2: Department of Genetics, Development and Molecular
Biology, School of Biology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Thessaloniki, 54124, Greece 3: Center for Cell Engineering,
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, 10065,
USA 4: Department of Medicine, University of Washington,
Seattle, 98195, WA
Chromatin insulators have been proposed as a means to increase the safety of viral-vector gene therapy by reducing the
risk of vector-mediated genotoxicity. Self-inactivating lentiviral
vectors(SIN-LVs), although safer than c-retroviral vectors, still
carry that risk, especially when, like the globin-vectors, incorporate strong enhancers. We tested whether A1, are cently
identified human, small-sized enhancer-blocking insulator,
could reduce genotoxicity, in the challenging context of SINLVs. We used the IL-3-dependent 32D cells, which upon
transduction with oncogenic vectors become transformed and
IL-3-independent. 32D cells were transduced with SIN-LVs:an
uninsulated (TNS9.3.55) and A1-insulated (A1-TNS9.3.55)
b-globin-vector and the oncogenic SFFV-GFP-vector. Transduced
cells were expanded in 10%IL-3 and seeded in methylcellulose
with 10% or 0-1%IL-3 to detect the IL-3-independent and potentially transformed clones. The IL-3-independent clones were
further expanded in 10%IL-3 and infused in partially myeloablated and IL-3-treated C3H/HeJ-mice or re-cultured without
IL-3. The A1 insulator did not negatively affect vector titers
(TNS9.3.55, A1-TNS9.3.55, SFFV-GFP: 2.8,1.8,2.5X108IU/ml,
respectively). 32D cells were successfully transduced with all
vectors (%VCN(+)colonies:40-100%) and expanded up to 400fold. A1-insulator decreased the number of IL-3-independent
colonies by 78-93% over the uninsulated vectors. The uninsulated vector-transduced, IL-3-independent clones, were significantly expanded in culture +10%IL-3 over the A1-transduced
clones (TNS9.3.55, A1-TNS9.3.55, SFFV: 40, 10, 48 fold
change, respectively, p £ 0.005). Importantly, only the uninsulated vector-transduced colonies were further expanded without
IL-3 (TNS9.3.55, A1-TNS9.3.55, SFFV: 25, 0, 35 fold change,
respectively, p £ 0.001) which upon transplantation, caused
overt leukaemia (hyperleukocytosis, splenomegaly, bone marrow- and extra medullary site-infiltration). Under forced oncogenic conditions, the A1 insulator effectively protected a
therapeutic vector from vector-mediated genotoxicity.
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P344
Development of a safe AAV manufacture platform using
next-generation DNA technologies
V Lukashchuk1 G Prout1 M Legiewicz2 M Barreira2
K Bowes1 R Seymour1 J Tite2 L Caproni2 D Smith1
1: Cobra Biologics 2: Touchlight Genetics Ltd
Production of AAV vectors for gene therapy applications
presents many challenges, specifically in the areas of transgene
packaging efficiency and the ability of AAV to package offtarget sequences mostly derived from plasmid DNA used in
transient transfection. Such mis-incorporated DNA sequences
(e.g. antibiotic resistance genes) present an important safety
consideration for clinical manufacture of AAV vectors. Development of AAV manufacture platform by Cobra Biologics
Ltd is aimed at addressing some of the key challenges of the
AAV production processes through (1) improving the AAV
genomic particle yield by developing a media that maintains
cell health during AAV production process; (2) using alternative next-generation DNA technologies in order eliminate
the possibility of packaging of antibiotic resistance genes and
other plasmid-derived sequences. To tackle the first challenge,
Cobra Biologics Ltd has developed a nutrient supplement for
commercially available chemically-defined GMP-compliant
media. HEK293T transiently transfected with three plasmids
encoding essential AAV replication and packaging components using this supplemented media generated a significantly
higher proportion of transgene-containing AAV capsids compared to non-supplemented media. A collaboration between
Cobra Biologics and Touchlight Genetics Ltd addresses the
second challenge by evaluating Touchlight’s proprietary DNA
amplification platform dbDNA in AAV production. Vector
yields generated using relevant dbDNA constructs were
compared to those produced using the plasmid-based system.
Whereas AAV yields were similar, the packaging efficiency of
payload derived from dbDNA was consistently more efficient. Assays are currently being developed in order to determine how this affects the levels of off-target sequence
packaging.

P345
A simple gel analytic method to monitor purification
of adenovirus infectious vs non-infectious particles during
the screening stage of downstream process development
M Mallory Heather1 S Sanderson Todd1 M Meivar Levy Irit1
F Ferber Sarah1 L Legmann Rachel1 B Bradbury Lisa1
1: Pall Life Sciences
Viral vector process development (PD) has many challenges
related to the nature of the virus itself and the lack of high
performing, rapid analytics for infectious viral particles. Most
viral analytics, especially those for infectivity, are neither reproducible nor robust, and turnaround times are long. This is a
particular problem for downstream PD, where multiple experimentation cycles in rapid succession are needed and viral stability is of concern. To overcome this limitation, in a recent
Adenovirus 5 (Ad5) project we exploited protein composition
changes during viral assembly to visualize infectious vs. noninfectious Ad5 in downstream PD test samples. Although all
Ad5 viral particles contain high levels of hexon protein, several
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other low copy number proteins are present in infectious Ad5
particles which are undetectable in non-infectious particles.
These other proteins are seen with high quality SDS-PAGE and
their presence correlates with Ad5 infectivity assay results. This
was particularly helpful during early small scale testing when a
large number of process variants were tested and each method
variant resulted in a large number of fractions. This SDS-PAGE
analysis allowed us to rapidly develop a method for Mustang
Q baseline separation of infectious and non-infectious Ad5.
Additionally, the entire downstream (clarification, purification,
concentration, and buffer exchange) PD benefited from this
quick, qualitative analysis.
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P346
In vitro testing system for evaluation of rAAV capsid variants
based on the efficiency of homologous recombination
A Westhaus1 2 3 S L Ginn3 I Heijmenberg3 G Baltazar Torres4
S H Y Liao3 4 W Kuban1 E Zhu3 M Cabanes Creus1 K Dilworth4
I E Alexander3 5 L Lisowski1 4 6
1: Translational Vectorology Group, Children’s Medical
Research Institute, Westmead, NSW 2145, Australia 2: Institute
of Infectious Diseases, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
69120, Germany 3: Gene Therapy Research Unit, Children’s
Medical Research Institute and Sydney Children’s Hospitals
Network, Westmead, NSW 2145, Australia 4: Vector and
Genome Engineering Facility, Children’s Medical Research
Institute, Westmead, NSW 2145, Australia 5: Discipline of Child
and Adolescent Health, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW
2006, Australia 6: Military Institute of Hygiene and
Epidemiology, Pulawy, 24-100, Poland
Although considered a safe delivery system for gene
therapy, some concerns still surround recombinant adenoassociated viral (rAAV) vectors, mostly associated with insertional mutagenesis in target cells. Gene correction and
gene insertion, facilitated by homologous recombination
(HR), are widely acknowledged to reduce the risk of offtarget genomic integration associated with other genome
editing technologies, i.e. TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9. Findings, underscoring the potential influence of rAAV capsid
variants on the frequency of HR, led to the design of an
in vitro testing system aimed at enabling robust evaluation
of rAAV variants for their HR efficiency. To this end, we
generated a lentiviral vector (LV) encoding an HR-capturecassette expressing ubiquitous promoter-driven blue fluorescent protein (BFP). We used this vector to generate several
cell lines containing a single LV provirus per genome. These
cell lines were subsequently transduced with 29 rAAV variants carrying i) an HR-cassette that facilitated the conversion of BFP to GFP by homology-directed repair, and ii) an
mCherry cassette that enabled normalisation of HR frequency
to transduction efficiency. The HR frequency was highly
variable between cell lines and rAAV variants. Interestingly,
in contrast to what was observed by ourselves and others in
primary cells and iPSCs, in most of the cell lines tested,
rAAVs did not facilitate efficient HR, despite efficient functional transduction. These results support the hypothesis that
changes at the genomic level, associated with immortalised
cell lines, affect their ability to undergo HR, thus implying
they may not represent reliable surrogate models for studies
utilising HR-dependent genome editing technologies.
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P347
Engineered AAV capsids are successfully produced through
the innovative approach of combining directed evolution
and the BEVS expression system
F du Plessis1 B Bosma1 H Petry1 J Lubelski1
1: uniQure
To date, many of the new AAV variants that have been discovered originated from directed evolution plasmid libraries that
were transfected in HEK293T cells. While these libraries were
capable of delivering novel capsids, we postulate that an rAAV
library produced directly in the BEVS expression system holds
several advantages. To test these premises a mutant library
around the start codon of the AAV5 capsid was developed.
Following recombination of the plasmid library with the baculovirus genome to generate a baculovirus library, an AAV library was generated in SF cells utilizing various multiplicity of
infections (MOI’s) to investigate limitations such as crosspackaging and maintenance of library complexity. AAV libraries
were subsequently subjected to fitness selection through a limited infectivity assay. All libraries were subjected to NGS. Most
notably, we observed a linear response between the baculovirus
MOI used for AAV production and the genotype-phenotype
correlation between the capsid and its cargo. Lower baculovirus
MOIs reduced cross-packaging 3-fold, to an average of 2%.
Additionally, generation of the baculovirus library through recombination resulted in a minimal loss of complexity (26%).
Remarkably, passaging of the baculovirus library from P1 to P3
maintained 94% of its complexity which allows a BEVS maintained AAV library to be scalable for large animal studies. This
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first report of developing a
AAV capsid mutant library using the BEVS expression system.
This enables selection of rAAV capsids through the BEVS
system with high genotype-phenotype correlation with a high
percentage conservation of complexity.
P348
Multidimensional vector interaction capture to study the
effects of SIN.LVs and chromatin insulators on the cellular
genome
M Volpin1 D Cittaro4 M C Lim3 A Calabria1 G Spinozzi1
F Benedicenti1 L Ormoli1 M Fullwood3 G Stamatoyannopoulos2
E Montini1
1: San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy, Milan, Italy
2: University of Washington, Seattle, WA 3: Cancer Science
Institute Singapore, Singapore 4: Center for Translational
Genomics and Bioinformatics, Milan, Italy
The impact of Lentiviral Vector (LV) genomic integrations on
the host cells’ chromatin architecture, especially when carrying
strong enhancer-promoters or chromatin insulators (CI) able to interact with distant genomic loci, has not been extensively addressed.
To this aim, we set-up a LV-specific Circular Chromosome Conformation Capture (LV4C) protocol to retrieve the genomic portion
flanking the IS with the corresponding long-range interaction site
(ITS). We studied a SIN.LV containing a strong viral enhancerpromoter in internal position, which was genotoxic in vivo, and a
safer version containing a human CTCF-based CI within the LTRs
(CI-SIN.LV). LV4C was performed on K562 cell clones each
harboring >50 vector integration sites (IS). Interactions on an internal 4C-control (MYC-locus) validated our capture-libraries, as
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highly correlating with published HiC interactions (R2 = 0.9).
Overall we identified >300 total LV-ITSs, many of which occurred
in gene dense regions and mapped 100-500Kb from the IS. Approximately 50% of IS had multiple interaction-targets (2 to 11).
Interestingly, the ITS of the CI-SIN.LVs were distributed asymmetrically, being highly enriched upstream the 5¢ LTR (p £ 0.022).
In silico scanning of genomic CTCF-sites at or close to LVs’ ITSs,
revealed a significant enrichment (p < 0.01) for genomic CTCF-sites
in convergent orientation to vector’s CI, the configuration able to
generate CTCF-mediated loops. Ongoing RNA-Seq analysis will
help addressing the extent of gene deregulation at IS and ITS by the
different vectors. Overall, our data suggest a mechanism by which
CI in the LV could generate enhancer-blocking chromatin loops,
supporting the use of CI in future gene-therapy vectors.
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P349
Using a rAAV2-producing yeast system to explore the impact
of genetic factors on vector yield and AAV DNA replication
J J Aponte1
D Gold1

2
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of the host innate immune responses as well as preexisting immunity to AdV5 wild type. The aim of this study was to investigate the differences in the activation of innate immune response
after infection with AdV5 and low seroprevalent serotypes of
adenovirus: AdV35, and AdV26, which may be used to overcome
the preexisting immunity to AdV5. After infecting SK-OV-3 and
A549 cell lines with replication deficient AdV5, AdV26 and
AdV35, we measured the levels of mRNA and corresponding
proteins for molecules known to be involved in innate immune
response using qPCR, western blot and ELISA. We showed that
in contrast to AdV5, infection with AdV26 and AdV35 increased
expression of genes known to be involved in initiation of inflammation, namely IL-6, IL-8, IFN-a1, TNF-a and IL-1b. We
also observed differences in adaptor molecules situated downstream of pattern recognition receptors and those involved in inflammasome formation. We hypothesize that there are differences
in role of innate immune response in AdV26 and AdV35 infection
which might be used for construction of vectors with better performances for DNA transfer and vaccination purposes.

D Barajas1 J Peltier1 C Bardliving2 P Shamlou2

1: BioMarin Pharmaceutical 2: Keck Graduate Institute
of Applied Life Sciences
Recombinant adeno-associated virus vectors (rAAV) constitute a
safe and efficient option for genetic therapeutics. Current biotechnology efforts are focused on understanding how the virus-host cell
interplay modulates key aspects of AAV life cycle, with the objective of identifying molecular components that enhance vector
particle formation. Using Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model, we
designed a 2-plasmid rAAV2-GFP-producing yeast system that,
when combined with a commercial screening library, allowed us to
search for host cell factors that enhance vector yield and AAV
DNA replication. Preliminary screening led to the identification of
21 genes, and further confirmation runs of selected clones provided
evidence of rAAV volumetric yield and GFP replication improvements as high as 15-fold and 6-fold, respectively. The top candidates from this screening (Sdo1, Rrp14, Top2, Hem4, Pre4, Gpn3)
were genes that participate in different biological processes including RNA processing, DNA replication, ribosome biogenesis
and protein processing. DdPCR, ELISA and mRNA analysis were
performed to determine correlations among specific host cell protein transcription levels, AAV Rep levels, DNA encapsidation rate,
and vector yield. Selected leads were validated in a different yeast
strain, and their performance was further tested in a DASbox
Minibioreactor system (250 mL) operating under controlled conditions. Altogether, this preliminary evaluation provides evidence of
the influence of host cell factors on vector formation. This study
also provides insights into molecular strategies potentially applicable for gene therapy bioprocesses.

P351
High-throughput screening identifies kinase inhibitors
that increase dual AAV vectors transduction efficiency
A Maddalena1 F Dell’Aquila1 L Wanderlingh1 S Montefusco1
A Carissimo1 D L Medina1 A Auricchio1
1: TIGEM 2: Università Federico II

Measuring innate immune response in epithelial cells
after adenovirus infection

Retinal gene therapy based on adeno-associated viral (AAV)
vectors is safe and efficient in humans. However, AAV DNA cargo
capacity prevents their application to diseases due to mutations in
genes larger than 5kb. AAV transfer capacity can be expanded to 9kb
by dual AAV vectors each packaging one half of a large transgene
expression cassette. Their co-administration results in intermolecular
recombination of their two genomes and full-length transgene expression, which is greatly reduced compared to that of a single AAV.
As AAV intracellular trafficking and transduction are negatively
affected by phosphorylation, we set to identify kinase inhibitors that
can increase dual AAV vector transduction. HEK293 cells were
infected with dual AAV2 vectors expressing eGFP; cells incubated
with a proteasome inhibitor (PI) known to enhance AAV transduction, were used as positive control. High throughput screening of a
kinase inhibitor library identified 12 positive hits. Seven of them
were further characterized by Western blot analysis as they outperformed PI induction. We found that 3 compounds are more
specific for AAV transduction than for plasmid transfection and, in
one case, this increase is higher for dual than for single AAV vectors.
As the kinase inhibitors may be promiscuous, we performed siRNAmediated silencing of targeted kinases to identify those involved in
the increase of AAV transduction levels. Importantly, one kinase
inhibitor improves dual AAV8 transduction following subretinal
delivery in mice. Our study identifies kinase inhibitors that increase
dual and single AAV transduction thus highlighting pathways that
may be involved in AAV post-entry steps.

D Nestic1 A Kovacevic1 J Van den Bosch1 J Knezevic1
J Custers2 A Ambriovic-Ristov1 D Majhen1

P352

1: Ruder Boškovic Institute 2: Janssen Vaccines
and Preventions BV

Establishment of standards for lentiviral gene therapy
products

P350

Adenovirus vectors based on a serotype 5 (AdV5) are the most
commonly investigated adenoviral vectors for gene therapy and
vaccination. Limitations for using AdV5 as a vector are activation

G Corre1 K Seye1 S Frin1 A Galy1
1: Molecular Immunology Laboratory, UMR_S951, Genethon,
Inserm, Univ Evry, EPHE, EVRY France
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Lentiviral vectors are increasingly used in clinical gene therapy applications, but currently, there is no standard method nor
standard material to measure the number of vector copies in the
transduced cells. As a result, it is difficult to compare the respective potency of gene therapy products or the effects of gene
therapy in patients, across different studies. Our laboratory is
involved in several clinical gene therapy studies using ex vivo
lentiviral gene transfer. In this context we developed a standardized qPCR method to measure vector copy number per cell
(VCN) and established reference cell clones derived from
HT1080 cells containing known numbers of VCN (1, 3, 8)
(Charrier et al. Gene Ther, 2011). However, new clones with
greater genetic stability were needed to cover the range of 1 to 5
VCN which is usually the target for gene therapy. We established
a panel of HCT116 cell clones following transduction with an
HIV-1-derived lentiviral vector encoding dNGFR using different
MOIs. Cells were enriched and cloned by limited dilution. About
50 clones were established and 25 were selected for amplification
and characterisation. A panel of 5 clones with 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 VCN
were selected based on reproducible VCN measurement by qPCR
and ddPCR. Selected clones were shown to be diploid by chromosome spread. Their vector genomic insertion sites were
charaterized using LAM-PCR. These standard cells will be useful
reference material to measure gene therapy product potency, to
develop new methodology and to validate analytical methods.

P353
Selection of CD8 isoform-specific DARPins for gene delivery
A M Frank1 R Freiling1 I Edes2 M A Seeger3 W Uckert2
C J Buchholz1 J Hartmann1
1: Paul-Ehrlich-Institut 2: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular
Medicine 3: University of Zurich
CD8 is known as important marker for dendritic cell subpopulations and distinct T cell subsets. The protein exists in
two isoforms, namely CD8aa homo- and CD8ab heterodimers,
with the expression of the heterodimer being restricted to cytotoxic T cells. Isoform-specific antibodies allowing precise
discrimination of CD8+ cell subsets are therefore valuable tools
in the field of immunology as well as gene therapy. Designed
ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) have become an attractive
alternative to antibodies. Importantly, they can be used as
targeting ligands for AAV and lentiviral vectors to achieve cell
type-specific gene delivery. Derived from combinatorial
DARPin libraries, high affinity binders for almost any target of
choice can be selected by ribosome display. To produce
DARPins discriminating between both CD8 isoforms, we expressed the ectodomains of the human and murine CD8aa
homo- and CD8ab heterodimers as metabolically biotinylated
Fc-fusion proteins in HEK293T cells. After purification, the
proteins were used as bait in ribosomal display selection. Ontarget selection on immobilized CD8ab was followed by
counter-selection with soluble CD8aa to enrich CD8b binders.
Distinct selected DARPins were expressed in bacteria for CD8
binding analysis by ELISA and binding to CD8+ cell lines and
primary cells. Out of this pool, several promising candidates
preferentially binding human or murine CD8b were identified.
When displayed as targeting domains on lentiviral particles,
these candidates mediated specific transduction of CD8+ cell
lines and primary T cells. Taken together, the data demonstrate
proof-of-concept for the generation of high affinity binders to
the CD8 isoforms.
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P354
Genotyping and distribution of naturally occurring AAVs
infecting human tissue
N Purohit1 A Jain2 V Mathews2 G R Jayandharan1

2

1: Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur 2: Christian Medical
College Vellore
Despite the many advantages with Adeno-associated virus(AAV) based vectors, barriers related to host-permissivity
and immune response precludes their widespread application in
humans. Thus, analysis of the distribution and complexity of
naturally occurring AAV in multiple tissues should facilitate
their optimal utilization and tissue targeting in humans. Totally,
205 samples, comprising 198 tissue samples from individuals of
Indian origin and 7 cell lines were investigated. A panel of 8
primate samples was used as controls. DNA isolated from these
samples was screened for the AAV capsid-specific signature
regions by a novel PCR to predict the origin and novelty of AAV
isolate. Further, we modeled one of the novel isolate by specific
site directed mutagenesis in the parental AAV serotype and
studied its infectivity in vitro. Of the 205 samples analyzed, an
AAV specific signature DNA sequence was detected in 94
samples(45%), including 85 out of 198 human tissues and in all
the 7 human cell lines investigated. AAV6(34%) was the most
common serotype identified predominantly in peripheral blood
stem cells(PBSC). Interestingly, a comparative genotypic analysis in primate samples identified AAV3 in most of the bone
marrow or liver tissue analyzed(87.5%, n = 7/8) suggesting
species-specific differences in AAV infectivity. Further characterization of an AAV3 variant isolated from PBSCs, was noninfectious in vitro, possibly due to altered receptor affinity. Our
data outlines the genetic diversity and distribution of AAV serotypes infecting humans and provides a basis for their further
characterization to generate efficient gene delivery vectors.

P355
Nucleic acid complexes for targeted gene delivery into cells
F S Akhatova1 R F Kamalieva1 E YU Tarasova1 E V Rozhina1
S N Batasheva1 R F Fakhrullin1
1: Kazan Federal University
Complexes of charged polyelectrolytes and surfactants are
widely applied in biomedicine, catalysis, cosmetic industries, oil
mining and biotechnology, including encapsulation and creation of
polymer-colloid nano-containers for targeted delivery, protection,
storage and prolonged release of biologically active substances.
From this viewpoint, polyelectrolyte of great interest is a cationic
(poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw70 kDa). To estimate
the interaction of polyelectrolyte with nucleic acid high molecular
weight DNA from bovine spleen (Sigma) was used. DNA and
polyelectrolyte solutions of different concentrations were mixed
1:1 by volume and separated by electrophoresis in agarose gel.
Ethidium bromide (3,8-diamino-5-ethyl-6-phenylphenanthridinium
bromide) (EtBr) solution was added to agarose gel and complex
formation was visualized under ultraviolet light. We have found
a decrease in EtBr-DNA fluorescence at the addition of PAH
70 kDA with concentrations of 0.001 - 0.1 mg/ml. It confirms the
interaction of DNA with PAH because complex formation between DNA and the polyelectrolyte does not allow DNA to bind
EtBr. Images of DNA complexes with another polyelectrolyte
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poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) were obtained using atomic force microscopy. Our results indicate that
positively charged polyelectrolytes such as PAH and PDADMAC
can be applied for delivery of genetic material into cells both as
complexes with DNA of interest or as coatings for different DNA
delivering nanocontainers. The work was performed according to
the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth of Kazan Federal University. This work was funded by the subsidy
allocated to the Kazan Federal University for the state assignment
in the sphere of scientific activities (project 16.2822.2017/4.6).
P356
A novel scalable production platform for rAAV vectors
based on human suspension cell lines
A Kusuma1 K Hein1 H Kewes1 S Wissing1 N Faust1
Downloaded by 86.2.119.197 from online.liebertpub.com at 12/11/17. For personal use only.

1: Cevec Pharmaceuticals GmbH, Cologne
A rapid increase in the number of gene therapy trials and
products has led to an equally increased need for industrial
production of viral gene therapy vectors such as lentiviral,
adeno-associated and adenoviral vectors. A recombinant adenoassociated virus (rAAV) based vector was the first approved
gene therapy product. Attractive features of rAAV as a gene
therapy vector are e.g. its lack of pathogenicity and its ability to
transduce dividing and non-dividing cells. Despite the successful
outcomes of several clinical trials, production of high amounts of
rAAV meanwhile still faces challenges concerning upscaling
and stability. With our CAP and CAP-T cell lines, we have
developed a novel system for high density suspension culture,
efficient reproducible transfection and high efficiency production
of rAAV vectors. To rationally optimize the production of rAAV
vectors, titration of supplements, cell density, and DNA amount
were performed resulting in a significant increase of viral titers.
In addition, viral production in shake flasks was shown to be
scalable yielding comparable titers over a range of volumes. To
address the need for scalable transient transfection without medium exchange step, we developed successfully a scalable protocol for transfection and viral production in spent medium.

P357
Development of a gene therapy vector to provide insulin
expression from induced pluripotent stem cells
E Gumuslu1 M K Balci2 S Sanlioglu1
1: Akdeniz University Center for Gene and Cell Therapy
2: Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Endocrinology
and Metabolism, Akdeniz University Faculty of Medicine
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quencing. Viral titers were determined by real-time PCR in
transduced HT1080 cells. The 293T and NIT1 pancreatic beta
cells were transduced with LentiEF1-hINS at different MOIs to
check gene expression. Insulin gene expression was confirmed
using ELISA both in 293T and NIT1 pancreatic beta cells. In the
next step, IPSC colonies will be transduced with LentiEF1-hINS
to check for insulin gene expression. Considering the long-term
gene expression provided by the 3rd generation HIV-based
lentiviruses; it might be possible to use IPSCs for in vivo autologous transplantation studies concerning Type 1 Diabetes.
(TUBITAK-215S820) 1- Sanlioglu, Ahter D., et al. ‘‘Insulin
gene therapy from design to beta cell generation.’’ Expert reviews in molecular medicine 14 (2012): e18.
P358
Intraventricular injection of the neonatal mouse brain
with AAV-DJ/8 and lentiviral vectors
S Kim1 M Kang2 Y J Lee2 Y J Jung2 Y S Kim2
1: Inje University & Chungnam National University
2: Chungnam National University
Efficient and fine-targeting gene transfer through cerebrospinal fluid has held great promise for treating early onset of neurological disorders. Although recombinant AAV-9 vector has
been widely used to target neural tissue, it has tropisms shift
from neuronal to glial cells according to the timing of gene
delivery and humoral immune response. AAV-DJ had been developed via DNA family shuffling technology, which created a
hybrid capsid from eight AAV serotypes. AAV-DJ/8 had been
developed by making point mutations in the heparin binding
domain of AAV-DJ. Thus, the AAV-DJ/8 resembles AAV-8 in
its ability to infect heart and brain tissues, however, its transduction patterns in the developing brain had not been reported.
Here, we examined transduction efficiency of AAV-DJ/8 to
central nervous system of the neonatal mouse via intraventricular injection. On the other hand, neonatal intraventricular injection of lentiviral vectors pseudotyped with the vesicular
stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) has shown targeted
transduction of the ependymal cells lining the ventricular system
and the choroid plexus along the entire rostrocaudal axis of the
brain. Here, we determined whether the integrated lentiviral
genome has undergone epigenetic changes along with the development of neonatal mouse brain. We will discuss the transduction patterns of both AAV-DJ/8 and lentiviral vector to the
central nervous system of the mouse.

P359
Minicircle goes viral – an overview

Induced pluripotent stem cells (IPSCs) are candidate for autologous cell transplantation studies for Type 1 Diabetes. We
aimed to achieve insulin expression via the lentiviral vector
(LentiEF1-hINS) mediated insulin gene transfer to IPSCs. Since
the insulin promoter is not active in IPSCs, we cloned the
elongation factor 1 alpha (Ef1-a) promoter to express insulin. By
doing so, LentiEF1-hINS transduced IPSCs are expected to express and secrete insulin even after the differentiation process.
The lentiviral expression vector (pLentiEf1-hINS) with the human insulin gene encoding sequence under control of the Ef1-a
promoter was successfully constructed using Multi Site Gateway
technology.1 The resulting expression vector was confirmed by
AflII and XhoI restriction enzyme analysis and Sanger se-

M Schleef1 M Schmeer2 M Hudecek3 H Büning4
1: Bielefeld University 2: PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG
3: Universitätsklinikum Würzburg 4: Hannover Medical School
Tomorrow is now – at least for non-viral DNA molecules
used for gene- or cell therapy, vaccination or manufacturing viral
vectors. Recently, the vision of a ‘‘plasmid’’ that is free of any
selection markers, CpG containing backbone structures and even
the origin of replication became reality: Minicircle (MC). MC
have proven to be a reliable tool for efficient transgene expression in eukaryotic cells in vitro and in vivo as well as for ex vivo
modification for cell therapy. MC show a superior performance
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in CAR-T cell therapy research if carrying a Sleeping Beauty
transposon element, which leads to a 4.4-fold increase in the
transposition rate when compared to plasmid vectors due to the
reduced size of the backbone (‘‘SCAR’’). Furthermore, the use of
MC in AAV manufacturing could demonstrate a significantly
improved quality of the resulting AAV and significantly reducing
contaminations of capsids carrying undesired plasmid backbone
sequences from about 26.1% to below background levels. Recent
trends and progress in pre-clinical studies suggest that the time has
come for preparation of such minimalistic vectors in a High
Quality Grade to enable for example the production of viral vectors for gene therapy. Furthermore, significant developments in
transfection efficiency of non-viral vectors suggest that also GMP
grade MC will be needed in the near future for clinical applications. We will give an overview on this circular supercoiled monomeric expression cassette and discuss the advantages and
drawbacks of different approaches to produce MC DNA, present
recent developments, their applications, and future prospects.

wise into HEK293T cells by bi-directional c-retroviral SINvectors at low MOI, ensuring single copy integrates. Finally, a
c-retroviral-based tagging vector was introduced, resulting in the
EUFETS-L1 packaging cell line. The tagged clones were tested
with an exchange construct enabling the stable production of a
GFP-expressing lentiviral SIN-vector. The titers delivered by
highly productive EUFETS-L1 cell clones were in the range of
5x10e6 TU/ml without and above 1x10e7 TU/ml with HIV-1 tat.
The expression of tat is optional, as it is not included in the
EUFETS-L1 packaging cells, but can be incorporated into the
targeting construct used to transfer the lentiviral SIN-vector. Because of the design of the packaging constructs and their respective expression units, combined with the single-copy status and the
tagged locus, predictable titers can be produced, while recombination events between packaging components and/or the lentiviral
transfer vector are highly unlikely.

P360

Stable producer cell lines for lentiviral vector manufacture

PATfixTM - At-line monitoring of impurities and critical
quality attributes in biopharmaceutical up-and downstream
processes using HPLC fingerprinting

P362
S A Chanas1 C Pallant1 Y H Chen1 A Boiti1 M Marongiu1
S Johnson1 P R Archibald1 T O Senussi1 B Kara1 S J Howe1
C Vink1

M Leskovec1

1: GlaxoSmithKline

1: BIA Separations

Gene therapy using lentiviral vectors has been successfully
demonstrated in the clinic for a growing number of conditions,
but supply of clinical grade lentiviral vector at a scale appropriate to treat patient populations of hundreds or thousands of
people remains a significant technical challenge. To date most
clinical grade lentiviral vector manufacturing has used transient
transfection of plasmid DNA into adherent 293T cells grown in
cell factories. This manufacturing process is of limited use in
large scale vector manufacture due to the high costs and long
lead times involved in obtaining clinical grade plasmid DNA as
well as the poor scaleability of adherent cell factories beyond
low 10s of litres. To meet the need for large scale vector manufacture GSK are establishing a cell line development process to
generate stable lentiviral vector producer cell lines. The elimination of the transient transfection step during vector manufacture greatly simplifies the manufacturing process, improves its
scaleability and opens the possibility of lentiviral vector manufacture at the larger scales necessary for treatment of large patient populations.

Production of high value biological therapeutics usually involves
complex manufacturing processes with high process variability.
Additionally, development of robust and reliable bioprocesses can
be challenging. PAT aims to enhance bioprocess understanding and
implies a holistic approach to ensure that quality is built into
products by design. Efficient PAT therefore calls for fast and robust
analytical techniques which enables to asses high quality information about critical quality attributes and key performance indicators
as parallel as possible to the manufacturing process. PATfix is
unique HPLC system for routine gradient separations that enables
every analytical task. Equipped with bio-inert ceramic pump heads
is deliberately tailored to meet the demands of analytical applications covering wide range of biomolecules. Highly sensitive and
fast multi-wavelength detector enables to detect component peaks
even in very fast gradients.

P361
Stable producer line for the production of VSV.g
pseudotyped lentiviral vectors

P363

N Heinz1 L Weber1 L Cordie1 K Zeller1 D Lohmann1
S Ohlinger1 K Kuehlcke1 R Loew1

Vector production unit: A technological platform
for the production of customised high quality viral vectors

1: Eufets GmbH
We developed a new producer cell line, EUFETS-L1, for stable
lentiviral vector production. This cell line enables the introduction
of a lentiviral SIN-vector expression cassette via Flp-recombinase
based cassette exchange into a predefined, tagged locus for optimal vector production. In order to reduce the probability of recombination events, the HIV-1 genes gag/pol and rev as well as
the transfer vector were designed to share no sequence homology.
These packaging components and the VSV.g envelope glycoprotein were expressed under control of the tet-system, embedded
into expression units containing distinct 5’ and 3’ untranslated
regions. The tet-controlled expression units were integrated step-

M Ontiveros1 2 S Miravet1 2 J Piedra1 2 C Penalva1 2 M Chillon1
2 3

1: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 2: Vall d’Hebron
Research Institute (VHIR) 3: Institució Catalana de Recerca i
Estudis Avançats (ICREA)
Viral vectors are widely used tools for gene transfer, because of
their high transduction efficiency, and the ease and flexibility to
genetically express or inhibit one gene or a combination of genes in
specific areas and periods of time. They can be used safely in vitro
and in vivo, applying standard procedures in a controlled setting.
Vector production however, requires the application of specialized
techniques, access to expensive equipment and biological safety
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laboratories. The Vector Production Unit (UPV) is a UAB-VHIR
technological platform (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona - Vall
d’Hebron Research Institut) staffed by experienced and highly
qualified personnel. Since its opening in 2003 it has been dedicated
to the design, production and purification of more than 1000 viral
vectors for basic research and gene therapy pre-clinical studies for
both public and private laboratories. Key products and services:
- AAV vectors: Concentrations starting at 2x10E12vg/mL. Titres
higher than 1x10E13vg/mL are frequently obtained. - AAV pseudotypes: AAV1, AAV2, AAV5, AAV6, AAV8, AAV9 and
AAVrh10. Contact us to request information about other pseudotypes. - Adenovirus vectors: Concentrations starting at 1x10E12pp/
mL. Serotypes: Ad5, Ad5/40, Ad5/52, CAV2. - The UPV has been
authorized by the Spanish ‘‘Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente’’ to work with Biosafety-level-2 GMOs.
ID: A/ES/14/I-29. Funding: UPV work is developed in the context
of TECNIO (TECDTP16-1-0010), and ADVANCE(CAT) with the
support of ACCIÓ (Generalitat de Catalunya) and the European
Regional Development Fund 2014-2020. JP is partially supported
by the PTA programme (#09357) of the ‘‘Ministerio de Economı́a y
Competitividad’’.

P364
Detection of Zika virus in raw materials and cell banks
for use in the manufacture of biologicals and novel ATMPs

A117

teins and pDNA to achieve higher yields and using antibioticsfree media. The absence of antibiotic resistance gene meets the
regulatory guidelines for the use of naked plasmid DNA in
gene therapy and also for plasmid DNA involved in development of recombinant viruses (i.e AAV, adenovirus or lentivirus). Additionally, the technology guarantees the stability of
the plasmid DNA during production scale-up and secondly
increases production efficiency by focusing energy on plasmid
production. The technology was also combined to an original
antigen presentation system (StabyBoost technology) for
antibody development by DNA immunization. The Staby
technology has been validated and licensed to several companies active in the food or pharmaceutical industry. Today,
Delphi Genetics provides services with or without technologies
according to the customer’s needs. The company developed a
complete single-use process for GMP-compliant productions of
plasmid DNA. Located in Gosselies, south of Brussels, Belgium, Delphi Genetics collaborates on projects at all stages of
development from R&D to clinical phases. The company has
its own facilities for productions in R&D, High Quality and
GMP.
P366
Optimized PEI-mediated production of clinical grade viral
vectors, PEIproc and PEIproc-HQ

R F Clayton1 A A Armstrong1 J Zmurko1

P Belguise1 V Kedinger1 J Vjetrovic1 A Nyamay’Antu1
P Erbacher1

1: Bioreliance

1: Polyplus Transfection

The safety of biologicals and ATMPs is ensured by a multitiered approach that involves a combination of safety testing
measures based on assessment of risk of contamination with
extraneous agents in raw materials throughout the manufacturing
process. Zika virus, a Flavirus, is an emerging threat to human
health, and is a potential contaminant of human-derived materials such as serum, plasma products and other substrates used
for the production of ATMPs. We provide a detailed analysis of
in-vitro methodologies for the detection of adventitious viruses
where specific risk of contamination with Zika virus is possible.
We demonstrate the susceptibility and sensitivity of detector
cells and report the limit of detection of field isolates of Zika
virus with in-vitro methodologies. Advice on the testing strategy
where specific risk of zika virus may be present in raw materials,
and ATMPs

Gene- and cell therapy-based medicines are experiencing resurgence due to the advances made in developing new viral
vector systems guided by safety, specificity and potency considerations. Adeno Associated Virus (AAV) and Lentivirus are
very commonly used in therapeutics and often produced using
PEI-mediated transient transfection in HEK-293 or HEK-293T
cells. The critical raw materials needed for cGMP vector production must be sourced from approved suppliers and should
have gone through a rigorous testing program to reduce the risk
of introducing adventitious agents into the production process.
PEIpro and PEIpro-HQ, provided and manufactured by
Polyplus-transfection, are the unique PEIs developed for
transfection and suitable for virus production from process development up to use in GMP processes, respectively.
P367

P365
Delphi Genetics: the Stabyc technology to improve
bioproductions for gene therapy
T Van Reeth1 S Scohy1 C Y Szpirer1
1: Delphi Genetics

Lentiviral /retroviral vector manufacturing production using
disposable fixed-bed bioreactors iCELLisc system
M Neri1 F Bellintani1 M Cota1 L Crippa1 M Brunati1 B Piovani1
L Allievi1 A Testasecca1 A Pedregal2 A Gatti1 F Rossetti1
G Vallanti1
1: MolMed S.p.A. 2: Pall Life Sciences

Delphi Genetics develops innovative technologies and provides services for plasmid DNA (pDNA) and recombinant
protein productions, including antibodies. The Staby technology was developed to replace the antibiotic-resistance gene
by a selection system that uses two natural bacterial genes.
These genes encode two small proteins present in the genomes
of bacteria and on plasmids. Moreover these genes are not toxic
for eukaryotic cells. The technology is already used successfully for industrial productions in E. coli of recombinant pro-

Lentiviral vectors (LVV), produced with transient quadritransfection in 293T adhesion cell line and retroviral vectors
(RVV), produced with a stable packaging cell line, are used in
gene therapy studies. In the context of advanced clinical studies
or commercial phase, an important manufacturing challenge is
the optimization of vector production in large-scale platforms.
To address this issue and to obtain a scalable and robust process,
development studies were performed using Pall iCELLis fixed-
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bed disposable bioreactors. The optimized parameters included
seeding cell density, DNA concentration, transfection agents,
timing and volumes of harvest. Final vectors were characterized
for infectious viral titre (TU/mL), particle content (ng p24 or ng
p30), process related impurities and then compared to vectors
produced by current GMP processes based on Cell Factories
(CFs). Productivity was 5.7 · 106 TU/ml with an infectivity of
6 · 104 TU/ng p30 and 3.1 · 107 TU/ml with an infectivity of
8 · 104 TU/ng p24 for RVV and LVV, respectively. Productivity
using bioreactors was higher than that obtained in GMP CFs
based processes while impurities profiles (BSA, HCD, HCP)
were overall comparable. Vectors manufactured in bioreactor
were used to transduce primary cells (CD34+ and T cells)
showing high transduction efficiency and vector copy number.
Although the downstream process currently in use for GMP
LVV production can be successfully applied to vectors produced
in small scale bioreactors, a different strategy is under development to accommodate larger volumes. Preliminary data indicate the possibility to efficiently purify vectors with no
detrimental impact on process performance, vector infectivity
and stability.

P370
Hydrodynamic limb vein injection of a neutral amphiphilic
triblock copolymer promotes delivery of a mini-dystrophin
plasmid DNA in skeletal muscles of mdx mice
T Le Gall1 T Haudebourg2 T Colombani2 Y Sibiril1 P Lehn1
C Pichon3 P Midoux3 P Guégan4 B Pitard2 T Montier1
1: Equipe « Transfert de gènes et thérapie génique », INSERM
U1078, UFR Médecine, UBO, Brest (FR) 2: CRCINA, INSERM
Université d’Angers & Université de Nantes (FR) 3: CBM CNRS
UPR4301 Orléans (FR) 4: UPMC (IPCM) - UMR 8232, LabExMiChem Paris (FR)
Non-viral delivery of plasmid DNA (pDNA) expressing
therapeutic genes is a promising approach for treating muscular
disorders. Contrary to viral vectors, synthetic delivery systems
do not induce any immune response, thus making them suitable
for repeated delivery required for chronic pathologies. Following hydrodynamic limb vein (HLV) injection, naked pDNA
can be delivered with some efficiency in all the muscles of a
limb; by contrast, cationic lipids or cationic polymers usually
do not allow to increase pDNA delivery in this context. Here,
we investigated the ability of neutral amphiphilic triblock copolymers (NATC) to promote the transfer of a mini-dystrophin
encoding pDNA in the skeletal muscles of mdx mice following
HLV injection. Three experimental conditions were considered, by comparing in each case naked pDNA versus pDNA
mixed with a NATC: (1) single injection of 200 lg of pDNA;
(2) single injection of 500 lg of pDNA; (3) three successive
injections (ten days apart) of 500 lg pDNA. The percentage of
dystrophin-positive myofibers was determined by immunohistological analysis in five muscles of the hind legs (subcontract with APEX platform, Oniris Nantes, FR). The results
showed that the transfection efficiency was increased after repeated injection of pDNA mixed with a NATC compared to
naked pDNA. More than 20% of dystrophin-positive myofibers
were obtained in the tibialis anterior (25%) and gastrocnemius
(22%), without any obvious toxicity observed. Ongoing works
aim to continue increasing the percentage of transfected myofibers, in order to get closer to the 40% threshold above which a
clinical benefit should be obtained.
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P371
Development of GMP-compliant production of freshly
isolated and transfected iris pigment epithelial (IPE) cells
to treat age-related macular degeneration (AMD)
M Kropp1 2 N Harmening1 2 T Bautzová1 2 M Asrih1 2
G Sealy1 2 S Johnen3 Z Izsvák4 C Marie5 D Scherman5
J van den Berg6 G Thumann1 2
1: University Hospitals of Geneva 2: University of Geneva
3: RWTH Aachen University 4: Max Delbrück Center
for Molecular Medicine 5: CNRS-Inserm-Univ Paris DescartesChimie ParisTech 6: Amsterdam Biotherapeutics Unit (AmBTU)
Under the aegis of the FP7-funded TargetAMD proposal, a team
of scientists and clinicians has developed protocols for the personalized treatment of neovascular AMD, comprising isolation
from an iris biopsy, transfection of iris pigment epithelial (IPE)
cells with the human PEDF gene followed by subretinal transplantation in the same patient, during a one-hour surgical session.
For the planned first-in-man clinical trial, the PEDF-transfected
IPE cells, designated as the Gene Therapeutic Medicinal Product
(GTMP) by Swiss regulatory authorities, are required to be produced under GMP guidelines, shown safe and reproducibly
transfected. Since the number of cells isolated from an iris biopsy
is limited, we developed methods for transfection of as few as
5000 IPE cells under GMP guidelines. IPE cells were isolated from
human donor eyes and immediately transfected using the non-viral
hyperactive Sleeping Beauty transposon system. Electroporation of
this cell sample has been optimized and the number of cells been
reduced to 10¢000. Customized quality controls have been developed and a validation run, using human donor eyes, qualified the
process and enabled the measure of supplemental quality parameters. In average 7,850 – 5,668 cells could be isolated from one
iridectomy and remnant naked dsDNA in the transplant suspension
was limited to 9.02 – 1.57 ng corresponding to 1.81 – 0.32% of
introduced dsDNA. A protocol for the efficient transfection of few
freshly isolated cells as can be obtained from an iris biopsy has
been successfully accomplished under GMP guidelines enabling
transfer of the methodology to hospitals with GMP-facilities.

P372
New lipid derivatives of NHC-silver complexes: Potential
interests for cystic fibrosis
T Le Gall1 A Mottais1 M Berchel2 Y Sibiril1 V Laurent1
P A Jaffrès2 T Montier1
1: Equipe « Transfert de gènes et thérapie génique », INSERM
U1078, UFR Médecine, UBO, Brest (FR) 2: Equipe « Phosphore
et vectorisation », UMR 6521 CNRS, UFR Sciences, UBO, Brest
(FR)
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is a genetic disorder due to mutations in the
CFTR gene, causing the absence or malfunction of the corresponding chloride channel in the apical membrane of airway epithelial cells. Lung physiopathology includes mucus dehydration,
loss of muco-ciliary clearance, bacterial colonization/inflammation
and progressive loss of pulmonary function. In a previous work, we
have shown that an N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) silver complex
endowed with antibacterial properties can be used as an additive
component of cationic lipid systems dedicated to gene transfer to
the lungs following aerosol delivery. Here, lipid derivatives of the
NHC-silver complex were synthetized, with the aim to obtain
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stronger antibacterial effects while retaining compatibility with
cationic lipid systems. The new synthetized compounds demonstrated enhanced activities against a panel of bacteria representative
of those found in CF lungs, i.e. Gram-positive strains (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative strains (e.g. Pseudomonas
aeruginosa), with active doses in the same order of magnitude as
that of conventional antibiotics. When combined with a cationic
lipid, additive effects were obtained in regards to antibacterial activity and gene transfer, but also cytotoxicity towards human
bronchial epithelial cells. This work demonstrates that lipid derivatives of NHC-silver complexes can show strong antibacterial activities; they may thus represent an alternative to conventional
antibiotics for overcoming the emergence of multi-resistant bacteria, especially in the high selective pressure environment of the CF
airways. Further optimizations still need to be done to obtain synthetic systems capable of both wide-spectrum antibacterial effects
and safe gene transfer into target airway epithelial cells.

P373
Association of adenovirus and metallic particles formed
during electropulsation promotes virus entry in CARnegative cells by endocytosis
T Ragot1 C Pioche-Durieu2 E Le Cam2 L M Mir1
1: Vectorologie et Thérapies Anticancéreuses, UMR 8203,
CNRS, Univ. Paris-Sud, Gustave Roussy, Université ParisSaclay, Villejuif, France 2: Signalisations, Noyaux et
Innovations en Cancérologie, UMR 8126, CNRS, Univ. ParisSud, Gustave Roussy, Université Paris-Saclay, Villejuif, France
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1: Deutsches Primatenzentrum (DPZ), Göttingen 2: IDCBIS,
Bogota, Colombia
Gene therapy is considered the key towards treatment of genetic diseases, and also holds promises for treating cancer or
neuro-degeneration. Remarkable advances were made with nanoparticles or virus-based delivery approaches, but there are still
some drawbacks concerning efficiency, side effects and costs.
Combining the positive features of viral vectors and non-viral
nanoparticles, the human JC polyomavirus ( JCV) was introduced
as a versatile delivery tool for genetic material in a variety of cell
types. Here, we introduce the generation of target cell directed
JCV-derived virus-like particles (VLPs) based on the major capsid
protein VP1. VP1-VLPs are in vitro loaded with various cargos,
e.g. siRNAs or linear gene-expression cassettes (here encoding
GFP) and subsequently used for efficient transduction. For the
directed delivery of cargos we specifically altered the VLPs native
tropism towards serotonin receptors (5HT2R) by covalently linking a targeting molecules like a HER2/neu single chain antibody
fragment (scFv) onto the surface of the particles. Thereby we
succeeded to transduce HER2/neu positive human breast- and
colorectal cancer cells and in parallel inhibited the natural tropism
of the VLPs. Additional retargeting approaches include scFv
against surface markers such as CD3, CD28, CD34, CEA or TrkB
to deliver cargos into various lymphocytes, cancers, nervous tissue
and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). JCV VLPs represent an
elegant tool for the directed delivery of genetic material into cell
and tissue types in vitro and in vivo. An additional benefit is the
absence of any viral genetic components, thus preventing harmful
integration into the genomes of treated cells.
P375

Penetration of large macromolecules (including DNA) across the
plasmic membrane during electropulsation is not fully understood.
We had previously applied long-lasting electric pulses after infection of CAR-negative cells with an adenovirus vector and shown a
large increase in the expression of its reporter gene. This effect was
mainly associated to the large production of metallic particles released by the aluminium electrodes of the electroporation cuvettes.
We investigated now the contribution of the different experimental
factors to this increase and looked if it can be generalized to several
conditions and cell lines. The observed effect is due to increased
adenovirus entry into cells since no contribution of the further
stages of adenovirus cellular trafficking was detected. The largest
effect was obtained when the virions associated during the pulses to
the metallic particles formed, compared to the results obtained
when the virions were mixed to preformed metallic particles or to
aluminum hydroxide powder. Analysis of virion/metallic particle
aggregates by transmission electromicroscopy (TEM) showed a
higher proportion of complexed virions in the former case. We
speculate that this complex is the key factor explaining the effect.
To confirm this idea, we have studied infected cells by TEM after
infection and with different pulse conditions. We also used different
endocytosis inhibitors to delineate which endocytosis mechanism(s)
is (are) involved in increased adenovirus entry into cells. Hypotheses that may explain this effect will be discussed.

P374
Retargeted JCV derived virus-like particles as an efficient
tool for directed delivery
S Schneider1 L T Schiller1 N Lemus-Diaz1 G A Salguero2
J Gruber1

Quantoplexes to track nucleic acid delivery: biophysical
properties, cell uptake and transfection in vitro
and 3D-optical imaging in vivo
H Sami1 S Gehrig1 A Taschauer1 A Geyer1 M Billerhart1
S Yavuz1 A Schützhofer1 F Alioglu1 A Susha2 A Rogach2
M Ogris1
1: University of Vienna 2: City University of Hong Kong
Polyplexes have demonstrated significant potential in nucleic
acid delivery applications. Quantoplexes, polyplexes loaded with
quantum dots (QDs), are promising theranostic carriers for tracking
nanocarrier bio-distribution in vivo by fluorescence based bioimaging techniques (Zintchenko, Mol Ther. 2009;17(11):1849-56). In
this study, quantoplexes were prepared by incorporating highly
fluorescent near-infrared emitting cadmium telluride QDs bearing a
net negative charge within linear polyethylenimine (LPEI) based
polyplexes. This work investigates a) the effect of incorporation of
different amounts of QDs on the properties, performance and intracellular localization of plasmid DNA based polyplexes in vitro
and b) spatio-temporal biodistribution and tracking of reporter gene
delivery process in vivo with tomographic methods. At lower
charge ratio and higher amount of QDs, polyplex forming process
was partially inhibited with increased QD amounts. Lower amounts
of QDs in quantoplexes did not change biophysical properties as
observed by nanoparticle tracking analysis and light scattering
techniques. Efficient cellular uptake and low toxicity of quantoplexes was shown using flow cytometry. Confocal laser scanning
microscopy was employed to confirm intracellular uptake and investigate the localization of QDs with respect to plasmid DNA and
LPEI. The incorporation of optimised amount of QDs did not alter
transfection efficiency using Firefly and Gaussia luciferase as
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reporter genes. Further, quantoplexes were administered intravenously in mice to spatio-temporally track the gene delivery process.
Combination of 3D (tomographic) fluorescence (for quantoplexes)
and 3D bioluminescence (firefly luciferase) imaging together with
morphologic imaging (CT, MRI) gave promising results indicating
the applicability of quantoplexes as theranostic gene carriers.
P376
Efficient electrotransfer-mediated transfection of retinal
pigment epithelial cells and retinas of the rd10 mouse model
using the non-viral Sleeping Beauty transposon system
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Several eye diseases are due to gene mutations that lead to
visual impairment. Non-viral gene therapy applications allow a
direct transfer of nucleic acids to target cells, mediated e.g. by
physically-based electroporation. To perform an efficient, well
tolerable, spatially controlled transfection, optimized electrode
geometries and plasmid constructs are needed. We investigated
an ex vivo, non-viral electrotransfer of gene constructs mediated
by the use of the Sleeping Beauty (SB100X) transposon system.
The Venus reporter gene was introduced into retinas and retinal
pigment epithelial (RPE) cells of the rd10 mouse, a commonly
used model of retinitis pigmentosa. Electroporations were performed via a pipette-based system and commercially available or
custom-made microelectrodearray (MEA) structures. Retinas
and RPE cells were isolated from C57BL/6J and rd10 mice of
different ages. For transfection, 30 ng of pT2-CMV-SB100X
transposase and 470 ng of pT2-CAGGS-Venus transposon
plasmids were applied. Venus transgene expression was analyzed via immunohistochemistry and reverse transcription PCR.
Parameters for the MEA-based electroporation were tested regarding efficiency and cell survival. Using the pipette-based
system, high transfection efficiencies were observed for degenerated rd10 retinas; however, appropriate C57BL/6J explants
showed less Venus-positive cells. MEA-mediated gene transfer
using pulses of 1.6 V resulted in viability rates of >72%. Ex vivo
electroporation with the SB100X transposon system resulted in
efficient Venus transgene expression in rd10 retinas and both
C57BL/6J and rd10 RPE cells. The development of custommade MEAs as electroporation device tends to create an ocular
prosthesis inducing an electrical stimulation of the retina and an
electrotransfer-mediated non-viral gene application.

P377
Surgical treatment of pseudoarthrosis of long human tubular
bones using gene-activated grafts: First clinical observations
R F Masgutov1 2 M A Chekunov1 M N Zhuravleva2
R Z Salikhov1 3 G A Masgutova2 O V Teplov1
D KH Galimov1 Y A Plakseichuk1 R KH Yagudin1
I O Pankov3 A A Rizvanov1 2
1: Republican clinical hospital, Kazan, 420064, Russia 2: Kazan
Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 3: Kazan State
Medical Academy, Kazan, 420012, Russia
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Treatment of pseudoarthrosis of long tubular bones remains
one of the most difficult tasks in orthopedics. One of the
promising areas is the use of gene therapy in combination with
classical surgical methods. We performed surgical treatment of
five patients with pseudoarthrosis of the tibia using geneactivated bone grafts containing two therapeutic genes, vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and bone morphogenetic
protein-2 (BMP2), in the period from 2014 to 2016. In all cases,
pseudoarthrosis was preceded by a severe combined trauma. All
patients for a long time, from 1 year to 3 years were under
standard treatment methods in an attempt to consolidate the
fracture of the tibia. However, in all patients, a pseudoarthrosis
of the middle third of the tibia developed. Methods of visual
examination, patient complaints, a visual-analogue scale for
assessing pain, lower limb resilience, radiographic examination
of tibia, an additional method using X-ray computed tomography
after surgical intervention at 3, 6 and 12 months after procedure
were used to assess the consolidation of pseudoarthrosis. The
data obtained by us on a limited number of patients suggest that
stimulation of osteoangiogenesis by a gene-activated bone graft
appears promising for the treatment of pseudoarthrosis and slowgrowing fractures of human tubular bones.

P378
Using non-viral gene delivery by Sleeping Beauty to generate
hHCN4-expressing hiPSCs as platform for pacemaker
cardiomyocytes differentiation
A Garcı́a-Pérez1 X H Zhang3 N Telugu1
Z Izsvak1

2

T Saric2 M Morad3

1: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine 2: University
of Cologne 3: MUSC, Charleston, SC, USA
Sino-atrial nodal (SAN) cells initiate and regulate the rate of the
heartbeat by generating oscillations of membrane potential (diastolic depolarization) that are activated in turn by coordinated
activation of Ca2+ signaling /NCX (INa-Ca) and hyperpolarizationactivated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels (If). Electronic
devices are used to replace the function of the SAN when these
cells are damaged by disease and/or age, even though they have
inadequate autonomic response, limited battery life and are
subject to lead corrosion and infections, causing often adverse
cardiac remodelling. Strategies that combine gene and cell-based
approaches are being pursued to develop biological pacemakers
as an alternative to electronic pacemakers. We have undertaken
a combined cell and gene therapy strategy, where the non-viral
integrating transposon system Sleeping Beauty (SB) is used to
overexpress HCN4 in human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs) as platform for differentiation of pacemaker cardiomyocytes. Generated hHCN4-hiPSC showed stable, long-term and
functional HCN4 expression while continued to express pluripotency markers. We checked the differentiation ability of HCN4
expressing lines into cardiomyocytes. At day 10-15 of differentiation, both non-modified and hHCN4-overexpressing cells displayed robust beating and transgene expression was maintained
throughout the differentiation. At day 15-20 of differentiation 8095% of the culture expressed cardiomyocyte-specific markers
and cardiomyocytes resembling SAN-cells morphology could be
observed in hHCN4-overexpressing cultures. Further electrophysiology studies showed expression of calcium channels and
functional overexpression of If channel which, just like the SAN
cells, activate slowly at -80 mVs, was blocked by Cs+, and was
expressed in every cell of the positive clones.
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Optimisation of Sleeping Beauty transposon system for gene
therapy application to treat age-related macular
degeneration (AMD)
H Cai1 A Szvetnik1 A Garcia-Perez1 L Adam2 Z Zhou1 J Wang1
N Mermod3 G Thumann4 Z Izsvák1
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1: MDC 2: Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie
3: University of Lausanne 4: University Hospitals of Geneva
Gene therapy has the potential of providing effective therapeutic
strategies for currently ‘untreatable’ genetic and acquired disorders. While, the Sleeping Beauty (SB) system is a promising nonviral method, it needs to be tested in the targeted cell type context.
Here, we studied feasibility and safety aspects of SB to treat agerelated macular degeneration (AMD) in retinal pigment epithelial
cells (RPEs). We asked if (i) it was required to utilize insulator
sequences to ensure non-silenced transgene expression; (ii) if we
could establish a minimal insulator sequence (6CTCF) to shield
transactivation from the transgene. Our data suggest that transgene
expression and silencing are mainly dependent on the promoter
itself, rather than the SB vector. Intensity of transgene expression
across different single clones does correlate with numbers of the
integrated copies. Besides, we find that flanking the transgene
cassette with two insulators could provide an obvious shielding
effect, though it affects transgene expression negatively. Without
protection, altered RNA expression of the host genes was observed
in an orientation-dependent pattern with regard of transgene integration. Importantly, the effect was not detectable on protein level.
Surprisingly, the 6CTCF-transgene-6CTCF construct could support extreme high/low transgene expression in individual clones.
The single-insulator construct behaved intermediately in both
enhancer-blocker activity and transgene expression assays. Collectively, the transposon system is relatively safe in RPEs. No
insulator sequences are required for sustained transgene expression. A single 6CTCF insulator motif upstream the transgene
cassette could provide effective shielding against transactivation.
Whether insulators could improve biosafety, would require further
investigations.

P380
Biocompatible highly condensed plasmid DNA for In vivo
diffusive delivery
S Asayama1 A Nohara1 S Taneichi1 Y Negishi2
H Kawakami1 S
1: Tokyo Metropolitan University 2: Tokyo University
of Pharmacy and Life Sciences
Owing to crosslinking between polycations and plasmid
DNAs (pDNAs), the disadvantage of in vivo gene delivery
mainly stems from the difficulty in controlling the properties of
the resulting polyion complex (PIC) at the nanoscale size. To
avoid the crosslinking by polycations, we have establish the
concept of the ‘‘mono-ion complex (MIC)’’ formation between
pDNA and a mono-cationic biocompatible polymer [1-3]. Here,
our original concept of the MIC between pDNA and a monocationic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) has been stabilized by
hydrogen bond formation. To form the hydrogen bond with
pDNA, omega-amide-pentylimidazolium end-modified PEG,
that is, APe-Im-PEG, has been synthesized. The electrophoresis
patterns revealed that the stable MIC has surprisingly further
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migrated into gel, as compared with naked pDNA. The rise of
Tm suggests that the specific hydrogen bond forms between an
adenine-thymine base pair and the omega-amide group. The
resulting MIC has enhanced the higher luciferase gene expression, and the broader area of green fluorescent protein (EGFP)
expression in in mice, as compared with a naked pDNA or
pDNA PIC from linear poly(ethyleneimine) (jet-PEI). These
results suggest that the pDNA MIC is diffusive in vivo administration site, as compared with pDNA PIC. Consequently, our
methodology for MIC stabilization by a omega-amide group is
expected to offer superior suprarmolecular systems to those by
ubiquitous PICs for in vivo diffusive gene delivery. [1] S.
Asayama et al., Biomacromolecules, 15, 997-1001 (2014). [2] S.
Asayama et al., Biomacromolecules, 16, 1226-1231 (2015). [3]
S. Asayama et al., WO 2014/148378 A1 (PCT/JP2014/56873).
P381
Harness the immune and gene editing functions of in vitro
synthesized gRNA for anti-virus therapy
Y Cai1 S Paludan1
1: Department of Biomedicine, Aarhus University, DK-8000,
Aarhus C, Denmark
CRISPR has been extensively used in basic biology and
therapeutic research. For gene therapy, CRISPR is usually delivered with a transient system - gRNA and Cas9 mRNA/or
protein to avoid side effects related to prolonged nuclease activity. gRNA is a 100-nucleotides sequence with both single- and
double-stranded structures. In contrast to its broad applications,
the immune property of gRNA has not been fully investigated.
Here, we study the innate immune response to gRNAs from
different sources – in vitro transcribed gRNA (IVT-gRNA) and
synthesized gRNA with and without modifications. We find that
IVT-gRNAs elicits strong cytokines response. Although chemically modified gRNA demonstrates higher gene disruption capability than unmodified one, none of them induces innate
immune sensing in THP1-macrophages, pDCs and 293T cells.
The mechanism of sensing of IVT-gRNA by the host is through
the RIG-I MAVS pathway. Although recognized by the immune
sensor, IVT gRNAs maintain their gene editing capability.
Several DNA viruses, including herpes simplex virus (HSV) and
hepatitis B virus (HBV) can establish chronic/persistent infections, and there is emerging evidence supporting that the innate
immune system plays a key role in control of these infections.
We therefore take advantage of the bifunctional IVT-gRNA to
both target the virus genome and stimulate the innate immune
system for anti-HSV and anti-HBV therapy. We are currently
performing these studies in a cell culture model.

P382
Naked-DNA minicircle-vector gene transfer to periportal
hepatocytes corrects ureagenesis in ornithine
transcarbamylase-deficient spfash mice
H M Grisch-Chan1 S Deplazes1 A Schlegel2 Z L Song2
G Allegri1 N Rimann1 T Scherer1 R Fingergut3 J Häberle1
B Thöny1
1: Division of Metabolism and Children’s Research Center,
University Children’s Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland,
affiliated with the Zurich Center for Integrative Human
Physiology (ZIHP) and the Neuroscience Center Zurich (ZNZ),
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Zurich, Switzerland 2: Swiss HPB and Transplant Center,
Department of Surgery, University of Zurich Hospital,
Switzerland 3: Swiss Newborn Screening Laboratory, University
Children’s Hospital Zurich, Switzerland
The aim of this project is to exploit the potential of non-viral
vectors for liver-directed gene therapy. While non-viral vectors
offer safety advantages over viral approaches, their limitation is
transgene delivery. Using non-viral, naked-DNA minicirclebased vectors, we demonstrate the ability of sustained gene
therapeutic correction in male spfash mice, a human model for
the X-linked ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) deficiency. OTC
is a key enzyme of the urea cycle that is fully expressed exclusively in periportal hepatocytes. Targeting minicircle-vectors to
periportal hepatocytes is challenging as it requires administration
through vessels connecting directly to the portal triad composed
of branches of portal vein, hepatic artery and biliary duct. While
portal vein injections were accompanied by high mortality (>50% lethality), infusion of minicircles via hydrodynamic
retrograde intrabiliary infusion (HRII) was safe with 100% survival (n > 50) and superior over the portal vein access as passage
through fenestrated endothelia is not required. We used minicirclevectors expressing a codon-optimized murine Otc-cDNA that included a truncated intron and under the transcriptional control of
a synthetic liver-specific promoter-enhancer sequence. Treated
spfash mice had improved various disease markers, including
urinary orotic acid, liver OTC activity, and in vivo ureagenesis
(using stable isotopes), and selectively survived severe hyperammonemia induced upon a shRNA-mediated knock-down of
residual endogenous OTC expression. While this study proves that
non-viral minicircle-vectors have the potential to treat OTC deficiency in spfash mice, the HRII method still needs optimization
and detailed characterization.
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Polymer funcionalised gold nanoparticles as non-viral gene
delivery reagents
M Sancho-Albero1 M M Encabo-Berzosa1 V Sebastián1
S Irusta1 M Arruebo1 J Santamaria2 P Martin-Duque3
1: Institute of Nanoscience of Aragon (University of Zaragoza)
2: CIBER-BBN 3: Universidad Francisco de Vitoria/ Instituto
Aragones de CC de la Salud 4: Fundación Araid
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Nanoparticle-mediated transfection is characterized by a reduced immunogenicity and a low production cost, and an easy
and scalable synthesis process compared to the highly efficient
viral vectors (i.e., adenovirus, retrovirus, etc.). Therefore, non-viral
vectors based on nanoparticles are attracting considerable attention
as a promising alternative to viral vectors. Here, we present a novel
transfection reagent based on gold nanoparticles covalently coupled with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and Polyethylenimine (PEI)
(Au-PEI-PEG nanoparticles) in which the transfection efficiency
levels reached are equivalent (even superior in some conditions)
to commercially available transfection reagents (i.e., Lipofectamine2000). The obtained vector has been thoroughly characterized by means of multiple physico-chemical techniques such as
TEM, STEM-HAADF, DLS, UVVIS, FTIR and XPS. Moreover a
cytotoxicological evaluation of the Au-PEI-PEG nanoparticles, a
nuclease protection assay, a transfection efficacy evaluation by
confocal microscopy and by flow cytometry as well as intracellular
trafficking studies by using confocal microscopy and transmission
electron microscopy complete the study. Our study shows that an
appropriate ratio between the nitrogen from the PEI and the
phosphorous from the phosphate groups of the DNA together with
a reduced size (*5 times less than lipofectamine) and a larger
electrokinetic potential (*3 times more than lipofectamine) are
responsible for an increased nanoparticle internalization and enhanced protein expression for the three transported plasmids when
using the nanoparticulated vector as carrier.

Gene therapy for the treatment of suspensory ligament
injury in horses: Case report

P385

M Kovac1 Y A Litvin2 R O Aliev1 E YU Zakirova2 C S Rutland3
A P Kiyasov2 A A Rizvanov2
1: Moscow State Academy of Veterinary Medicine and
Biotechnology, Moscow, Russia 2: Kazan Federal University,
Kazan, Russia 3: School of Veterinary Medicine and Science,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Nottingham, England, UK
For the first time in this clinical study, we successfully used
the direct gene therapy method to restore severe injury of the
suspensory ligament branch in horse (Equus caballus). We
synthesized the plasmid DNA encoding two therapeutic speciesspecific growth factors: vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF164) and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2). Expression
and biological activity of recombinant proteins were confirmed
in vitro. Plasmid DNA formulation was prepared and confirmed
to be endotoxin free. After then we injected this plasmid DNA at
the site of injury in the suspensory ligament branch. Treatment
effects were evaluated with the use of clinical observation and
ultrasound imaging during a period of a few months. We demonstrated that gene therapy used within a period of 2-3 months
after the injury resulted in the full recovery of functions and a
complete renewal of the severely damaged suspensory ligament.
Study was supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7 of
the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation and
Program of Competitive Growth of Kazan Federal University.

Photochemically activated liposomal platform for enhanced
nuclei acids delivery
W Chen1 W Deng1 X Zhao3 J N Vo2 E M Goldys1 H Cui3
1: Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence
for Nanoscale BioPhotonics, Macquarie University 2:
Department of Chemistry and Biomolecular Sciences,
Macquarie University 3: Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences
Compared to the viral vectors, the nonviral vectors have recently
emerged and shown promising applications due to their unique
properties including facile preparation and modification, the minimal immune toxicity and the ability of loading long DNA fragments. Particularly in terms of anticancer therapy, the enhanced
permeability and retention (EPR) effect enables these carriers to
accumulate in tumour tissue rather than normal tissue. However,
site-specific delivery is still challenging for precise medical treatments. To achieve the on-demand content release, several sorts of
stimulus-responsive nanocarrier systems have been designed for
enhanced controlled release of therapeutic compounds or nuclei
acids. Among these external stimuli, light triggering methods have
arose intensive interests due to the feasibility of spatiotemporal
manipulation and non-invasive setups. Liposomes are a kind of
nanomaterial widely used in gene and drug delivery systems (DDSs.
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In this work we designed a kind of light-triggered liposomes, which
encapsulated a clinically used photosensitiser (verteporfin, VP) and
plasmid and antisense DNA. VP has a strong absorbance peaked
around 690 nm red light, and was used to produce the reactive
oxygen species (ROS). ROS can destabilize the liposomal bilayer
and endolysosomal membrane, in this way, the photochemically
facilitated endolysosomal escape was achieved. The whole profile
of light induced release was confirmed through the quantitative
analysis of colocalization at subcellular level. Overall, such lighttriggered process offered an effective platform for nonviral gene
delivery. It is anticipated that this system would be a promising
strategy for gene therapy and editing by carrying other genetic
materials and editing tools.
P386
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Adiponectin gene delivery using a polymeric gene carrier
modulates inflammation of acute lung injury
C X Piao1 J H Park2 M H Lee1
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expression level of RAGE under hypoxic condition. Along with
RBP, deoxycholic acid-conjugated low molecular weight polyethylenimine (DA-PEI) was used as a gene delivery carrier of the
heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) gene. Plasmid DNA (pDNA)/DA-PEI/
RBP complexes can be formed tightly, and the complexes were
more stable complexes than pDNA/DA-PEI complexes. The size
and zeta potential of pDNA/DA-PEI/RBP complexes did not
change much compared with pDNA/DA-PEI complexes. In
Neuro2A cell, pDNA/DA-PEI/RBP had little cytotoxicity compared with pDNA/lipofectamine complexes. Furthermore, gene
delivery efficiency of pDNA/DA-PEI/RBP was higher than
pDNA/DA-PEI, pDNA/PEI25k, and pDNA/lipofectamine complexes. Also, as therapeutic gene, plasmid HO-1 (pHO-1) delivery efficiency was similar to luciferase assay. The cell protective
effect of pHO-1/DA-PEI/RBP in hypoxia condition was confirmed by flow cytometry. As a result, pHO-1/DA-PEI/RBP were
more efficient than only RBP, pHO-1/carrier. These results
demonstrated that RBP and pHO-1 had a synergistic cell protective effect. Taken together, RBP and pHO-1 combinational
delivery may be the effective treatment for ischemic stroke.

1: Hanyang University 2: Inje University
Adiponectin (APN) is a protein with many biological functions
secreted from the adipose tissue. APN is related to an antiinflammatory effect and can protect the endothelial cells. Thus,
APN may be useful for the treatment of acute lung injury (ALI)
with the anti-inflammation effect. In this study, dexamethasone was
conjugated to low molecular weight polyethylenimine (PEI2k,
2kDa) or polyamidoamine dendrimer (PAMAM, second generation). Dexamethasone is an anti-inflammatory drug. In the cells,
dexamethasone bound to the glucocorticoid receptor in the cytoplasm and transported into the nucleus. Therefore, dexamethasone
conjugated polymer may increase the gene delivery efficiency into
the nucleus. In this study, dexamethasone conjugated PEI2k
(PEI2k-Dexa) and PAMAM (PAMG2-Dexa) were evaluated as
carriers of the APN gene in animal models of lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) induced ALI. PEI2k-Dexa and PAMG2-Dexa formed stable
complexes with plasmid DNAs (pDNAs). In vitro transfection into
the L2 lung epithelial cells, PAMG2-Dexa showed higher transfection efficiency and lower cytotoxicity than PEI2k-Dexa. The
PAMG2-Dexa/APN complexes were administered to ALI animal
models via intratracheal injection. PAMG2-Dexa had higher DNA
delivery efficiency than PEI2k-Dexa and PEI25K in the lungs.
Furthermore, the injection of the pAPN/PAMG2-Dexa complex
decreased the level of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a
and IL-1B. H&E staining showed that inflammation reaction was
reduced by delivery of the APN gene in the lungs of ALI models.
Therefore, delivery of the APN gene using PAMG2-Dexa reduced
inflammation in the lungs of ALI models. The APN gene may be
useful for the development of gene therapy for ALI.

P388
Curcumin loaded DA3 as a carrier of the antagomir
for the inhibition of micrRNA-21 in glioblastoma
M K Kim1 X Tan1 M H Lee1
1: Hanyang University
Glioblastoma multiform (GBM) is one of the most malignant
brain tumours characterized by high cell proliferation, cell motility,
invasion and metastasis. It was reported that microRNA21(miR-21),
one of the glioma-specific microRNA, can reduce the expression of
tumour suppressor genes such as PDCD-4 and PTEN as antiapoptosis factors. This suggests that antisense deoxyoligonucleotide
against miR-21 (ADN-21) may inhibit the action of miR-21 and
reduce the growth of glioblastoma. Deoxycholic acid conjugated
polyethylenimine (DA3) is an amphiphilic molecule with hydrophilic polyethylenimine and hydrophobic deoxycholic acid and
forms micelle in aqueous solution. Curcumin, an active hydrophobic
small-molecules drug, has been used chemo-therapeutic properties.
In this study, Curcumin was loaded into hydrophobic core of DA3
micelle (Curcumin-DA3). After that, DA3-Curcumin formed complex with ADN-21. In vitro transfection studies demonstrated that
DA3-Curcumin has more higher delivery efficiency of ADN-21 into
C6 rat glioblastoma cells than polyethylenimine and lipofectamine.
In vivo tests also showed that combined Curcumin and antagomir
inhibits the tumour growth and glioblastoma compared with Curcumin only or naked antagomir. These results demonstrated that the
delivery of ADN-21 with Curcumin-DA3 is a promising and potential therapy to induce cell apoptosis and reduce tumour growth.

P387
Synergistic effects of RAGE binding peptide and heme
oxygenase-1 gene delivery for ischaemic stroke therapy
1

2

1

J J Oh J H Jeong M H Lee

1: Hanyang University 2: Sungkyunkwan University
Receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) is a
multi-ligand receptor that is involved in ischemia/reperfusion
(I/R) injury. In this study, we produced RAGE binding peptide
(RBP) that is derived from high mobility group box-1 (HMGB1)
for blocking the RAGE and its ligands interaction. As an antagonist of RAGE, RBP reduced inflammatory cytokines and the
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In vitro angiogenic properties of plasmid encoding SDF-1a
and VEGF165 genes
V V Solovyeva1 R V Deev3 A A Isaev2 A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: Human
Stem Cells Institute, Moscow, 119333, Russia 3: Ryazan State
Medical University, Ryazan, 390026, Russia
Stromal cell-derived factor-1 alpha (SDF-1a) and Vascular
Endothelial Growth Factor 165 (VEGF165) play an important
role in angiogenesis. SDF-1a is chemo-attractant for endothelial
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progenitor cells, it promotes new vessels formation. VEGF165
has neuroprotective, neurotrophic and pro-angiogenic effects. At
the moment, application of growth factors in regenerative medicine is under investigation. Here we studied angiogenic potential
of plasmid pBud-VEGF165-SDF-1a expressing VEGF165 and
SDF-1a. Conditioned media (CM) from human adipose-derived
stem cells (hADSCs) and HEK293T cells transfected with pBudVEGF165-SDF-1a was collected and VEGF165 and SDF-1a
recombinant proteins expression was confirmed by IF, ELISA
and western blot analysis. It was shown that CM from transfected
HEK293T cells promotes capillary-like structures formation by
HUVEC on Matrigel in vitro. Proliferation activity of HUVEC
cells after cultivation with 30% of conditioned media from
transfected HEK293T cells was increased compared to control
cells. INF-c, IL-1b, IL-2, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, MCP-1 cytokines/
chemokines production levels was measured using MILLIPLEX
xMAP Luminex kits. It was shown that hADSCs transfection
with pBud-VEGF165-SDF-1a causes significant IL-8 and MCP-1
level increase in CM in comparison with control cells. In conclusion, pBud-VEGF165-SDF-1a plasmid shows angiogenic
properties in vitro and can be used in regenerative medicine
applications requiring induction of therapeutic angiogenesis.
RAA was supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7 of the
Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation.
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Interaction of nucleotide phosphates and polynucleotides
with halloysite nanotubes
S N Batasheva1 E V Rozhina1 F S Akhatova1 R F Fakhrullin1
1: Kazan Federal University

L Sendra2 M Frasson3 M J Herrero2 E M Montalvá3
R López-Andújar3 J Martı́nez-Pastor1 L Martı́-Bonmatı́3
E Garcı́a-Granero3 S F Aliño1 3

Clay minerals are known to bind DNA and protect it against
adverse environmental conditions and degradation by DNases and
such adsorbed DNA can be involved in transformation of soil
microorganisms. Due to theirs small sizes and non-toxicity clay
minerals are proposed as vehicles to deliver genetic information
into mammalian cells. For this purpose, nanotubes of halloysite
(HNTs) - a cheap natural non-toxic nanomaterial - are well suited.
We have studied the ability of halloysite (USA) to adsorb different
nucleotide phosphates (NP) (UMP, ADP, dATP, AMP, ATP,)
uridine, polyadenylic–polyuridylic acid (polyAU), chicken erythrocyte DNA in the presence and absence of Mg2+ ions. HNTs
adsorbed NP only slightly and did not adsorb uridine, which confirms the important role of phosphate groups in interaction of clay
minerals with nucleic acids. Mg2+ ions positively influenced the
binding of polyAU and DNA to HNTs, with HNTS forming with
DNA a dense precipitate resistant to re-suspending. Zeta potentials
were measured for pure HNTs and HNTs bearing absorbed NP and
polyAU, with and without Mg2+, using Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malver, USA). HNTs bearing DNA and polyAU were visualized with
atomic force microscopy. Rhodamine B stained HNTs were visualized in the A549 (human lung adenocarcinoma) cell line using
confocal fluorescent microscopy. The work is performed according
to the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth of
Kazan Federal University. This work was funded by the subsidy
allocated to the Kazan Federal University for the state assignment
in the sphere of scientific activities (project 16.2822.2017/4.6).

1: Universidad de València 2: Instituto de Investigacion
sanitaria La Fe 3: Hospital La Fe
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Hydrodynamic IL10 gene transfer in human colon: Results
from an ex-vivo study with potential application in Crohn’s
disease

Background: The efficacy of hydrodynamic venous IL10 gene
delivery to ‘‘ex-vivo’’ human colon segments was evaluated to
determine its potential interest in Crohn’s disease treatment.
Methods: 13 human colon segments obtained from surgical resections were hydrodynamically transfected through the main
vein of the pedicle with 50 cc of hIL10 plasmid (20 lg/ml) solution. Tissue sections were cultured and RNA and protein copies
were determined 1, 2 and 4 days after transfection. Data obtained
were compared to 6 non-transfected specimens. One additional
specimen was injected with gold nanoparticles and their distribution was examined under electron microscope. Results:
Amount of hIL10 RNA was significantly increased in treated
tissue when compared to controls (p = 0.001). The IL10 protein
translation rates in treated groups were much higher (p < 0.001;
10 to 50-fold, respect to control tissue) than the basal production
in control tissue. This differences established during the first
hours and maintained during, at least, 4 days. With electron
microscopy, we multiple small (4 nm) nanoparticles were observed within the cytoplasm of enterocytes in mucosa. However,
we hardly observed large (15 nm) gold nanoparticles within the
tissue, always in submucosa. Conclusions: Hydrodynamic procedure efficiently delivers the IL10 gene to human colon, mediating levels of tissue protein translation indexes high enough to
mediate pharmacological effects with clinical interest in controlling the immune response in Crohn’s disease. This work was
partially supported by the Spanish Ministerio de Economı́a y
Competitividad (SAF2011–27002) and by a grant from University of Valencia and IIS La FE (VLC-Biomed, 2014-0725).

Generation of plasmid vector encoding VEGF and FGF10
for gene therapy of lung fibrosis
E E Garanina1 M N Zhuravleva1 S Bellusci2 A A Rizvanov1
1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: German
Center for Lung Research, Excellence Cluster CardioPulmonary System, Universities of Giessen and Marburg Lung
Center, Giessen, Hessen, Germany
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is debilitating disease
characterized by the development of excess fibrous tissue,
leading to thickening of the alveolar walls and decreased lung
function. Factors which have been associated with initiation and/
or progression of IPF include viral infections, abnormal cytokine, chemokine and growth factor production, oxidant stress,
autoimmunity and inhalational of toxicants. FGF10 is known to
promote protective and therapeutic effect by increasing fibrosis
resolution mediating alveolar epithelial cells II (AEC II) survival. Such properties of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), as both an angiogenic and permogenic factor has led to
interest in its potential role in lung injury. The primary goal of
the following investigation was generation of plasmid vector coexpressing both therapeutic proteins (VEGF165, FGF10). Primarily we performed subcloning of FGF10 cDNA into previously obtained plasmid vector pBud-VEGF165-EGFP. Final
construct was obtained using standard genetic engineering with
further confirmation by restriction analysis and sequencing.
Production of FGF10 and VEGF165 in epithelial lung cells and
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HEK293T cells was confirmed by western blot and immunofluorescent assay. Generated expression plasmid construct meets
the criteria of biosafety and efficiency of co-expression of both
pro-angiogenic factors, promoting regeneration. Obtained plasmid vector pBud-VEGF165-FGF10 can be potentially used as an
alternative variant for stimulation of regeneration during of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. RAA was supported by state assignment 20.5175.2017/6.7 of the Ministry of Education and
Science of Russian Federation.

the expression of recombinant dysferlin protein by immunofluorescence and western blot analysis. Positive reaction was revealed with rabbit polyclonal antibodies to dysferlin. The
resulting construct can be considered as one of the biologically
safe approaches for the therapy of human dysferlinopathies.
Future studies are needed to analyze the functionality of the
obtained genetic construct in animal models. SVV was supported
by RFBR grant 16-34-00657.
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An alternative to viral vectors for gene and cell therapies,
in vivo-jetPEI

Generation and functional analysis in vitro of recombinant
pCMV-DYSF plasmid encoding human DYSF gene
1

1

1
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1: Kazan Federal University, Kazan, 420008, Russia 2: Human
Stem Cells Institute, Moscow, 119333, Russia 3: Ryazan State
Medical University, Ryazan, 390026, Russia
Dysferlinopathies is a group of orphan autosomal recessive
neuromuscular diseases characterized by defect in dysferlin protein
expression. So far about 140 mutations have been identified across
the entire DYSF gene. There are three main clinical phenotypes
associated with dysferlin gene mutations: Limb girdle muscular
dystrophy type 2B (LGMD2B), Miyoshi myopathy (MM) and
distal myopathy with anterior tibial onset (DMAT). The frequency
of occurrence is 1/1,300 - 1/200,000 newborns in different populations. Currently there is no treatment for these diseases. In the
present work, we created a plasmid construct that encodes human
cDNA dysferlin gene and enables the expression of the recombinant dysferlin protein. Subcloning of the cDNA of dysferlin
gene from donor plasmid vector pDONR221-DYSF into pCMVSPORT6 expression recipient plasmid vector was achieved by
Gateway LR-recombination. The correct assembly of the genetic
construct and the absence of mutations were confirmed by sequencing. Genetic modification (transfection) of HEK293T cells
with resulting pCMV-DYSF plasmid was carried out to evaluate

V Kedinger1 P Belguise1 A L Bellemin1 M E Bonnet1
P Erbacher1
1: Polyplus Transfection
Advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) including gene
and cell therapy medicines have emerged as promising treatments
for various diseases. These therapies involve the introduction of a
therapeutic nucleic acid into patient’s body or patient’s cells.
in vivo-jetPEI, a cationic polymer-based reagent, is a very
powerful non-viral vector to safely and easily deliver nucleic
acids in vivo to a wide range of tissues through various routes of
administrations. in vivo-jetPEI offers high performance in terms
of efficiency, reproducibility and robustness. Following in vivojetPEI-mediated systemic delivery of nucleic acid, no induction
of major pro-inflammatory cytokines and no increase in sera
levels of hepatic enzymes is observed, making it a reliable and
safe alternative to viral vectors that can elicit an immune response. Nowadays, in vivo-jetPEI is a widely used chemical
reagent to deliver nucleic acids in animals and it has been selected
as the delivery vector of choice in several drug development
programs. To fulfill all the quality requirements associated to its
use in Human, Polyplus-transfection can supply preclinical
grade as well as cGMP grade in vivo-jetPEI reagents that are
used worldwide for a growing number of preclinical studies and
clinical trials based on plasmids or oligonucleotides delivery.
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Although gene transfer to haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) using
lentiviral vectors (LVs) has shown therapeutic efficacy for several
individuals with inherited disorders in recent trials, transduction
variability and incompleteness of the HSC population remains a
hurdle to yield a cure for all patients. Increasing the numbers of
integrating LVs into the genome is an attractive approach for increasing the proportion of vector-bearing HSCs, but safety concerns
remain, due to the potential disruption of (onco)gene splicing and/or

expression. We show here that the average vector copy number
measured in transplanted cells as a pool can be misleading and hide
disparities between hematopoietic cells with reconstituting activity.
The inclusion of a system to select genetically modified cells without
also increasing the number of copies of the vector per cell may
therefore be an appreciable advance to increasing both the efficacy
and safety of current LV. In previous attempts at HSC selection, loss
of transduced HSCs, contamination with non-transduced cells or lack
of applicability to large cell populations have rendered the procedures
out of reach for human applications. Here, we fused codon-optimized
puromycin N-acetyl-transferase to thymidine kinase. When expressed from a ubiquitous promoter within a complex lentiviral
vector comprising the beta-globin gene, viral titers and therapeutic
gene expression were maintained at effective levels. Complete selection and preservation of transduced HSCs were achieved after
brief exposure to puromycin in the presence of MDR1 blocking
agents, without integration biases, suggesting the procedure’s suitability for human clinical applications while affording the additional
safety of conditional suicide.

